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In Memoriam
The world of cryogenic engineering and sm* cryocooler technology was saddened
by the death nn August 5, 1990, of Dr. Howard 0. McMahon, former President of Arthur
D. Little, Inc., and a member of the Board of Directors of Helix Technology Corporation.
He was 75 years old.
Dr. McMahon's pioneering efforts in the field of cryogenics made possible irnportam contributions to the advancement of sAence and technology. In the late 1941)'s and
1950's, Dr. MiMahon was responsible for developing and commercializing the CollinsADL Helium Cryostat. The fust commercial helium liquefier permitted universities 313
research laboratories ttuoughout the world to conduct experiments at low temperature$
and make important advances in the fields of chemistr)., physics. biology. metallurgy.
electronics and astrcmomy.
Ir was in the late 1950's ?t Arthur D. Little, Inc., that Dr. McMahon and William E.
Gifford iivented the Gifford-BZcMahon cryogenic refrigeraticn cycle-a unique method
of reliably providing closed-cgtle refrigeration at temperatures below 10 degrees kelvin.
Initially, Sifford-McMahon ~ryc~genic
refrigerators were used for a variety of applications including the coolilg of infrared detectors, hw-noise ground-based receivers for
satellite communication networks and experiments in low-temperature spectroscopy at
long wavelenths.
With the birth of the microelectronics industry came the need for processing silicon
wafers in clean, high-vacuum chambers. The ability to achieve ultra-clean conditions in
vacuum processing chambers using Gifford-McMahon cryopumps has had a significant
impact on the development of the complex high-speed. high-capacity integrated circuits
of today. Subsequently, the Gfiord-McMahon cryogenic refrigeration cycle became the
industq standard refrigeration cycle for cryopump applications in tile rapidly g:owing
semiconductor industry.
A native of Alberta, Canada, and a naturalized citizen of the United States.
Dr. McMalron received his B.A. and M.A. from the University of British Columbia in
1935 and 1937, and his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistq from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1941. In 1943 he joined Arthur D. Little, Inc. and in 1064 became President, continuing as a Director until 1978.
Dr. McMahon was the author of many technical papers and held 22 patents on a
wide vliliety of inventions. In 1979, Dr. h~lclulallonwas awarded the S.C. Collins A\i*ard
in recopnitiqn of his outstanding technical contributions and dedicated service ro the
ciyogenic ccmrnunity.
Dr. McMahon's hspiration and influence rexhed into m m j aspects of cyogenic
engu~eering,especizlly into the advancement of snlall clyogenic coolers for commercial
applications. In grateful 1-ecogrutio~i
of his contributions. the Proceeding of the Sixth
International Cryoco~!erConference is dedicated Dr. Howard 0 .McMahon.

FOREWORD
These two volumes contain the proceedings ~f the Sixth International Cryocooler
Conference (ICC), held in Plymouth, Massachusett$, on October 25-26, 1990. Peter J .
Kemey o i CTI-CRYOGENICS was the conference chairman; Geoffrey G r v n of the
U.S.Navy's David Taylor Research Center served as program committee chairman.
The first cryocooler conference, held in 1980, was designed to stimulate interest
and discussion in th: scientific and endineering community about the latest developments and advances in refrigeration for cryogenic sensors and electronic systems at temperatures below 20 kelvin. Since then the ICC has been held every second year, and the
topic has been expanded to include scientific and technological developments in small,
closed-cycle refrigerators and components operating at temperatures up to about 80 K.
This year, close to 260 participants gathered from all over the world. They represented numerous universities, private companies, and government and commercial laboratories, both foreign and domestic.
Fifty-four papers were presented. The speakers described advances in many a r e a of
cryocooler technolog).. The discussions included advanced regenerators, Gifford McMa
hon systems, pulse rube and soy:ion coolers, Stirling, Joule-Thornson, magnetic, and
hyhrid c ~ o l e r sa, i d a broad range of applications and component technologies
The development of a small, compact, reliable and efficient cryocooler continues to
be priority for cryogenics. We are pleased to present these proceedings, which we believe show further significant progress in the field.

The Sixth Lntemational Cryocooler Conference Board would like to thank the following corporations, whose generous support contributed to the success of the 1990 Conference:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Creare Lnc.
Cryomech, h c .
CTI-CRYOGENICS, Division of Helix Technolog?t Cuporation
Janis Research Corporation
Lake Shore Ccotronics Inc.
Leyhold Vacuum Products lnc.
Magnavox Electro-Optical Systems

M M R Technologies h c .
Nichols Resev-h corporation
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes experimental results obtained from a two-stage
Glfford-McMahon (GM) refrigerator which uses Erbium 3 Nickel (Er 3 NI) aLhU. 2nd ru6&icrator matrix. ErsN! ha- a much larger volumetric specific
heat than lead (Pb) below about 15 K and has almost the same specific
heat as Pb at higher temperature. The purpose of this study was to obtain high refrigeration capacity in the liquid helium temperature region
and to confirm the EraNi regenerator reliability. The technical point was
to use Er 3 Ni spheres. The 0.28 W refrigeration capacity at 4.2 K was obtained and helium was liquefied at the 2nd refrigeration stage. A continuous running test was operated for more than 3,000 hours. Since Er 3 Ni
spheres were used as the regenerator matrix, no minute Er 3 NI grains,
which cause refrigerator performance degradation, were generated and
the Er 3 Ni regenerator reliability was confirmed. The refrigeration loss
mechanism in the liquid helium temperature region is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Two-stage GM refrigerators are commonly used in many cryogenic
systems, such as cryopumps and shield cooling for MRI (Miagnetic
Resonance Imaging) magnets. Usually, Pb Is preferred as a 2nd
regenerator matrix, because of its high heat capacity below about 80 K.
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The specific heat for Pb, however, decreases rapidly with decreasing
temperature and the heat capacity for a regenerator matrix is no longer
much larger than ,.hat for helium gas in the liquid hellum temperature
region. This Is why -he lowest temperature achieved by a conventional
two-stage GM refrigerator '-- mostly limited to the 8 K level.
To obtain a lower temperature for regenerative cycle refrigerators,
utilizing the magnetic specific heat of rare earth compounds has been
proposed'-'. The authors adopted ErsNIe as a 2nd regenerator matrix for
a two-stage GM refrigerator. The refrigeration performance was extremely
improved below 10 K7.
In this research, Er 3 NI was used as a 2nd regenerator matrix. Displacer reciprocating speed was optimized to obtain high refrigeration
capacity in the liquid helium temperature region and Er3Ni spheres were
used to Improve the Er 3 NI regenerator reliability. The refrigeration loss
mechanism in the low temperature region is also discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND RESULTS FOR CONVENTIONAL SIZEr
TWO-STAGE GM REFRIGERATOR
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Figure 1 shows the volumetric specific heat for Er 3 Ni and Pb. Below
about 15 K, the volumetric specific heat for ErsNl Is much larger than
that for Pb. At higher temperature, Er 3 Ni has almost the same specific
1.0

E~rsNi

E
U

N0.5

0ot

20

30

4

TEMPERATURE (K)}
Fig. 1. Volumetric specific heat for Er3Ni and Pb.
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heat. as Ph. Though a hybrid structure with Er,,Ni grains arnd Ph spheres
was adopte() d for t he 2nd regene ra t.or ili rererence 7, In Ihe presenI work,
onl Iy Vr:,N1 spheires (0.2 to 0.3 mm Iln (liameter, 2195 g) wer'
vrised
as tilt,
211dl
reegn era t-or mat.rix. lFi gure 2 shows a photograph of' 1 r:.,NI spheres".
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IFigure 3 shows the experiment;al I apparatus layout. d(Iiagram.
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Fig. 4. Relation between no load temperature and reciprocating speed.
average temperature of the highest and the lowest temperatures In one
-stage

refrigeration temperature was between 25 and 30 K. No

load temperature, 4.96 K, was achieved by 60 rpm reciprocating speed. The
60 rpm reciprocating speed Is a normal operating speed for a conventional GM refrigerator with Pb regenerator (50 Hz) and Its no load temperature has been limited to an about 8 K level. The ErsNI high heat
capacity effect on lowering the refrigeration temperature Is shown
clearly. The slower reciprocating speed gave the lower no load temperature. The lowest no load temperature, 3.22 K, was achieved by 24 rpm
reciprocating speed. In this condition, the temperature change in a cycle
was between 3.05 K and 3.39 K.
Figure 5 shows refrigeration capacities for the 2nd stage, obtained
by 24, 36, 48, and 60 rpm reciprocating speeds. In the liquid helium temperature region, lower reciprocating speeds, such as 24 or 36 rpm, gave
higher refrigeration capacity. At 24 rpm reciprocating speed, the 0.28 W
refrigeration capacity was obtained at 4.2 K.
HELIUM LIQUEFACTION AND CONDENSATION
Since high refrigeration capacity at 4.2 K had been obtained, a
hel!um chamber was attached to the 2nd refrig2ration stage, to confirm
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Fig. 5. Refrigeration capacities at the 2nd stage.
the helium liquefaction and condensation by a two-stage GM refrigerator
with Er 3 NI regenerator. After c.)oling down below 4.2 K by 24 rpm
reciprocating speed, with vacuum condition in a helium chamber, helium
gas was supplied to a helium chamber at about 0.02 MPa. Then, the 2nd
stage temperature kept the saturation temperature for the supplied
helium gas pressure and the helium liquefaction was confirmed. The calculated helium liquefaction ratio was about 50 cm 3/hr.
When half of a helium chamber was filled with liquid helium, helium
gas supply was stopped and the helium chamber inlet valve was closed. In
this condition, 2nd stage temperature was equal to saturation temperature for the pressure in a helium chamber. Then, the 2nd stage temperature went down and 3.15 K no load temperature was achieved. Temperature
change in a cycle was between 3.10 K and 3.20 K. Due to the high heat
capacity of helium in a helium chamber, 2nd stage temperature fluctuation was reduced. Heat load was added to the 2nd refrigeration stage by
an electric heater and helium condensation occurred In a helium chamber.
Figure 6 shows refrigeration capacity values, obtained with liquid helium
and without )iquid helium at 24 rpm reciprocating speed. Triangle symbols indicate the refrigeration capacity, obtained with liquid helium. The
dotted line indicates the refrigeration capacity for without liquid
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Fig. 6. Refrigeration capacities at the 2nd stage, with liquid helium
and without liquid helium.
helium shown In Fig. 5. No marked differences In refrigeration captie:ty
were observed. The 0.28 W refrigeration capacity at 4.2 K has the ability
to condense liquid helium at the rate of 390 cm3/hr, This is the first time helium
liquefaction and condensation by a two-stage GM refrigerator has been
confirmed.
LONG TIME RUNNING TEST
When rare earth compounds are used as regenerator matrices, minute
particles are generated, which affect refrigeration performance. In this
study, Er&NI spheres were used and no minute particles were generated
from their surfaces. The authors had carried out a continuous running
test at ,0 rpm reciprocating speed. During operation, the 2nd stag, te.(,m
perature fluctuation was within 0.;s K. After continuous operation for
3,000 hours, no degradation in refrigeration l)erformance and chemical or
physical changes for Er n Ni spheres were observed. The I-:rNI regerierator
reliability was confirmed.
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RE.RIGEI.ATION LOSS ANALYSIS AND E.:XPERIMEII.NTAI. RESULTS
FOR LONG CYINI)R Of.' TO-STAGI. GM HFI.'EIGATOR
HIWFRIGE•RA'TION LOSS ANALYSIS IN TiHE LIQUID IIEIIUM TEMI'ERATURE RIWOGON
Thle refrIgvration IONM (Q,.,,.) was analyzed In the liquid helium
temperature region, Q1.o.. Is deNcribld with the net refrigcration
capacity (QN.L) and the useful refrigeration capacity (Qas.,rii) fN

Queperiji IN obtained from the heat load added to the 2nd refrIgeration
stage by an eloctrh' heater Ahown In Fig. 5. Though N,., IN uNually CalcuI iited from a I'-V diagram, hellum
urngN cannoe be regairdednannn Ideal
Igns In the liquid helium temperature region and helium gas ipropertieN
tmuNt be consldered for QP., ealcuiatiorln
, Then, QN., IN calculated from
a 1'-V dltiaram, obtained from a GM refrIgerator, and helium Kam
liropertleN,
The ctalcultitccd ruhulth of QN.., and Q,.. for 24 rp)m reciprocating
!qwvl are Nhown In FIff. 7. In thit temperature region, Q.., docrenlNem
rapidly with dcreasming temperature, because of helium gn•i fowlIdeallty.
However Q, .,,.
also decreageN with d(ecreaNIng temperature. Since the
calculatted lOtiNiN for heat conduction and shuttle heat tranNfer are No
simall, the d(omestih loss i% regenerator loss and the regenerator )oks
decroaNeA with decroinxgn temperature. I)ecroawe In the regenerator loss
moetns that the rvignnerntor efflricuecy Iniereines with doecreaming temperaLure,
To confirm the IncrefaN(, Iin regenerator efflclenvy In the low tLem-

l)eraturv reglioii, the rerenerator effileency wan calculated, conslidering
both the specific heat values for the regenerator matrix and for helium
grau, Figure 8 shows the calculated results of' LrxNI regenerator aid P'b
regenerator erficien'iies, The warm end temperature (To,) Is fixed to 32 K
ard the cold en1d teflni'er'itulre was changed a/ a palrameter, iligh find lo w
pressure hellum iram flow vnIuvo were 20 atm and 0 atm, reupectively. The
rgenerator efficiency for I';rPNI regenerator Increahes with
tdvecrv'stI rig
cold
11endl tempe(rat,
!
re e,low about 7 K. 110% tendlency IN caused by anl (,1)thtII py Iminltit
I urn for high arid lOW preNNUrF, hi li urm g•t14 Iflow Ili the
regernera tor arid exi) I llnN tiht Qi,,,.. (dcreasing Ini th, low tvnlneruitu re
region as shown Ini FIg. 7.
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Fig. 8. regenerator efficiencies calculated for Er0 NI regenerator
and Pb regenerator.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR LONG CYLINDER
According to the refrigeration loss analysis mentioned above, it had
been expected that the higher regenerator efficiency would improve the
refrigeration performance in the liquid helium temperature region. The
rcgenerator efficiency was calculated as a parameter of Er 3 NI amount.
Calculation results show that Increase in Er 3 NI amount Improve
regenerator efficiency. Then, another 2nd cylinder and regenerator pair
was made and investigated. The 2nd cylinder was 260 mm in length, which
was 80 mm longer than that for conventional cylinder (180 mm) Investigated before. However other dimensions, such as 1st cylinder length or
diameter, and expansion volumes were the same as for a conventional
cylinder. The new regenerator was also 80 mm longer and filled with 565
g Er 3 NI spheres, which was about twice as much as that for conventional
regenerator (295 g). Figure 9 shows the relations between no load temperature and reciprocating speed. The circle symbols Indicate no load
temperatures for conventional cylinder (180 mm), shown In Fig. 4. The trlangle symbols Indicate no load temperatures for the new cylinder (260
mm). The 1st refrigeration stage temperature was between 30 and 43 K. No
I
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Fig. 9. Relation between no load temperature and reciprocating speed.
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load temperature for the new cylinder was lower than that for a conventional cylinder, at the same reciprocating speed. For the new cylinder,
the lowest temperature, 2.52 K, was achieved at 18 rpm reciprocating
speed. The regenerator matrix quantity effect on the refrigeration performance was shown clearly in the liquid helium temperature region.
CONCLUSIONS
A two-stage GM refrigerator, which used Er3NI spheres as the 2nd
regenerator matrix, was investigated. The following conclusions were
drawn from the investigation results.
(1) High refrigeration capacity in the liquid helium temperature region,
such as 0.28 W at 4.2 K, was obtained by 24 rpm reciprocating speed.
Helium liquefaction and condensation were also confirmed.
(2) After continuous running test for 3,000 hours, no refrigeration
capacity degradation was observed and the reliability for Er.Ni
regenerator was confirmed.
(3) In the liquid helium temperature region, the refrigeration loss
decreased with decreasing temperature. This phenomena was explained
by the increase in regenerator efficiency, which was caused by an
enthalpy imbalance between high and low pressure helium gas flow in
the regenerator.
(4) Domestic refrigeration loss In the liquid helium temperature region
was regenerator .,,i;s. An increase in regenerator efficiency improved
refrigerator performance. For example, the lowest temperature went
from 3.22 K to 2.56 K by increasing the amount for the regenerator
matrix.
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HIGH EFFICIENT 4 K REFRIGERATOR (CM REFRIGERATOR WITH JT CIRCUIT)
USING ErsNi REGENERATOR
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Masahiko Takahashi, and Toru Kuriyama
Energy Science & Technology Lab.
Research and Development Center
TOSHIBA CORPORATION
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ABSTRACT
A highly efficient 4 K GM/JT refrigerator has been developed. The
technical point of the refrigerator is that Erbium 3 Nickel (Er 3 Ni)
spheres are used as the 2nd regeneratur matrix for the GM refrigerator,
to obtain a lower pre-cooling temperature for the JT circuit.
The thermodynamic cycle analysis for the JT circuit shows that the
lower pre-cooling temperature of the GM 2nd stage and the lower inlet
pressure for the JT circuit give a higher 3rd stage refrigeration
capacity. For example, If the GM 2nd stage temperature goes down, from
16 K to 11 K, and the inlet pressure for the JT circuit Is reduced from
1.8 MPa to 1.4 MPa, the 3rd stage refrigeration capacity per unit mass
flow increases by about 30 % and the JT compressor reliability will be
significantly Impro- ed by lowering the compression ratio.
The authors have examined the performance of the GM/JT
refrigerator with EraNi regenerator by changing the inlet pressure and
the mass flow rate for the JT circuit. A maximum refrigeration capacity
of 5.6 W at 4.5 K and a calculated figure of merit (FOM) of 1025 has been
achieved.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the experimental results determined for a 4 K
GM/JT refrigerator, which uses Er3Ni for the GM 2nd regenerator matrix.
The thermodynamic cycle analysis shows that the refrigeration capacity
of the GM/JT refrigerator increases, when the JT circuit pro-cooling
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temperature at the GM 2nd stage decreases.
The Er 3 Ni regenerator GM refrigerator has a lower refrigeration
temperature at the 2nd stage, compared with the lead (Pb) regenerator GM
refrigerator. Therefore, the G.M/JT refrigerator with Er 3 Ni regenerator is
expected to have a larger cooling capacity and a higher refrigeration
efficiency than the conventional GM/JT refrigerator with Pb regenerator.
Recently, development efforts on a GM refrigerator with magnetic
material for the regenerator matrix are growing 1 -. By using a two stage
GM refrigerator with Er 3 Ni regenerator, the lowest temperature, 2 Kelvin
level, and the 0.28 W refrigeration power at 4.2 K were accomplished 8 .
The spherical particles for the ErsNi regenerator matrix were also
fabricated. By using the spheres, more than 3000 hours continuous operation has been successfully achieved, with no refrigeration performance
degradation.
The GM/JT refrigerator is used for cooling cryogenic systems, for example MRI system, SQUID system, and SIS mixer 7r-". The less than 5 W
refrigeration capacity is usual for the presently commercially available
GM/JT refrigerator. Recently, however, the need for a larger capacity
refrigerator is growing. This paper presents the first experimental
results of the development program for the large capacity GM/JT
refrigerator.
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram for the GM/JT refrigerator. In the
JT circuit, high pressure helium gas (about 1.8 MPa) Is cooled by 3 counter flow heat exchangers and 2 heat exchangers at stages in the GM
refrigerator. Then, the high pressure helium gas expands to about 0.1
MPa at the Joule-Thomson valve. After absorbing heat at the 3rd stage,
the low pressure helium gas returns to the compressor through 3 counter
flow heat exchangers. When the 3rd stage heat load is 5 W, the heat load
to the GM refrigerator is estimated as 6 to 8 W for the 2nd stage and as
20 to 25 W for the 1st stage, respectively.
Figure 2 shows a lower part of the flow diagram for the JT circuit
and the temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram for helium. High pressure
helium gas flows through the 3rd heat exchanger (Ta-Tb), and then expands, according to the iso-enthalpy curve at the JT valve (Tb-Tc). After
that, heat (Q3 ) is absorbed at the 3rd stage (Tc-Td). Then, the low pres-
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Fig. 3. Calculated refrigeration capacity by unit mass flow,
as a function of 2nd stage temperature.
sure gas returns through the 3rd heat exchanger (Td-Te). When Ta and Td
are given, other points on the T-S diagram are determined. So, if Td Is
fixed, the Ta and Q relation Is calculated from the TS diagram. The
results, calculated by changing the JT circuit inlet pressure, are shown
In Fig. 3. In the 2nd stage temperature region, 8-13K, the refrigeration
capacity (Q0) increases when the JT Inlet pressure decreases. According
to these results, the authors designed the operation points for a GM/JT
refrigerator, which uses Er.NI as a regenerator matrix.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The experimental apparatus consists of GM refrigerator, JT circuit,
GM comipressor, and JT compressor.
The GM refrigerator uses Er.NI spheres as the 2nd regenerator
matrix. The electrical power consumption for the compressor was about
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3.2 kW.
The efficiency of counter flow heat exchangers for the JT circuit
has been maintained at at least 98 %, up to the about 0.6 g/s mass flow
rate. The large compressor unit, equipped with a bypass line and the
inlet/outlet pressure regulator, is used for the JT circuit operation.
The net electrical Input power to the JT compressor for each experimental condition is calculated by the inlet/outlet pressure, the mass flow
rate, and the assumed compressor efficiency (55 %).
GM REFRIGERATOR COOLING CAPACITY
The GM refrigerator refrigeration temperature is very important for
the present GM/JT refrigerator operation. Figure 4 shows the relation
between 1st and 2nd stage temperatures for a GM1refrigerator, taken by
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Fig. 5. Refrigeration capacity at 2nd stage of GM refrigerator
for EraNi regenerator and Pb regenerator.
Imposing the heat load to both stages. The 2nd stage temperature for the
Er 3 NI regenerator GM refrigerator drops significantly, compared with the
Pb regenerator GM refrigerator. To recognize the differences between
ErsNi and Pb regenerator more clearly, Figure 5 shows the 2nd stage
refrigeration capacity values for both regenerators under the Ql=20 W
condition. When the heat load to the 2nd stage Is 6-8 Wthe refrigeration
temperature becomes 10-12 K for the EraNi regenerator, and 14-16 K for
the Pb regenerator.
GM/JT REFRIGERATOR REFRIGERATION CAPACITY
The refrigeration capacity for the GM/JT refrigerator, which uses
the Er 3 Ni regenerator, has been measured by changing the inlet pressure
and the mass flow rate for the JT circuit. Figure 6 shows a typical
refrigeration capacity curve when Inlet pressure Is 1.4 MPa and mass flow
rate is 0.3 g/s.
The experimental results are comparcd with thermodynamic cycle
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analysis In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for 1.4 MPa and 1.6 MPa Inlet pressure,
respectively. The difference between experimental and calculated values
Is explained by the discrepancy In the G.M 1st stage temperature and the
counter flow heat exchanger efficiencies, which are assumed as being
constant values for the calculation. However the tendency for experimental data and calculated values Is similar for both Inlet pressures. It was confirmed that the decrease in the 2nd stage temperature
and the decrease In the JT Inlet pressure are effective for the Increase
In refrigeration capacity.
Figure 9 shows some typical experimental data. The calculated Input
power has been Introduced from the Input power of the GM compressor
and the net Input power for the JT compressor, which has been calculated from Inlet/outlet pressure, mass flow rate, and assumed compressor
efficiency (55 %). The maximum refrigeration capacity by unit mass flow
was 0.63 W/(g/s)(experiment 1). The maximum refrigeration capacity of 5.64
W and the highest FOM of 1025 has been achieved (experiment 2). The Er 3 NI
regenerator usefulness for the GM/JT refrigerator has been clearly
demonstrated.
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CONCLUSION
The 4 K GM/JT refrigerator, which uses an EraNI regenerator for the
GM cycle has been studied. The experimental resulti show tlhe high
refrigeration efficiency.
The thermodynamic cycle analysis for tim JT circuit prove.d that thie
lower pre-cooling temperature for the GM 2nd(1 stage tempernlurc and ihe
lower InIct pressure for the JT circuit give the higher 3rd stage
refrigeration capacity.
The real refrigeration capacity, (ictermlwled by uniit mitas
a similar tendency to that for the analysis results.
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flow, shows

The maximum refrigeration capacity achieved by unit mass flow, was
0.63 W/(g/s), and the maximum refrigeration capacity, 5.04 W, and 1025 IOM
have been achieved.
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TWO-STAGE GIFFORD-MCMAHON CYCLE CRYOCOOLER OPERATING AT ABOUT 2 K

Takashi Inaguchi, Masashi nagao, and Hideto Voshimura
Central Research Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Tsukaguchi-Honmachi 8-chome, Amagasaki, Hyogo, 661 Japan

ABSTRACT
A two-stage Gifford-McMahon (G-M) cycle cryocooler operating at
about 2 K has been developed. The main features of this G-M cryocooler
are to use a rare earth compound as the regenerator material, and to
operate the G-M cryocooler at the optimum cycle frequency. The no-load
temperature of 2.41 K has been achieved when the cycle frequency is 20
rpm. The maximum net cooling capacity at 4.2 K was 0.8 W when the cycle
frequency was 45 rpm. This paper describes the principal design
features and performance of the two-stage G-M cryocooler.

INTRODUCT ION
It has recently become possible to generate net cooling capacity
at 4.2 K (boiling point of helium at 101.3 kPa) by G-M cryocoolers"'.
This is due to the discovery of regenerator materials such as
GdEr (•,)Rh' and Er.,Ni 7 . which have enough specific heat below 10 K.
However, the net cooling capacity at 4.2 K was very small and it has
been needed to increase net cooling capacity at 4.2 K for practical
uGe.
We tried to increase net cooling capacity at 4.2 K by a two-stage
By optimizing
G-M cryocooler, using Er.Ni
as regenerator material.
we could decrease no-load temperature of the G-M
cycle frequency,
cryocooler to 2.41 K (mean temperature) and remarkably increase the net
cooling capacity at 4.2 K.
The performance of this two-stage G-M cryocooler depends on cycle
frequency. Cycle frequency has a great influence on no-load temperature, not cooling capacity, and indicated work of the cryocooler.
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the effect of
Therefore, we investigated
indicated work, changing the cycle frequency from 15
temperature and
rpm to 72 rpm.
Also, we investigated the effect of cycle frequency on
cycle frequency
the net cooling capacity of the second stage, changing
from 30 rpm to 60 rpm.
In this paper, we describe the main features of the two-stage G-M
show the
Then we
instruments of experiments.
and the
cryocooler
results.
experimented

EXPERIMENTED METHOD
MACHINE

EXPERIMENTAL
Figure

1

shows

sch•,natic

view

of

the

experimental

machine.

The

experimentaI
machine is a two-stage G-M cryocooler.
The difference
between our G-M cryocooler and an usual G-M cryocooler on the market is
in regenerators.
The first
regenerator has two layer structure. In the
high temperature part, we stacked phosphor bronze screens whose number
of mesh is 150. In the low temperature part, we packed lead shots whose
diameter is 0.3 mm-0.5 mm with a porosity factor of 0.33. The specific
heat of lead is
larger than that of phosphor bronze below 50 K.
Therefore we selected lead in the low temperature part of the first
regenerator.
The second regenerator was composed of Er 3 Ni
grains. The grain
size was 0.2 mm-0.5 mm. The porosity factor of the second regenerator
was 0.46. Figure 2 shows the specific heat of Er 3 Ni'
compared
to
the
specific heat of GdRh 6 , lead, and helium at constant pressure (2 MPa
and 0.5 MPa). The specific heat of Er 3 Ni is almost the same as that of
GdRh at about 4 K. Also, though the specific heat of GdRh sharply
decreases above 20 K, the specific heat of Er 3 Ni monotonously increases
above 20 K and it is almost the same as the specific heat of lead above
20 K.
This is the reason that we selected Er 3 Ni
as
the
second
regenerator material of the cryocooler. In Figurc 2, 2 MPa is
the
intake pressure of the G-M cryocooler and 0.5 MPa is
the exhaust
pressure. We can notice the specific heat capacity of helium at
constant pressure
The

is

displacers

the

largest at 4.2 K.

are made of

cotton

reinforced

phenolic

resin

and

they reciprocate with a Scotch Yoke mechanisnm by a stepping motor. The
stroke is 3.17 cm. In order to change cycle frequency, we changed a
rotational speed of a stepping motor by changing pulse number generated
at

pulse generator.
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The cylinder is made of st3inless steel. The diameter of the first
expansion space in the cylinder is 61.9 mm and that of the second
expansion space is 40 mm.
The performance of seals has a great influence on performance of a
G-M cryocooler. We selected a capseal for the first displacer and a
piston ring for the second displacer. Both
seals are made of glass
loaded Tef Ion.
The co,,ilpressor which we used in this experiment was CTI-CRYOGENICS
model 1020RW.
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COMPRESSOR
CYLINDER

(

Ist DISPLACER- /
Ist REGENERATOR
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LEAD~
TS- SH

i

-

i

Ist
EXPANSION
SPACE
PISTON RING

2nd DISPLACER
2nd REGENERATOR
( Era NI GRAINS )

2nd EXPANSION
SPACE

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the two-stage Gifford-McMahon cycle cryocooler
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Fig.2. Specific heat of Er 3 Ni compared with specific heat of GdRh,
lead, and helium at constant pressure(2MPa and 0.5MPa)

INSTRUMENTS
The experimental apparatus is shnwn in Figure 3. The two-stage G-M
cryocooler was investigated in a vacuum chamber. A radiation shield
made of copper was attached to the first stage, and it enclosed the
second stage to prevent the radiant heat from room temperature to the
second stage. The temperature of the first stage was measured using a
Pt-Co resistance sensor. The temperature of the second stage
was
measured using a calibrated germanium resistance sensor below 10 K and
it was measured using a Pt-Co resistance sensor above 10 K. A Pt-Co or
germanium resistance sensor was inserted into the hole, which we made
in the first or second stage.
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We measured net cool ing capacity by loading heat of a heater to
the second stage. As a heater, a cartridge heater was used and it was
inserted into the hole, which we made in the second stage.
We also measured P-V diagrams of the second expansion space and
obtained indicated works.
In order to measure pressure of the second
expansion space we made a hole in the bottom of the second stage and
brazed a capillary tube at the bottom. This capillary tube is made of
stainless steel. The inside diameter is 0.2 mm and the wall thickness
0.1 mm. The capillary tube was connected with a pressure transducer at
room temperature and pressure was measured. The movement of displacers
was measured by a linear displacement converter. The pressure and the
movement were simultaneously measured.

LINEAR DLSPLACEMENT
CONVERTER

COMPRESSOR

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Ist

CAPILLARY TUBE

SAGE

Pt-Co TEMPERATURE

Sq--

Fig.3.

VACUUM
CHAMBER

Experimental apparatus
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EXPERIMENTED RESULTS
COOL-DOWN PROCESS
Figure 4 shows the cool-down process of each stage of the
cryocooler.
The operation was done at the cycle frequency of 45 rpm.
The rate of temperature change at the second stage was larger than at
the first stage until 50 minutes had passed from the start of the
operation. After that, the rate of temperature change at the second
stage decreased. The temperature of the second stage is about 10 K in
50 minutes. The specific heat capacity of helium become larger than
that of Er 3 Ni below about 10 K (Fig.2). The performance of the second
regenerator decreases. Therefore the rate of temperature change at the
second stage decreases. It took about 210 minutes for both stages to
reach a steady state.
When both stages reached the steady state, the
temperature of the first stage was 27.8 K, and that of the second stage
was 2.8 K (mean temperature).

CYCLE FREQUENCY 45 rpm

~200

19sSTAGE

ltfoo2,dSTAGE

STEADY STATE

STEADY STATE
0

too
TIME

200
(min)

Fig.4. Cool-down process of each stage of the two-stage G-M cryocooler
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NO-LOAD TEMPERATURE
Effect of Cycle Frequency on No-Load Temperature
Figure 5 shows effect of cycle frequency on no-load temperature.
The no-load temperatures of the first and second stages depend on cycle
The
The optimum cycle frequency for each stage exists.
frequency.
cycle
the
when
lowest
became
no-load temperature of the second stage
frequency was 20 rpm, and the temperature was 2.41 K (mean temperature). The no-load temperature of the first stage became lowest when
the cycle frequency was about 40 rpm, and the temperature was 27.3 K.
The optimum cycle frequency for the no-load temperature of the first
that for the no-load temperature of the
stage is 20 rpm higher than
second stage.
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Effect of Cycle Frequency on Indicated Work
Figure 6 shows the effect of the -ycle frequency on the indicated
The
work of the second expansion space at the no-load temperature.
As cycle
indicated work was 30 W at the cycle frequency of 45 rpm.
increase
the
But
increased.
work
frequency increased, the indicated
Because the capacity of the compressor become
rate was not linear.
insufficient as cycle frequency increases.
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Temperature Swing
in
swings
periodically
stage
the second
of
temperature
The
call
accordance with inflow and outflow of helium to the expander. We
of
swings
temperature
shows
7
Figure
swing.
this swing the temperature
the second stage and the pressure change of the second expansion space.
The cryocooler operated at the cycle of 20 rpm. The number inside the
o in Figure 7 indicates opening and shutting timing of the intake and
coincides with the number in the text.
exhaust va!ves, and it
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Temperature swing of the second stage and pressure change
of the second expansion space (cycle frequency: 20rpm)

At C,

the intake valve opened and the exhaust

valve shut.

Helium

flowed into the expander from the compressor.
At®, the intake valve
shut. Helium flowed neither into nor out of the expander. At@,
the
exhaust valve opened and helium returned to the compressor from the
expander. While he!pum flowed into the compressor(©@®),
the
temperature of the second stage increesed up to 2.51 K. While helium
flowed neither into nor out of the expander (®
@),
the
temperature
decreased a little.
And when helium gas flowed into the expander
(®•),
the temperature decreased unt i 1 2.30 K.
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NET COOLING CAPACITY
Net Cooling Capacity at the Cycle Frequency of 45 rpm
We measured the net cooling capacity at the cycie frequency of 45
rpm by loading heat of a heater to the second stage. To the first
Figure 8 shows the net cooling capacity of
sage, heat was not added.
the second sLage. The no-load temperature was 2.8 K (mean temperature).
The net cooling capacity was 0.8 W at 4.2 K and it was 1.5 W at 5.2 K
(critical temperature of helium). The electric power supplied to the
the
of
Thus the efficiency
was approximately 5 kW.
compressor
W/5
(1.5
was
1/3333
and
it
4.2
K,
at
W/5
kW)
(0.8
1/6250
cryocooler was
kW) at 5.2 K.
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Fig.8. Net cool ing capacity of the second stage
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Effect of Cycle Frequency on Net Cooling Capacity
The net cooling capacity depend on cycle frequency as well as
no-load temperature. Figure 9 shows effect of cycle frequency on net

cooling capacity at 4.2 K. The net cooling capacity has the maximum and

the optimum cycle frequency exists. The net cooling capacity at 4.2 K
became the largest at the cycle frequency of 45 rpm ano it was 0.8 W as
above.
stated
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g

TEMPERATURE: 4.2 K
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30
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40
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60
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Effect of cycle freque,'cy on net cooling capacity

of the second stage

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a two-stage G-M cryocooler operating at about
Optimizing the cycle
2 K using Er 3 Ni in the second regenerator.
frequency, we achieved no-load temperature of 2.41 K and net cool ing
capacity of 0.8 W at 4.2 K . This net cooling capacity at 4.2 K is the
world record of a G-M cryocooler.
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GENERATION OF SUPERFLUID HELIUM BY A
GIFFORD-McMAHON CYCLE CRYOCOOLER

Masashi Nagao, Takashi Inaguchi, Hideto Yoshimura,
Shirou Nakamura, Tadatoshi Yamada, and Masatami Iwamoto
Central Research Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
Amagasaki, Hyogo, 661, Japan

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the principal design features and performance test results
of a three-stage Gifford-McMahon cycle cryocooler by which the authors have
achieved a no-load temperature of 2.09 K and succeeded in generating superfluid
helium. The cooling capacity is 3 mW at the lambda point (2.172 K). This is the
first time that a regenerative-cycle cryocooler has generated supcrfluid helium.
Three key points contributed to this success. These key points are:
1) Selection of GdxErlRh compounds as a regenerator material
2) Optimizing the operating speed of the cryocooler (12 cycles/min)
3) Optimizing the operating pressure (2.45 MPa)
INTRODUCTION
We succeeded in liquefying helium by using a three-stage Gifford-McMahon
cycle cryocooler (hereinafter called G.M cryocooler), and achieved a temperature
of 3.3 K in 1989.1 From the thermodynamic properties of helium, we found it is
possible to achieve temperatures below 3.3 K with G-M cryocooleis. To demonstrate
this possibility, we have been trying to improve the performance of a three-stage G-M
cryocooler by varying the regenerator materials, operating speed, and operating
pressure. 2 As a result, the authors have achieved a temperature of 2.09 K and
succeeded in generating superfluid helium with a three-stage G-M cryocooler. It
is probably the first time in the world that superfluid helium has been generated
by means of regenerative-cycle cryocoolers. This paper first describes the principal
design features of the three-stage G-M cryocooler and then provides performance
test results.
THREE-STAGE G.M CRYOCOOLER
The fundamental structure of the three-stage G-M cryocooler is shown in
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Fig. I. The fundamental structure is almost the same as that of the G-M cryocooler that tue used to successfully liquefy helium)1 The coolo.r consists of the
compressor for compressing the helium gas and the expander for expanding the

gas to generat. cryogenic temperatures. The cylinder is constructed of stainless
steel and has three cooling stages through which a heat load is transferred into
the cylinder. The cooling stages are fabricated of oxygen-free copper and brazed
on the outside of ta- cylinder.
A displacer assembly in the cylinder contains three types of regerterators.
Three seals are mounted on the displacer assembly. The first seal is a cap seal.
The second and third seals are piston rings of the step-cut type whose surface

Expander
Motor

Compressor

IL

It Seal

J:

"::::!:
Ist Expansion Volume

Ibt

Regenerator

Ist cooling Stage

2d Seal/

Displacers Assembly

2na Regenertor "-2nd

cooling Stage

2 nd Expansion Volume
33rd

Expansion Volume
3rd cooling Stage

Fig. 1. Schematic of three-stage G-M cryocooler.
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pressure is small and whose sealing performance is high. The piston ring material
is glass-filled Teflon. The material of the first and second displacers is bakelite,
which has a small thermal conductivity and a coefficient of thermal expansion
similar to that of stainless steel. The material for the third displacer is stainless
steel, which easily achieves high dimensional precision and is low in thermal
conductivity over the cryogenic temperature region. The outside diameter is 18 mm.
Each displacer is connected by a pin so as to be aligned automatically. The
displacer assembly is driven reciprocally, with stroke of 3.174 cm, by a low-speed
synchronous motor.
To increase efficiency, materials with a large specific heat were selected in each
operating temperature range. The first regenerator has a two-layer structure.
Phosphor bronze screen disks (150 mesh) are used in the high temperature part,
and lead shot (0.55 mm-0.5 mm) in the low temperature part. The second
regenerator has mono-layer structure filled with lead shot (0.3 mm-0.5 mm).
For the third regenerator, we considered several kinds of compounds containing rare earth elements (called rare earth compounds), which have a magnetic
ordering transition over the cryogenic temperature region. Figure 2 shows the
specific heat (heat capacity per unit volume) of these rare earth compounds in
comparison with that of lead. 3 At first we tested the third regenerator with a
mono-layer stru..ture using GdRh. Then we tested the third regenerator with a
three-layer structure using GdRh, Gd 0.o.Rh, and ErRh to improve regenerator
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Fig. 2. Specific heat (heat capacity per unit volume) of rare earth compounds
in comparison with that of lead.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of GdRh grains.
efficiency, since Gdo.SEroURh has a larger specific heat than GdRh below 7.5 K
and ErRh has a larger specific heat than Gdo.5 Ero.5 Rh below 3.7 K. The grain
size of these materials is between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. Figure 3 shows a photograph
of GdRh gains used in the regenerator. Gdo.
0 Ero 5 Rh and ErRh grains have the
same shape as the GdRh grains.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of test configuration.
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TEST METHOD
A schematic of the test configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The three-stage
G-M cryocooler was tested in a vacuum chamber. A liquefaction chamber made of
cooper is attached to the third cooling stage with indium foil. Helium gas from
helium gas cylinder (not shown) is fed into the liquefaction chamber through a stainless steel tube (diameter: 1.0 mm, wall thickness: 0.5 mm and length: 2000 mm)
which is thermally connected to the first and second cooling stages. The second
and third cooling stages are surrounded by a radiation shield which is attached
at the first cooling stage. The temperature of the radiation shield was
maintained at about 40 K during the performance tests. A heater is wound
around the liquefaction chamber and is used to apply a heat load to measure
the cooling capacity of the third cooling stage.
A platinum-cobalt temperature sensor was used to measure temperature of
the first and second cooling stages. The temperature of the third cooling stage
was determined from the vapor pressure of the liquid helium in the liquefaction
chamber. To measure vapor pressure, a pressure transducer mounted in an
ambient temperature area was used. The indicated value was compared to the
value obtained from a calibrated germanium resistance sensor. Figure 5 shows
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Fig. 5. Difference between the temperature from the vapor pressure and the
temperature from the germanium resistance sensor.
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this result. The maximum difference between the temperature from the vapor
pressure and the temperature from the germanium resistance sensor was 0.03 K.
The operating pressure of the compressor can be adjusted by varying the
charging pressure and adjusting the by-pass valve. The operating speed of the
cryocooler can be controlled from 9 to 72 cycles/rain by a motor speed
controller using an inverter.
TEST RESULTS
EFFECT OF OPERATING SPEED ON THE NO-LOAD TEMPERATURE
We performed an experiment to determine the effe-ct of operating speed on
the no-load temperature. First, we tested the third regenerator, which has monolayer structure using GdRh. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The no-load
temperature was 4.32 K at 60 cycles/min, but decreased when the operating
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Fig. 6. Effect of operating speed on the no-load temperature (GdRh).
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speed was decreased. The lowest temperature was 2.32 K at 18 cycles/min.
However, the temperature again increased at 15 cycles/min.
To reach lower temperatures, we tested the third regenerator with a threelayer structure using GdRh, Gdo*3Er0 *.Rh,and ErRh. The results are snown in
Fig. 7. At 12 cycles/min, the no-load temperature was 2.14 K, that is, below the
lambda point (2.172 K). This means that the helium in the liquefaction chamber
is in a superfluid state.
EFFECT OF OPERATING PRESSURE ON THE NO-LOAD TEMPERATURE
We performed an experiment to determine the effect of operating pressure
on the no-load temperature. The operating speed was fixed at 12 cycles/min in
this experiment. The pressure difference between intake and exhaust pressure
was controlled at about 1.5 MPa. The results are shown in Fig. 8. When the
intake pressure increased, the no-load temperature decreased, and we have
achieved a no-load temperature of 2.09 K at 2.45 MPa. Amplitude of
temperature oscillation (peak to peak) is about 5 inK.
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Fig. 8. Effect of operating pressure on the no-load temperature (The pressure
difference between intake and exhaust pressure was controlled about
1.5 MPa.).
Figure 9 shows the experimental results for the third stage cooling capacity
performance of the three-stage G-M cryocooler. The third cooling stage delivers
3 mW at the lambda point (2.172 K).
Figure 10 shows the effect of the third cooling stage temperature on the
amplitude of temperature oscillation (peak to peak). When the temperature
decreased, the amplitude of the temperature oscillation decreased. This
phenomenon is associated with the thermodynamic properties of helium. Figure
11 shows a schematic of the T-S diagram near the lambda point.' When the
temperature decreases, the isobaric line of the intake pressure gets closer to the
isobaric line of the exhaust pressure. As a result of this approach, the amplitude
of the temperature oscillation decreases. At the point where the two isobaric
lines cross, cooling of the cooler is equal to zero. This crossover point is the
lower limit of the no-load temperature. In Fig. 8, the lower limit of the no-load
temperature calculated from the helium property program (HEPROP) by NIST
is indicated by the solid line. The calculated value and the experimental value
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essentially agreed, with an error of about 0.1 K. The result of the experiment is
understood to be close to the thermodynamic limit.
CONCLUSIONS
The authors have achieved no-load temperature of 2.09 K and succeeded in
generating superfluid helium with a three-stage Gifford-McMahon cycle
cryocooler using GdKErI, -Rh compounds as the third regenerator material. This
no-load temperature is close to the thermodynamic limit of regenerative-cycle
cryocoolers. The cooling capacity of the third cooling stage is 3 mW at the
lambda point (2.172 K). It is probably the first time in the world that superfluid
helium has been generated by a regenerative-cycle cryocooler.
This three-stage Gifford-McMahon cycle cryocooler has a considerable
potential for a reliable, low cost, compact and easily operated cryocooler below
the lambda point.
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Development of an Efficient, Bellows Driven Stirling Cycle Cryocooler
Sibley C. Burnett, John R. Purcell, and Carl J. Russo
CDC Partners
ABSTRACT
A highly efficient, Stirling Cycle based refrigerator has been developed
by CDC partners, a partnership of Advanced Cryo Magnetics, Cryocooler
Development Corporation and American Superconductor. The single stage,
laboratory model produces 3.6 Watts of output power at 80 K and 1.7 Watts at
50 K. Efficiency, det2rmined by torque measurements, is between 17 and 21
percent of the Ca'not efficiency. The expansion and compression bellows
were developed for long life, maintenance free operation. Preliminary life
testing has demonstrated over 35 million cycles of operation at 5 Hz. A
computer model has been developed and correlated with experimental data.
"Scaling up to 100 Watts of output power is predicted to require less than 1200
Watts input power. Experimental results, comparison to modeling data, and
lifetime information will be presented.
INTRODUCTION
High efficiency' cryocoolers are important for a number of application:;
like high-Tc sitperconductors and cooled electronic circuits. To date, little
work has been done to address the needs of cryocoolers operating in the 30-60
K range. Two types of Stirling cycle machines were developed over the last
two years, with the same performance goal of about 2 W at 50 K. Also, a
computer code was written to understand the complicated trade-offs between
all important machine parameters. Different c ,nfigurations of regenerators
and different gap thicknesses were tested and evaluated on the first machine.
Pressure, temperature, and thermal load monitoring was built into the test
stand. PV and thermal characteristics were compared to those derived by the
computer program. The regenerator concepts used on the second machine
were also tested on the first machine.
DESIGN
The first test stands, utilized off-the-shelf bellows for the compressor
and expander to work out the concepts. The second model, machines 1A and
2A, used custom made bellows specifically designed for long life.
DESIGN GOALS
The design goals for this machine wei'e to produce 2 W of cooling
power in the 50 K range. The machine is small, lightweight and efficient,
runs from 110 V ac without water cooling. The long term design goals for
this Stirling ccle cryocooler will include a mean time between repairs of over
5000 hours, and a lifetime of over 50,000 hours.
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HEAT BALANCE
Heat balance is calculated from four components.
1. The gross refrigeration or JPdV work.
2. Regenerator losses due to temperature difference between the gas and
the regenerator.
3. Pressure losses in the regenerator
4. Heat conduction down the length of the regenerator.
It is assumed in the design that convection and radiation losses can be
made very small by using vacuum insulation and radiation shields.
COMPUTER CODE
A computer code assumes isothermal compression and expansion
(shown by experimental data in figure 2 to be a good approximation) and accounts for pressure drop, heat transfer losses, thermal conduction in the regenerator and support, and volume effects. By calibrating the code at one experimental point it describes the operation of the cryocooler over a wide temperature range.
MECHANICAL ISSUES
The mechanical configuration is described in Burnett et al.1 and is
shown in Figure 1
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Figure 1 Two views of a 2 W Stirling Cycle Cryocooler.
The Key issue in cryocooler life is the bellows life. The key issue in
bellows life is providing for minimum bellows stroke with optimized
clearance ratios to give good lifetime.
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The key design tradeoffs for a bellows cryocooler are clearance ratio vs.
lifetime vs efficiency. Definitions for the bellows are given below
1. Compressed Volume. Volume when bellows is compressed.
2. Total Volume. Volume in bellows when open (stretched).
3. Swept Volume. Total volume minus compressed volume, i.e. the gas
that is moved.
4. Clearance Ratio. Compressed Volume/Swept Volume.
We are encouraged about bellows lifetime possibilities. Our device
operates at low pressure and slow speed. Companies like Metal Bellows have
numerous commercial pumps that have demonstrated over 100 million
cycles without failure. In bellows pumps, failure is usually related to solid
contamination of the pumped stream. Our device operates with larger
clearance ratios than the commercial metal bellows pumps, still with
excellent efficiency. Statistics from Stirling Technology's heart pumps
confirm that long bellows lifetime is feasible 2 (6.9 years at 30 Hz).
REGENERATOR
A high efficiency regenerator is the corner stone of any Stirling Cycle
refrigerator. Colgate 3 showed that the task of designing a cryogenic
regenerator can be reduced to the difficult design problem of relating the
following conflicting variables:
1. Non-ideal heat exchange between the working fluid (e.g. helium or nitrogen, etc.) and the regenerator material.
2. Extra work and frictional heat due to viscosity which causes pressure
drop in the regenerator.
3. Loss because of dead volume of gas within the regenerator that does not
expand or contract during the cycle, thus limiting the cycle compression
ratio.
4. Departure from isothermality, because of the mass of the regenerator
material.
5. Thermal conduction in the direction of the primary heat flow, i.e., the
axial or longitudinal direction of the regenerator.
Optimization of these five variables lead to a channel cryogenic
regenerator with the working fluid moving with laminar flow through the
channels. Variables 1,2, and 3 above deal mainly with the geometry of the
regenerator, while variables 4 and 5 deal mainly with the materials of
construction.
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If the regenerator is to span a large temperature range, then the
regenerator may be divided into sections. Each section can be independently
optimized for heat capacity and longitudinal and axial thermal conductivity
(material specific) and channel flow area, area of working fluid, contact and
length (geometry specific). Colgate took this path for the conceptualization of
a 4 K machine. Another approach is to use a regenerator with variable
material properties. This was the approach taken by Purcell and Sarwinski 4 .
CONSTRUCTION
The machine consists of a mechanical drive, compression and
expansion bellows, a regenerator, and a cold stage. The drive shown in Figure
1 has cams which are driven in a c.0 phase relationship between the expander
and the compression bellows. The computer program shows that adjustable
phase angle has very little effect on machine performance.
The bellows are specially designed for long service in this application.
The regenerator is constructed from polymer based materials to minimize axial thermal conductivity. Lower thermal conductivity allows the length of
the regenerator to be much shorter than an equivalent regenerator made
from stainless steel. The expander bellows is supported by a G-10 support tube
and driven by a small G-10 tube from the cold to the warm side. A small
copper tube, which is the cold stage, connects the regenerator to the expander
bellows.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

TEST PROCEDURES
When the machine is run with a new regenerator configuration the
cryocooler is cooled to its lowest temperature at zero heater power. The
equilibrium temperature is measured at 1 and 2 watts input. Finally the
output as a function of speed is found.
MEASUREMENTS
The measurements below were performed on models 1A and its
successor model 2A. Nearly all of the data presented below are from model 1
A. The data were taken at different times, so that the data in table 1 represents
results from the same cryocooler taken at different times but under generally
similar conditions.
TEMPERATURE
Temperature measurements were made using a calibrated silicon diode
and a Scientific Instruments temperature read out.
INPUT POWER
Input power was measured by a torque method. Since the cryocooler is
a belt driven machine, it was convenient to detach the motor, mount it on a
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the torque. Motor torque was measured by using a weight placed at the appropriate distance from the center of the scale to give balance as a function of
cryocooler operation. Torque was converted to output power by multiplying
the cryocooler shaft rotation rate and the pulley ratio connecting the cryocooler to the motor by 2n.
OUTPUT POWER
Output power was measured by the heat dissipated in a wire wound
resistor connected to the cold stage. No account is taken of the thermal losses
inherent in the leads connecting to the wire wound resistor or the losses from
the leads connecting to the temperature sensor. Lead losses are estimated to
be less than 100 mW. A comparison of actual output power compared to
actual data is shown in figure 2. PV curves also closely match the computed
values.
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Figure 2. Comparison of output power to computer calculation.
HELIUM AND VACUUM LEAKS
Helium leaks and poor vacuum seriously degrade the performance of a
cryocooler as was evident in our early testing of the first test stand. A helium
leak detector and a diffusion pumped vacuum station were included in the
early testing to resolve vacuum and helium leak problems early in the design
cycle of the second machine.
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COOL-DOWN TIME
Cool-down times were measured and recorded as a first cut
characterization of the cryocooler. If the cryocooler did not make certain
temperatures in a given time it was usually a sign that some part of the
cryocooler was not operating properly. Since no attempt has been made to
minimize thermal mass, cooldown times are usually on the order of tens of
minutes.
When the speed of the cryocooler is changed then power output is
optimized for a different temperature range. Fifteen Hz is more effective
above 100 K, 8 Hz is most effective between 65 K and 100 K, and 5 Hz cools
best below 75 K.
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Figure 3. Output power as a function of temperature for a variety of cam
speeds.
PARASITIC LEAKS
Thermal performance of the cryocooler was measured a number of
ways. These included cool down and heat up curves with and without a
resistive load. If large parasitic leaks are present they can be identified and
corrected. Less serious leaks are compensated for in the calculations of output
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power in order to get a full data run. Note that in Table 1, only the 80 K data
has been so compensated
Table 1. Composite Thermal Performance of CDC Partners Cryocooler 1A
Nominal Values at 8 Hz. T min = 27 K. Moderate Clearance Bellows
Operating Temperature (K)
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Cooling Power (W)
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Carnot Efficiency

21"

"Corrected for 0.6 W larger than normal parasitic leak as measured by rate of
rise.
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Figure 4. Measured cooling power as a function of clearance ratio.
LIFE TESTING
We have been testing a cryocooler at 44 K with small clearance ratios
operating at 5 Hz. At this temperature there is no net cooling available, but
cooling losses from the environment are estimated at 1-1.5 W are intercepted
by the cold head. We have run for over 35 million cycles without a bellows
failure. Even if one failed now the prognosis is good. By reducing the stress a
small amount, the lifetime of the bellows is greatly increased. Stress and
stroke are directly related. A small reduction in the stroke can greatly im-
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prove bellows life. Figure 4 shows the trade-off between clearance ratio and

cooling power.
FUTURE WORK

We are planning to scale up this device to a larger power, and we are
also considering a two stage machine for temperatures in the 20 K range.
CJR:cjr
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SUPERFLUID STIRLING REFRIGERATOR:
A NEW IM'OD FOR COOLING BELOW 1 KELVIN

V. Kotsubo and G. W. Swift
Condensed Matter and Thermal Physics Group,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT
We have invented and built a new type of cryocooler, which we call
the superfluid Stirling refrigerator (SSR). The first
prototype reached
0.6 K from a starting temperature of 1.2 K. The working fluid of the
SSR is the 3 He solute in a superfluid 3 He- 4 He solution.
At low
temperatures, the superfluid 4 He is in its quantum ground state, and
therefore is thermodynamically inert, while the 3 He solute has the
thermodynamic properties of a dense ideal gas.
Thus, in principle, any
refrigeration cycle that can use an ideal gas can also use the 3 He
solute as work<ing fluid.
In our SSR prototype, bellows-sealed superleak
pistons driven by a room-temperature camshaft work on the 3 He solute.
Ultimately, we anticipate elimination of moving parts by analogy with
pulse-tube refrigeration.

INTRODUCTION
The 3 He- 4 He dilution refrigerator, invented about 30 years ago. is
now routinely used' to reach temperatures below 1 K.
The endothermic
heat of mixing of liquid 3 He with liquid 4 He produces the cooling in the
dilution refrigerator;
steady refrigeration is achieved by adding a
fractional distillation chamber to remove the 3 He from the solution, and
room-temperature pumps to return the 3 He to the refrigerator.
Modern
dilution refrigerators routinely reach temperatures below 0.01 K.
exhausting their waste heat above 1 K.
,here are only two other techniques1 for cooling below 1 K. The
evaporation of pure 3 He can be used to reach 0.3 K; but, at lower
temperatures, the vapor pressure is too low for significant cooling
power.
Adiabatic demagnetization of a paramagnetic salt. the oldest
method for cooling below I K, is inconvenient because of the frequent
requirement for magnetic shielding between the refrigerator and the
apparatus to be cooled.
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Here, we describe the first experiments with a new technique for
cooling below 1 K: the superfluid Stirling refrigerator (SSR).
The SSR
uses the 3 He solute in a superfluid 3 He- 4 He solution2 as a thermodynamic
working medium, compressing and expanding the solute alone to provide
heating and cooling.
In such a solution, the 4He, forming a Bose
liquid, undergoes a superfluid transition at 2.2 K, and below 1 K it is,
for our purposes, in its quantum ground state.
It has no entropy, and
flows without dissipation;
thermodynamically it is a vacuum.
The 3 He
4
solute in such He behaves like an ideal gas, with an equation of state
P0 s = n3kbT, and heat capacity per particle ý_ (3/2)kb, where Pos is
osmotic pressure, n3 is the 3 He number density, kb is Boltzman's
constant, and T is the temperature.
Because of this similarity, any
refrigeration cycle Lhat uses ideal gases as a working fluid should be
adaptable 3 to the regime below 1 K using the 3 He solute working fluid.
We chose to use the Stirling cycle 4 , shown in detail in Fig. I.

Fig. 1. Four steps of a
Stirling-cycle refrigerator.
(a) The first
step of the cycle
is isothermal compression of the
fluid in the hot cylinder,
rejecting the heat of compression
Qh out of the refrigerator to an
(b) In
external heat sink at Th.
pistons
the second step. both

REGENERATOR
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left. Because of the goodU
lateral thermal contact in the
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'
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(b)CONSTANT.VOLUME DISPLACEMENT

regenerator, heat is transferred
there, between fluid and

.

high-heat-capacity solid, under
locally isothermal conditions,
reversibly changing the fluid
temperature from Th to Tc as it
flows leftward.
(c) In step
three, Isothermal expansion in
the cold cylinder absorbs the
heat of refrigeration Qc from the
load at T c.
(d) Displacement of
the fluid to the right then
causes regenerative heat
transfer, changing the fluid
temperature from Tc back to Th.

-

(c) EXPANSION
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0c

= q
(d)CONSTANT-VOLUME DISPLACEMENT
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DESIGN AND COXNSTRUCT ION
Building the SSR required several unique design features, shown
The compressor and expander had to work on
schematically in Fig. 2.
only the 3 He solute, and not the relatively incompressible bulk liquid,
Each of these consisted of a 4.65-mm
so superleak pistons were used.
long, 0.36-rm-diam rod of microscopically porous Vycor glass (Corning
7930) sealed with Stycast 2850 epoxy into a hole drilled through the
length of a copper piston. The piston was then sealed between two
bellows (Servometer FC-16 nickel bellows), forming two containment
volumes for the solution connected by the glass rod.
Vycor glass, which
has channel diameters of about 10's m. viscously locks the 3 He solute,
allowing only the superfluid 4 He component to flow through, so a
displacement of the piston compresses only the 3 He.
The copper pistons
were designed to take up as much as possible of the excess volume within
the bellows to maximize the compression ratio. The final total fluid
volume within each bellows was about 2 cm3 .
The pistons were driven with long rods from a camshaft and dc
motor/gearbox assembly at room temperature.
Each drive rod consisted of
a moving 1.77-mm-od stainless tube inside of a 2.4-mm-od, 1.8-mm-id
stationary tube, bent slightly where necessary, much like a bicycle
cable.
The two cams were 5.08-cm-diam ball bearings mounted 0.32-mm off
center to provide 0.64-mm displacements.
The cams were mounted on
separate but colinear driveshafts connected by a clamp, so the phase
between the cams could be adjusted by loosening the clamp and rotating
one cam with respect to the other.
Because the overall drive system was
not completely rigid, 0.64-mm camshaft displacements at the top of the
cryostat caused only about 0.4 - 0.5-mm displacements at the pistons,
and the resulting piston motions were hysteretic and non-sinusoidal.
Final volume displacements were about 0.9 cm3 /stroke, but were different
for each piston, and also drifted over time.
4 He

DRIVE

COLUMN

RODS

BELLOWS

/Fig.

2.
Schematic of the SSR.
Entire assembly is sealed in a
vacuum can, which is immersed in a
4-K liquid 4 He bath.

J3

•k
PISTON

VO
SUPERLEAK

•

VOLUME
HEAT

EXCHANGER
REGENERATOR
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One of the bellows volumes at each piston was sealed off with a
flange, acting simply as a reservoir for the 4 He superfluid that flows
through the superleak.
The other volume was the actual
compression/expansion space for the refrigerator, and was sealed with a
On the compressor, the
ported flange connecting to the regenerator.
port consisted of 19 0.8-mm-diam holes drilled through the 1-cm thick
copper flange to act as a heat exchanger to remove the large amount of
heat rejected. The working fluid flowed through these holes, then into
the regenerator.
The copper flange was connected to a 1.91-cm-diam,
18-cm long copper tube filled with pure 4 He. which acted both as a
thermal reservoir and a thermal link to a standard pumped 4 He coldplate 5
which provided a starting temperature of about 1.2 K. There was no heat
exchanger on the expander--the heat load was simply the heat capacity of
The expander was thermally isolated from the compressor
the expander.
by three 25-cm long, 0.64-cm-od thinwall stainless-steel support tubes.
The regenerator was an array of 30 0.20-mm-id, 0.37-mm-od, 38-cm
long CuiNi capillaries, stuffed into a series arrangement of a
0.47-cm-diam, 2.86-cm long CuNi tube, a 6.35-mm-od. 25-cm long
stainless-steel tube, a 6.35-cm long section of 0.64-cm-od, 0.32-cm-id
bellows, and a 0.32-cm-diam. 2.5-cm long CuNi tube. all sealed together
with soft solder.
The bellows formed a U-shaped bend to allow the
regenerator to match the positioning of the ports of the expander and
the smaller diameter tubes at either end fit
into the
the compressor:
ports.
The capillaries were sealed to the outer tube assembly's ends
with soft solder, so that the 3 He- 4 He solution could flow through the
capillaries, and the outer tube assembly was filled with pure 3He.
thereby immersing the capillaries in a high-heat-capacity reservoir
(which would be provided by solid parts in a conventional Stirling
refrigerator).
The total heat capacity of the regenerator was
calculated to be 1.1 J/K at 0.6 K and 1.2 J/K at 1 K.
Two separate fill
lines were used to fill
the refrigerator.
One
fill
line filled the refrigerator itself, and the other filled the
reservoir volumes on the back of each piston. By having two separate
fill
lines, the concentrations on either side of the superleaks could be
adjusted separately by filling each side first
with the required amount
of 3 He, and then adding 4 He.
The fill
lines were closed using
low-temperature valves pneumatically operated with pressurized 4 He.
Without the valves, liquid moved up and down the fill
lines between the
warm and cold parts of the refrigerator during operation, thus causing a
substantial heat leak.
Resistance thermometers were mounted on the outsides of the flanges
which connected the expander and compressor to the regenerator, and a
resistance wire heater was mounted on the outside of the flange of the
cold expander.
Following the method described by Kierstead5, the 3 He
concentrations were determined from the dielectric constant of the
solution, which was measured using compact 5-pF capacitors mounted in
the end flanges in direct contact with the liquid within the expander
and compressor.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The refrigerator was filled with a 12% 3 He solution.
Although at
this high concentration, the thermodynamic properties of the 3 He solute
deviate slightly from ideal-gas behavior 2 , this concentration was chosen
to improve the cooling power ac high temperature by increasing the
oscillating osmotic pressure.
Several cooldowns were performed with
various drive speeds and various phases between the compressor and
expander.
For one set of measurements, the speed was set to 0.25 rpm, and the
phase between the maximum of the compressor cam and the minimum of the
expander cam was varied between 700 and 1300.
The lowest average
temperature of about 0.65 K was reached during these runs with the phase
set at about lCoVo.
A set of mesurements was then made with the phase
set at 1000, with speeds of 0.07, 0.25, 0.31, and 0.45 rpm. For these
runs. the lowest temperature reached was also 0.65 K, also at a speed of
0.25 rpm.
Fig. 3 displays the average expander temperature as a
function of time for this run.
For these cooldowns. the compressor
temperature was not regulated, and varied from 1.16 K at the slowest
speeds to 1.23 K at the highest speed, so the largest temperatuie
difference, about 0.55 K. was reached with the speed of 0.31 rpm. Other
temperature differences were 0.54 K, 0.53 K, and 0.45 K at speeds of
0.2&. 0.45, and 0.07 rpm respectively.
In a later cooldown, where the
backside of each piston was filled with only a 2% solution, and the
concentration in the refrigerator was about 10%. a low temperature of
0.59 K was reached.
Peak-to-peak concentration amplitudes were about
0.45 of the average concentration, and peak-to-peak temperature
amplitudes in the expander at the lowest temperatures were about 50 mK.
The net cooling power of the refrigerator was determined from
cooling-rate data such as Fig. 3 by using the measured heat capacity of
the expander, adding the calculated heat capacity of 1/2 the
regenerator, and then multiplying by the rate of change of temperature.
To obtain what we call the gross cooling power, two corrections are
added to the net cooling power: a correction of 33 WW/rpm due to
heating from the bellows motion, determined by running the expander with
no liquid in the refrigerator;
and a second correction for thermal
conduction down the regenerator, support structure, and fill
lines of
11.5 gW/K. determined by measuring the warmup rate with the refrigerator
not running.
Gross cooling power as a function of Tc is shown in
Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the average concentration in the expander and
compressor as a function of expander temperature for the speeds
mentioncd above.
For ideal-gas behavior, the relation between the
temperatures and concentrations would be XcTc = XhTh. where Xc and Xh
are the concentrations in the expander an-' compressor, and Th is the
average compressor temperature.
In Fig. 5, Xclc ý: 1.6XpTh.
The
deviation from ideal-gas behavior is partly due to the 3 He solute
showing slight effects of the Fermi degeneracy, and mostly due to heat
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Th.

flushing.
In the heat-flush effect, the presence of a temperature
gradient causes the 4 He normal-fluid excitations to flow down the
temperature gradient, and the superfluid component to flow up the
temperature gradient, with superfluid-normal fluid conversion taking
place at the heat source ind sink. The 4 He normal fluid drags 3 He atoms
along with it, causing an excess buildup of 3 He atoms at the cold end.
The factor of 1.6 agrees with rough extrapolations from data by
Gestrich, Walsworth, and Meyer 7 .

INITIAL INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Because of high local heat capacity and good thermal contact with
the working fluid, a perfect regenerator allows no local temperature
oscillations of the working fluid within the regenerator.
For insight
into the consequences of this characteristic, we write the energy flux
density for hydrodynamic flow of an ordinary fluid:

H = pv(v 2 /2 + w)

,

where p is the fluid density, v is the fluid velocity, and w is the
specific enthalpy.
In an oscillating flow. p and w can be expanded as p
PO + Pl, w = w0 + wl. and v = vI, where po and wo are the average
values and pl, wl, and v, are the first-order oscillating quantities.
Substituting, taking the time average, and keeping on'
the lowest order
terms:
H = PovlWl
where the overbar denotes time average.
(cp/T)dT - (03/p)dP.
H = pocpT1vi

Using dw = Tds + (1/p)dP and ds

+ (1 - To

)P)

.vi

where T(, is the local average temperature, P is the pressure, cp is the
Isobaric specific heat, and P Is the isobaric expansion coefficient.
For an ideal gas, T0o3 = 1, so the second term vanishes.
Thus, in a
perfect regenerator, where there are no temperature osctitattons, the
energg flow is zero.
The phasing of the pistons, however, is such that
the work flow, given by the time average PIV 1 , where Vj is the volume
flow rate, is nonzero, flowing from the compressor to the cxpander.
Since the energy flow through the regenerator is zero. the heat absorbed
by the expander,
PiVe,

where Ve is

Qc. must be equal to the work done on the expander,
the volume displacement rate of the expander.

Thus, we expect the cooling power of the SSR to be approximately
27rfP 0 sVjcostp, where P.8 is the osmotic prcssure amplitude, V, is the
volume displacement, f is the frequency, and p is the phase angle
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between P1 and V1 . We infer Pos from measurements of n3 using Pos =
n3kbT.
VI was measured at room temperature.
The phase was determined
from the time between the maxima of th1e cam position and the
concentration.
In this way. we estimate the cooling power for the
cooldown in Fig. 5 at the lowest temperatures to be 50 WW, close to the
observed cooling power.
This estimate is not expected to be better than
a factor of two, since the piston motions were extremely non-sinusoidal,
and the volume displacements were not accurately known.
To make further progress, we display in Fig. 6 Qc(l+Th/Tc) vs
Th-TC. where Qc is heat per cycle removed by the expander, obtained by
dividing the measured cooling power of Fig. 4 by the operating
frequency.
In the classical-gas Stirling cycle, with given volume
displacements in the expander and compressor, a 900 phase shift between
the two, and negligible regenerator volume, the cooling per cycle 8 is
frequency independent and has a temperature dependence given by
(l+Th/Tc)"'.
so that Qc(l+Th/Tc) is temperature independent.
In
contrast, in Fig. 6 Qc(l+Th/Tc) has a slight frequency dependence and a
large temperature dependence.
The frequency dependence is likely due
80
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For a reversible, ideal-gas Stirling cycle
refrigerator, this quantity is independent of temperature.
The
temperature dependence in this figure reflects the non-ideality of our
prototype.
We use Th-Tc, rather than Tc, as abscissa because the
compressor temperature was not well regulated, varying from 1.16 K at
the slowest speed to 1.23 K at te highest speed.
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either to viscous losses or imperfect thermal contact in the
regenerator 9 . as both processes are velocity dependent.
But the large
deviation from constancy with temperature in Fig. 6, corresponding to
about 25 mJ/cycle of lost cooling power at the lowest temperatures, must
be due to processes that are independent of velocity.
We list
several
candidates here.
The most likely source of inefficiency is the dependence of the
heat capacity of the 3 He solute on number density1 0 .
As the 3 He
3
concentration increases, the heat capacity per He atom deviates from
the ideal gas value of (3/2)kbT.
This causes a parasitic flow of heat
down the regenerator since the heat capacity, and therefore the amount
of heat transported, are different on the high concentration and low
concentration strokes of a cycle.
The heat flow due to this effect 1" is
7T/2 ac/aX VIAXAT, where AX is the concentration amplitude and AT is the
temperature difference between the hot and cold ends of the regenerator.
At our lowest temperatures, we estimate this heat load to be about 20
mJ/cycle.
Another irreversible mechanism is that, in the ideal Stirling
cycle, the compressions and expansions are isothermal.
In our
refrigerator, since the therrmal penetration depths are on the order of
the dimensions of the fluid volumes within the pistons, the compressions
are partially adiabatic, ald so there is irreversible heat transfer
across finite temperature differences 1 2 , such as when the fluid enters
the regenerator.
The excess entropy generated in this process is AS .
pcV6T 2 /T, where p is the fluid density, c is the heat capacity per mass,
V is the volume of fluid displaced into the regenerator, 6T is the
temperature amplitude in the piston, and T is the temperature of the
piston. The work is TAS, and is about 1 mJ per cycle at the lowest
temperatures, not large enough to account for the losses, and without
the strong temperature dependence observed in Fig. 6.
Finally, there are effects in the SSR that are unique to it. not
occurring in ideal gas Stirling refrigerators.
These include superfluid
turbulence 1 3 . where the turbulent state consists of a tangle of
quantized vorticity:
the heat-flush effect discussed above; and the 4 He
normal-fluid excitations, which are numerous near 2 K.
Clearly,

there is much about the SSR that we do not yet understand.

LIMITATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The ultimate performance of the SSR will be limited by the
thermodynamics of the 3 He solute as it approaches complete Fermi
degeneracy 2 at low temperatures, at concentrations at or below the
low-temperature solubility of 6.4%.
For example, iln a 5% solutinn, the
Fermi temperature is 0.34 K; so that, at about 50 mK, the cooling power
of a fixed-volume-displacement SSR is only half what it would be for a
classical gas of the same number density, and rapidly drops to zero at
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lower temperatures.
Many improvements to the SSR seem possible by analogy with
ideal-gas Stirling refrigerators.
A single stage may ul%imately span an
order of magnitude in temperature, and two-stage SSRs could reach very
low temperatures.
A dual-parallel SSR could eliminate the need for che
pure 3 He heat reservoir:
Two SSRs running at the same average
temperatures but 1800 out of phase in time could regenerate each other.
An orifice-pulse-tube 1 4 configuration would be an exceeding important
practical advance, as it would eliminate the moving parts at Tc.
Elimination of the renaining moving parts could then be accomplished by
use of a thermocompressor.

APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES
Since satellite-borne infrared and X-ray sensors work best at low
temperatures, some effort is now spent on adapting dilution
refrigeration 1 5 and demagnetization refrigeration to the space
environment.
However, both of these conventional methods for cooling
below I K have drawbacks in the space environment.
Both are
inefficient;
the first
doesn't naturally work in zero gravity;
the
second requires large magnetic fields.
As the SSR works quite
independently of gravity and magnetism, and has immediate potential for
an efficiency of the order of Carnot's efficiency, further development
may demonstrate its utility
for sub-1-K cooling in space.
Most of the cost in the earth-bound dilution-refrigerator indulstry
is for large room-temperature plumbing and pumps;
these will not be
required in the SSR, which may be much less expensive as a result.
This
low cost could make low-temperature research easier everywhere, and
feasible for the first
time at small colleges and in developing
countries.
The high efficiency offered by the SSR would also be a
modest advantage in this arena;
the $100-$200 per week electric bill
for operation of a typical dilution refrigerator is a significant cost
to some researchers.
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A LINEAR DRIVE STIRLING CYCLE CRYOCOOLER FOR EO/IR
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ABSTRACT
A joint development effort between CTI-CRYOGENICS and GE-AESD Utica, NY
has produced a dual piston, linear driven, Stirling cycle cryocooler
for airborne applications. The split cycle cryocooler consists of a
linear comprcssor, 70 inch transfer line, and free stroking expander.
The extremely long transfer line, required by this application,
presented many unique design challenges. The linear compressor makes
use of active position control over both moving pistons to insure
trouble free operation throughout the flight environment. A moving
magnet linear motor was selected for high efficiency, low weight, and
isolation of the motor coils from the helium gas volume to combat
contamination and facilitate heat removal.
The resultant cryocooler
represents a light weight, low vibration, long life alternative to
current rotary cryocooler technology.
This paper describes the system tradeoffs and design, emphasizing test
data accumulated to date on two engineering prototypes. Performance
data for a range of applications is presented graphically. The status
of life and environmental testing is also included. The prototype
development was completed in only six months through the application of
"Simultaneous Engineering" applied in a project team setting. This
early-on collaboration between engineering and manufacturing has
resulted in a producible and simple design, which has only three moving
assemblies and a low part count.
INTRODUCTION
Stirling cycle cryocoolers have found widespread usage within the
electro-optics community during the past ten years to provide cooling,
in the liquid nitrogen region, for infrared sensors and electronics
[1]. Early Stirling cryocoolers were integral cycle rotary drives
using spring loaded lip seals for critical, life limiting sealing. The
inherent performance limitations of the integral Stirling cycle for
applications requiring low self induced vibration at the sensor
interface gave way to the development of the split Stirling cycle
cryocooler. As Stirling cryocooler technology began to evolve it
became clear that longer, more reliable operation was required. Spring
loaded lip seals were replaced by hard on hard and hard on soft
clearance seals [2]. Conventional rotary motor drives with a piston
and crank mechanism were identified as a reliability limitation and
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major source of helium gas contamination; yet another obstacle to long
1 i fe.
The elimination of the piston and crank mechanism by using a linear
motor can significantly reduce the number of mechanical parts needed in
a Stirling cycle compressor.
Ball and needle bearings, connecting rods
and wrist pins are no longer required to convert rotary motion into
reciprocating motion. Any reduction in the number of contacting or
moving mechanical parts will increase the overall reliability of the
cryocooler.
Linear drive motors used in place of conventional rotary motors can
also extend cryocooler life by eliminating many contaminants from the
helium gas.
Several implementations of linear motor technology have
the potential to isolate motor coils and eliminate lubricants from the
helium gas volume.
A low side load linear motor will also decrease the
seal wear in comparison to a conventional rotary crank mechanism.
Early linear drive designs utilized loudspeaker type moving coil motors
with flexible lead wires (3].
A major disadvantage of these systems
was the inability to isolate the motor coils from the helium gas
volume.
As research continued, moving iron and moving magnet type
motors have provided additional benefits and design flexibility.
Continued development of linear drive Stirling cycle cryocoolers,
supported by government funding, has produced reliable systems for long
life operation in excess of 2500 hours (Mean Time To Failure, MTTF)

[4].
CTI-CRYOGENICS has been a leading supplier of Stirling cycle cryocoolers for the past 18 years.
Cryocoolers have been supplied for a
wide variety of applications including night vision, missile guidance,
fire control, space and airborne IR.
Development of linear drive cryocoolers at CTI-CRYOGENICS, started in the early 1980's, has produced
several common module type designs using a variety of linear drive
design options [5].
Moving iron and moving magnet type motors have
been applied to single and dual piston compressor designs.
Single
piston designs require a dynamic vibration absorber tuned to a single
operating frequency.
Dual opposed piston compressors are inherently
balanced at any operating frequency providing additional flexibility.
The dual opposed piston concept with a moving magnet linear motor was
selected to meet the needs of the GE-CTI joint development based upon
experience with several different types of linear compressor designs.
The joint development called for GE-AESD to design and package power
electronics for the motor to maximize the special capabilities of GEAESD and CTI-CRYOGENICS.
Control electronics were developed by CTICRYOGENICS, but packaged by GE-AESD.
The unique arrangement allowed GE
engineers to trade off power conversion options and EMI concerns while
making optimum use of system electronics and available space.
CTICRYOGENICS was able to concentrate on development of the cryocooler and
control circuitry, without concern for packaging of electronics within
the often restrictive cryocooler envelope.
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Key design parameters for the cryocooler are summarized in Table 1.
The 70 inch transfer line required by this applicati.n presented many
The random vibration seen during flight operation
design challenges.
was a major factor in the decision to use active positicn control over
Selection of the linear drive
both moving pistons in the compressor.
compressor concept was based primarily upon the optimizatiun of size,
weight, efficiency and life capability.
DESIGN TRADEOFFS
The design tradeoffs performed as part of the joint development effort
were focused upon all aspects of the compressor, expander and transfer
line. Thermodynamic simulations of performance using CTI-CRYOGENICS'
split Stirling computer program provided a baseline for component
sizing and operating parameters.
High frequency operation in the 50-60
HZ range was not feasible within the power limits of the specification
due to the extremely long transfer line. Computer predictions suggested increased helium charge pressures to reduce compressor size and
weight, without sacrificing performance. The inner diameter of the
transfer line was also recognized as an important parameter for
optimization of performance and power levels.
Results of analytical
thermodynamic tradeoffs identified the following range of variables for
prototype testing:
CHARGE PRESSURE: 800 - 1200 PSIG
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 30 - 40 HZ
TRANSFER LINE ID: 0.049 - 0.057 INCHES

PARAMETER

SPECIFICATION

MAXIMUM COMPRESSOR WEIGHT:
COMPRESSOR ENVELOPE:
COLD CYLINDER ENVELOPE:
TRANSFER LINE LENGTH & OD:
TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT:
IMPOSED FLIGHT VIBRATION:
MAXIMUM POWER CONSUMPTION:
REFRIGERATION CAPACITY:
COOLDOWN TIME:
LIFE REQUIREMENT:
TABLE 1

-

4.54 kg
83 mm Diameter x 211 mm Long
9.5 mm Diameter x 27.7 mm Long
1778 mm Long x 1.75 mm Diameter
-54 0 C TO 710C Amb.
4.5 g Random, 2-2000 HZ
200 Watts RMS @ 71 0 C Amb.
0.75 Watts @ 65 K @ 71c`C Amb.
< 8 minutes (800 Joule load)
2500 Hour MTTF, 4000 Hour Goal

KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS
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An existing, proven, pneumatically driven expander design was modified
to obtain additional capacity for operation with the linear compressor
to shorten the cryocooler development cycle. Several options for
regenerator matrix material and internal hardware were selected because
of the inherent uncertainties involved in modeling a free stroking
pneumatically driven expander. This provided the capability to fine
tune the system for optimum performance during prototyp2 testing.
As previously discussed, the linear compressor concept selected for
this application was a dual opposed piston design with two moving
magnet linear motors. The dual opposed piston design has several
advantages over the single piston compressor with a vibration absorber.
From a total weight standpoint, given the same operating frequency and
motor type, the dual opposed piston compressor will weigh less than a
single piston system. For a given swept volume, the total moving mass
for each compressor type will be approximately the same. A vibration
absorber is required to obtain dynamic balance for a single piston
system. The entire weight of the vibration absorber represents additional weight beyond that required for a dual opposed piston compressor. Limitations also exist regarding the efficiency of a vibration
absorber and the narrow resonant frequency band which restricts operating range. The primary advantage of the single piston compressor is
the need for a single linear motor and accompanying electronics. The
advantage may be evident in cost savings, but only at the expense of
increased weight. A single piston system was not considered a viable
option for this development because of the extreme importance of reduced weight for airborne applications.
The selection of a linear motor design has probably received more
attention and debate over the past ten years than any other aspect of
linear cryocooler design. CTI-CRYOGENICS evaluated three linear motor
options during the design tradeoff phase of this development. Moving
coil, moving magnet, and moving iron type designs were analyzed for
size, weight and efficiency. Additional concerns were also considered
such as side load, life and reliability. The moving coil design,
although attractive in many ways, was rejected because of the challenges associated with delivering current to a moving assembly. The
inability to isolate the motor coils from the helium environment was
viewed as another sigoificant disadvantage to the moving coil design.
The mo-ing iron design, which is actually a variable reluctance motor,
is poorly suited for high power applications because of its relatively
low efficiency. A moving magnet motor is extremely efficient due to
energy storage in the magnet thickness which forms part of the air gap.
Heat removal characteristics, the ability to isolate the motor coils
from the helium gas, high efficiency and low system weight led to the
selection of a moving magnet motor.
The moving magnet linear motor will possess higher side load characteristics than the alternative motor types. Side loads are dependent upon
flux density in the rotor air gap, geometric alignment of plunger and
stator center lines and permanent magnet uniformity. Two different
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motors were constructed for each prototype compressor to investigate
the effects of air gap variation on side load and efficiency.
The base
design used an 0.050 inch air gap, while the second compressor motor
was modified to obtain an 80% increase in air gap.
The increase was
accomplished by a reduction in permanent magnet radial thickness.
This
provided a test vehicle to tradeoff input power, peak current, and
motor efficiency for reduced side load. The potential for wear,
induced by the motor side loads, was easily managed by using large
bearing areas for the plunger magnet supports.
System level tradeoffs were conducted at GE-AESD to determine the
optimum voltage level for cryocooler power. Three phase, 400 HZ aircraft power is available at the 270 VAC level (line to line).
It was
quite probable, however, that if unconditioned aircraft power were used
to drive the linear motors, unacceptable EMI levels would effect the
imaging system. GE conducted a comprehensive evaluation of available
motor drives. Recent innovations in the packaging and application of
DC to DC converters were identified as a low noise method for motor
drive.
Rectified three phase 270 VAC aircraft power can be reduced to
48 VDC by using a DC to DC converter.
Low level DC is then available
for cryocooler power to drive the linear motors.
The output of the DC
to DC converter can be continuously varied to provide an alternative to
traditional pulse width modulated (PWM) motor drive power. The
resulting power spectrum is anticipated to significantly reduce EMI
levels.
A control block diagram is shown ir Figure I for the dual piston linear
compressor.
Feedback control over both moving pistons is used to
minimize vibration and maintain optimum refrigeration capacity during
the flight environment.
The relatively large motor size, driven by the
high power requirements, increases the size of the moving mass associated with the pistons. A large moving mass will require some form of
feedback motion control in the presence of a given acceleration field.
As shown in Figure 1, both pistons are controlled from the same sine
wave master reference.
This eliminates the need for any secondary
phase control loops to lock one side to the other. Higher order
harmonics present in free periodic motion are eliminated by controlling
piston motion to a sine wave reference.
The resulting self induced
vibration will be lower for a system with feedback motion control which
can minimize the unbalanced acceleration components on each side of the
compressor.
Several combinations of position sensors were considered to form the
feedback control loop between the motor current input and position
output.
Linear variable differential transformers (LVDT), Hall effect
aovices (HED) and optical methods were all evaluated for accuracy,
lioiearity, temperature sensitivity and packaging.
The favored
approach, LVDT's, was unavailable in an appropriate package at the time
of evaluation.
CTI-CRYOGENICS had developed expertise in the
application of Hall effect devices for position sensing on prior
development programs.
Combined with the absence of packaging
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constraints, the HED was selected for position sensing of the
the compressor piston motion.
It was originally hoped that the motor magnets could function as target
sensing magnets for the HED. The influence of induced flux from the
motor coils prohibits location of a HED in close proximity to the
motor. As shown iii Figure 2, a separate target magnet, remote from the
motor, had to be used. The use of two sensors is intended to provide a
redundant arrangement capable of temperature compensation.
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

The prototype linear compressor,

shown in Figure 2, was designed based

on the tradeoff decisions presented in the mrevious section.
Aluminum
and titanium were used extensively, where possible, to meet the weight
goals of the specification.
Aluminum was the material
cf
choice for
ease of manufacture and heat dissipation.
Titanium was used where

additional structural strength was required, such as for the pressure
vessel,
in most instances, the materials selected had to be non-

magnetic to prevent interaction with the linear motor. The
configuration shown in Figure 2 is representative of the small air gap
motor.
Motor stators were constructed using radial laminations to
reduce eddy currents.
A laminated stator provides additional
efficiency for high power applications.
The gas clearance seals, which
isolate the working and non-working helium gas volumes, also serve as
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Figure 2: Englneenng Prototype Linear Compressor Design

bearing surfaces.
The large bearing areas minimized seal wear for the limited life
requirements of the prototype compressors. A lung life version of the
prototype, which eliminates bearing loads from the clearance seals, is
currently undergoing initial testing at CTI-CRYOGENICS.
The moving magnet linear compressor has been designed to operate at the
resonant frequency of the internal gas spring-mass system. The piston
area, stroke, moving mass and compression ratio have all been selected
to obtain the resonant frequency for an assumed single degree of freedom linear oscillator. The gas forces imposed upon the piston are
cancelled by the inertial load of 'le moving mass when operating the
compressor at resoiiance. The moto, only needs to overcome the flow
losses (viscous load) within the system. Theoretically the motor load
will be zero at each end of stroke, while reaching a maximum at midstroke which coincides with maximum velocity. There are many nonlinearities present in the real system, such as friction and gas force
imbalances, which lead to significant variations from the idealized
linear oscillator. The theoretical model is still quite useful for
initial sizing and preliminary design tradeoffs.
The linear compressor is cooled by a liquid heat exchanger which
contacts the full outer circumference of the motor stators and
compression block. The external coils associated with the moving
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magnet linear motor provide an ideal path for motor heat removal. A
radial heat conduction path from the compression chamber to the
external cooling jacket effectively removes the heat generated during
compression. The high input power required by this application, driven
by the long transfer line, dominated the design of the compressor. The
motor selection and choice of materials, in many instances, resulted
from the need to dissipate high power levels over relatively small
surface areas.
The use of adhesives and non-metallics within the helium volume has
been kept to a minimum in an effort to reduce contamination outgassing.
Any adhesives and non-metallics used have superior outgassing properties. The reduction of internal contaminants, which prolongs life, is
one of the major advantages of linear drive cryocoolers.
The goal of prototype development was to establish a performance baseline that met the goals of the specification within a minimum period of
time. A dedicated project team was established to accelerate the
traditional development cycle. The Droject team combined members from
engineering, quality and manufacturing.
The concept of "Simultaneous
Engineering", the early-on involvement of engineering and manufacturing, produced some dramatic results.
Significant time savings were
realized by structuring the design around readily available materials,
standard gaging and nominal size stock. Prototype drawings were
reduced to a producible form prior to the machining of any parts. The
transition to full scale development and production will also involve
much less risk by building in quality and producibility from the
concept stage.
The net result of a dedicated project team operating in a sim'Ataneous
design mode was the completion of prototype testing in only nine
months. Two linear compressors (each with a different motor), expanders and a variety of transfer lines were designed and fabricated in
approximately five months.
The majority of parts were made in-house at
CTI-CRYOGENICS' development machine shop. The remaining four months
were spent conducting an extensive series of tests to determine the
optimum combination of hard;.are and operating conditions to maximize
refrigeration capacity. The regenerator matrix material and expander
stroking were defined during this testing period. The small air gap
motor proved to have superior force/current characteristics without any
wear induced problems caused by excessive side load. All power
measurements presented were based on tests conducted using the small
air gap motor compressor.
Thermodynamic performance data was
statistically equivalent for the two prototype compressors tested. The
range of operating conditions and transfer line inner diameters,
discussed in the previous section, were resolved as follows:
CHARGE PRESSURE: 900 PSIG
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 30 HZ
TRANSFER LINE ID: 0.052 INCHES
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ACTUAL

SPECIFICATION

COMPRESSOR WEIGHT (kg)

3.4

4.54

REFRIGERATION CAPACITY (WATTS)
@ 65 K @ 710C AMB.

1.0

0.75

INPUT POWER @ CAPACITY @ 710C
(WATTS)

165

200

REFRIGERATION CAPACITY (WATTS)
@ 65 K @ 230C AMB.

1.4

0.75

INPUT POWER (WATTS) REQUIRED FOR
0.75 WATT CAPACITY @ 65 K @ 230 C

87

200

COOLDOWN TIME (MINUTES)
FROM 300 K TO 65 K

3.15

8

TABLE 2 - PROTOTYPE DESIGN VS. SPECIFICATION VALUES
The performance of the final system, tested with breadboard electronics, is shown in Table 2 with the specification values. All testing
was conducted in an environmental Lhamber equipped with a CTICRYOGENICS' Cryo-Torr vacuum pump to maintain cold end Dewar vacuum
levels below 10 microns. Heat was removed from the linear compressor
with a liquid cooling jacket connected to an environmental control unit
(ECU) located external to the test chamber. The expander warm end was
convectively cooled using an air stream indicative of the actual air
flow in the GE system. Cooling was sufficient to limit the surface
temperature rise of the compressor and expander to approximately 20oC
above ambient.
The values shown
areas, exceeded
to complete full
production based

in Table 2 have completely satisfied, and in many
project goals. Plans are underway at CTI-CRYOGENICS
scale development (FSD) and initiate limited
upon the success of prototype development.

The 25% reduction in weight from the specification goal, shown in Table
2, was a substantial achievement. Weight was designated as a key
parameter for reduction during prototype development. A current
summary of weight was always maintained by tabulating all piece part
weights on individual detail drawings. All layout work and detail
drawings were generated using CTI-CRYOGENICS' computer aided design
(CAD) system. The CAD system proved to be an invaluable tool in
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evaluating the effect of design changes on piece part weights.
The entire thermodynamic design of the linear cryocooler was driven by
the 0.75 Watt capacity requirement at 710 C ambient.
The resulting 1.0
Watt capacity demonstrated by two prototypes represents adequate
margin for the inevitable variations encountered in production.
Maximun capacity values were obtained with the linear compressor
operating at 100% of available stroke. The compressor stroke can be
reduced to maintain a temperature set point at 65 K for the lower heat
load u!,ed by the GE application of 0.75 Watts. The input power is
reduced substantially relative to the 200 Watt limit specified under
closed l-p
temperature control.
The 87 Watt value measured at the
temperi.s
control point shown in Table 2 required the compressor to
stroke
-. ,pproximately 75% of the maximum stroke.
Life and power
consumFtion will be considerably enhanced during normal operating modes
with reduced stroke.
Cooldown time is the final measurement of cryocooler performance and is
shown in Table 2. Not to be overlooked, cooldown time is extremely
fast resulting from the combination of inherent high capacity and relatively high operating pressures.
TEST DATA
The linear cryocooler has been tested using two configurations of
transfer lines to provide a comprehensive series of test data for IR
system designers and potential users. Data is presented in Figures 3
and 4 for the 70 inch transfer line, required by the GE application,
and also for a shorter 9 inch line. Testing with the short line was
conducted for the same combination of operating pdrameters and hardware
presented in the previous section.
Significant pnwer reductions were not realized with the short line due
to the dramatic increase in capacity and higher mass flow through the
regenerator.
If needed, the system could be re optimized for the
shorter line at ý different charge pressujre and operating frequency.
Oiven the abundant capacity shown in Figure 3, re-optimization would be
done primarily to reduce power at the expense of capacity.
Input power
for the performance presented in Figure 3 at 65 K was 165 and 150 Watts
for the long and short lines respectively. Power will fall slightly as
refrigeration level and cold end temperature increase.
Power consui,,ption at 90 K was approximaiely 5% less than the power corsumed at 65K.
The linear crvocooler was desigied to be fully functional over the
traditional mnilitary temperature range. Refrigeration capacity versus
ambient temperature for both the lof,1 and short line configuration is
presented in Figure 4.
M~ta is preser,ted at 65 K and 80 K for c iparison uf different Ik sensor types.
Long term operation at tempuratuwes
above POCC awibient should genier'ally be avoided due tr the practical
limitations involved in maintaining internail temperatures below the
limit of strur..ural adhesives.
Imprcvements i, performance at low
a,nbients became dlminished by the decreased internal vressure that
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occurs within a closed cycle cryocooler as temperature decreases.
The
effects of liquid cooling also tend to show greater performance
improvements at high temperature and less change at temparatures below
OcrC ambient.
Compressor stroke can be reduced to maintain a desired temperature set
point and level of refrigeration.
Stroke variation is a new dimension
of flexibility which can result in significant power savings during
normal operation. Test data for both long and short transfer lines at
65 K and 80 K is presented in Table 3 for selected levels of
refrigeration.
The data clearly shows the dramatic power savings
available during temperature control operation.
For this application,
and in many instances, a cryocooler must be sized for an "off-normal"
operating condition such as high ambient temperature.
Additional
capacity must be added to the cryocooler in cases where a constant heat
load muAt be maintained at high ambient. The sizing point may also
represent only a small percentage of the actual operating profile of
the cryocooler.
Life can be prolonged in addition to reducing power by
using temperature control to reduce unnecessary capacity.
Temperature
control via compressor stroke reduction provides an alternative to
conventional frequency variations which would upset the resonant
balance of a linear system.
One of the engineering prototype compressors was subjected to rigorous
vibration testing to assess the efficiency of the control system and
insure mechanical integrity. The compressor must have the ability to

INPUT POWER (WATTS)

/ COMPRESSOR STROKE (% OF MAXIMUM)

COLD END IEMPERATURE LEVEL
0.75 WATTS REFRIGERATION
MAINTAINED USING A
70 IN. TRANSFER LINE

2.0 WATTS REFRIGERATION
MAINTAINED USING A
9 IN. TRANSFER LINE

TABLE 3
L

_________________

-

65 K

87 W / 74 %

100 W/ 81%

MI

50 W / 54 %

64 W

62 %

1EMPERATURE CONTROL PERFORMANCE
___

___

control stroke and maintain a cyclic pressure to drive the expander
during flight. The acceleration forces imposed during the flight
environment act upon the moving masses within the compressor to the
extent allowed by the stiffness of the control system. The use of
position feedback to control stroking was driven in part by the 4.5 g
random flight vibration environment specified. The compressor was
mounted along the center line axis of motion in a vertical vibration
tester. All excitation was along the axis of motion. Several types of
testing were conducted, both operating and non-operating. Sinusoidal
frequency sweeps at 1 and 3 g's, between 2 and 2000 HZ, were completed
prior to random vibration at 4.5 g. A more severe 9.5 g test was also
performed to fully explore the limits of the compressor design. Random
vibration was conducted at the same frequency interval used for the
sine sweeps. Non-operating sine sweep data proved useful in determining the mechanical resonance and damping characteristics of the
linear compressor. Operational testing under 4.5 g random vibration
verified the ability of the control system to maintain stroke during
flight. The control system was sufficiently stiff to prevent impact at
the compressor end stops while operating at 80% stroke. Disassembly
after vibration testing showed no signs of damage or degradation
induced by any of the testing. Subsequent performance testing demonstrated pre-vibration capacity within the limits of test
repeatability.
SUMMARY
The preliminary design concepts for the linear compressor were
completed near the beginning of April, 1989. Detail drawings were
finished by late spring and machining was well underway by mid-summer.
Initial testing was started in early fall at the conclusion of fabrication and assembly. By year end Plectronic controls had been debugged
and testing was completed to establish the required performance. The
long life design was also completed and procurements were initiated to
support FSD during the testing period. The entire process which
spanned approximately 9 months, was completed on schedule and within
the established cost boundaries.
The project team, operating on a cross functional basis, was essenti&l
to the success of this development. By creating an autonomous. unit,
fueled with company resources, the project team gained the abiity tn
accelerate the pace of development. The power to make decisinns,
analyze failures, and chart a new course was handled within the projew't
team. Many technical issues were resolved within a limited amount of
time by taking a variety of parallel path approaches tc hedge risk in
key areas. Conventional methods must be abandoned for imnroved
efficiency to accelerate the pace r development in today's business
environnment. The resulting Lryocoolr, as previously stated, met or
exceeded the specifiration goals in a'l areas.
lhe reliability of any mechanical assembly containing a variety of
p~lrts will always be proportional to the total number of parts. A
similar genPralization could also be -,ade concerning thc number of
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parts that are in motion or in contact. There has been a major focus
on minimizing the number of parts, particularly moving assemblies from
the beginning of prototype development. During the design layout
activity, given some extra effort, it is quite feasible to use parts
for multiple functions. In many instances parts are used to retain,
guide and/or support. The total number of parts required can be
reduced when a part can be used in a multi-functional manner. The
resulting linear cryocooler contains only three moving assemblies and
five stationary structural parts. A low part count cuts all aspects of
cost including drawing maintenance, procurement, inspection, inventory
and assembly time.
The combination of inherent reliability and ease of manufacture
enhances the value of the CTI-GE linear cryocooler. This joint
development was made possible by the expertise of GE-AESD in providing
high reliability military electronics packaging and power drive for the
cryocooler. The proven high capacity and ability to operate in temperature and vibration environments, minimizes risks commonly encountered
in the later stages of development. The long life design, currently
undergoing initial testing at CTI-CRYOGENICS, provides a vehicle to
obtain the specified MTTF of 2500 hours.
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VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALL ROTARY
AND LINEAR CRYOGENIC COOLERS FOR IR SYSTEMS

W. J. Gully and M. W Hanes
Electron Dynamics Division
G.M. Hughes Electronics, Torrance, California

ABSTRACT
We have been developing miniature linear resonant split-Stirling cryogenic
coolers for use in infrared imaging systems. Since cooler output vibration is of
critical importance in these applications, we have investigated the vibration spectra
of rotary and linear coolers of comparable size. The spectra are discussed, and
methods of estimating the vibration in related applications are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Hughes Thermal Products manufactures small electromechanical coolers specifically designed for electro-optic equipment such as night vision sensors. We
have found electrically driven cryocoolers oprating on the Stirling cycle to be the
most practical in our applications. These single stage coolers typically provide
between 0.35 watts and 3 watts of refrigeration and operate near 80K.
Because of the end use of the cooler, environmental aspects such as EMI and
output vibration are especially important in the cryocooler design. Most of our
cryocoolers are of the split-Stirling type in order to decouple the compressor from
the sensor being cooled. We have been developing linear coolers to replace rotary
coolers primarily because of their increased operating life. We discuss in this
aiticle typical output vibration spectra for a number of our current rotary and
linear split-Stirling coolers to illustrate the environmental impact of the design
change. All of the coolers have free piston displacers that are driven by pneumatic forces derived from the pressure wave rather than by a crank or motor.
They incorporate clearance seals throughout, and have motor driver circuits that
operate from DC power.
ROTARY COOLER VI3RATION
We first present the spectra of a rotary compressor as an example of what is
currently used in many systems. When operated nominally this particular cooler
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provides a minimum of 1 watt of refrigeration at 80K. for 50 watts of input power.
We show in Figure 1 the output torque deduced from the acceleration of a freely
suspended heavy block of known inertia.
In Figure 1-a we show the low frequency vibration spectra for the cooler. We
can understand the principal features of the spectra by analyzing the dynamics of
the rotor, since the torque to the case is the reaction to the torque accelerating the
rotor.
From the spectra we see that the principal torque delivered to the case is at
55 Hz, twice the operating speed of the cooler. This occurs because the connecting rod between the piston and the rotor crosses over the motor axis at top and
bottom dead center when the oscillatory force due to the fluctuating gas pressure
is a maximum. Since the moment arm changes sign the torque oscillation is at
twice the fundamental frequency. The magnitude of the torque can be estimated
from the input power to the cooler. The work done per cycle is given by the average to. que times 2*pi radians. In a typical unit the average torque providing this
work is approximately equal to the rms value of the fluctuating components, so we
can estimate the magnitude of the fluctuating components to be
Torque = Power/(2*pi*operating frequency)
For the data illustrated, the "PV" input power at the charge pressure chosen
for this test was approximately 20 watts, which corresponds to 0.75 joule/cycle and
0.1 Nt.-meter of torque. Note that the output torque will scale with charge pressure and compressor displacement, but will not depend strongly upon the operating frequency or rotor inertia.
In Figure 1-b we show the high frequency torque spectra of the cooler. These
high frequency signals clearly dominate the vibration spectrum, even though they
typically involve smaller motions and lower energies than the vibrations at the low
frequencies. These vibrations arise from the motion of a number of internal
components that have to be left limber in order to allow unconstrained operation
of the rotating mechanism which insures low wear and longer life. Because these
vibrations contain little energy, it is practical to dampen them in the system by including an energy absorbing soft mount for the compressor in this split-Stirling design approach.
ROTARY EXPANDERS
The expander vibration is more difficult to filter out because it is directly
coupied to the sensor. The axial motion of the displacer along the coldfinger axis
at the cooler operating frequency causes the fundamental vibration. We show a
typical output force spectrum in Figure 2. As the numerous harmonics of the
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Rotary cooler expander axial vibration.

fundamental operating frequency indicate, the displacer motion is nearly a square
wave. This is characteristic of thermally optimized free piston expanders, whose
stroke is restrained by bumpers.
We can again estimate the magnitude of the output force by analyzing the
dynamics of the displacer assembly. We could calculate it precisely by deducing
the acceleration from the displacer stroke trace and multiplying it by the displacer
mass. We can get an approximate value by equating the allowed stroke with the
peak to peak amplitude of simple harmonic motion.
Fpk =

M * Rpk * W'2

Fpk = (0.0086 Kg) * (0.002 M) * (2 * pi * 28 Hz)"'2 = 0.5 Nt.

Note that the output force apparontly depends upon the displacer mass. This
is true as long as the kinematics of the free displacer are not seriously affected by
mass, as they are for the free displacer.
The frequency dependence of this output fcrce is an important consideration
in demand temperature control of the rotary cooler. We control the expander
temperature by reducing the rotational frequency of the cooler as we approach the
desired temperature. Since the compressor displacement is unchanged, the free
piston displacer continues to full stroke. This suggests that the output forces will
decrease as the square of the frequency, which is verified in Figure 3. The output
forces therefore rapidiy drop as the unit goes into demand.
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LINEAR COOLERS

Linear coolers differ from rotary coolers in that they have resonant linearly
oscillating compressors. In these compressors the motor and piston are coaxial,
which eliminates side forces. This reduces wear and increases the life of the
cooler.
One of a number of problems with these compressors is the unbalanced axial
force asociated with a simple linear motor. A variety of mechanisms have evolved
to deal with this force. For example, one can accept the force in a particular cooler, and operate pairs of cooler, in opposition synchronously. This is an elaborate
procedure requiring sophisticated electronic control. It would clearly be advantageous to develop a passively balanced linear compressor for applications where
cost is important and a less complex mechanism would be adequate. An example
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of this would be the use of a resonant counterweight to cance! the vibration due to
the reciprocation of a simple motor (1). The effectiveness of this approach is limited, though, because the counterweight is a negative feedback device, and because
it is limited to the fundamental unbalance force. We have investigated a number
of other designs, and the results for two of them are presented below.
The essential design of a single motor approach is shown in Figure 4. Both
the armature and stator of the motor are mounted on springs and free to move.
The components counteract to mutual forces in a way that results in perfect balance at all frequencies. In essence, the stator acts as the counterweight, which is a
more effective use of space. A disadvantage of this design is the need for a flexible internal transfer line between the cylinder and the stationary housing.
The output vibration spectrum of a one watt capacity cooler using this principle is shown in Figure 5. In 5-a we show that there is only about 0.5 Nt. of unbalanced force when the cooler is operated vertically. In Figure 5-b, however, we
show that the output vibration increases to approximately 3 Nt. when the unit is
M1042
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Figure 4 Schematic of a single motor linar compressor.
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operated in the horizontal orientation. This is due to the drag of the stator when
it is gravitationally held against its bearing surface. There is no counteracting
force from the armature to the case because it operates in the bore of the stator.
The presence of harmonics in the spectra in Figure 5-b indicates that the trace is
nearly a square wave, indicative of Newtonian friction. And in addition, the output vibration is independent of compressor stroke.
The high frequency spectra of this linear cooler are shown in Figure 6. The
spectra is due to the oscillations of the mechanical springs used to locate parts, and
is not orientation sensitive. We can compare the magnitudes of these forces with
those of the rotary cooler by multiplying these forces by the radius of the cooler,
which is about 0.025 m. We can see that these "effective torques" are much smaller than the corresponding values for the rotary compressor. An immediately perceptible consequence is that the linear compressors are relatively quiet.
We have also experimented with the more standard twin opposed cooler, illustrated in Figure 7. This is actually a symmetric pair of compressors operated head
to head with strong coupling between the armatures due to the gas. All of the
forces should cancel since the two moving parts are identical. We show the results
for a twin opposed piston compressor for a three watt capacity cooler in Figure 8.
The unbalance in the horizontal orientation is approximately 1.0 Nt. at the fundamental frequency. This unbalance arises because of the difference in motor
strengths and spring forces between the two sides. However. in Figure 8-b, we
show that forces increase dramatically when the cooler is oriented with its axis
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vertically. There is a force at twice the operating frequency of about 4 Nt. This
unbalance is a result of the motors losing their similarity as one coil falls into the
motor, while the other falls out of it. This effect can be eliminated by making the
coil much longer than the magnetic circuit, but this reduces the overall electrical
efficiency of the coo!er.
LINEAR EXPANDERS
We show in Figure 9a the output spectra of an expander for a one watt linear
cooler. The forces are nearly double those of the rotary cooler expander p,-rt'y
because of a higher operating frequency, and partly because of an increase in the
size and weight of the displacer. In Figure 9-b we show the high frequency forces
due to the impact of the displacer at each end of its stroke. These forces are proportional to the momentum of the displacer and depend upon the looseness and
elasticity of the components. Although the compressor vibration has improved, in
this case the expander vibration has gotten worse.
Since a linear compressor has to operate at constant frequency to maintain its
resonance, we introduce demand temperature contro! by decreasing the length of
the compressor stroke to reduce the pressure ratio and expander drive force. We
illustrate the effect with the output vibration of a three watt capacity cooler
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expander in Figure 10. The magnitudes of the vibration are somewhat lower than
those of the one watt cooler expander in Figure 9 because we have reduced the
weight and lowered its operating frequency. The higher harmonics are a significant fraction of the vibration at full power. but significantly reduced at low power.
This happens because the displacer shortens its stroke and no longer strikes its
limits. In this region the expander is acoustically quiet.
SUMMARY
We have found that the output vibration characteristics of rotary and linear
coolers are quite different. There have been significant improvements in the output vibrations of the linear compressors, especially at high frequencies. But the
expander vibrations have gotten worse, primarily because of the high operating
speeds involved. Continued effort is needed to remove the orientation effects
afflicting linear coolers, and to decrease the vibrations in the expander.
1. D. Lehrfeld, "Split Stirling, Linear Resonant, Cryogenic Refrigerators", in
Proceedings of the Second Biennial Conference on Refrigeration for
Cryogenic Sensors, Dec. 1982 (NASA Pub.2287)
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A GAS-FIRED DUPLEX-STIRLING CRYOREFRIGERATOR
TO LIQUEFY NATURAL GAS FOR AUTOMOTIVE FUEL

Dr.

Woody Ellison, Ernest E. Atkins
Graham Walker, Steven G. Zylstra

General Pneumatics Western Research Center
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

ABSTRACT
The subject Department of Energy Small Business Innovation Research project is for a prototype of a practical,
general use system for liquefying natural gas to fuel
private and commercial vehicles.
The system is a duplex
arrangement of a Stirling cryorefrigerator driven by a
natural-gas-powered Stirling engine.
The system employs the
Ross drive linkage to minimize side forces and wear,
composite regenerators for high thermo-fluid efficiency, and
compressed helium and air or nitrogen working fluide for
practicality and economy.
The prototype design is for a
refrigeration capacity of 1 kW at 110 K to produce 8 liters
of liquid natural gas per hour.
Larger c€pacitien are
anticipated for commercial versions.

INTRODUCTION
Natural ga' (or methane) offers many advantages as a
vehicle fue over gasoline, diesel, and alcohol fuels.
A
major attraction is lower vehicle operating and maintenance
costs.
Other benefits of natural. gas include smoother,
quieter operation, cleaner combustion with much less
pollution, increased safety, and an ample domestic supply
for reduced dependence on imported oil.
TLimauid natural gas (LNG) is preferable to compressed
natural gas (CNG) as a vehicle fuel because ot the savings
possible in the size, weight and cost of the vehicle fuel
tank.
The cost of a properly insulated LNG stu~aw Loan): is
significantly less than an equivalent CNG high pressure
storage bottle with concomitant savings in weight and
volume.
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Also, the refrigeration available in the LNG (the normal
boiling point for methane is 112 K) could be used to air
conIttion the vehicle for significant savings in the cost of
air conditioning equipment, maintenance, and better mileage.
LNG is presently not widely used because there is no
suitable, low capacity, cryocooler available.
The liquefier
described herein is to fill this need.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The system under development is a natural-gas-powered
Stirling-Stirling cryocooler with a refrigeration capacity
of 1 kW to produce approximately 8 liters of liquid natural
gas per hour. The sizing and performance analyses, design
configuration studies, cross-sectional layout drawings, and
preliminary fabrication and test plans were completed in
Phase I of the development.
Phase II, now in progress, is
to carry out the detail piece parts design, fabrication,
assembly, and testing of a prototype natural gas liquefier,
and demonstrate the system potential practicality for
producing automotiva fucl from pipeline gas.
Emphasis is
placed on achieving simple fail-safe operation, lowmaintenance reliability, energy efficiency, and cost
effectiveness

for private as well as commercial use.

PHASE I DESIGN RESULTS
Th

titllingftirling

Arrannement

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional design layout of the
prototype Stirling-Stirling natural gas liquefier derived in
Phase X of the development.
The basic objective of a
efficiently match the work
system to that required by
mechanical simplicity it is

Stirling-Stirling design is to
output of the Stirling power
the Stirling refrigerator.
For
best for both units to operate

at the same speed with the same working fluid and mean
pressure.
Depending on the design of the drive linkage, the
pistons may or may not have the same strokes or diameters.
Given commonalities of speed, pressure and stroke, it is
likely that the pistons of the power system must be
significantly larger than those of the r6frigerator.
Variation of the piston diameters is the principal dosign
parameter to ensure that the work output of the power system

i. 'vufficienaL to drive the refrigerator.
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In a Stirling-Stirling system, it is advantageous to use
directly linked pistons, as shown in Figure 1, to couple the
This facilitates direct
power system and the refrigerator.
In principle,
transfer of work with minimum bearing loads.
In practice, a
no kinematic mechanism need be involved.
drive mechanism serves to couple the pistons to a crankshaft
and flywheel to facilitate starting, control, and accessory
drive.
Drive mechanisms such as a crank and connecting rods
create significant side forces on the pistons, which
The subject prototype design employs the
promotes wear.
as diagrammed in Figure 2, which
Ross drive linkage',
The crank 'OA'
minimizes side forces and associated wear.
yoke 'ACE'
rigid
A
'0'.
rotates about the crankshaft axis
at
swinglink
the
to
and
is attached to the crankpin at 'A'
'B', which has a fulcrum at 'D'.
As the crankpin 'A'
rotates, the swinglink bearing 'B' describes a circular arc
while the extremities 'C' and 'E' describe very narrow
Thus points 'C' and 'E' depart only
'figure eights'.
slightly from a straight line motion along the axes of the
cylinders. The resulting piston motion is very closely
sinusoidal with a 90° phase difference necessary for
Stirling performance.
Due to the sinusoidal motion of the Ross linkage, the
dynamic forces at multiples of the running speed are
A computer model has been developed for the
minimized.
simulation of the dynamic loading and balancing in a
Stirling system having a Ross linkage as the drive
mechanism2 . The masses z id moments of inertia of all moving
components and reactions at all pin connections and mounting
The computer
locations have been included in the model.
program will be used for evaluating trade-offs in geometry,
velocities, accelerations, dynamic loading and vibration in
Phase II of the development.
The crankshaft employs four, sealed, angular contact ball
bearings; the shaft support bearings (one at each end), and
These
the yoke bearings (a duplex pair at the crank lobe).
bearings were chosen for their low drag and friction
The
characteristics along with the ability for long life.
shaft support bearings, at '0' on Figure 2, are spring
preloaded to compensate for expansion and contraction and
tolerance stack up which would otherwise result in axial
The yoke bearings, at 'A', are a preloaded duplex
play.
pair to provide high radial and axial rigidity for locating
the yoke.
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The swinglink bearings, at 'B' and 'D', are roller
bearings because of the need for compact load carrying
capacity with non-continuous rotation.
These bearings are
also sealed and lubricated.
The lubrication preliminarily chosen for these bearings
is Chevron's SRI #2, a lithium based grease particularly
well suited for high temperature bearing applications.
The
bearing grease seals are commercially available lip seals
designed specifically for these purposes.
The incorporation
of additional seals to prevent lubricant vapors or other
contaminants in the crankcase from migrating into and
condensing in the refrigerator cold working space will be
part of the Phase II detail design.
A prospective means is
to include metal bellows behind the refrigerator pistons, as
shown in Figure 1, to close off the cylinders from the
crankcase.
This scheme has been successfully tested at
General Pneumatics in the development of contamination free,
high-pressure (20 MPa) compressors.
The use of very low vapor pressure silicone or
fluorocarbon bearing greases to avoid the need for the
bellows seals will also be investigated.
The refrigerator
piston seals would not be vulnerable to frozen contaminants
because they are positioned to operate in the near-ambienttemperature regions of the cylinders.
Prototype testing
will be required to investigate to what degree trace
condensibles in the cold regions might be life limiting or
necessitate frequent maintenance.
Flexures are used for the piston rod connections at 'C'
and 'E', since the lateral and angular movements at these
points are very small.
The piston guides and seals are made of polymeric
reinforced TFE from Dixon Industries called Rulong J.
This
material has a proven track record as a dry rubbing seal
with excellent wear and friction characteristics.
Heat Exchangers
The Stirling power system and refrigerator each include
three heat exchangers; a cooler, a regenerator, a heater
(for the power system) or condenser (for the refrigerator).
For the coolers, coils of metal tubing are embedded in
porous sintered metal matrices through which the Stirling
working gas flows.
Cooling water circulates through the
tubing and through an air-cooled, finned-tube 'radiator'.
By proper selection of the particulate material, size, and
geometry, the porosity, fluid friction and heat transfer
characteristics of the sintered matrix can be precisely
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tailored to the configuration for minimum dead volume and
high thermal effectiveness.
The regenerators utilize new technology recently
developed by Energy Science Laboratories (ESL) of San Diego,
California.
ESL has pioneered the development of a class of
novel composite materials for use in aerospace thermal
energy storage applications.
These thermal composite
materials consist of layers of high conductivity materials
(metal or crystalline graphite fibers) which conduct heat
into high heat capacity ceramic matrix materials.
The
layered structure allows a very large anisotropy in thermal
conductivity, which suppresses axial conduction loses.
Thermal composite regenerators offer thermal flux,
penetration, and specific heat capacity far surpassing
conventional materials.
In addition, the high radial
conductance of thermal composites permits using solid
regenerators, having little
or no void volume, which can be
located outside the flow to minimize dead volume, fluid
friction, and susceptibility to contamination.
The
resulting potential benefits for the Stirling compression
ratio, efficiency, and reliability are very significant.
A promising development in gas-burner technology, a
porous radiant burner (PRB),
is incorporated in the natural
gas combustor of the Stirling power system.
PRB devices
operate by stabilizing a premixed flame inside, or near, a
non-combustible porous medium.
The enthalpy of combustion
released in the gas phase heats the porous matrix which then
emits thermal radiation to a heat load.
In small-scale
applications PRB's have already shown performance gains over
conventional open-flame burners in the form of higher
efficiencies, lower NOx emissions, and more uniform heating.
Research and development studies of PRB devices are in
progress in the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
at Arizona State University under the direction of Dr.
Robert Peck5 , who is a consultant for Phase II of this
program.
Workina Flui!
For system size and power efficiency, the internal
Stirling working fluid should be pressurized to as high a
charge pressure as is structurally practical and safe.
The
most thermodynamically efficient Stirling working fluid is
hydrogen, but safety and containment problems make it
unsuitable for the subject application.
Helium offers the
next best performance, in terms of system power density and
efficiency, but still
is much more difficult and expensive
to contain than nitrogen or air.
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The simplest, easiest to maintain working fluid would be
atmospheric air pressurized on site. This might work well
in the engine, but the 112 K liquefaction temperature for
methane necessitates that the working fluid in the
refrigerator contain no condensible contaminants such as
moisture, carbon dioxide, or compressor lubricants.
Atmospheric air could be Durified through a somewhat costly
desiccant/filter system, oA by using some of the
refrigeration generated to concirmme and trap contaminants
from the pressurized air before it is injecled into the
refrigerator.
The latter would require having e pressure
reservoir for clean air to charge the system for start-up in
the event charge pressure is low.
A more fundamental problem with using air, or nitrogen,
as the refrigerator working fluid is that to reach below the
112 K methane liquefaction temperature, the maximum cycle
pressure would have to be limited to approximately 0.7 MPa
to avoid condensing the working fluid in the expansion
chamber.
The engine operating pressure must be correspondingly limited to minimize the pressure differential
imposed on the bellows which seal the refrigerator from the
crankcase.
This would result in an excessively large system
with poor power efficiency.
It was determined that a charge pressure of 2 MP& with a
peak cycle pressure of 4 MPa is needed for overall system
efficiency and practicality.
This dictates the use of
helium in the refrigerator.
Although the refrigerator
section is well sealed against helium loss, if the crankcase
losses pressure the refrigerator must also to limit the
pressure differential across the bellows.
The crankcase
pressure must be maintained against leakage through shaft
seals.
To avoid need for a large, high-pressure, hermetic
enclosure around the flywheel and starter motor, or frequent
replenishment of helium, the crankcase and engine can bn
charged with air or nitrogen from a regulated pressure
reservoir.
Air or nitrogen _'re easier to seal in than
helium, and the leak rate can oe limited to require
replacement of the supply bottle with routine maintenance
such as twice a year. This approach is further favored by
noting that only the refrigerator section requires
especially clean working fluid (helium).
Leakage from the
crankcase and engine could be compensated for by a small
compressor using filtered atmospheric air.
The refrigerator and engine would both be charged to 2
MPa from regulated pressure reservoirs of helium and air,
respectively.
Check valves between the refrigerator and
crankcase would limit the pressure differential across the
bellows while preventing backflow into the refrigerator from

1Al2

the crankcase.
Redundant pressure relief valves would
prevent excessive crankcase pressure or unbalance with the
refrigerator charge ptessure.
Analysis and Computer Simulation
Two versions of Stirling simulation programs were used
for the Phase I analysis and optimization studies of the
gas-fired Stirling-Stirling natural gas liquefier; MARW-EISS
for the power system, and CRYOWEISS for the refrigerator.
These programs were developed at the University of Calgary
by M. Weiss, Dr. G. Walker, and R. Fauvel4 6 . They are based
on the Martini second order, isothermal, decoupled
corrections simulation technique 6 . A total of over 200
iterative cases were simulated and examined.
Focus was
placed on machine operation in the lower speed range of 500
to 1500 revolutions per minute to limit flow losses and
rubbing wear.
Starting with the refrigerator at cold and ambient
temperatures of 100 K and 300 K, respectively, the studies
predicted a refrigeration capacity of 1 kW at liquid
methane temperature (110 K) with a coefficient of performance of 0.2 corresponding to a power input requirement of 5
kW.
Following selection of the refrigerator dimensions and
operating parameters, attention was directed to the power
system.
The same mean pressure, speed, piston stroke, and
Ross-Stirling drive mechanism dimensions used for the
refrigerator were carried into the power system. The
cylinder dimensions and heat exchanger details were then
manipulated to obtain a brake power output in excess of 5
kW.
This is to piovide sufficient power to drive the
refrigerator with enough margin to operate a cooling water
pump and cooling air fan.
The ) asic physical parameters for the combined system
design are summarized as follows:
Working fluid
Charge pressure
Speed
Expansion pistons stroke
refrigerator diameter
power system diameter
Compression pistons stroke
refrigerator diameter
power system diameter

2
16.7
2.8
7.6
14.0
2.8
12.0
14.0
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helium
MPa (300 psi)
Hz (1000 rpm)
cm
(1.1 in)
cm
(3.0 in)
cm (5.51 in)
cm
(1.1 in)
cm (4.72 in)
cm (5.51 in)

Auxiliary EauiDment
Auxiliary equipment for starting, cooling and control of
the prototype natural gas liquefiei system will consist of
commercially available components.
An automotive starter motor, sprocket engagement
mechanism, flywheel, and 12 vdc storage battery will be used
for starting the system. The battery will also power the
control system, thereby providing protection against public
electric utility surges, sags, noise, or short term outage.
The battery's charge will be maintained by a standard 110
vac trickle charger.
To limit the torque requirpd to start the system,
solenoid actuated compression bypass valves are included in
During starting, the
the refrigerator and power system.
valves will open tc relieve the normal ccmpression,'expansion
cycling.
When starting speed is reached, the power system
compression bypass valve will close allowing power to
develop.
When operatinC speed and power are reached, th2
Inclusion
refrigerator compression bypass valve will close.
of these bypass valves ir the prototype system will also
facilitate testing of various starting and operating
characteristics.
Heat of compression must be dissipated at near ambient
temperature by the coolers of the power system and
The computer analyses show this to be
refrigerator.
approximately 6 kW from the power system and 6 kW from the
It is important for the thermal efficiency of
refrigerator.
the system that the coolers be as compact (minimum dead
For this, an automotive
volume) and as cool as practical.
type closed cycle liquid cooling system will be more
Tho total of 12 kW heat
effective than simple air cooling.
dissipation is well within the capacity of a typical
The radiator fan and a water pump
automotive 'radiator'.
will be driven by a V-belt from the flywheel shaft.
Gas flow to the combustor will be controlled by a
so.enoid actuated on-off valve and a thermostatially
Similarly, a
regulated valve like for a gas furnace.
solenoid valve will control gas flow to the liquefier
The normally-closed solenoid valves
condensing chamber.
will shut off gas fl,.w in the event of a fault condition,
Pressure buildup in
control system power )oss or turn off.
the condensing chamber will be ve.ited by a spring-loaded
The exhaust st~ick will
relief valve to the combustor.
contain a catalytic combostior element to ensure no unburned
methane is vented to the atmosphere.
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Exhaust gas heat will be used to preheat inlet combustion
air for high thermal efficiency of the power system.
The
exhaust gas/inlet air preheater, shown in Figure 1 enclosing
the porous radiant burner on the power system heater head,
will be a multiple-start counter-flow concertina fabricatc•
from aluminum sheet.
To facilitate flow through the preheater, combustor, and exhaust stack, inlet air will be
inducted from behind the system cooling radiator fan through
a wire reinforced nylon duct like used on gas-fired clothes
dryers.
Liquefied natural gas will drain from the bottom of the
condensing chamber through a flexible delivery hose such as
commercially available for liquid nitrogen service.
A
suitable, commercially available hose consists of a doublewall, vacuum-insulated, stainless steel flexible bellows
inner conduit sheathed in braided stainless steel.
A sixfoot length of such hose with a six millimeter inner
diameter would have a heat loss of approximately 0.5 watt
(less than 0.05 percent of system refrigeration capacity).
The delivery hose will connect to the vehicle's fuel tank
through a quick-connect ball coupling like that which is
manufactured by General Pneumatics.
Each half of the coupliing contains a spring loaded ball valve.
The coupling
engages with a quarter turn of a collar which locks to prevent accidental uncoupling.
The action of engagement rotates both balls to align bores through them and allow flow.
The seals and seal positions are such as to prevent any
leakage or spillage during and after coupling or uncoupling.
For the natural gas liquefier application,
to add the following to the coupling:

it

is

planned

o a circuit closure which will allow the system gas
admission solenoid valves to open only when the coupling
is properly engaged;
o a tank-full sensor, or a circuit connection in series
with a switch activated by the vehicle's fuel level
sensor, which will shut off the system when the vehicle
tank is full;
o a coupling release spring mechanism which will be cocked
by the action of engagement and will be released by a
solenoid, in response to the system shutting off, to
automatically disengage the coupling and allow the hose
to retract from the vehicle should the driver fail to do
so.
The vehicle could have a safety switch at the tank
coupling which prevents starting the vehicle when the
hose is engaged.
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System Operation.

control,

and Safety

Operation will be automated, requiring only that the
operator connect the delivery hose to the vehicle, sot a
The
timer or select 'FILL', and press a 'START' button.
liquefier will then automatically execute a start sequence
and operate until the vehicle fuel tank is full, the sot
time elapses, a fault condition occurs, or tho operator
presses a 'STOP' button.
The start signal will open the compression bypass solenoid
valves in the refrigerator and power system, and the
The Ias will
solenoid valve to admit gas to the combustor.
be ignited in the combustor by an electronic spark ignitor
like in a standard gas appliance.
A time-delaynd
temperature sensor will monitor for combustion.
If

combustion fails, the gas admisrion valve will cloue and a

panel light will indicate the fault.
A bimetal actuated
flapper valve will initially facilitate combustion by
allowing combustion air and exhaust gasses to bypass tho
exhaust gas/inlet air preheater.
A heater head temperature sensor will monitor for proper
operating temperature.
A shaft speed sensor will monitor
rpm.
When operating temperature in roached th7 starter
motor will be engaged until a time or upper rpm limit im
reached.
When a lower, starting rpm 's reached the
compression bypass valve in the power section will closm to
initiate power generation.
The starter motor, aided by the
flywheel, will continue engagement until, as power develops,
an upper, starter disengagement rpm is reached confirming
power system start.
Subsequently, if the heater head
temperature or shaft speed are not within minimum or maximum
limits the system will shut off and a panel light will
indicate the fault.
When full operating speed is reached the compression bypass
valve in the refrigerator will close to initiate reafrly'ration.
A sensor will monitor for the condensing chamber
temperature to reach 100 K which will signal for the
solenoid valve to admit natural gas to the uwiidenbinii
chamber.
A one way check valve downstream of the condunsing
chamber gas admission solenoid valve will prevent any
backflow from the condensing chamber to the gya main in that
event of a sudden pressure surge or blockage of the delivory
hose.
A one way venting valve will connect the cundcnsirng
chamber to the gas combustion space.
Any over-pressure of
LNG evaporating, such as may occur after normal shutdown and
disengagement of the hose coupling, will be vented for
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dimpomal to the gap combustion spaue and uatalyt~i

oombustor

in the Oxhaust stlck.
The crankcase pressure and cooling water temperature will
also be monitored, Thum, if the delivery home oonnoction or
combustion are interrupted, It the heater head temperature,
shaft speed, condensing chamber temperature, crankcase
proessure, or coolilng water temperature do not remain within
proper limits, or if the selected time elap.es or the
the natural gya admisilon valves will
vehiuln tank tills,
alose to shut off the system, the delivery home will
disengage and retract from the vehicle, and a corroeponding
0ver-pr.ssurizapanel |yiht will indioate the condition,
by check valves
prevented
be
tion of the system will alo
into the crankapace
working
which vsiiL the zaelfigurAtui
limit crankcase
will
which
valves
relief
case, and pressure
be
alls
will
combustor
the
of
Over-heiatin
pressure,
prevented by a thermostetically controlled gas shut-off

Volvo.

CONCLUS ION
.uhijat naturml gas I iqutfJier will
Level;Wi!ment. or .hmfaoulitate the increasted utiiimation of natural goo to fuel
piJvat.o, uommervial, and government vehicles,

many advantages as a vehicle fuel,

Natural gsm ofre,.

including lower vehicle operating and maintonance costs,
cleaner combustion with loes paolution, and reduced
LNG in preferable to CHO as a
dependencis an imported oil,
vehicle fuel hecaume af Increased siafety and because of the

savinns possible in the Piroe, weight and goat of the vehicle
AImo, the refrigeration available in the LNG0
fuel tak,
uould be used to air ouuidit.on the vehicle for savings in

tile cost orf &)I

co;ditiolilny equlp mont,

maintenance,

and

better- mila'j with reducwd air pollution.
Preliminary analyses Indicate that about 30 percent of

the total natural gas input will be required for uoumiuNtion
Ptudlioa

tO power the liquetier systeom,

are in

progress to

as well am environmental

compare thin to the real elnergy,

and equipment, vopts of other vhliclr fuels much am
•o 1i|no, and diesel,
ucrlremsed ratuala gam, methanol,
im sifed toa a
1'his im adequate
K,
110
at
kW
I
of
riutilgelatifol -apanlly
private
average
in an eoiht hour period to fuel an
The

liquefier

undai

devoloppianot

automobile, rated with gasoline at e km/liter (20 miloe/
The
gallops), for a round trip At i300 km (296 milees),
piuototypa

liqu,'fj

e

will uumv.

to verify the uompluter

I I?0

modeling, design approaches, and operational features,
thereby providing a basis for the design of larger, higher
capacity versions for commercial and government fleet use.
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THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MIXED FLUID
JOULE-THOMSON CRYOCOOLERS

B. Maytal' and S. W. Van Sciver
Applied Superconductivity Center, University of Wisconsin

P. D. McMahon
Department of Chemical Engineeril~g, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA

ABSTRACT
The potential of mixtures as the working fluids in Joule-Thomson cryocoolers is
examined. The Peng-Robinson equation of state is used to model the properties of
pure cryogenic fluids and their mixtures, Results are preoented for a number of
mixtures to illustrate the relationshipz between the cryocooler operating
temperature, the isenthalpic JT effect, (AT)H, the isothermal JT effect, (AH)T,
and the mixture composition,
It is shown that while some mixture properties-such as (AH),r-are almost
linear mole fraction averages of the pure fluid properties, others-such as the lowest
achievable temperature-can be sufficiently non-linear to confer a comparative
advantage on mixture cryocoolers.
The importance of the flow excess operation and of the heat exchanger in
determining the lowest tichievable temperature is discussed, Finally, the selection of
mixtures for use in cryocoolers is discussed with particular reference to the limiting
role of solid-fluid equilibria.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider whether one can improve the performance of an open
cycle Joule-Thompson (JT) cryocooler by using a cryogenic mixture as the working
substance. Of course, the optimum cryogenic fluid will vary with the application of
interest. For example, to minimize the flowrate through an open cycle cryocooler,
we would choose the cryogen and inlet conditions to provide the most refrigeration
at a given evaporator temperature, whereas to minimize the compression costs we
1Ci) leave from RAFAEL and TECIINION, IrraeI Institute of '1echnology, lisifa, Isrsel.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a Joule-Thomson cryocooler.
would choose the cryogen to minimize the required inlet pressure for a given
refrigeration, In this paper we will mainly focus on maximizing the refrigeration
while operating at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K) and an inlet pressure of 30
MPa-typical operating conditions for nitrogen cryocoolers.
Consider the pure-fluid JT cryocooler shown schematically in figure 1. During
steady state operation an amount of heat Q is absorbed in the evaporator for every
mole of cryogen expanded. Q is equal to the enthalpy increase in going from the
two.phase fluid that enters the evaporator through the JT valve, to the saturated
vapor that leaves the evaporator: Q = H4 - H3. If parasitic heat gains in the heat
exchanger are small and can be ignored, the refrigeration effect will also equal the
enthalpy increase in going from t$- hiigh pressure inlet stream to the low pressure
exit stream: Q = Hs - If. Since the low-pressure fluid cools the high-pressure fluid
in the heat exchanger, T&cannot exceed T1 , Thus the isothermal JT effect,
(AH)r a H(T),Ps) - II(T1 ,PI), is the upper limit for the steady state refrigeration:
QM,, M (4H)7. Thus pure cryogens can be compared by evaluating (AH)T either
experimentally or from an equation of state. In table 1 we show (AH)T as calculated
from the Peng-Robinson equation of state for several important cryogen. and
refrigerants. For purposes of comparison we assumed in these calculations an inlet
temperature of 300 K, an inlet pressure of 30 MPa, and an exhaust pressure of
0.1 MPa. (AH)r increases with the normal boiling point, suggesting that the
optimum cryogen will have a high boiling point. Unfortunately, we must use a
low-boiling cryclen to achieve a low operating temperature in an open-cycle
cryocooler that exhausts at atmospheric pressure because the evaporator operates at
the normal boiling point of the cryogen. It is this dilemna that has motivated
rtsearch into mixed-fluid cryocoolers. One hopes to find a mixture of low- and

Table 1: Properties of some cryogenic gases and refrigerants. Tb: normal boiling point;
T,: melting point; T,: critical temperature; P,: critical pressure; AH,,,: enthalpy of
fusion; w: acentric factor; (AH)T: Peng-Robinson prediction for the JT-effect at
300 K and 30 MPa.
w
(AH)r
Z
Pc
AH,
Tb
T,
(kJ/mol)
(MPa) (J/mol)
(K)
(K)
(K)
Cryogen /Refrigerant
Helium
Hydrogen
Neon
Nitrogen
Argon
Oxygen
Methane
Tetrafluoromethane
Ethylene
Ethane
Nitrous oxide
Trifluoromethane
Chlorotrifluoromethane
Carbon dioxide
Methyl fluoride
Hexafluoroethane
Bromotrifluoromethane
Propylene
Propane
Chlorodifluoromethane
Isobutane
1-butene
n-butane
sublimation temperature

4.2
13.8
20.4
27.1
24.5
63.2
77.4
83.8
87.3
54.4
90.2
90.7
111.6
89.3
145.2
169.4 104.0
89.9
184.5
184.7 171.0
191.0 118.2
91.6
192.0
194.6' 215.7
195.0 131.4
195.0 172.0
215.4 .105.2
225.5
87.9
85.5
231.1
232.4 113.2
261.4 113.6
266.9
87.8
272.7 134.8

5.3
33.0
44.4
126.2
150.9
154.6
190.6
227.7
282.7
305.5
309.7
299.0
302.0
304.2
318.0
292.0
340.2
364.9
369.8
369.2
408.2
419.6
425.2

0.23
1.29
3.40
3.40
4.90
5.08
4.64
3.74
5.11
4.89
7.22
4.83
3.87
7.37
5.60
3.06
3.96
4.62
4.25
4.97
3.65
4.02
3.80

-. 265
117
.000
.000
337
714
.045
.000
1,119
.019
442
.010
941
.191
699
.087
3,348
.099
2,859
6,540
.328
.271
4,058
? .171
.231
7,920
? .187
2,686
.275
? .171
.140
3,002
3,524
.152
.218
4,121
.185
4,540
3,848
.191
4,661
.201

< 0
< 0
< 0
1.2
1.8
1.9
3.6
6.1
9.1
10.7
13.2
11.8
11.1
11.8
12.5
11.2
13.7
15.0
15.5
16.7
18.4
19.5
20.0

high-boiling cryogens that will simultaneously give a low operating temperature and
a high Q,,,... Of course, these are not the only properties that must be considered in
choosing a cryogenic mixture. One might also, for example, want to maximize the
isenthalpic JT effect, (AT)H, because it provides a measure of the driving force for
heat transfer in the exchanger; the greater (AT)H, the smaller the exchanger and
the less time needed to attain steady state operation.
Although several experimental reports'' 2 have appeared in the literature, we
have not found a theoretical investigation of the selection of mixtures for JT
cryocoolers. This paper reports on our first steps in that direction. In the next
section we briefly discuss the equation of state we used to model cryogenic mixtures.
We then present the results of our calculations for the isothermal JT effect and for
the isenthalpic JT effect. We also discuss the operating temperature for mixtures,
and, in particular, the role of liquid-liquid and solid-liquid phase equilibria is
selecting mixtures. We focus on nitrogen mixtures because for many applications
3
the desired operating temperatures are in the liquid nitrogen range.
EQUATION OF STATE
The thermodynamic properties of a pure fluid or a fluid mixture can be
determined from a knowledge of the ideal gas heat capacities and a PVT equation
of state for the fluid.4 Many different equations of state have been used for cryogenic
fluids and their mixtures." Although the Benedict- Webb-Rubin- Starling (BWRS)
equation is highly accurate for cryogenic systems and is often the first choice in
industry,9 we have used the Peng-Robinson (PR) cubic equation of state10 for
conve., ence. Of the two, the PR equation is much simpler to use, and the
parameters needed for applying it to mixtures are more readily available. In
addition, it gives reasonably accurate descriptions of cryogenic systems. We believe
that the qualitative conclusions we reach about the relative merits of different
mixtures will not change much ýf the calculations are repeated using a more refined
equation of state.
The PR equation takes the form
RT
TV-b

a
b

=

a(T)
V 2 +2bV-b

2

(1)

y~,yj(1 - kij)Va/

(2)

ZYjb,

(3)

i=1

where P is the pressure, T the temperature, V the molar -olume, R the gas
constant, and y, the mole fraction of component i in the mixture. The pure
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Figure 2: The effect of composition on (AH)T.
component parameters a,(T) and b, can be determined from the critical properties
and acentric factors of the pure materials.4 Note that equation 2 contains a binary
interaction parameter, k,,. This parameter is included to obtain better agreement in
mixture calculations: its value is determined by fitting experimental mixture data.
We took interaction parameters from the DECHEMA data collection,"1 except for a
few mixtures for which data was not available; for these we estimated the
interaction parameters from mixtures of homologous compounds. Expressions for
the enthalpy of a fluid mixture modeled by the PR equation are given by Walas. 4
We used the ideal gas heat capacity correlations given by Sandler."2 The isothermal
and isenthalpic JT effects for any pure or mixed cryogen were calculated
numerically. We also used the PR equation to determine the fugacities of pure fluids
and mixtures. This allowed us to model fluid-fluid and solid-fluid phase equilibria
and to determine cryocooler operating temperatures for different cryogens.
ISOTHERMAL AND ISENTHALPIC JOULE-THOMSON EFFECTS
We have used the PR equation to calculate (AH)T as a function of composition
for several binary mixtures in which nitrogen is the low-boiling component. The
results for an expansion from 30 MPa to 0.1 MPa at 300 K are shown in figure 2.
Notice that (AH)T is a near-linear function of the nitrogen mole fraction. Even a
small amount of a second, high-boiling component greatly increases the maximum
possible refrigeration. The solute mole fractions needed to double Q,,.. are
indicated in the figure: the higher the boiling point of the solute, the less needed.
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Figure 3: Effect of inlet pressure on (AIH)T at 300 K.
We have also calculated the effect of the inlet pressure on (AH)T; in figure 3 we
compare an equimolar mixture of nitrogen and methane to pure nitrogen and pure
methane. As in the pure fluid (AH)T reaches a broad maximum at pressures of
about ten to thirteen times the critical pressure (P, = PiP, - 10-13).13 Pure fluid
cryocoolers are often operated in this pressure range to maximize (AH)r.
The time needed to cool a cryocooler down to its steady state operating
conditions is an important design consideration. Normally at startup the heat
exchanger, the evaporator, and the entering gas are at the ambient temperature.
When the gas is allowed to expand across the throttling valve the initial
temperature drop will be given by the isenthalpic JT effect evaluated at the inlet
conditions: (AT), = T(Ps,H 1 ) - T(P 1 ,H 1 ). Assuming that there is a negligible
applied heat load during the cool-down process, the temperature of the gas entering
the low pressure side of the heat exchanger will initially be (AT),, below the
ambient temperature. Thus, (AT),, provides an measure of the initial driving force
for heat transfer at the cold end of the heat exchanger; the greater this temperature
difference, the more rapidly the heat exchanger should reacn equilibrium. We have
calculated the initial temperature drop as a function of composition for a number of
binary nitrogen mixtures; the results are shown in figure 4. These calculations are
again based on an inlet condition of 300 K and 30 MPa and an exit pressure of
0.1 MPa. Small amounts of a second high-boiling component improve the initial
thermal driving force. The high-boiling components again lead to the greatest
improvements. (The maxima in the predictions for the ethane, propane, and butane
mixtures correspond to the onset of partial liquefaction; that is, a nitrogen-ethane
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Figure 4: Effect of composition on (-.T)H.
mixture with less than 48 mole% nitrogen will partially condense when expanded
from 30 MPa to 0.1 MPa even without precooling in the heat exchanger.)
ENTHALPY-TEMPERATURE DIAGRAMS
In analyzing the behavior of cryocoolers we have found it useful to plot the
process on an enthalpy-temperature diagram. (This type of diagram is not widely
used in applied thermodynamics partly because lines of constant pressure can
intersect one another; that is, specifying the temperature and enthalpy need not
uniquely fix the thermodynamic state.) Figure 5 shows an enthalpy-temperature
plot for a ,ypical open-cycle Joule-Thompson process. We show the enthalpies along
the 30 MPa and 0.1 MPa isobars as determined from the PR equation. The values
of erthalpy were calculated relative to a reference state of 298 K and 0.1 MPa. This
plot is convenient for cryocooler applications because at any given temperature the
vertical separation between the two isobars shows the isothermal JT effect at that
temperature, while the horizontal separation shows the isenthalpic JT effect. Point
1 is fixed by the inlet conditions, here assumed to be 300 K and 30 MPa. As
start-up points 1 and 2 coincide: there is no temperature drop along the heat
exchanger, and the initial driving force for heat transfer is just (AT),, evaluated at
TI. As the device cools down, point 2 drops to lower temperatures. As the same
time the temperature drop across the throttling valve changes. This is reflected in
the changing horizontal separation between the two isobars. Initially, the
temperature drop increases because the high-pressure fluid has the larger heat
capacity, Cp = (aH/cT)p. Ultimately point 4 is fixed by the condition that only
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saturated vapor is returned from the evaporator. During steady state operation
when the heat load in the evaporator equals '
point 5 is fixed by the condition
that T5 = T1 . Also point 3 is fixed by the fact that (H4 - H 3 ) = (Hs - HI) when
there is no parasitic heat load, and point 2 is fixed by the condition thwt H3 = H2 .
This allows us to plot the entire steady-stmte cycle on the diagram. Finally, notice
that the isobars intersect at low temperatures (77.35 K) and that the low pressure
isobar has a vertical section at this temperature. This corresponds to the
vapor-liquid transition at t -!normal boiling point. The cycles 1-2'-3'-4'-5 and
1-2"-3"-4"-5 in figure 5 will be discussed in the next sectioa.
The broken line in figure 5 represents the "operating line" at Q = Q,,,. This
line is just the high pressure isobar shifted upwards by the amount of refrigeration
provided, it is a useful construction because ii a vertical line is drawn upwards from
state 2 and a horizontal line is then drawn from the intersection with the operating
line, the horizontal line intersects the low pressure isobar at state 4. Furthermore,
one can show from an enthalpy balance that the horizontal separatinn between -.he
operating line and the low- pressure isobar gives the temperature difference (the
thermal driving force) for heat transter at the corresponding point (o- temperature)
in the heat exchanger. Thus, the iatersection of the operating line with the low
pressure isobar (at point 4") detertaines the minimum operating temperature. That
is, the intersection represents the appearance of a temperature pinch at the cold end
of the heat exch'nger. Since the operating line in figure 5 was drawn for Q = Q,..,
it also intersec.c 4n• low-presbure line at point 5 because a temperature pinch must
occur at the h, ,nu of the exchanger at the maximum heat load.
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EVAPORATuR TEMPERATURE AND OPERATION WITH PARTIAL
EVAPORATION
In certain circumstance! it ..iay be desirahle to operate a JT cryocuoler so that
the low pressure fluid retiirn,.d to the heat exchanger from the evaporator is a
two-phase vapor-liquid mixture rather than a saturated vapor. If the liquid is
subsequently evaporated in the heat exchanger through heat transfer from the high
pressure fluid, then one can show from an overall enthalpy balance that there is no
net effect on the amount of heat absorbed in the evaporator-the lost cathalpy of
va orization of the liquid returned to the heat exchanger is exactly balanced by a
decrease in quality and entlalpy of the two-phase mixture entering from the valve.
We refer to this as operating with pertial evaporation. In this mode of operation
one would obtain a cycle like 1-2'-3'-4'-5, figure 5. Note that the temperature at
point 2' can never be lower than the temperature at poir' " because the
low-pressure stream cools the high-pressure stream; that is, T2, is limited by the
appearance of a temperature pinch at the cold end of the heat exchanger. However,
since (-%H)T at 300 K is much less than the enthalpy of vaporization, the pinch
temperature (p.,xnt 4") in figure 5 is just the normal boiling point of nitrogen.
Obviously, once we abandon the requirement that the returning fluid at point 4' be
a saturated vapor, there are many acceptable sets of operating conditions at the
cold end that are consistent with operatii.g at maxiiurii molar heat Aoad (points
2'--3'-4', 2"-3"-4", etc.). Which conditions occur depends on the heat exchanger.
Physically, in a miniature Joule-Thompson cryocooler with a coiled-tube
Giaque-Hampson heat exchanger operating with partial evaporation in the
refrigerator would amount to keeping some of the lower coils submerged in a column
of liquified cryogen. This can be achieved by using a long heat exchanger. If it ib
sufficiently long, point 2' will closely approach the pinch point. In practice, however,
before this occurs the assumption of negligible parasitic heat loed in the heat
exchanger may fail: the longer the heat exchanger, the more low temperature
surface exposed to raditative heat gain across the dewar vacuum.
Figure 5 shows that there is no profit in operating a pure fluid JT cryocooler
with partial evaporation because it simply requires a longer heat exchanger without
changing the evaporator operating temperature or Q,.,. The situation is different
for a mixture, however, because a non-azeotropic liquid mixture boils over a range
of temperatures. As a mixture is vaporized at constant pressure, the liquid is
enriched in the high-boiling components, and the boiling temperature continuously
increases. Thus the operating temperature in a mixture cryocooler will depend on
the composition of the mixture. For non-azeotropic mixtures it will lie between the
norma! boiling points of the pure components. Furthermore, since the mixture
entering the evaporator will boil over a range of temperatures, the operating
temperature will actually be given by the upper limit of that range because heat
must be absorbed in the evaporator. Thus, if a mixed fluid cryocooler is operated
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with complete evaporation, the operating temperature will simply be the mixture
dewpoint temperature at the evaporator pressure. Figure 6 shows the dewpoint
curves for some nitrogen mixtures at 0.1 MPa as calculated from the PR equation.
Clearly, adding a high-boiling component to nitrogen drastically increases the
operating temperature, and the higher the boiling point of the second component,
the worse the effect on the operating temperature. Furthermore, because of the
non-linearity of the dewpoint curve, the solute's deleterious effect on the operating
temperature outweighs the improvement in Q,
seen in figure 2. Unfortunately,
this type of dewpoint curve is typical of non-azeotropic mixtures in which there are
large differences in the normal boiling points of the components.
The problem can be avoidea if the cryocooler is operated with partial
evaporation. Suppose that only a small part of the liquid entering through the JT
valve is vaporized in the evaporator and that the remainder is returned for
evaporation in the heat exchanger. As with a pure fluid cryocooler, an enthalpy
balance shows that partial evaporation has no net effect on the amount of heat
absorbed in the evaporator: the lost enthalpy of vaporization of the liquid returned
to the heat exchanger is balanced by a decrease in quality and enthalpy of the
two-phase mixture entering from the valve. Now, however, decreasing the quality of
the entering two-phase mixture lowers its temperature towards the bubblepoint. In
addition, sinze the fluid leaving the evaporator is al&o a two-phase mixture, its
temperature is lower than the dewpoint temperature for that overall composition.
Finally, since the heat added in the evaporator is normally a small fraction of the
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enthalpy of vaporization of the mixture-Qow. 4 Alump-it is possible to operate
at temperatures only slightly abovy the niixture bubblopoint, providod i hust
exchanger of sufficient length is used Subblepoint curves for niitrogen mixtures are
also shown in figure 6; they are highly non-linear too but, uilike the dewpoint
curves, they have favorable curvatures; smLll amounts of solute do not much affect
the bubblepoint temperature. Thus, when operating with partiaI evaporation, the
presence of a second component in low concentrations only slightly Increases the
operating temperature, while still giving a large increase In capacity. The
bubblepoint curves in figure 6 are typical of non-ueotropic mixtures it, which theie
are large differences in the normal boiling points. Note that for the highb(illing
solutes the bubblepoint curve often has a horiznntaJ section over a large composition
range near liquid nitrogen ternperatares; this behavior, which is due tit liquid-liqud
equilibrium, will be discussed in the next section. Finally, we note that In the above
calculations we have ignored the possibility of solid-liquid.vapor equilibria, 'Ths too
wiLl be discussed later,
The advantages of partial evaporation can also lte seen from the
enthaJpy-temperature diagiams for mixtures,. Figure 7 shows two isohars Calculatid
from the PR equation for an equimolar nitrogen -niethane mixture, Note that the
vertical region associated with vapor-liquid equilibrium at 0 I ilMa in figure b has
been replaced in figure 7 by a region of finite slope because the boiling temperature
increases with fraction vaporized, We have marked two possible cycles on the
diagram for a mixture that enters at 30 MPa and 300 K And exhausts at 0A1 NiPa
and 300 K, One cycle, 1-2-3-4-5, corresponds to operatting at maximum
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Table 2! Liguld-liould-vapor trIplr pLnts in binary nitroxen mixtures at 01 MPa,
solute ýmfOrperce~nt
'leinperature Solur
NIt roAi,, rici
_li

.02

Propane
I liutelie
].utstne

77,49
77,4R
77,40

i

quid

iV .1
94,31
9174

93.17

-

d
10

0.09
4,20
OR0

V or
325x1

1.349x 10-11
1,677x)O}1

&MO57
x 10- 14

idfrigiietluin with coimplett jvasporlitiorn ii the evaporator, The other, 1-2'-3'-4'-5,

coroesp10ids to opertating at rrtaxirnurn refrig'ration with the lowest possible quality
mixturi, leaving the evaporator. 'The latter comdition is determined by the
appearance of a tempriature pird, at the cold end of the heat exchanger (that is,
T1, - TV). 'The partial evaporation cy(Ir has a lowei operating temperature (92 K
verous 10h K ), eveni though thl ilevi arid exhaust conditions and Q,.. are the same
for both ,yilet, A •ryotoulsr using this equimular mixture as the working fluid
would operate somewhere betwenri these two forms of limiting behavior, depending
u.i it,, l.ith wf t,0e ewxhiisr, A bliuiifiant imprr.-Vcment In (-AH)l for the
miiixture isid tile acrompanyisg imrnprovement in (,1T),1 becomes apparent on
coiiiarisig figures h and 7.

LIQUIDI LIQUID EQUILIBRIA IN CRYOUENIC MIXTURES
As nientionrd earlier, the results presented itn fIg,,re 7 are incomplete because
we have ignored t01, complicating effects of liquid-liquid and solid.liquid equilibuia.
For example, some of the bubblepoint curves in figure 6 have horizontal sectionb at
low t,,enlprature. Thiis is not ali artifact, Instead it reflects the fact that many
vryogeuuic mixtures are only partially miscible lin the liquid phase.1 This haL been
slovi uxperinrivntally f(m liquid mixtures of nitrogen and ethane'' s and for mixtures
of nitrogen and propane,'", When e region of liquid-liquid equilibrium intersects a
region of vaportliquid equilibrium, a liquid.liquid.vapor triple point results. This
gives rile to a horlsontal section in tile bubble-point curve. Mixture triple points
can te located by standard numerical tec:niqtes thl~t look for solutions to the phue
equilibrium fulacity condiionas,' Fur example, in figure 8 we show the
teiipersture composition phase dint, amn for a mixture of nitrogen and ethane at
0il NIl'a by using the I'll equation to calculate the liquid antd vapor mixture
fuAacitires, 'There is a region of vapor.iquid equilibrium at high nitrogen
concentrations arid between the triple point and the pure nitrogen boiling point, but

it is rnot vJibilb

on the scale of figure N. The conditions at the LIV triple point are

given iii '[able 2, together with the corr•rpondinig values for some other binary
ni1trolgeli .lixturies. These call ultiunus show that a I.LV triple point can be
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Figure 8: Liquid-liquid-vapor equilibrium in a mixture of nitrogen and ethane at
0.1 MPA.
advantageous because! it often occurs at a temperature close to the b3.rIng point of
the low-boiling component. Thus, a LLV triple point in a nitroger i:x',re usually
means that the bubblepoint temperature is close to 77.35 K over. lrge
composition range. For example, any nitrogen-ethane mixture with ai. overal
nitrogen composition greater than 12.5 mole% has a bubblepoint at 77.62 K.
Another desirable feature of LLV triple points is that they lead to constant
temperature boiling in the mixture. For example, consider an equimolar mixtul2- of
nitrogen and ethane, figure 8. At 0.1 MPa and low temperatures, say 70 K, the
mixture will separate into two coexisting liquid phases: a nitrogen-rich phase and an
ethane-rich phase. If the mixture is heated, the temperature and the enthalpy of the
two-phase mixture will increase Plowly until the triple point is reached. At that
point the temperature will remain constant while heat is added until the
nitrogen-rich liquid phase has boiled off. That is, heat will be absorbed at constant
temperature just as in boiling a pure liquid. With the further addition of heat the
temperature will gradually rise to the dewpoint as the solute-rich liquid (the only
remaining liquid phase) gradually evaporates. Thus, if a nitrogen-ethane mixture is
employed in a cryocooler and if it is cooled sufficiently in the heat exchanger that it
expands to give a liquid-liquid-vapor mixture, the initial heat added in the
evaporator wiLl not raise the temperature. We will see later that with some mixtures
two liquid phases remain throughout the evaporation process even at the maximum
refrigeration. Such mixtures operate at a constant evaporator temperature: the
triple point temperature.
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SOLID-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA IN CRYOGENIC MIXTURES
In table all the cryogens that have boiling points higher than nitrogen also
have melting points higher than the normal boiling point of nitrogen, with the sole
exception of oxygen. (Flourine and carbon monoxide, which are not listed in the
table, also have relatively low melting points but these are not widely used because
of their toxicity.) The pure solute melting points are also above the
liquid-liquid-vapor triple points for the mixtures in table 2, and as a result these
mixtures may actually freeze above the (metastable) liquid-liquid-vapor triple
points. This would drastically limit the minimum cryocooler operating temperatures
because to avoid clogging the device one must operate at temperatures high enough
to avoid precipitation of the solute. Thus, we face a dilemma: on the one hand we
would like to use a mixture of two components with widely different boiling points
in order to achieve a low operating temperature (near the normal boiling point of
the low-boiling component) and a high capacity (characteristic of high-boiling
component), while on the other hand, all species in the mixture should have low
melting temperatures to avoid freezing and precipitation.
In solid-liquid phase equilibria in organic mixtures the solutes usually precipate
out as pure solids. Assuming that a negligible amount of nitrogen dissolves in the
solid phase, the solute precipates when its fugacity in the liquid mixture,
fj!(T, P,z,), equals or exceeds its fugacity as a pure solid, f,(T, P). The liquid phase
fugacity can be calculated from the PR equation. The pure solid fugacity can be
related to the fugacity of a (metastable) pure liquid solute 4

f,"(T, P) = fil(T, P)exp

[4_Hm

( T.,- i;T

(4)

Here AH, is the normal latent heat of fusion of the pure solid and T, is its melting
temperature. This expression is approximate but quite reliable at low pressures and
for temperatures not too far below T,. Finally, the fugacity of the subcooled pure
liquid can be approximately determined from the PR equation, which, like other
cubic equations of state, does not exhibit a solid-liquid transition and so can be
used to model metastable liquid phases.
We have located solid-liquid-vapor (SLV) triple points for several mixtures. The
results are given in table 3. We found that indeed, except for the nitrogen-methane
system, all the binaries considered earlier have SLV triple points and in each case the
triple point temperature is only slightly below the melting point of the high-boiling
solute. Thus, for these binary mixtures the minimum cryocooler operating
temperature will essentially be limited by the melting point of the high boiling
component. This will result in operating temperatures significantly higher than the
(metastable) mixture LLV triple point. However, we will show in the next section
that one can avoid solid-fluid equilibria by using slightly more complex mixtures.
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Table 3: Solid-liquid-vapor triple points in binary nitrogen mixtures.

Solute i
Ethane
Propylene
Propane
1-Butene
Butane

Temperature
(K)
88.6
86.2
84.4
86,0
134.3

Solute mole percent
Vapor
Liquid
9,19x0--4-.
94.4
92.2
93,4
89.5
98.5

1.23 x 10
2,15 x 10"
1,29x 10-1
8.50X 10-4

TERNARY MIXTURE CRYOCOOLERS
Consider a mixture of two high-boiling cryogens, ethane and propane, for
example. Even if these form an ideal liquid solution, there is a composition range in
which the freezing point of their mixture will be depressed relative to the two pure
solids. If we assume ideal liquid mixtures and immiscible puie solid phases, we can
use the Schroeder equation to estimate the eutectic composition and temperature for
a given binary,4 The Schroeder equation gives an expression for the liquidus curve
-,=exp

f,, I5) -

where AH,,, is the latent heat of fusion of pure component i, T,,, is Its melting
temperature, and x, is its mole fraction in the liquid at equilibrium at a temperature
T. This equation can be applied to both components in a binary mixture, At the
eutectic point the two liquidus curves intersect, and the comipoeltion and freering
temperature of the eutectic mixture can be determined from th" solution to the two
equations. For ethane and propane we calculate 7',-

75,b 1K and irw.

a; 0.48, Thus,

a near-equimolar mixture of ethane and propane will have a normal freezing point
below the boiling point of pure nitrogen--assuming ideal solution behavior in the
liquid. This suggests that we can find a nitrogen-ethane-propaiie mixture which
will completely condense to a liquid mixture occurs before it begins to solidify.
Since both ethane and propane form partially miscible liquid mixtures with nitrogen
at low temperatures, figure 6, ye expect that the system will actually condense to
two coexisting liquid phases: a nitrogen-rich phase, and a hydrocarbon-rich phase,
The minimum operating temperature will then be linited by the appearance of a
ternary mixture liquid.liquid-vapor triple point close to the boiling point of pure
nitrogen, rather titan by the precipitation of ethane or propane,
Using the PR equation for the liquid phase and the method given earlier for the
pure solid fugacities, we have determined the concentration region in which the
nitrogen-ethane-propane mixture will completely liquify before solidification, Oil a
triangular composition diagram this is a region of three phase liquid.liquid.vapor
(LLV) triple points, bounded by four.phiase solid-liquid.liquid v~por coexistence,
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Figure 9: LLV region at 0.1 MNP& in the titrogen--ethane-propane mixture.
figure 9, Several tielines connecting the two liquid phases in equilibrium are shown
in the figure, together with the corresponding triple point temperatures. Tielines
connecting the liquid and vapor phases are not shown because neither the vapor
phase nor the nitrogen-rich liquid phase can be distinguished from pure nitrogen on
the scale of this diagram. We list the properties at the four-phase coexistence points
in table 4, Notice that for the riitrogen--ethane-propane mixture there are two
quaternary points since either ethane or propane can precipate u a pure solid.
Other substances besides ethane and propane can be mixed to form a
pseudo-solute having a melting temperature below the boiling point of pure
nitrogen. '[he most promising should be those with relatively low melting points as
pure substances. Table 5 shows the Schroeder equation predictions for the eutectic
temperature and composition for some further mixtures. Generally, we expect the
mixtures with eutectics below 774 K to behave similarly to the
nitrogen-ethane-propane ternary. For example, figure 10 shows the LLV
composition region and triple point temperatures for a ternary mixture of nitrogen,
propane, and l-butene, There is an obvious qualitative similarity to the
nitrogen--ethane-propaDe region. )i contrut, mixtures that include nitrogen and
methane will behave slightly differently because, unlike most -lkanes, methane is
totally miscible in liquid nitrogen at 0.1 MPa. We show the results for the LLV
triple point region for a ternary mixture of nitrogen, methane, and ethane in
figure 11, This mixture has only one quaternary point-corresponding to the
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Table 4: Solid-liquid-liquid-vapor coexistence points in ternary nitrogen mixtures.
Species mole fraction
Temperature
Nitrogen-rich Nitrogen-poor
(K)
Species i Solid
liquid
liquid
Vapor
77.565
N2
0.0
0.98943
0.08398
1.0

77.535

77.483

77.482

79.128

C 2 HA

1.0

0.01010

0.54179

1.9x 10-7

C3 HA

0.0

0.00047

0.37422

5.9x 10-1'

N2

0.0

0.99319

0.07134

1.0

CAH
6

0.0

0.00615

0.34513

1.2x 10-'

C3 HA

1.0

0.00066

0.58354

8.7x10- I

N2
CAHs

0.0
1.0

0.99938
0.00058

0.05054
0.59699

1.0
8.5x 10-11

1-C 4 Hs

0.0

0.00004

0.35247

6.3x 10-14

N2

0.0

0.99949

0.04850

1.0

C3 Hs

1-C4 Hs

0.0
1.0

0.00045
0.00006

0.46477
0.48673

6.6x 10-"1
8.7x 10-14

N2
CH 4

0.0
0.0

0.74437
0.20728

0.22457
0.31941

0.99278
7.2x 10- 3

C 2 He

1.0

0.04835

0.45602

3.6x10-7

Table 5: Eutectic compositions and temperatures of some binary mixtures.
Species
Species
Temperature Mole fraction
1
2
(K)
of species 1
Methane Ethane
69.3
0.68
Methane Propane
69.4
0.68
Methane 1-Butene
71.1
0.71
Methane i-Butane
80.8
0.86
Methane n-Butane
84.7
0.92
Ethane
Propane
75.5
0.41
Ethane
1-Butene
76.9
0.53
Ethane
i-Butane
85.0
0.80
Ethane
n-Butane
87.4
0.90
Propane 1-Butene
76.3
0.55
Propane i-Butane
82.5
0.84
Propane n-Butane
84.0
0.92
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precipation of pure ethane-because the region of liquid-liquid immiscibility does
not extend all the way over to the nitrogen-methane binary.
A minor complication that appears first in ternary systems is that for a mixture
of a fixed overall composition the triple point temperature changes slightly as one
moves from the bubble triple point, where there are finite amounts of two liquid
phases and an infinitesimal amount of the vapor phase, tc the dew triple point,
where there are finite amounts of one liquid phase and of the vapor phase and an
infinitesimal amount of the second liquid phase. However, we find that for these
systems the change in temperature is small (< 1 K) and not noticable on the scale
of figures 12 and 13. The triple point temperatures shown on the tielines in
figures 9-11 are for the bubble triple points. Notice also that they vary only
slightly in the LLV region. This might lead one to believe that the cryocooler
operating temperature would be relatively insensitive to the composition in these
regions. However, we will see in the next section that this is not necessarily the case
and that furthermore Q,,,. is highly sensitive to the composition.
OPTIMUM MIXTURE COMPOSITION
Consider a ternary mixture of nitrogen, ethane, and propane. By analogy with
binary mixtures, figure 2, we expect that (AH)T will increase as the mole fractions
of the high-boiling components increase. In figure 12 we show the
enthalpy-temperature diagram for a mixture containing 75 mole percent methane,
12.5 mole percent ethane, and 12.5 mole percent propane, a composition within the
triple point region, figure 9. Clearly Q,,m o,(3.3 kJ/mol) has improved from its value
for pure nitrogen expanded from the same conditions (1.2 kJ/mol). However, the
H-T plot also shows that the cryocooler will not operate at the triple point
temperature of 77 K when providing the maximum refrigeration. This becomes
clear when operating lines are drawn on the diagram; lines for 25%, 50%, 75%, and
100% of Q,,._ are shown in figure 12. At 100% of Q,,,. the pinch appears at 165 K,
an unacceptably high operating temperature. (A second pinch also appears at the
hot end of the heat exchanger because the inlet and exit temperatures are the same
at maximum refrigeration.) Thus, even though the mixture can be completely
condensed to a liquid-liquid mixture at 77 K, it will not reach that temperature in a
JT cryocooler operating at maximum refrigeration. To avoid this problem, one
could operate at less than 100% of Q,,,o; as can be seen from the other operating
lines, the pinch temperature drops with the required heat load. This amounts to
operating in an excess flow mode, that is, with a flow rate of cryogen greater than
required to supply a given refrigeration rate. Alternatively, one can adjust the
composition of the mixture. If the nitrogen composition is increased slightly, one
finds that the pinch point occurs at the triple point temperature even at maximum
refrigeration, figure 13. The transition in operating temperature that occurs as the
nitrogen mole fraction is increased is a sharp transition for this mixture because of
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Table 6: Optimum compositions in ternary nitrogen mixtures.
Species Mole fraction
(AH)T
(k J/rool)
of species i
i
N2

0.80

C 2H6
C3 1H

0.12
0.08

N2

0.87

C 3 Hs

0.08

1-C4 Hs

0.05

2.65

2.42

the convex-downwards shape of the low-pressure isobar between the dewpoint and
triple points. One can determine the compositions at which the operating curve just
touches the low-pressure isobar tangentially. Thes compositions, which are shown
as a dotted line in figure 9, mark the transition to an acceptable low operating
temperature on the nitrogen-rich side of the lines. We have determined which of the
transition compositions gives rise to the largest value for Q,,,o; the results are given
in table 6. This is the optimum nitrogen-ethane-propane mixture composition for
expansion from the given inlet conditions.
In practice, however, the nitrogen composition must be increased a little further
to ensure a finite temperature difference between the two streams in the heat
exchanger at the intermediate temperatures. Figure 14 shows AT, the temperature
difference between the high. and low-pressure sides along the exchanger, as a
function of the temperature on the high-pressure side. Results are shown for pure
nitrogen and for a mixture with 83% nitrogen, 10% ethane, and 7%
propane-slightly more nitrogen than the optimum. Both fluids were expanded
from 30 MPa and 300 K to 0.1 MPa. The mixture has the larger heat transfer
driving force at the hot end of the heat exchanger, but pure nitrogen does better at
intermediate temperatures. Except at the pinch points at either end, there is always
at least a 10 K temperature difference. Of course, Qo_ is now slightly less than at
the transition composition, but it is still twice that of pure nitrogen (2,364 J/mol
versus 1195 J/mol). This appears to be a typical improvement. For example, the
nitrngen-ethane-1-butene mixture also gives a near two-fold improvement in (AH)T
ove- that of pure nitrogen when expanding from 30 MPa and 300 K to 0.1 MPa,
Table 6. Finally, we note that again that there is a slight increase in temperature as
one moves from the dew triple point to the bubble triple point but that for these
systems the change is small (< 1 K) and not noticable on the scale of figures 12
and 13.
As mentioned earlier the time required for cooldown is an important design
consideration. Figure 14 showed the initial temperature drop across the nozzle for
various nitrogen mixtures. It indicated that the initial rate of cooldown would be
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greater for the mixtures than for pure nitrogen. Figure 15 amplifies on this point. It
shows the temperature drop across the nozzle as a function of the temperature at
the inlet to the nozzle. This will equal the temperature difference at the cold end of
the heat exchanger if there is no heat load in the evaporator, as might occur during
startup. Results are shown for a nitrogen-ethane-propane mixture and for pure
nitrogen, with both fluids being expanded from 30 MPa and 300 K down to
0.1 MPa. The results show that the mixture has the initial advantage, but that the
advantage shifts to the pure fluid later in the startup process. Overall, the average
temperature difference during the startup is comparable for the two fluids. Thus, for
equal molar flowrates and comparable heat transfer coefficients the relative
cooldown rates should be determined by Q,.., which gives the capacity of the
working fluid to remove the sensible heat of the cryocooler during the cooldowii

when no load is oeing applied in the evaporator. This gives an advantage to the
mixture cryocooler, although it will be partly offset by the greater sensible heat of
the mixture cryocooler due to the increased heat exchanger length. A detailed
unsteady-state model for the heat exchaager would be required to make any more
definite conclusion.
DISCUSSION
We can now interpret the experimental results that have appeared in the
literature. For example, Little reports that a quaternary mixture of 50% nitrogen,
28.4% methane, 14.2% ethane, and 7.1% propane provideb refrigeration at 81.3 K
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Figure 15: AT across the nozzle for a pure nitrogen and for a ternary mixture.
when expanded from 5.6 MPa.2 We have calculated the enthalpy-temperature
diagram for this mixture, figure 16. The PR predictionq are in good agreement
with
Little's experimental results. Ine operating temperature is fixed at 8u K by
the
LLV triple point. Q,,0 is small (1,100 J/mol) but considerably larger than
that for
pure nitrogen expanded from the same conditions (350 J/rmol). The advantage
of
this mixture is that it provides a Q,,_ at 5.6 MPa that could be obtained from
pure
nitrogen only by expanding from 30 M!Pa, figure 3. The non-linear shape of
the
5.6 MPa isobar is also interesting. Note that there is always a large temperature
difference for heat transfer. The 30 MPa isobar is also shown in figure 16 for
comparison. Q,o, is much larger (3.5 kJ/mol) for Oie higher pressure, but so
is the
operating temperature (140 K) at maximum refrigeration.
From these results it is clear that mixture cryocoolers may offer significant
advantages over pure fluid cryocoolers. By a suitable choice of mixture one
should
be able to increase the maximum refrigeration provided for given inlet conditions.
However, the problem of solute precipitation requires that ternary or greater
mixtures be used, and it limits one to relatively low (oncentrations of high-boiling
components in the working fluid. This appears to limit the gains to perhaps
doubling Q,,., when expanding from high pressures. although larger relative
gains
are possible at lower pressures.
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A I-ONG LIFE OIL LUBRICATED J-T CRYOCOOLER
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
James Lester, Robert Levenduski, and Roger Scarlotti
Ball Aerospace
Electro-Optics/Cryogenics Division
Boulder, Colorado 80302

ABSTRACT
[.)veloprmient of )-I cryocooler technology incorporating an oil lubricated compres.
sor Is rearing completion, Performance testing of the compressor, cold head, and gas purlflcaticti train has been completed. Endurance testing is underway in all critical areas, The
next-generuzion cryocooler has beer, designed and is currently being built.
This paper prusents the reilts to date of on-going development efforts. Test data
R pre~vnted and compamrd to performnane predictions, Fcatures of the next-generation
design are provided,

INTRODUCTION
Cryocoolerm based on the Joule-Thomson (J-T) cycle are currently under development for future space applicaons. The cycle was chosen because of the inherent feature of
providing a benign environment at the load interface. The lack of moving parts in this area
eliminates vibration, minimizes electromagnetic interference, and promotes high reliability.
The closed-loop circ-ulating fluid of this cycle allows active contamination control. As a
consequence, the more conventional approach of oil lubrication can be used to achieve
comnpretsor reliability,
Tlie current project is broken into two phases; breadboard and prototype. The objectlve of the breadboard phase has been to verify performance characteristics and identify
aniy renmining reliability issues. Performance testing has been completed and critical sub-

systems have begun reliability testing. The prototype is tde next-generation design. The
design effort is complete and fabrication has begun.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Ball J-T cryocooler is a long-life closed-cycle cryocooler that uses the JouleThomson effect to produce up to 4 watts of constant temperature cooling at temperatures in
the range of 64 to 70 K.
The cryocooler consists of four subsystems; the compressor, cold head, gas purification train, and control electronics. The subsystems are illustrated in Fig. I and are shown
schematically in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Ball J-T cryocooler.
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the second component of the gas purification train, the gas
Z*Wg30
and gaseous contaminants enter
purifier. Within the gas purifier, the remaining oil and gaseous contaminants are removed
by the adsorber and reactive getter, and particulates are captured by the particle f'lter.
Clean gas enters the cold head and is initially precooled in a hybrid heat exchanger
that couples the recuperative cooLing from the returning gas with cooling from a thermoelectric cooler. After exiting the hybrid heat exchanger, the flow splits into two streams.
Ninety percent of the flow is directed into a precooling loop and expands through a
J-T valve to produce cooling at 100 K. This loop precools the remaining flow and can be
designed to provide cooling for a secondary t ieat load. The rcmaining 10 percent of the

00, NOIIIII

flow passes through a second recuperative heat exchanger And J-T valve arid produces useful cooling for the pi imary load.
The system provides constanit temperature cooling and variable cooling CAPACity.
Constant temperature cooling IsAccomplished by adjuiting fthcompressor speed when the
heat load changes to maintain the desired pressure on the liquid bath, them-by controlling
the liquid's tempcrarur. The change incooling capacity is aconscquence of the change in
heat load in the closed system. If thc heat load increases, liquid evaporates and thc system
responds by increasing the compressor speed and mass flowrare. The higher mass flowrate
exiting the compressor increase. the supply pressure to the J-T valves, which in turn increases the mass flowrate through them. The highet presstire and max%flowrates provide
greater cooling capacity. The cycle continues until the cooling capacity again equals the heat
load. The cycle reverses litelf when the heat load decreases, i~e., liquid accumulates while
the supply pressure~ decays until the system again reaches equilibrium,

SUBSYSTLUM DE~SCRIPTIONS
COLD HEAD)
The cold head (Fig. 3) receives high pressure nitrogen gas and produces useful
cooling by the J.T process. Two stages of J..T cooling awe used to increase overall power
efficiency and to provide cooling wr both 64 to 70 K and 100 to I110 K. Thermloelectric
coolers (THC) are attached to the counter flow heat exchanger to remove hear at 250 And
220 K and also for the purpose of increasing cycle efficiency. This hybrid arTangement
therefore, is a four-stage cooler requiring only one compressor, The cold head is currently
configured in two sections, the larger section is aprecooler and contahis the hybrid heat exchanger, TI~Cs, and the 100 to 110 K cooling station. The smaller section contains a fhital
counter nlow heat exchanger and the 64 to 70 K cooling wrar ion. The cold head was configured hi two sections to demonstrate the separation of these i~oling stations Anid Oic adaptability of the geometry to different cooling applications, Multi-layer insulation Inside the~
vacuum housing minimize. puaraidc heatt leak,
The 69 bar (1000 psia) supply gAs isprecooled in the hybrd heat exchanger anid then splits
Into two streanis for the two cooling srtoges. The 100 to 110 K stage precoolk the 64 to 70
Kstage. This arrangement allows the flow in the colder stage to be a small fraction of tie
total flow in order to obtain the required low temperature cooling, An udvantiage of low
flow in thec cold stage Isthar die low pressure cylinder of the compressor can be rmule
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Fig. 3. Prototype cold head,

reasonably umall, Another advantage is that the pressure drop through the low flow heat
exchangers is minirnal since recuperating all of the available precooling is not critical. The
heat exchangers consist of simple tubing cois attached to each other by soldering.
Much attention has been paid concerning blockage due to contamination freezing.
To minimize contaminants in the working gas that might freze in the J-T valves, all components are clean metals that are thoroughly vacuum baked. The J-T valves are configured
am capillaries that have much larger cross-sectional areas than the small orifices they re-

place, and are therefore much less likely to become plugged by frozen contaminants or
solid particles. Defrost heaters on the J-T valves can be used in the unlikely event of a
freeze-up. Testing has shown thew, measures to be effective in eliminating contamination
problems.
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Since the cooler is intended for space application, zero-gravity liquid retention is required. This function is accomplished by a copper foam insert in the liquid retention tanks
at both cooling stations.
COMPRESSOR
The compressor is a four-stage oil lubricated radial compressor that incorporates a
scotch yoke drive. The compressor is illustrated in Fig. 4. The radial arrangement was chosen because of its compact size and low vibration. Oil lubrication was selected because of
its proven ability to attain long life in positive displacement machines. The scntch yoke incorporates cam bearings in order to eliminate sliding between the cam and the pistons and is
effective in uniformly distributing the loads between the pistons and cylinders.
The oil lubrication system provides presstuized oil to the pistons and cylinders,
scotch yoke assembly, and bearings. The pressurized oil is used to lubricate the moving
parts and to provide the piston sealing during compression. The system is designed to operate in any orientation in 1-g and in 0-g. Screened cavities are located within the compressor so that in any orientation in l-g, enough oil is available to continuously feed the pump.
Any screen area that is not directly covered by the oil is sealed against gas breakthrough by
surface tension principles. In 0-g, the rotating parts force the oil to the case walls thereby
ensuring that oil is constantly available to the screens.
The motor, synchro, and tachometer are custom designed to reduce vibration. The
motor and drive electronics are designed to produce very little cogging and ripple torque
and the tachometer is designed to provide a virtually noise-free signal to the control electronics. To eliminate contamination, the motor, synchro, and tachometer windings are
sealed from the working gas.
The compressor operating speed range is from 2 to 8 Hz (120 to 480 rpm). The
low operating speed minimizes the number of cycles on the moving parts and any vibration
associated with dynamic imbalance.
The compressor produces high pressure gas at 69 bar (1,000 psia) and accepts return gas at approximately 7.5 bar (110 psia) and at a low pressure ranging from 0.145 to
0.384 bar (2.1 to 5.6 psia). The pressure of the low pressure stream is increased in the
first two stages to approximately 7.5 bar where it joins the other stream and is pressurized
in the last two stages to 69 bar. This two-stream, four-stage approach is required for the
dual pressure operation of the cold head.
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Fig. 4. Prototype compressor.
GAS PURIFICATION TRAIN
A built-in gas purification train continuously cleans the working gas. Fig. 5 shows
the basic components of this system and the levels of purity obtained by each component.
The high pressure gas leaving the compressor contains minute quantities of oil vapor, a
much larger amount of liquid oil, and trace gases from the initial charge of working gas.
Trace gases also evolve from the materials of construction and from the oil. The first task
of the gas purification train is to remove and recirculate most of the liquid oil. This must be
done both in zero gravity and on Earth. These functions are accomplished using passive
surface tension principles that have been demonstrated to work in all gravity orientations,
thus proving zero-g operation. Next, the small residual amount of liquid oil is removed by
a series of coalescing filters. At the exit of these coalescers, the quantity of liquid oil is
negligible or far less than would be needed to plug a J-T valve. An adsorber containing
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Fig. 5. Gas purification train performance.

activated charcoal and molecular sieve materials performs a coarse removal of trace gases.
The activated charcoal removes residual hydrocarbons and other heavy gases while the
molecular sieve primarily removes water. Finally, a hot reactive getter thoroughly cleans

the gas prior to its passing to the cold head. Purity levels have been shown to be in the sub
parts per trillion level.
Implementation of these purification devices eliminates concern about the use of an
oil lubricated compressor in a closed cycle Joule-Thomson cryocooler. Long-term testing is
currently under way.
CONTROL ELECTRONICS
The control electronics contains the power conditioning electronics, the motor
driver, the vibration control electronics, and the temperature control electronics.
The power conditioning electronics performs typical conditioning of the raw power
and provids the required power to the various boards and chips.
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The motor driver contains the logic to commutate the 3-phase brushless dc motor,
provides current limiting for hardware safety, and provides the shaft position and motor
current for testing purposes.
The vibration control electronics controls the speed of the compressor within each
revolution to minimize the torsional vibr? ion. Changes in compressor speed impart a
torque to the compressor mounting struc ure that is identified as torsional vibration.
Minimizing the speed changes of the cc.npressor minimizes the torsional vibration
transmitted to the mounting structure. A control servo analysis was done and a design has
been completed. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 6. The graph shows that no
component of the vibration exceeds 0.035 N-m (0.3 in-lb).
The temperature control electronics controls the load interface temperature to within
0.25 K of a selected temperature with a varying heat load by adjusting the compressor
speed. A temperature sensor on the load interface detects a temperature change that is associated with a load change. When the temperature departs from the selected set point, the
control electronics changes the compressor speed appropriately to adjust the pressure on the
liquid bath thereby changing the liquid temperature. The new liquid temperature provides a
heat sink temperature that allows the load interface to return to the set point. When the set
point is reached, the system is in equilibrium at the new load.
Frequency spectrum of compressor torsionll vibratiorn
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BREADBOARD TEST RESULTS
BREADBOARD COLD HEAD TESTING
The breadboard cold head was tested for the purposes of demonstrating the thermodynamic performance of the closed-loop dual pressure cycle, obtaining data to correlate the
system model, and demonstrating closed loop, constant temperature cooling with varying
heat load. ALD of the objectives were achieved. A schematic of the cold head is shown in
Fig. 7.
The thermodynamic performance of the dual pressure cycle was demonstrated by
the correlation between the test data and expected values of pressures, mass flowrates,
temperatures, cooling capacity and heat exchanger effectiveness.
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Fig. 7. Breadboard cold head schematic.
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The system model was highly effective in predicting the steady state and transient
operation of the cold head. The breadboard system model is the same model that was used
to design the prototype cooler with changes made to reflect the actual breadboard hardware.
A comparison between the test data and model predictions for the cooldown process is
shown in Fig. 8. The total mass of the cold head was approximately 1.5 kg and was distributed as 0.6 kg at the hybrid heat exchanger, 0.4 kg at the liquid/gas heat exchanger, and
0.5 kg at the load tank. The exaggerated temperature fluctuations of Temp 8 in the modeling results occur because the entire theni-ma, anss of the lower loop is incorporated at the
load tank.
Constant temperature cooling with varying load was demonstrated by applying a
step change in the heat load and manually adjusting the compressor speed as required to
maintain the desired temperature. The manual control of the compressor speed emulates the
function of the temperature control electronics that is incorporated in the prototype cooler.
Test results are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Breadboard cold head test data versus model predictions.
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BREADBOARD COMPRESSOR TESTING
A four-stage radial compressor employing all of the features previously discussed was fabricated for test. The objectives of the test series wcre to verify the flow and pressure design
analysis, evaluate the lubrication system, and evaluate wear, lifetime, and reliability characteristirs. The compressor was operated for over 600 hours prior to a planned disassembly.
The operation included runs at various speeds and pressures with numerous sensors
recorded on an automatic data acquisition system. The mass flowrate of the first stage
piston was greater than expected, see Fig. 10. This was primarily due to more efficient
operation of the first stage inlet port than was originally estimated. The mechanical
efficiency of the compressor was measured to be 70 percent.
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Fig. 10 Breadboard compressor performance at 3 Hz.
When the compressor was disassembled, all critical parts were nieasured and inspected for wear. Little wear was found on the piston/carn interface and no detectable wear
was found on the piston/cylinder interface, mee Fig. 11. The oil was analyzed for particulates and chenical changes. The results indicate that this design, with Lae change to the all
roiling scotch yoke drive, should be capabl,- of exceeding the 5,-year lifetime requirement.
GAS PURIFIER TE•STING
A gas putificafion train was fabricated for long-term test~ing. The objective of this
testing is to show that the oily gas supplied by the compressor can be- adequately purified to
pass through dhe J-T cold heca, without causing ffe,,:ze-up problems for many years. Since
fiuch a test requires dedicated hardware, namely a compressor and a cold head, we configured the test, as shown in Fig. 12. We use a commercial metal diaphragmn compressor,
which Is readily available and achieve~s compression without oil, This isdone to avoid
tieing up our development oil lubriceted compressor. We installed an oil injection system
downstrman of fihe dlaphrtlgin compressor to simulate the conditions produced by our

IA0

Fig. 11. Compressor hardware after 620 hours of operation.

Oil
Injector1
4
Compressor

Purifier

Fig. 12. Gas purification system test.
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Head

development compressor. The gas purification train is designed to handle the gas and oil
flow rates at the pressures expected in the cryocooler. The purified gas passes through a

cold head containing counterflow heat exchangers and two small orifice type J-T valves.
These valves are considerably more sensitive to plugging by contamination than the ones
used in the cryocooler by virtue of their smaller size and configuration.
The first series of tests consisted of reverifying the performance of the oil scavenger
section. This device was developed on an earlier program. Next, closed-loop, long-term
operation was started. To date several hundred hours of operation have been logged without difficulty.

CONCLUSION
Testing of the breadboard hardware has demonstrated the J-T cryocooler's thermodynamic capability. An analytical model has been developed and correlates well with the
test data. The next-generation design is complete and is expected to meet all of its program

requirements.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FAST COOLDOWN
J-T COOLING SYSTEM
G. Pahler, H. Maier, R. Maier and M. Bareiss
AEG Aktiengesellschaft
Infrared and Night Vision Devices
D-7100 Heilbronn
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT
A fast cooldown, highly shockresistant cooling system for IR-detectors has
been developed. The system consists of a detector housing with integrated J-T
cooler and a single-element or multi-element Hg 1 -xCd xTe detector.
Prototypes with a gas supply volume of 20 cm 3 /800 bar Argon could be operated for more than 15 s with typical cooldown times of less than 0.4 s. The
units have been shock tested up to 40,000 g without damage or degradation.
The paper will focus on heat exchanger and housing design criteria as well as
operation with various gases or gas mixtures. Ongoing and future activities will
be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In several present and future applications IR detector systems are requested to reach their operating temperature of below 100 K in less than a few
seconds after system initiation. In addition to the fast cooldown requirement
some applications demand the withstanding of extremely high g loads up to
40.000 g. One way to realize such an IR detector system is the combination of
a fast Joule Thomson cooling system with a detector housing of very low thermal
mass and high mechanical stability.
The subject paper describes the development of a fast cooldown highly shockresistant IR detector/cooler system.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Specified requirements of the IR detector/cooler system where as follows:
1) Cooldown time shorter than 1 second
2) Operation time greater 10 seconds with 20 cm 3 gas storage volume
3) Operating temperature below 100 K
4)

High shock

resistance up to 40,000 g
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As shown in Fig. 1 the latest prototype of the detector/cooler system
mainly consists of 4 subassemblies. The bottom part is the gas bottle (1) wich

supplies the Joule Thomson cooler with pressurized gas. As Indicoted by the
drawing, the J/T heat exchanger is designed as a plane spiral (3) with the exhaust nozzle being in the center of It. The detector is attached onto a small
metallic plate (4) mounted close to the exhauct nozzle to form the cold tip of
the cooling system in the center of the medium part (5). The assembly is cumpleted by the IR transparent window (6), which hermetically seals the detector
against the environment. A photograph of a prototype is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Exploded view ol the fact cool down detector
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system.

Fig. 2 Photogrnph of datector/couli~r system
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High Pressure Test Equipment for Joule Thomson Cooler Systems
Schematic Diagram
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the high pressure test station
Additionally, the test station is capable of simulating supply volumes in the range
of 3 cm 3 to 100 cm 3 and temperature environments within 20"C to 100*C. On
line recording of cold tip temperature and supply pressure is provided fo each
test run.
EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

For the sake of brevity, only the most interesting results, achieved with
20 cm 3 /800 bar Argon and 3 cm 3 CF4 followed by nitrogen 280 bar dual gas
operation will be presented.
Fig. 4 shows the results of a test run
20 cm3/800 bar Argon. This data plot
is reached within a cooldown time of
exchanger was optimized with respect
temperature of the liquid.

at ambient temp. with mentioned
indicates, that a temperature of 100 K
less than 0.2 s. In this case the heat
to cooldown time, regarding the boiling
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Fig. 5 shows the test results of a prototype equipped with a IR-detector
sensitive in the 8-12 pIm wavelength band. The slightly longer cooldown time
of
this prototype is the result of the earlier mentioned compromise between
cooldown time and cold tip temperature.
For applications with photovoltaic CMT detectors, wnere cooling temperature
of
less than 90 K are required, dual gas operation can help. In this case, the fast
cooldown feature can be combined with the potential of lower operating temperature.
Fig. 6 shows for example the results of such a dual gas test run. Here 3 cm 3
CF4 were followed by an unlimited volume nitrogen at 280 bar. As indicated
by
the temperature plot, operating temperatures of less than 80 K were achieved
within cooldown times of less than one secound.
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Fig. 6 Example for a two gas system using 3 cm 3 CF
280 bar.
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followed by nitrogen

CONCLUSION
Prototypes of a fast cooldown J/T cooler system for IR detector application have been developed, fabricated and successfully tested with 20 cm 3 /
800 bar Argon gas supply. Typical cooldown times of less than 0.4 s and
operation times of more than 15 s could be demonstrated.
For applications, requiring lower cooling temperatures, the system can easily
be adapted by suitable dual gas operation. Within the scope of the subject
development program the basis technologies could be established. Ongoing and
future effort will focus on specific appications.
The development program was supported by the German Ministery of Deferce.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FAST COOLDOWN, JOULE-TIIOMSON
MICROMINIATURE REFRIGERATOR AND VACUUM PACKAGE, FOR
OPERATION OF INFRARED, FOCAL PLANE ARRAYS AT 70K.

W. A. Little and R. L. Paugh
MiMR Technologies, Inc
1400 North Shoreline Blvd, #A5
Mountain View, California, 94043

ABSTRACT
A need exists for coolers for large focal plane arrays for use in thermal imaging. We
report on the development of a rugged, extremely compact, microminiature, two stage,
laminated glass, Joule Thomson refrigerator for such a purpose, using a nitrogen-hydrocarbon gas mixture in the first stage and pure nitrogen in the second. The exhaust of the
first stage drives a miniature venturi pump which reduces the pressure at the boiler of the
second to allow operation at 70K. Cooldown from ambient to 70K in under fourteen
seconds has been ac.hieved. The vacuum package is designed to provide a ten year shelf
life. Details of tiie cryogenics, the performance of the refrigerator, and the design of the
vacuum package will be presented.
INTRODUCTION
Joule-Thomson (JT) refrigerators have been available for many years for the cooling
of infrared seekers. Some of these are capable of cooling to operational temperatures
near 90K in a few seconds. However, with the development of larger infrared imaging
arrays a need has arisen for the rapid cooldown of these larger devices and the provision
of an operating temperature for them below 80K. In an effort to address this issue we
have developed a fast cooldown JT refrigerator and vacuum package suitable for cooling
such arrays that incorporates a number of novel features and new capabilities not found in
earlier cryostats. The system to be described is based on the use of a specially developed,
planar, microminiature refrigerator for cooling the focal plane array which is housed in a
small, extremely rugged vacuum package. The two developments have required the
creation of new technology and the adaptation of old technology from other fields for use
in this. We report here briefly on several of these developments to give a glimpse of the
new capabilities and potential of these cryogenic devices.
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DESIGN PIHLOSOPHY
During the past decade we have developed, so called, microminiatureJT refrigerators
which are fabricated by a photolithographic process from thin glass laminates'. These can
be made in a wide variety of sizes and capacities and, unlike conventional finned tube
refrigerators, have a planar, low profile configuration. To make maximum use of this
configuration we have developed a package for the cooler which is commensurate with
this profile. In the design of the refrigerator, itself, we have aimed at achieving a ,noderately rapid cooldown to operating temperaiures of ten seconds, while keeping the gas
consumption during this cooldown to an acceptable value. We have aimed at maintaining
an operating temperature of 70K or below, and a refrigeration capacity which is not
significantly impaired under conditions of high ambient temperature. For the package,
our goal is a shelf life of ten to twenty year. This we expect to achieve by the use of well
established, ceramic-to-metal vacuum system fabrication processes and the exclusion of
all organic materials from the vacuum enclosure. These constraints have created a number of materials problems and the need for developing some new technology. Not all of
these have been solved at this time but good progress has been made in a number of
areas. We describe below the various considerations which have gone into the development of the two major components of the system, the refrigerator and the vacuum package and the resulis• which have been obtained with them.
CRYOGENIC DESIGN
The cryogenic design is based on a number of considerations which involve the choice
of the working gas. Some twenty years ago, Alfeev et al.2 gave the composition of
certain nitrogen-hydrocarbon gas mixtures which when used as refrigerants in JT refrigerators gave refrigeration capacities at temperatures close to 80K which were as much as
10- to 12-fold greater than those of nitrogen alone. In previous studies we had confirmed
the essence of their claims and have shown, further, how these mixtures can be rendered
non- flammable without impairing their refrigeration abilities at these temperatures, by
the addition of the fire retardant, Halon to the mixture 1. However, as pointed out earlier ',
these nmixtures are not without their disadvantages and, in particular, they exhibit a
marked drop off in refrigeration capacity at temperatures below 100K, where only the
nitrogen component of the mixture contributes to the heat absorption. On the other hand,
the refrigeration capacity attainable at the higher temperatures is large and is only weakly
dependent upon the ambient temperature for tempertures near 300K. The reason for this
is, that the inversion temperature of these mixtures is much higher than that of nitrogen.
CHOICE OF GASES
In order to obtain the best of both worlds we have designed the refrigerator to use one
of the Aifeev, nitrogen-hydrocarbon gas mixtures in the first of two stages of the rofrig-
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erator, to provide the large refrigeration capacity necessary to obtain a rapid cooldown of
the bulk of the refrigerator to a temperature of 130 - 140 K, to provide a thermal sink and
guard at this temperature, and to precool the sccond stage, which uses pure nitrogen. The
gas mixture is chosen to attain a temperature of 130 -140 K after expansion in the first
boiler, and to cool the incoming nitrogen stream to a similar temperature. With this
amount of precooling the nitrogen can "e liquified at pressures of 7 MPa or less, and
temperatures down to the triple point of nitrogen (63. 1K) can be achieved, in principle,
with only a small drop off in capacity at the lowest temperatures. In addition, it is possible to obtain a range of different performance characteristics with the same refrigerator
simply by varying the composition of the mixed gas. The high capacity of the mixed gas
stage also aliows one to use a relatively inefficient, final stage heat exchanger for the
nitrogen circuit. This choice guarantees a small pressure drop across this exchanger and,
when the pressure at the exhaust is reduced below ambient, permits the nitrogen boiler to
operate at a pressLire well below ambient.
REFRIGERATOR DESIGN
For the cooling o. focal plane arrays it is important not only to maintain the
average temperature of the array constant, but also to keep the temperature variation
across the array as small as possible. This becomes more important as the size of the
arrays are increased. In conventional refrigerators, the refrigerator is normally mounted to
the ambient temperature support at one end. This tends to introduce . temperature gradient across the cold stage. The effect of this is greater, the smaller the size of the refrigexator. To offset this effect in this refrigerator, we have I}esigned it to be supported at
both ends, with the cold stage in the middle. This gives greater strength to the unit and a
much more symmetric temperature distribution across the cold stage. On the otherhand, it
requires double the number of heat exchangers and the novel requirement that the two
sides of the refrigerator must be balanced in capacity and flow. Fortunately, the fabrication process nermits the use of arbitrarily complicated flow patterns, with little additional
cost, and, in practice, excellent matching of the two sides has been achieved, with good
yield.
The layout of the heat exchangers is shown in Fig 1. The refrigerator consists of five
glass substrates each of 0.025 cm thickness which are fused together in the final assembly. It is composed of the four heat exchangers shown in the figure, plus a cover slide in
which a rectangular aperture is cut overwhich the detector substrate is mountd, allowing
the underside of the detector to be bathed in liquid nitrogen. In our tests, a rectangular
alumina piece of the same thermal mass as the detector, is substituted for the detector.
The channel dimensions for the high pressure circuits are typically 86 P wide by 40 t
deep and are designed to operate safely at 36 MPa. The low pressure return channels have
deeper and wider channels handling as they do, the lower pressure gas.
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Figure 1. Layout of the four hnat exchangers. These are stacked on top of one another
with a cover slide over the nitrogen exhaust heat exchanger, and fused together
to form the final refrigerator.
"l1li cold stage is of alumina, is 1.1 cr x 0.88 cm in size, and 0.05 cm thick. To
minirnise the thermal mass of the rest of the refrigerator, but at the same time to provide
,.d.qu-te Urea for the mounting of the refrigerator and provide space for the large exhaust
lines needed for low temperature operation, the refrigerator is ground after fabric
n, to
the shape shown.
The refrigerator is designed tu cool to 70 K in ten seconds using for the first stage, a
nitrogen- h,," arbon gas mixture (28.8% N2, 39.5% CH4, 27.7% Cji, and 4% C,H,) at a
p;essure of 3t( MPa and a flow of 4.3 L/m, and pure nitrogen at a pressure of 12.4 MPa
wid ii flow of 0.8 L/m for the second.
"1"o obtain a final tempcrature below the normal boiling point of nitrogen, it is necessbry for the nitrogen stage boiler to be operated at a pressure below ambient. In our
detign this is achieved by using the relatively large flow of the mixed gas to drive a
minialure venturi pump, which is used to reduce the pressure in the nitrogen boiler. We
have fabricated such a venturi using the same photolithographic procedures used to build
the refrigerator. It is showni in Fig 2. A microminiaturc' Laval nozzle with a throat 0.028
cm wide by 0.025 cm deep is driven by the mixed gas exhaust and accelerates the mixt.d
gas to Mach 3.18, where its pressure falls to 10 kOa. Hlere it is mixed with the nitrogen
from the vacuum int.kc nozzle!-, decelerated through the deceleration nozzle and finally
passed through a nional shock to bring it back to ambient pressure before exhausting to
the outside. The twall flow fronu the nitrogen stage is designed not to overload the pump
and thu:, allows the final stage to operate at or about 30 kPa permitting operation below
70 K.
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Figure 2. Microminiature Venturi Pump fabricated in glass. Gas is injected
from the left, expands through the Laval nozzle cntrains gas from the two
side arms and then decelerates to the exhaust port to the right.
A unique feature of this venturi pump is its planar design. This allows it to be fabricated in the same manner as the refrigerator. However, this planar configuration does
introduce some loss of efficiency due to the additional frictional losses from the close
proximity of the walls. However, we have achieved the capacity and operating pressure
which we need with the pump at an input pressure of 750 kPa. This pressure is 40%
higher than our initial design goal but we believe it can be reduced further by recognizing
the limitations imposed by the planar design and compensating for it by increasing the
throat angle and shortening the expansion nozzle.
PERFORMANCE
The detailed design has gone through several iterations. The major uncertainty has
been the determination of tile proper dimensions for the n)ixed gas outflow heat exchanger. In th is region the flow is two phase, and the ratio of the two phases is a rapidly
changing function of posihion in the cxchanger. Because of this, the effective viscosity of
the n';xtuIre is difficttlt to cst1i m'te. Rcstricti(An of this flow causes an increase in the
prcs-,,,,c at tile first boiler, and thus of the tempcraturc of the first stage boiler which, in
turn affects the nitrogen stage. The cffcct of this back pressure is large because the bubble
point tempceature for these gas mixtures is a inuch more rapidly rising function of pressure than for a sitli, pure component. A small increase in back pressure through the
exchangercan i *ethe boiler tcmpcature significantly and the uncertainty in this back
pressure gives u:- ,oi uncertainty in the design.
The present state of the design is illustratcd by the cooldown curve shown in Fig 3, In
this test a cooldown from 300 K to 70.1 K was achieved in a little under 14 seconds.
Vacuum for the nitrogen stage was provided in this test by an external vacuum pump, not
the venturi.
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Figure 3. Cooldown curve of prototype refrigerator using the nitrogen-hydrocarbon gas
mixture described in the text in the first stage, at 30.4 MPa inlet pressure, and nitrogen at
12.4 MPa for the second stage. Cooldown time to 70 K is just under 14 seconds.
VACUUM PACKAGE
The vacuum package was designed to provide a compact, rugged enclosure for the
refrigerator. In order to achieve the goal of a 10 to 20 year shelf life, it is planned to
exclude in the final package all organic materials and to use only Kovar, stainless steel,
alumina and glass which are compatible with high vacuum practice, in tile construction.
However, this goal has not yet been achieved. Some problem areas remain. We have yet
to replace an epoxy pre-form used for the mounting of the rcfrigcrator and a silicone
adhesive used for the mounting of the cold stage. While we have demonstrated in a
separate study, the possibility of replacing these with brazed joints, we have not yet
adapted this procedure to the specific conditions of assembly of this package. More work
in this area is needed.
The focal plane array under consideration rcquires thirty seven fcedthrough leads and,
in addition, other leads are needed for firing or refiring ,f the getters and for providing
diagnostic information on thc temperature and vacuum. These leads are provided for by a
thin Kovar lead frame fused betveen two thin alumina spacers which are themselves
brazed to the body of the chamber, which is machined out of Kovar. The package is
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evacuated through a copper tube which is brazed into the bottom of the chamber and after
pump out, is pinched off with a cold wkeld.
After the alumina pieces arc brazed to the vacuum chamber and the feedthrough lead
framc is sealed to them , the refrigerator is mounted to the underside of the upper portion
of the chamber, and the base with copper pump-out line attached, is laser weldcd to it.
The detector can now be mounted and the leads wires gold bonded to it. Finally the
window assembly is laser welded in place.
In order to reduce the heat leak to the detector, the Kovar leads are bonded to an
alumina heat sink which is mounted on the mixed gas boiler. This heat sink is maintained at 140 K by the first stage rcfrigcrator and ac.s as a thermal guard rnl g round the
detector stage and provides cooling for ti e cold shield. Wire bond:, are made between it
and the contact pads on the detector substrate, which is in close proximity to it.
'The gas lines to the rcfri cratIor are taken out of the front of the package, rather than
the back as in conventional rcfrigeratours. This permits the lpickakc to he mounted on ;I
gimbal system " iII) vCrv lit1tl ci•.arancc behind it. It Is planned 10o1r0t
tIo
the vCnturi On
the outside of the package on tile t , o sets of cXlaLUSt liines.,
In Pig 4. is shown the indi vidual compo•cnits wirich go into tile making o1 the pickage. Starting ornil tile left is si•rov 1 theC coppcr l)IIIII-0tr! Wibe, ire base, aluiina cold
pad, alumina heat sink, rcfrigerator and rcfrigcrator lilo•,lt with gas lilies, aluririna spacer,
Kovar lead-frame, altumina spacer, upper chramber, \kindow Iount and finally tlre sapphire window.
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ring of the Kovar lead-frame is still attached to the feedthrough leads. This will subsequently be shearcd off at the thin support sections at the end of each feedthough, prior to
attachment of the external wire harness, The final package is 5.0 cm in diameter and 1.6
cm high.
CONCLUSION
We have successfully demonstrated a new type of fast cooldown Joule Thomson
refrigerator suitable for cooling large infrared imaging arrays to temperatures well below
those normally available with JT coolers. The vacuum package which has been designed
to go with it, is extremely compact and rugged. Through the exclusive use of ultra-high
vacuum compatible materials and, in particular, the exclusion of organic materials from
its construction, the system has the potential of providing a 10 to 20 year shelf life.
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RECENT PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF
OPEN CYCLE, COMPRESSOR BASED
JOULE-THOMSON COOLING

Paul Benson
Dowty Weapon Systems
Gloucester, England

ABSTRACT
The Dowty company has for several years had under development and in manufacture a
range of small compressors and gas cleaning equipment. Designated High Pressure Pure
Air Generators (HiPPAG), these systems were originally designed to support the cryogenic
cooling of thermal imaging equipment in ground and helicopter-borne applications. The
capability of the equipment has been extended to cover the altitude range of modem fighter
aircraft for the support of infra-red guided missiles.
The progress of these developments is reviewed, together with the philosophy adopted in
the equipment design and recent practical applications of the equipment in the USA and
Europe.

BACKGROUND
Dowty became involved in Pure Air for thermal imaging equipment when it was selected
by the UK Ministry of Defence to manufacture Pure Air bottle charging equipment.
During this period Dowty engineers were fortunately able to witness exercises in Germany.
It became obvious that the use of bottles to supply the cooling gas requirements introduced
many problems. These were chiefly:
1. Disruption of operation due to limited bottle capacity.
2. High Logistic support burden associated with recharging equipment, spare
bottles, transportation and manpower requirements.
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3. Contamination introduced through bottle handling prejudices system
reliability.
It was concluded that a small electrically driven compressor and gas purification system
could help to overcome many of these problems. Such a system would give greatly
extended operating periods and free the operators of the necessity to ensure an
uninterrupted supply of charged bottles. The Dowty engineers christened the subsequent
equipment design "HiPPAG" - High Pressure Pure Air Generator.
HiPPAG DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
CHOICE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS
It was necessary to determine the optimum operating pressure for the system. To this end a
study was made of cryostat operating characteristics and compressor performance. Figures
1 and 2 show the cooldown and steady state mass flow requirements of representative Joule
Thomson cryostats. These curves suggest that a minimum operating pressure of 200 Bar
(20 MPa) should be maintained to ensure efficient performance over the operating
temperature range.
Figure 3 shows the isothermal work of compression to raise the pressure of air from 1 Bar
(0.1 MPa) to the indicated pressure, neglecting seal friction. Figure 4 shows the work input
per gramme of gas when compressor efficiency is taken into account and due allowance
made for seal friction etc.
In Figure 5 the compressor performance and cryostat flow characteristics are combined to
give the overall system performance in terms of mechanical input power per watt of
cooling. The net result of this analysis is the clear indication that the optimum operating
pressure is in the range 200 to 300 Bar (20 to 30 MPa).
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
CompressorDesign
Several design options were considered, but the configuration chosen was judged to give
the most compact design and to be most capable of adaptation to varying installation
requirements. The compressor is a wobble plate design, with axially disposed pistons
driven by double ball-jointed piston rods. This arrangement minimises piston side loads.
The cylinder head assembly contains all inlet and outlet valves, interstage passages and
volumes. There is no necessity for external piping to connect the various compression
stages. For the HiPPAG 100 three stages of compression were chosen, with equal work per
stage.
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Motor Design
For helicopter and fighting vehicle applications a 28 V dc power supply was chosen. The
compressor was designed to rotate comparatively slowly necessitating the use of a
reduction gearbox between motor and compressor. ThL bn"-hless motor is speed controlled
to match compressor output to cryostat mass flow requirements, with a pressure transducer
continuously monitoring system pressure.
Air Purification
Air purity requirements are met by two stages of gas cleaning. Firstly a water separator
removes water generated during compression. A solenoid valve controlled by the system
electronics vents the collected water to atmosphere at preset intervals. Secondly zeolite
molecular sieves are used to remove water vapour, carbon dioxide and other contaminants
to achieve the purity levels reqt'ired by Joule Thomson cryostats. Additionally HiPPAG
systems are fitted with intake filters to remove airborne particulate contamination and to
give NBC protection.
Overall System Layout

Figure 6 shows the final design adopted for the HiPPAG ILK) range of equipment. The
equipment was designed to be as compact and lightweight as possible within the ,.,sign
constraints, The motor and electronic package is achieved only by the use of custom
hybrid circuits. Additionally the motor contains an integral cooling fan to ensure that the
system is completely self contained.
Varying interface requirements for the many applications have necessitated additional
electrical boxes and mechanical interface adaptors, but the basic design remains unchanged
for this series of equipment.

Modularity
From the outset the design aim was to make the HiPPAG system a modular construction.
This approach was to make servicing as simple as possible. In the HiPPAG 100 design the
major modules are motor/elecronics, compressor, filter assembly and wiring harness. The
design is such that any module may be readily changed without the need for special tools or
for any setting or adjustment.
This mcdular design approach has had additonal benefits in adaptation of the equipment for
specific applications as discussed below.
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HiPPAG 100 APPLICATIONS
GROUND, NAVAL AND HELICOPTER APPLICATIONS
HiPPAG 100 has been selected for a variety of ground, naval and helicopter-borne
applications. Some of these are as follows:
Sea Owl Passive Identification Device for the Royal Navy Lynx Helicopter.
British Army Lynx TI TOW Missile
SAAB/Ericsson HELIOS TOW sight
Ground Surveillance at UK Air bases
Samsung Aerospace Naval Fire Control System

FIGHTING VEHICLE APPLICATIONS
Certain fighting vehicles have a unique operation requirement. This is the so-called "silent
watch" mode, when power useage is limited to avoid either running down batteries or usin,6
the vehicle auxiliary engine. Dowty engineers were able to propose a unique solution to
this problem.
Although originally designed to support the TICM II imager up to an altitude of 3000
metres, at typical ground operating conditions the equipment has a significant excess flow
capacity. Thus a secondary bottle charging role could be proposed in which a charged
bottle would supply coolant gas for the silent watch mode, and the HiPPAG system would
automaticaliy recharge the bottle during normal operation. The installation is effected so
that an emergency charging facility is available to charge bottles for man-portable
equipment, such as MILAN rocket launchers.
"The bottle charging circuit is isolated from the main irnager circuit hv means of a preset
back-pressure maintaining valve. The purpose of this valve is to ens. re that the fighting
vehicle themual hnager alw,.ys has; prio:..
T)nly whr', steady state operating conditions
arc achieved and the system pressure i,,t
.ve the preset minimum will the excess flow
capacity of the liPPy,..J be diverted to the bottle charging circui,
This variation on the I liPlPAG 100 theme has been supplied for the British Army Warrior
O1,,ervation Post Vehicle. A similar installation is now being designed for the Swingfire
mid-life update programme.

IH80

HiPPAG 200 - FOR RPV TURRET APPLICATIONS
The HiPPAG 200 is based on the 100 series motor and compressor but specially adapted
for the sensor turret on the PHOENIX Remotely Piloted Vehicle for the British Army. The
prime contractor for this project is GEC Avionics, with GEC Sensors designing the infrared sensor turret. Having selected J-T cooling, the choice was between an external gas
supply, requiring rotating couplings, or a self contained turret containing its own cooling
gas source. The required mission duration ruled out the use of bottles.
Dowty engineers were able to propose the configuration shown in Figure 7. The design
was optimised to fit the available space, with close cooperation necessary between the two
comoanies to ensure a layout which could accommodate the HiPPAG system was achieved.
An additional benefit of the design approach adopted by GEC is that they can offer a stand
alone turret for many other sensing applications.

MISSILE SUPPORT APPLICATIONS FOR FIXED WING AIRCRAFT
HiPPAG 320 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Following award of the project definition contract for design of a cooling system for the
ASRAAM missile, Dowty saw the opportunity for replacing the coolant gas bottle on
LAU-7 launchers for Sidewinder missiles. The impetus to carry out this design work came
from an analysis of life cycle cost comparisons for bottle operated and HiPPAG supported
equipment. This analysis suggested large savings could be made in switching to HiPPAG,
and the number of launchers in service worldwide presented a significant business
opportunity.
In order to meet the gas flow requirements of the Sidewinder detector at the service
altitudes of modern aircraft a new compressor design was required. A four stage design
was chosen, this giving similar stage pressure ratios and pi.,Lon loadings at these altitudes to
those of the tliPPAG 100 series. The large diameter first stage piston is sized to meet the
cryostat demand flow for continuous operation up to 15 km. Due to the stored air capacity
within the high pressure gas cleaning unit, the equipment can continue to supply cooling
gas to the detector for extended periods at altitudes in excess of 15 km.
In addition to overall performance considerations several other design constraints had to be
addressed, As well as packaging the equipment to meet the available space envelope, the
launcher mass properties had to be maintained. Access to the gas purification filtcr had to
betprovided via tile laurdicr aft clamshell doors and a combined electrical and pncuiriatic
connector had to be designed. This connector allows a straightforward push-to-connect
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action for all power, signal and pure air connections when installing the equipmcnt in the
launch rail.

Figure 8 shows the layout of the HiPPAG 320 equipment for the LAU-7 launcher
installation.

PROOF OF CONCEPT TESTING
The ability of the HiPPAG 320 system to support the Sidewinder missile was adequately
dcmonstrated in Proof of Concept testing carried out by NAVAIR. This testing cornsisted
of both ground and flight tests. The ground tests were camed out in the UK and USA to
test the system performance over the full military environmental range. Vibration and
shock testing was carried out to certify the equipment for flight trials in the demanding FA18 wingtip carriage environment.
The Proof of Concept testing culminated in April 1989 in flight tests on a Canadian CF.18
aircraft, During the flight tests the pertormance of the H1iPPAG system in supporting a
captive Sidewinder missile was compared with that of a standard Nituogen bot0e. The tests
were carried out over the full flight regime and covered a va-iety of target acquisition
modes. The conclusien of the tests was that the HiPPAG system was indistinguishable

from the Nitrogen bottle in the quality of cooling gas supplied to the missile seeker.

Following these tests NAVAIR placed a contract on Dowty Weapon Systems for the supply
of HiPPAG 320 units for qualification testing. These units are now being shipped and the
qualification programme will shortly commence,

APPLICATIONS TO OTHER LAUNCHERS
As with other HiPPAG variants, the HiPPAG 320 was designe' as a set of discrete
moxlules. This allows several installations to be proposed using the same basic modules as
arc undergoing qualification trsting for the LAI J-7 application.
Certain aircraft have the need for additional capibility to dispense chaff as a countermeasure against enemy missiles, The space occupied by the nitrogen bottle in the LAU-7
launcher can be used for this purpose, and the Swedish company Bofors has developed a
LAU-7 variant containing chaff dispcnsing equipmcnt, Dowty is able to propose a
repackaging of the IMiPPAG 320 modules to mount on the front of the launcher for this
application.

13

Other launcher applications on which design studies are being carried out include:
EFA Tip Stub Pylon Launcher
Frazer-Nash CRL
LAU-127 MRL
ACMA Multi Purpose Rail Launcher
MHI XAAM4 Launcher

HiPPAG - THE FUTURE
Developments are now under way on future applications for HiPPAG equipment and
technology applications. Novel design solutions are being applied to meet the changing
requirements of thermal imaging detectors. It is hoped that some of these developments
may be presented to a future Cryocoolers conference.
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DESIGN OF THE REGENERATIVE MAGNETIC REFRIGERATOR
OPERATING BETWEEN 4.2 K AND 1.8 K

Sangkwon Jeong and Joseph L. Smith, Jr.
Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Takenori Numazawa* and Yukikazu Iwasa
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
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ABSTRACT
The active regenerative magnetic refrigerator has been designed for the temperature
range between 4.2 K and 1.8 K. The magnetic core is composed of many small GGG
spheres whose diameters are 0.8 mm. For the heat transfer medium, the low pressure
helium 3 has been selected to reduce the adverse effect of entrainment and to avoid the
undesirable superfluidity in the core. It is important to get rid of the dead volume between
the active magnetic core and the heat exchangers. In order to make the energy transfer
of the magnet easy, the twin superconducting magnets should be symmetrical and each
magnet will be made by two different coils; one for the persistent mode and the other for
the variational mode.
'.he expected design value of the refrigeration capacity is 100 mW at 1.8 K. After
the design study, the prototype of this magnetic refrigerator is now under construction.
IN-TRODUCTION
Magnetic refrigeration has been usually used as a technique to obtain temperatures
below 1K for a long time. However, in the last ten years, the technology has been

a visiting scientist from Nationl Research Institute for Metals in Japan
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developed for refrigeration applications above 1K or even up to room temperature. An
efficient continuous magnetic refrigerator has been necessary for many applications. The
magnetic refrigeration system operating between 1.8 K and 4.2 K is important in that its
application is to be able to produce superfluid liquid helium. One of the important
applications is superfluid helium-cooled superconducting magnets of NbTi wire which
carry about 25 % higher current density at 1.8 K than at 4.2 K.
A regenerative magnetic refrigerator was investigated in the MIT Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory for the last 5 years. In the previous papers' of this project, they have
clarified the importance of field-flow mnismatching problem, entrainment effects, and the
minimization of dead volume. Based on our past experiences, the new tandem magnetic
refrigerator was designed. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the tandem magnetic
refrigerator. The two magnetic systems, each consisting of a core, superconducting
magnet, and warm and cold end heat exchangers are connected by a displacer.
The advantages of tandem system are as follows.
"*Higher frequency of refrigeration power for its load
"*Small displacer volume and easy control
"*Potential simplification in magnet energization
Each component design will be discussed briefly in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of dte tandem magnetic refrigerator
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DESIGN FEATURES
MAGNETIC CORE
The packed bed t)'pe regenerator core was chosen for our system , which consists of
tiny spheres of GGG( Gd 3Ga5 O1 ). In this configuration, axial conduction which was
one of the major deteriorating factors in the MIT system, is small because of the thermal
contact resistance at each granule contact. 1 The packed bed type had been considered for
the previous MIT system but it was discarded for its relatively high porosity. A typical
porosity for packed beds of random spheres is about 38%. However, if we use a lowpressure helium as the working fluid, the helium mass entrained in the core is relatively
small compared to the total shuttle mass. This fact makes it possible for the packed bed
configuration to be adopted in our system.
The favorable magneto-thermodynamic property of GGG in the lower temperature
regions demonstrates that GGG is a logical choice as our magnetic refrigerant. The amount
of GGG required was determined as 270 g for the refrigeration capacity of 100 mW at 1.8
K.
In this regenerative magnetic refrigerator, there should be a heat transfer medium
which passes through the magnetic core carrying entropy between heat exchangers. The
subatmospheric He3 isotope will be used as the heat transfer medium in order to avoid any
supeffluidi~y inside core. Also, the low operating pressure will reduce the amount of
entrained helium in the core which was one of the sources of entropy generation.
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
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Fig.2. Dimensions of the superconducting magnet
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A superconducting magnet is necessary to produce a high magnetic field for the core.
Figure 2 shows the actual dimensions of the designed magnet. The secondary notch coils
have been added to get uniform magnetic field. The purpose of the inverse coil in the top
of the magnet is to reduce A.C. loss in the warm end heat exchanger by cancelling some
of the magnetic field of primary and secondary coil near the heat exchanger. The magnet
is to be energized by a maximum of 15 A to provide 3 Tesla at the core region. The
resultant magnetic field in the axial direction is shown in Figure 3.
In order to make the energy transfer of the magnet easy, the actual magnet is made
by two different coils; one for the persistent mode coil and the other for the variational
mode coil. The self inductance of each coil is 1.8 H while the total inductance is 7.2 H.
With the small inductance value, the amount of energy to be transferred at one time from
the magnet can be reduced by a factor of 1/4.
WARM END HEAT EXCHANGER
Both warm and cold end heat exchangers will be located as close as possible to the
GGG core to reduce the bad effect of dead volume. The important factor to consider
in the heat exchanger design is A.C. loss. Since the eddy currents are induced by a
fluctuating magnetic field, the resultant heat generation will add some additional load to
the heat exchangers. The plate fin type heat exchanger was selected since the fin configuration in axial direction can minimize the A.C.loss. The outside diameter of the heat
exchanger is set to be the same as that of the magnetic core so that we can use a single
stainless steel tube for both the core and heat exchangers.
Figure 4 is the schematic
diagram of the warm end heat exchanger, which also includes a liquid helium port to cool
it at 4.2 K. The inside diameter of the heat exchanger, or port diameter, was optimized
to achieve the maximum overall heat transfer coefficient.
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Fig.4. Schematic diagram of the warm end heat exchanger
COLD END HEAT EXCHANGER
The cold end heat exchanger is principally designed to measure the refrigeration
power at 1.3 K. During the flow demagnetization process, the cold helium which comes
out of the core is heated to 1.8 K by the temperature controlled heater. In order to minimize
the A.C. loss, single crystal ( quartz, SiO 2 ) will be tried as the heat exchanger material.
Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the cold end heat exchanger. The structure of
this heat exchanger is quite simple. It consists of 10 disks of single crystals with 91 holes.
Because of tLhe manufacturing difficulty, the height of each block was limited to 3 mm.
The therrnofoil heater is used to heat these blocks so that the exit temperrture of helium
is being kept at 1.8 K.
0.8 mm Diometer hotes
Below 1.8 K Helium from core
•

Heater

Crystol
(Sioe,

1.8 K Helium

--

(<

UNIT

mm >

Fig.5. Schematic diagram of the cold end heat exchanger
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DISPLACER
The last major component to be discussed here is the displacer. As shown in Figure
6, the large volume of He 3 will be pushed and pulled by the piston, which is accurately
fitted to the cylinder. Clearance between the piston and cylinder will be maintained at
about 0.025 amm by adjusting the plastic sleeve. Such restricted r"-ranccs will not pose
a problem in construction, but some friction may be caused by warping of the cylinder
from the improper fitting of the cylinder heads. This displacer is submerged in liquid
helium and an indium O-ring will be used for sealing at 4.2 K.
SIMULATION RESULT
In the designed tandem magnetic refrigerator, every" GGG sphere in a rore follows
a different magnetic refrigeration cycle according to its location in temperature coordl
nates. The computer program was developed to simulate the actual thermal behaviu, in
the magnetic core.
It was shown that after a few traiiient periods, a stable, steady
temperature profile in the magnetic core could be obtained.
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Fig.6. SchematiL, ,ngram
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of the displacer

)

In this computer simulation, the m.iTn considerations are listed below.
3
34
(1) Thermodynamic properties of GGG and He
(2) Estimation of the actual heat transfer coefficient' in core
(3) Unsteady temperature profile development
(4) Breathing effect of porous core
The major calculation parameters are:
(1) Warm reservoir temperature ------------------------- 4.2 K,
(2) Cold reservoir temperature --------------------------1.8 K,
(3) Amount of GGG ---------------------------------135 g * 2,
(4) Core volume ------------------------------------30.5 cc * 2,
(5) Core diameter ----------------------------------------2.0 cm,
(6) Diameter of GGG spheres ------------------------- 0.8 mm,
(7) Core porosity -------------------------------------------0.38,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.053 atm,
(8) Operating pressure of He3 --------(9) # of segments in axial core direction ------- 31 segments,
(10) Total shuttle mass of helium --------------------- 0.27 g,
(11) Initial magnetic field ---------------------------------O.OT,
(12) Final magnetic field ---------------------------------3.0 T,
(13) Adiabatic magnetic field swing -------------------- 0.5 T.
Figures 7 through 10 are the temperature trajectories as the magnetic field varies
in one cycle.
The different temperature profiles during the flow processes in figure 8
and figure 10 show that the processes are not exactly isothermal. In other words, the
field-flow mismatch problem still exists. Figure 11 is also obtained, which shows some
typical magnetic cycles of the GGG core in different locations. The intrinsic entropy
generation problem can be alleviated by adjusting the magnetic field along the core axis
or by changing the core diameter non-uniformly. This is the next task we will try.
The expected refrigeration capacity calculated by the simulation program was 73
mW.
SUMMARY
Thus far, the design of the magnetic refrigeration system for 1.8 K has been discussed.
Eac-h component of the system has been designed to optimize its performance.
The main design features are listed below.
(1) GGG ( Gd 3GaO! 2 ) is the proper magnetic material for the temperature range between
1.8 K and 4.2 K.
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Low piessure He3 is the heat transfer medium used for the purpose of reducing the
entrainment effect and avoiding superfluidity.
The hea" exchangers are located close enough to reduce dead volume.
The heat exchangers have been designed to minimize the eddy current loss.
A tandem system is implemented to make it possible to transfer magnetic energy from
one magnet to the other.
The superconducting magnet consists of a persistent coil and a variational coil which
are symmetric exactly.
The prototype of this magnetic refrigeration system is now under construction.
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ABSTRACT
A magnetic refrigerator which operates on the Carnot cycle between 10 K and
1.4 K has been developed. A pulsed magnet and heat pipe were used to produce
various refrigeration temperatures below 4.5 K without moving the magnetic material.
A Gifford-McMahon (GM) refrigerator was used as the auxiliary refrigerator. The
heat from the magnetic material was transferred to the GM refrigerator through a rejection heat thermal switch. This system could provide temperatures below 2 K
directly from 8 K. For the magnetic refrigerants, pure single garnet crystals,
Gd 3 Ga5 O 12 (GGG) and Dy3 AJ5sO, 2 (DAG) with a diameter of 45 mm and a height of
50 mm, were used. Typical refrigeration capacities were 550 mW at 4.5 K for the
DAG magnetic material and 100 mW at 1.8 K for the GGG. The refrigeration
temperature could reach 1.35 K in the case of the GGG. The cycle simulation for the
GGG which took account of the heat capacity losses was consistent with the experimental data. The Camot efficiency at 2 K was 17% and the maximum refrigeration power was obtained at the 0.035 Hz cycle. The dominant factors to improve the
refrigeration capacity over 400 mW below 2 K are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic refrigeration makes use of a magneto-caloric effect by which certain
magnetic materials absorb or reject the heat by applying a magnetic field. This effect
is due to the entropy changes of the magnetic spin system in the material. Especially
below the 20 K region, a few tesla of magnetic field can provide enough entropy
change to operate on the Camot cycle. Some advantages of the magnetic Camot
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cycle have been reported, such as high efficiency, simple operation, compactness and
ease in which low temperatures below 4 K are obtained. 1-3
Liquid helium temperatures below 4 K are important for current cryogenic applications. In these regions, two kinds of magnetic refrigerators have been studied.
One is for helium liquefaction at 42 K, 2 and the second for production of superfluid
helium II below 2 K. 3 The latter study reported that the magnetic Carnot refrigeration
had considerably more advantages with high efficiency and easy operation, as compared with gas-cycle refrigeration. However, these refrigerators used liquid helium as
the rejection heat source, with their Carnot cycles operating between only 1.8 K and
4.2 K. In order to extend the operating temperature, it will be necessary to use a
cascade zycle. For example, two Carnot cycles, with ranges of 1.8 K to ,*.2 Y and
4.2 K to 10 K, have to be cascaded. However, with this approach, the system
becomes more complex and less efficient.
We have investigated a new 'static' magnetic Carnot refrigerator operating
temperature range between 1.4 K and 10 K. A Gifford-McMahon (GM) gas-cycle
refrigerator was ased to extend the rejection heat temperature of the magnetic
refrigerator. A mechanical thermal switch for the rejection heat portion of the cycle
was also developed.
i~irst, this paper will describe the structure of the refrigerator and summarize the
experimental results. Second, the analysis of the experimental cycles will be investigated by the simulations. Here, the analysis will be focused on the Carnot cycle
of the GGG, especially below the 2 K region. The improvement factors for the
refrigeration capacity will also be discussed.
STRUCTURE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The static magnetic refrigeration system consists mainly of the magnetic
material, the heat pipe thermal switch for the absorbing heat, the mechanical contact
thermal switch for the rejection heat portion of the cycle, the pulsed magnet and the
auxiliary GM refrigerator. For the magnetic refrigerants, pure single garnet crystals,
GGG (Gd3Ga 5 Ol2) and DAG (Dy 3 AI5 OI2) with a diameter of 45 rum and a height
of 50 mum, were used. Since the description of the structure and the experimental
results have been presented elsewhere, 4 ,- both the recent reconstruction and some additional data are shown here.
Figure I shows the overall view of the refrigeration system. To provide
temperatures below 4 K, a closed heat pipe was used. The heat from the magnetic
material generated during the magnetization process was transferred through the
mechanical thermal switch of the quartz single crystal rod, and then was absorbed by
the auxiliary GM refrigerator. The heat transfer rate de.eiiz.-', !,vcly on the contact

gap width between the quartz rod and the magnetic material; thus, both surfaces were
polished within 0.5 Am of roughness. This mechanical switch attained a heat transfer
coefficient over 2 W/K. However, the overall coefficient of the heat rejection part
was 3 times less than that of the mechanical switch, because the heat flow path from
the magnetic material to the GM refrigeiator was considerably longer, as shown in
Fig. 2. This length was necessary to decrease the alternating current losses produced
by the periodic magnetic field changes during the cycle operation. In order to improve the overall heat transfer rate, the Cu-wire nets were soldered between the GM
refrigerator and the Cu rod which was connected to the quartz thermal switch.
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tain temperature, were within +30 mK below the 2 K region. The Carnot cycle,
operating bctween 2 K and 10 K, was stable over 3 hours.
The experimental data for the refrigeration power as a function of the
temperature are shown in Fig. 3. It includes the data for the GCG and the DAG
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Fig. 3. The experimental results of the refrigeration capacity.
The cycle parameters for the GGG are given in Table fl.

Table I. Summary of the experimental results.
Refrigeration capacity
Cooling load temperature
Cooling load
Heat rejection temperature
Rejection heat source
Heat rejection thermal switch
Heat absorb thermal switch
Heat leaks into the GGG
Magnetic field operation
Cycle

100 mW at 1.8 K, 300 mW at 4.4 K for GGG
100 mW at 2.6 K, 550 mW at 4.5 K for DAG
1.35 K to 4.4 K for GGG
2.4 K to 4.5 K for DA6
Helium I or HI with electrical heater
8 K - 12 K, depends on the cooling load
temperature
GM refrigerator, 8 W at 11 K
Mechanical (contact and conduction of helium)
0.7 W/K (average)
Heat pipe (condensation of helium)
2.5 W/K (average)
20 - 40 mW/K
Trapezoidal, maximum 5 T
Carnot, 30 - 60 second period
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magnetic materials. The refrigeration power of DAG was larger in the 4 K region,
although it could not reach below 2 K. On the other hand, it is clear that the GGG is
suitable below 2 K. Since we already fixed the helium leaking problem reported
previousi',, this refrigerator could provide as low as 1.35 K with the GGG material.
A summary of the experimental results are shown in Table I.
CYCLE ANALYSIS BY SIMULATION
A trace of temperature variations of the real cycle on the entropy-temperature
(S-T) diagram can give information which can be used to analyze the Carnot efficiency and the heat switch performance. Unfotunately, the data obtained were not
accurate enough for such a trace on the S-T diagram. The temperature change during
the adiabatic magnetization or demagnetization process was too fast to allow the
temperature and the magnetic field to be measured accurately at the same time. As a
result, the estimated refrigeration power from the trace on the S-T diagram was not
consistent with the experimental data.
SIMULATION SCHEME
Figure 4 shows the schematic cycle operation with the parameters of the magnet
and the thermal switch. The cycle is determined by the magnetic field operation during Tn to Tf4 and the heat rejection switch during Tsi and Tsi. Note that the absorption heat thermal switch (heat pipe) goes on by itself while the temperature of
magnetic material (Tm) is below the cooling load temperature.
16
14
12

S10m
E

8

rejction heat process
(switch ON)

E"
E 6 V

Magnetic field

4

0

"

Tsl Tfl
(ON)

ao
abs
a orb ~c at

po

Tf2 Ts2 Tf3
(OFF)

Tune

Tf4

Fig. 4. The schematic cycle of the static magnetic refrigerator.
The control parameters are Tf ,Tf2,Tf3,Tf4 for the magnet operation and
Tsl,Ts2 for the rejection heat thermal switch operation.
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The energy balance equations for each period of the cycle can be written as follows:
1) Magnetization:
qm = qik + qhc

(t<I)

(1-1)

qm = qlk + qhc + qre

(tsi S t < tfl)

(1-2)

(tri : t <tU2)

(2)

t < ts2)

(3-1)

2) Constant field:
qm = q1k + qre

3) Demagnetization:
(M'2

qm = qik + qre
qm = qik + qhc

(ts2 <t

tft, Tm > Th)

(3-2)

qm = qik + qhc + qab

(ts2 < t -tr3, Tm -<Th)

(3-3)

4) Zero field:
(M : t < tf4)

qin = qk + qhc + qab

(4)

Where qm = heat change in the GGG material, qik = heat leaks from the rejection heat switch into the GGG material, qhc = heat capacities around the GGG
material, qre = rejected heat from the GGG material into the GM refrigerator and
qab = heat absorbed from the cooling load by the GGG material. These terms are
given by the following expressions:

qm =TL

mm d+

'TdJ

(5)

= hi (Th - Tm)

(6)

qhc = hc (Tc - TM)

(7)

hc (Th - Tm)

(8)

qab = ha (T) - Tm)

(9)

qik

qex =

Where Tm, Tb, Tc, and Ti are the temperatures of the GGG material and the rejected
heat reservoir, the heat capacity, and the cooling load, respectivcly. S is the entropy
of the GGG material and B is the magnetic field.
The heat transfer coefficients, hi, hc, he were obtained from the experimental
results. The coefficient of the condensation heat transfer, ha, is given by Nusselt and
Rohsenow's equation above the A-point (2.18 K) of helium. 6 Below the A-point, the
7
following equation has been obtained by Lacaze et al:
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qab=0.008A(T14 -Tm4)

(10)

where A is the heat transfer area.
Froma these equations, we can derive the differential equation about the Tmn. Note
that Ti and Ti are constant values given by the experimental results. Some heat
capacities exist around the GGG material such as gaseous helium in the heat pipe or
the housing materials. These capacities behave as an additional heat load for the
GGG material. Thus, the equation about Tc is given as follow:
qhC

C(CdTc
= CCITc)E--•

(11)

where C(Tc) is the heat capacity which consists of gaseous helium and titanium alloy
used as the housing material. The parameters for the cycle simulation are shown in
Table I1.

Table U. Parameters used for the cycle simulation.
Size of the GGG

45 mm in diameter, 50 mm in height

Heat transfer area

70.7 cm 2 (absorb heat), 15.9 cm 2 (reject heat)

Heat capacity losses

12.6 cm 3 of gaseous helium
11.7 cm 3 of titanium alloy

Heat transfer coefficients

he = 0.7 W/K
hc =0.1 W/K
hi = 0.02 - 0.04 WiK

Experimental cycle (A)

(Tfi,Tr2,Tt3.Tf4) = (5,15,5,3)
unit in second
(TslTs2) = (3,17)
(Tn,Tr2,Tf3,Tf4) = (16.5,15,13.5,4)
(Tsi,TsQ) = (3.5,29)

cycle (B)
Carnot operating temperature
obtained by the cycle (A)

Ti
Ti
Ti
Ti

= 1.5 K, Th = 8.2 K
= 2.0 K, Th = 8.5 K
= 2.9 K, Th = 9.3 K
= 4.4 K, Th = 11.0 K
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RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION
Comparison with Experimental Results
The calculated results for the refrigeration power (W) as a funcL.dn of the cooling load temperature are shown in Fig. 5. Here, two kinds of cycles, (A) and (B),
are used for the calculation. These curves almost agreed with the experimental
results. The (B) cycle gives the smaller power than (A). This difference depends on
the cycle period. At 2.0 K, the (A) cycle provides 100 mW, and it seems that the
lowest temperature without the cooling load will reach to 1.4 K, where the refrigeration power will balance the heat leaks and the heat capacity losses. Figure 6 shows
the Carnot efficiency, which is defined by the ratio of the calculated (C.O.P.) to the
(C.O.P.) of the ideal cycle.
The efficiency of the (B) cycle was larger than that of the (A) cycle above 1.8 K.
It is clear that the longer period in (B) provides a higher heat transfer efficiency. On
the contrary, in the lower temperature range, the (A) cycle was larger, because the
refrigeration power in the cycle (B) became almost zero. The calculation results indicated that the Camot efficiency might be 17% at 2 K with 100 mW and 7% at
1.5 K without the cooling load.
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Fig. 5. Calculation results for the T1 dependence of the refrigeration power.
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Cycle Frequency
It is important to know what frequency of the cycle gives the maximum
refrigeration power. In Fig. 7, the calculation results for the frequency depcndence
and the Carnot efficiency at TI = 2 K are shown. The (A) cycle pattern was used
here. The power indicated the maximum around 0.035 Hz, i.e., 28.6 second cycle
period. The experimental results for this cycle pattern have shown that a 30 second
period produced the largest power in the 2 K region. Therefore, it seems that !he experimental results gave one of the optimum conditions for the power.
Hear Capacity Losses
In magnetic refrigeration, the heat capacity around the magnetic material behaves
as an additional loss. The adiabatic processes of the Camot cycle can't be realized if
this capacity is considerable. Actually, this loss has been seen in previous
refrigerators as the unknown factor which decreased the refrigeration power and the
efficiency. Although the current system was designed so that this loss was as small as
possible, it could not be negligible. Figure 8 shows the refrigeration power as a function
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of the heat capacity loss factor. The factor is normalized by the calculated loss based
on the design. The experimental data for 2 K should be 142 mW if the loss is the
same as the design value. The experimental result was 100 mW, and indicated that
the losses were over 4 times larger than that of the design. It is difficult to specify an
exact reason for this difference at this time. However, it may be explained by expanded gaseous helium heated by the GGG producing the forced heat flow, and then
the heat flow reaching to the liquefaction helium reservoir. Since only the conduction
heat flow is assumed in this calculation, the forced convection heat flow will contribute to a high level of the heat loss. In the present simulation, the value obtained
from the experimental result has been used.
FURTHER IMPROVEMENT
In order to improve the refrigeration capacity, some parameter dependencies
have been investigated. One of the most interesting simulations is the dependency of
the rejection heat temperature. Because of the great amount of current progress in the
GM refrigerator, it will be possible to use the lower temperature in the rejection heat
source. Figure 9 shows the rejection heat temperature (Th) dependence of the
refrigeration power and the Carnot efficiency. It also includes the rejection heat
transfer rate dependence. It is clear that the lower Th gives the larger refrigeration
power, and its dependence is almost linear. If we use a GM refrigerator with the
capacity of 2.7 W at 5 K, the refrigeration power of the magnetic refrigerator at 2 K
will be 236 mW and 381 mW in the case of he = 1.4 W/K.
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Fig. 9. Calculated results for the Th and he dependence.
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The Th dependence of the Camot efficiency seem to be complex. The Carnot
efficiency becomes smaller in the lower Th, and in the case of he = 0.7 W/K, the
broad peak appears around Th = 7 K. This can be explained by the trace on the S-T
diagram shown in Fig. 10. The lower Th cycle rejects the larger amount of heat at
each temperature level, because the entropy change in the lower temperature becomes
larger. Since the heat transfer rate he is constant, the inefficiency of the rejection heat
process will be larger for the lower Th cycle. It is also confirmed by the calculation
for the inefficiency of the rejection heat portion of the cycle. This inefficiency is
defined by the ratio of the amount of rejection heat while the rejection thermal switch
is on to the rejection heat in the ideal Carnot cycle. The results for he = 0.7 W/K
were 133% at Th 5 K and 111% at Th= 8.5 K.
We have also taken into consideration how much refrigeration capacity the current system can produce if the dominant parameters are improved. The dominant factors ame the overall heat transfer rate in the rejection heat path, the condensation area
and the rejection heat temperature. Figure 11 shows the calculated results for several
refrigeration temperatures (Ti). It seems that these parameters are not so far from
being realized by the current system. The refrigeration capacity will be expected to
be 431 mW at 2 K and 216 mW at 1.5 K.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has described and analyzed the experimental results for the static
magnetic refrigerator in the 2 K region. The experimental results were the capacity of
100 mW with the Carnot efficiency of 17% at 2 K and the lowest temperature of
1.35 K without the cooling load. By using the cycle simulation, these results were
one of the optimum values. The improvement factors have also been discussed. The
capacities of 431 mW at 2 K and 216 mW at 1.5 K will be obtainable given the improved design of the current system. For the next stage, this study will concentrate
on the lowest temperature range and should be considered the overall system which
will be used in space and in other special applications.
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ABSTRACT
The basic computational model is a thermodynamic cycle simulation
starting with given temperature distribution in the magnetic substance
(refrigerant). Temperature changes and magnetic forces are calculated
for discrete material segments at a number of time intervals over a
complete operation cycle. The computation of the change in magnetic
entropy is based on the molecular field theory and the calculation of
the flow and heat transfer irreversibilities is based on the heat
transfer properties of packed bed•.
In the case of an active magnetic refrigerator the temperature
distribution in the refrigerant is determined through numerical solution of the differential equations which describe the heat transfer
between the refrigerant and the heat transfer fluid. The simulation
illustrates the cool-down procedure and the time-dependent temperature
profiles in the active magnetic refrigeretor until a steady cyclic
state is established.
Computational results are given for both magnetic refrigerator
stages with external regenerator and the active magnetic regenerative
refrigerators. The quality factor and the power density are calculated
as a function of the temperature span and the operational frequency.
Two sample refrigerants (Gd and GdNi) have been considered.
1. INTRODUCTION
The primary moIivation for recent research efforts in magnetocaloric refrigeration has been the expectation that magnetic refrigerators will be more efficient than gas compression-expansion systems.
However, it still remains to be seen how close (and at what cost) the
perfomance of the magnetic refrigerator can approach to the "Carnotmachine" ideal.
As a better understanding of the loss mechanisms in the magnetic
refrigerator is needed, more detailed analytical modeling and investigation become important. The analytical approach described in this
paper illustrates the influence of several design parameters on the
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major loss mechanisms and on the resulting quality factor and power
density. Results for two ferromagnetic materials.

Gd and GdNi alloy,

serving as refrigerants in the range 300 to 250 K and 67 to about 40 K
respectively, are presented here. After a short description of the
computational approach, the results for the magnetic Brayton process
with external regeneration are presented. After the determination of
the quasi-stationary temperature profiles in the refrigerant, similar
results are presented for the corresponding case with active magnetic
regeneration.
2. ANALYSIS APPROACH
2.1

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

The initially developed model is essentially a simulation of a
thermodynamic cycle starting with a given temperature state of the
refrigerant. The magnetization and demagnetization processes are simulated for several time intervals. For each time interval the magnetic
entropy is calculated for several discrete refrigerant segments by
means of the molecular field theory. The temperature change and the
magnetic forces are then calculated for each segment. Thus, the work
expenditure for one thermodynamic cycle can be calculated. Heat transfer from the refrigerant occurs under a constant magnetic field and is
calculated for constant mass flow of the heat transfer fluid. For the
results presented in this paper the heat transfer properties of packed
beds are used for the calculation of the entropy production due to
non-zero temperature differences (between the magr-etic substance and
fluid) and to flow friction.
The second model has been developed to account for the particular
attributes of the active magnetic regenerative refrigerator (AMRR). In
this model it is essential that a temperature gradient is established
along the flow direction of the heat transfer fluid. Thus, each refrigerant segment acts like an "elementary" refrigerator.operating between two temperatures dependent on the position of the segment along
the flow axis. The fluid flow alternates here. After demagnetization
the flow is directed from the hot to the cold end of the refrigerant,
cooling the load. This *stroke" is called the cold blow (CB). After
magnetization, the fluid flows in the opposite direction, transferring
the magnetization heat to the high temperature reservoir. This stroke
is called the warm blow (WB).
The problem of unsteady heat transfer must be solved for both

heat transfer periods (strokes) of the thermodynamic cycle. The differential energy equations for the refrigerant and the fluid are evalua-

ted for each refrigerant segment and several time intervals, where the
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inlet temperature represents the boundary condition. Thus, the temperature distributions in the refrigerant at the end of the cold blow
(CB) and warm blow (WB) can be determined and used as the starting
conditions for the calculation of the temperature distribution after
magnetization and demagnetization respectively. A complete thermodynamic cycle can then be simulated. Starting from the initial state the
calculation can be repeated for several cycles until a steady cyclic
state is attained, effectively simulating the cool-down procedure. A
similar analysis for an AMRR stage with no refrigeration load (thus
determining the maximpm temperature span) has been published by Matsumoto and Hashimoto. Following the simulation of the cool-down, the
work expenditure, losses, and efficiency, etc. are calculated in
essentially the same manner as described above for the first model.
2.2

SIMULATION OF THE MAGNETIC BRAYTON PROCESS WITH EXTERNAL
REGENFRATCR

The simulation is based on the first model described above. In
addition, the external regenerator is modeled by a minimum of ten isothermal stages 3 with essentially the same flow control as described by
Jaeger et. al. . Only steady state operation has been simulated. The
simulation is initiated by defining the four temperature values at the
beginning and the end of the low-field and high-field regeneration
phases. This also defines the temperature change of the refrigerant
during heat transfer to the low-temperature heat exchanger and hence
to the refrigeration load.
2.3

SIMULATION OF THE MAGNETIC BRAYTON CYCLE W)TH ACTIVE MAGNETIC
REGENERATOR

A numerical simulation based on the second model outlined in section 2.1 starts with a given temperature state (e.g. uniform temperature) in the refrigerant. A variable thermal load can be simulated at
the cold end. For a constant load condition a steady cyclic state can
usually be established after 30 to 40 periods.
The refrigeration load is simulated in the following manner.
During warm blow (WB) the intake fluid temperature at the cold end
(Tfcin) is defined to be higher than the average of the fluid temperature (Tfcav) at the cold end during cold blow (CB):
Tfcin

-

Tfcav + DT.

The temperature increase DT (typically a few degrees) is a measure of
the refrigeration load.
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The entropy production, power density, and quality factor, etc.
are evaluated for the steady cyclic state. Plots of the temperature
distribution in the refrigerant at various instants in the cycle (e.g.
after magnetization, warm blow, demagnetization, cold blow) are parti-

cularly useful, especially in the identification of mismatched cases:
e.g. unfavorable operating temperature levels for a specific refrigerant, too high fluid mass flow, etc.
2.4

THE DEFINITION OF THE IDEAL CARNOT-CYCLE USED AS A REFERENCE

The coefficient of performance (COP)
defined as:
COPreal - Q/W

of a real refrigerator

is

where Q is the useful refrigeration and W is the work expenditure for
one cycle. The quality factor (QF), that is the percent Carnot efficiency, is then related to the COPideal of the corresponding ideal
Carnot cycle:
QF

-

ZCarnot efficiency - COPreal/COPideal

However, what is the "corresponding" Carnot cycle? The real Brayton
cycle as well as all cycles that can be achieved with active magnetic
regenerators have a non-isothermal load, whereas they have to be compared with an isothermal-load ideal, the Carnot cycle. An earlier
paper questioning the justification of using the Carnot ideal for
comparing real cycles was given by Jacobs.
In fact, defining the ideal Carnot cycle by using the lower and
upper temperatures of the hot and cold heat exchangers is not realistic, because it arbitrarily penalizes the real processes. The usage of
the entropic average (Tm) for the equiyalent isothermal heat transfer
as discussed for example by G. Alefeld avoids this discrepancy. The
definition Tm - Q/DS more realistically portrays the non-isothermal
heat exchange (transfer of the heat quantity Q by changing entropy by
DS), without the arbitrary assumptions mentioned previously. In this
study the ideal Carnot cycle is therefore defined by using the entropic average temperature of the high and low-temperature heat exchangers.

2.5 EFFICIENCY LOSSES
In the discussion of the results given in the next sections three
mechanisms of efficiency loss related to the Carnot ideal are identified. The losses are denoted Ll, L2, and L3, so that
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Real cycle efficiency - ideal Carnot efficiency -Li -L2

-L3

The losses L2 and L3 are due to the entropy production during heat
transfer between fluid and refrigerant:
L2 - loss due to heat transfer across non zero
temperature difference
L3 - fluid frictional loss
The remaining loss Li corresponds to the entropy production (inherent
to the entropy function of the refrigerant) which would be present
even if the heat transfer would be reversible (that is if L2 L3 - 0):

L1 - refrigerant cycle inefficiency
The efficiency loss LI occurs because the real entropy function of the
refrigerant does not fulfill the conditions necessary for reversible
magnetic cycle operation.
In the case of a magnetic Brayton cycle with external regenerator, where the refrigerant mass 6is changing temperature as a whole,
the cause is easily identified. Perfect regeneration requires parallel entropy-temperature isofield curves, which is not satisfied by the
entropy function of the ferromagnet.
In the case of the active magnetic regenerator the "regeneration
effect" is attained by cascading "elementary" refrigerators, each operating (within a "differential" refrigerant segment) between two local
temperature levels (Tc 7 at B - 0 and Th at B ) 0). As initially pointed
out by Taussig et. al. , if every elementary refrigerator is to operate reversibly, then the ratio Th/Tc should be a constant along the
flow axis. The real entropy functions of the ferromagnets do not allow
this condition to be fulfilled. The resulting (non-ideal) temperature
distribution causes the elementary refrigerators to work inefficiently. Thus,the loss Ll is the combined effect of all the local enthalpy
flux -temperature mismatchings.
3. RESULTS
3.1 GENERAL REMARKS
The most significant variable to be considered in the following
presentation is the total heat transfer duration per cycle (htd) which
accounts for
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a) the heat transfer to the hot and cold heat reservoir and for
the regenerative heat transfer in the case of external regeneration
b) the warm and cold blow duration i, the case of active magnetic
regeneration.
The time (htd) is the significant part of the cycle duration (tc):
tc - htd + time for the adiab:tic parts of the cycle
The cycle duration (tc) or the operational frequency (l/tc) is normally considered the critical variable. However, depending on the design of the particular device, the adiabatic part of the cycle is
usually much shorter than htd and does not significantly contribute to
the main loss mechanisms (in contrast, htd strongly affects L2 and
L3). Thus, for generality we prefer to consider htd as the significant
variable.
The other critical variable is the temperature span of the refrigerator stage, which is defined by using average entropic temperatures
(see section 2.4). It strongly affects the losses Ll. In some diagrams, the upper temperature average, denoted Thot, is held constant,
whereas the lower entropic average is the independent variable.
In all cases discussed here gaseous heat transfer fluid has been
considered. Its mass flow is denoted by mf. The maximum magnetic field
(Bmax), the gas pressure level, and the particle size in the refrigerant bed have been varied, but the results cannot be appropriately
covered in th.is paper. The particle size is an especially important

variable, because it defines the optimum trade off between losses L2
and L3 (the frictional and heat transfer losses). It has been varied
between 0.3 and 3 am. The optimal size for each particular case (minimizing L2 + L3) has been used for the results provided in the following sections.
3.2 REFRIGERATOR STAGES WITH EXTERNAL REGENERATION
In figure 1 the real cycle efficiency

(QF)

and the inefficiencies

LI, L2, L3 are compared for different temperature spans (40 and 58 K)
and heat transfer durations (18 sec and 38 sec). The refrigerant used
here is Gadolinium (Thot - 295 K).
The corresponding results for GdNi alloy (Thot-73 K) are given in
figure 2.
In both cases it car be seen that the "magnetic cycle inefficiency'
(Li) (increasing with the temperature span) is at least as significant
as the heat transfer losses L2 and L3 (which increase for shorter
htd).
In figure 3 (Gadolinium) and figure 4 (GdNi alloy) the quality
factor is plotted as a function of the lower (cold end) temperature
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for several values of the heat transfer duration htd. In order to
differentiate the influence of the loss (iU) from that of the other
losses (L2 + L3), the ratio COPrht/COPideal is also plotted. COPrht
represents the coefficient of performance for the case of reversible
heat transfer between refrigerant and fluid. The loss of efficiency in
this case, which increases with the temperature span, is due to the
non-ideal entropy function of the refrigerant (discussed in section
2.5). The additional heat transfer losses (L2 + L3) result in the
lower efficiency of the real cycle. They are higher for shorter htd
values, as shown in the figures. Heat transfer durations of at least
20 sec appear to be necessary in order to achieve favorable quality
factors. However, the gain in efficiency is not proportional to the
increase in htd, so that very long cycle durations are of minor
advantage in this respect.
3.3 ACTIVE MAGNETIC REGENERATIVE REFRIGERATION (AMRR)
Prior to presenting similar results for the AMRR, some results
concerning cool-down behavior and temperature profiles in the active
magnetic regenerator will be discussed. For these results the heat
transfer duration (time for warm and cold blow) is assumed to be htd 8 sec. The temperature profiles in the refrigerant are shown for the
steady cyclic state.
Figure 5 shows the cool-down of an AMRR stage with Gadolinium as
refrigerant. The intake fluid temperature during warm blow is assumed
to be 8 K higher than the average outlet temperature di ring ccld blow
(Tfcin - Tfcav + 8). This corresponds to a refrigeratiun load of about
18 W/kgMM (Watts per kg of Magnetic Material).
Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution in the refrigerant at
the end of the four strokes (magnetization, warm blow, demagnetization, cold blow) as a function of the axial position given in percent
of the total refrigerant bed length.
For lower rifrigeration loads the temperature at the cold end becomes
much lower after the same number of periods:
In figure 7 the cool-down of the Gadolinium AMRR stage initially
takes place without load. After 15 periods a load of about 9 W/kgMM is
applied according to the condition Tfcin - Tfcav + 4 K. The corresponding temperature distribution in the refrigerant is shown in
figure 8. When applied to an AMRR stage with GdNi alloy the identical
load condition (Tfcin - Tfcav + 4 after the 15th cycle) will produce
much different cool-down conditions:
Figure 9 illustrates the cool-down in this case and figure 10
shows the corresponding tem;erature distribution. Although the refrigeration is now only about 3.5 W/kgMM, this stage is already "heavily
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20

40

loaded", as is the Gadolinium stage of figure 6. This results in a
relatively small temperature span at steady cyclic state (Fig. 9).
Note that the shape of the temperature distributions after warm blow
(WB) and cold blow (CB) in figure 10 are very similar to those of
figure 6 for Gadolinium (not to those of figure 8 with the same Tfcin
- Tfcav value). In general, the shape of the temperature distribution
is an indicator of the extent to which the refrigerant capacity is
used.

The refrigeration power of an AMRR stage can be varied by changing the mass flow mf. Increasing mf may result in higher power density, but the penalty in efficiency must be taken into account. The mass
flow values used for the results shown in figures 5 to 10 are a trade
off between quality factor and power density. The following case (with
increased masm flow) is less than optimal in this respect:
The figures 11 and 12 illustrate the operational conditions of
the GdNi stage discussed previously, when the fluid mass flow is increased up to 0.14 g/sec/cm2 . As shown in figure 11, the temperature
span is now somewhat smaller. In addition, the temperature distributions at cyclic equilibrium (Fig. 12) show the typical attributes of
the enthalpy flux-temperature mismatching, which result in lower efficiency. In fact, the quality factor in this case is by about 202 lower
compared to the case of figures 9 and 10.
Ultimately, the trade-off between quality factor and refrigeration power density is a matter of economic optimization, which is
beyond the scope of the present study.
Further study shows that the magnetic cycle inefficiency (Ll) is
rather severe in the case of AMRR due to local entropy imbalance

losses. In figure 13 for example,

the quality factor and the ineffi-

ciencies Ll, L2. and L3 for an AMRR stage with Gadolinium as refrigerant are compared for various temperature spans and heat transfer
durations. The results for an AMRR stage with GdNi as refrigerant are
given in figure 14. Because of the high Ll losses, temperature spans
as high as those attainable with external regeneration are rather
prohibited in the AMRR case.
For constant fluid mass flow the refrigeration power of the AMRR
is practically a linear function of the temperature span. Figure 15
shows the dependance of the refrigeration power density on the lower
(refrigeration) temperature for the Gadolinium stage. Figure 16 shows
the same thing with GdNi as a refrigerant.
In figure 17 (Gadolinium) and figure 18 (GdNi alloy) the quality
factor is plotted as a function of the lower (refrigeration) temperature for several values of the heat transfer duration htd. As in figures 3 and 4, the ratio COPrht/COPideal is also plotted as a reference.
Heat transfer durations of at least 4 sec per cycle appear to be
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necessary in order to achieve favorable quality factors. However, htd
values higher than about 10 sec are of minor advantage with respect to
efficiency gain.
The cyclic heat transfer durations needed for AMRR operation are
therefore, in general, substantially shorter in rc-mparison to those
needed with external heat regeneration. However, as will be seen in
the next section, this does not result in accordingly higher refrigeration power density. This is because much more refrigerant mass per
Joule of refrigeration is needed here. In the absence of an external
regenerator the regeneration effect is achieved by cascading the
"elementary' refrigerators (see section 2.5). Each of which operates
over a correspondingly smaller temperature span, thus making a smaller
contribution to the total amount of refrigeration.
4.

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The results are summarized in figure 19 and figure 20 for the two
refrigerants discussed here. Both the quality factor and the power
density (refrigeration per kg of refrigerant) are plotted as functions
of the heat transfer duration per cycle. The temperature spans here
are a constant 40 K for the Gadolinium stage and 25 K for the GdNi
stage. According to the results shown here, these temperature spans
can be considered to be realistic for actual applications. Other
variables, like particle size in the refrigerant bed for example, have
been optimized where possible.
As the figures illustrate, comparable quality factors are achievable with both approaches (external regeneration and active magnetic
regeneration). Although the cyclic heat transfer duration with an
active magnetic regenerative refrigerator can be substantially shorter, the power density appears to be lower for comparable quality
factors. However, it should be kept in mind that the AMRR is more
easily controlled. Further, active magnetic regeneration is necessary
for non-linear (rotating) magnetic refrigerators.
5.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The objective of this paper has been to investigate the major
losses, the resulting quality factor and the power density of magnetic
refrigerator stages with a unique working material. The real magnetocaloric properties of the refrigerant have been considered. Heat exchange to the transfer fluid occurs under a constant magnetic field. Under
these conditions the results show that the operation of magnetic refrigeration systems with efficiencies considerably higher than conventional refrigeration systems is attainable.
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A continuation of this work will utilize more detailed analytical
models demanding the evaluation of the complete set of differential
heat transfer and fluid dynamic equations including all diffusion.
convection and source terms for the system consisting of refrigerant,
transfer fluid and container. In addition to identifying additional
losses not considered in this study, potential options for loss reduction should be revealed.
Additional losses (not covered in this study) are due to heat
conduction, convection (especially during adiabatic processes) and to
"parasitic' thermal addendum and heat sources. Conduction sources can
be minimized to a large degree by proper design, whereas convection
losses and thermal addendum can be critical in certain refrigeranttransfer fluid combinations.
On the other hand, there is real potential for reducing the loss
(Ll) due to the non-ideal isofield entrcpy function of individual
ferromagnets. The literature identifies two ways of doing this:
a) Field-flow phasing and/or field modulation. This idea appeared
in early papers, for example in the case of internal regeneration.
which is beyond the scope of th s study. Applications are discussed
for example by Gogswell et. al..
b) The second method is simply not to use a single material for
the entire refrigerant bed. Instead. a number of different magnetic
materials with different ordering temperatures is blended or "stuffed"
together, thus approxim.ting the ideal entropy function at different
locations in the bed.
This type oflomplex refrigerant has already
been demonstrated by Hashimoto et. al.
. Note that complex refrigerants are not applicable when every element of the bed is active over
the entire temperature range of the stage, as in the case of external
regeneration.
The use of complex (blended) refrigerants appears very promising
as a means of reducing the loss (Ll) in the AMRR case. The computational model described above will be used for the full analysis of the
cycle in this case. The final goals of the investigation will be to
Judge the two basic methods of regeneration (external and active), as
well as determine the (economical) trade-off between quality factor
and power density.
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THE MAGNETOCALORIC EFFECT IN NANOCO
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ABSTRACT
The magnetic properties of nanocomposites containing extremely small magnetic
particulates dispersed in a nonmagnetic matrix can be very different than those of the bulk
magnetic material. Here we consider the consequences of such a microstructure on the
magnetocaloric effect 1 . Upon the application of an external magnetic field, the magnetic
spins in a material tend to align with the field, thereby reducing the magnetic entropy of
the spin system. If this process is performed adiabatically, the specimen's temperature
will rise. The incremental temperature rise, dT, is related to the degree of spin alignment
and the magnitude of the magnetic spin moment. Creation of a nanocomposite with many
very small ferromagnetic regions provides an effective enhanced magnetic moment which
can result in certain temperature and field ranges in an increased dT over that provided
by either paramagnetic or ferromagnetic materials, with potential application to magnetic
refrigeration.
Efficient magnetic refrigerators may then be operated at higher
temperatures (T > 20 K) or lower fields (H < 5 T). The details of how the altered
magnetocaloric effect is governed by composition and processing are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic refrigeration cycles depend on the reduction in magnetic entropy of the
refrigerant as a magnetic field is applied. This reduction in magnetic entropy is a
consequence of the partial alignment of the magnetic moments (thereby creating a more
"ordered" state) of the atoms comprising the refrigerant. If the field application is
performed adiabatically then the lattice entropy is increased by an amount equal to the
decrease in magnetic entropy, and the temperature of the refrigerant will increase. The
temperature increase, &T (also referred to as the magnetocaloric effect), varies with the
material. Materials presently used as refrigerants for magnetic refrigeration cycles fall
into two categories: (1) paramagnetic substances2 (e.g. Gd 3Ga5O1 2 , gadolinium gallium
garnet, GGG) for use at temperatures up to -20 K and (2) substances which possess an
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ordered magnetic state (e.g. ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism) at low temperatures 3.
The latter class of refrigerants (e.g. Gd or DyAI 2) possess a maximum in AT near their
magnetic ordering temperatures, and are consequently useful in refrigeration cycles
operating at temperatures greater than 20 K. For use at room temperature, however, no
materials from either of these two refrigerant types have been found which yet possess
a large enough magnetocaloric effect for efficient operation of a magnetic refrigerator.
For other applications 4 materials have been atomically engineered to possess the particular
properties required. A particularly attractive class of materials which provides a unique
laboratory for such atomic engineering of materials with specific magnetic properties is
5
that of nanocomposites (sometimes also referred to as granular metals). These materials
are comprised of an intimate mixture of at least two constituent phases (at least one being
magnetic) wherein the size scale of one or all species is on the order of a few
nanometers. Their magnetic properties are highly composition dependent and can be
varied from that related to the constituent phases to that completely different from them
by proper processing and composition control. As will be shown in the following
sections this class of materials opens up a completely new area for materials development
in connection with magnetic refrigeration applications, especially in terms of use at T > 20
K. Initially from the basic differential equation expressing the magnetocaloric effect in
terms of the important material properties derivations will be presented for th'!
magnetocaloric effect possessed by paramagnetic materials, ferromagnetic materials, and
nanocomposite materials exhibiting superparamagnetic behavior. The paper will conclude
with recent preliminary experimental results on an iron+silica gel magnetic
nanocomposite which exhibits an enhanced magnetocaloric effect in this latter class of
materials.

MAGNETOCALORIC EFFECT
According to classical thermodynamics, the change in total internal energy, dU, of
a system (defined here as the lattice and magnetic spins of the atoms on the lattice) due
to work, dW, performed by the system on its surroundings is expressed as dU =dQ-dW,
where dQ is the incremental change in heat of the system. This expression can be
expanded in terms of the relations dQ =TdS and dW---PdV-Er idNi-,oVHdM, where T,
P, ui, and H are the temperature, pressure, molar chemical potential of species "i", and
magnetic field respectively. dS, dV, dNi, and dM are the changes in entropy, volume,
number of moles of species "i", and volume magnetization respectively of the system.
The three terms in the dW expression are from left to right the mechanical, chemical, and
magnetic work performed by tlte system. The terms 4,o and V are respectively the
magnetic permeability of free space and the sample volume. If there is no volume change
or material exchanged with the surroundings (i.e. a "closed" system), then the first two
terms in the dW expression are zero and the total energy differential is as follows:
dU=TdS+MoVHdM
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(1)

Following the derivation by Barclay6 , if the differential entropy is expressed as a function
of H and T then dS-(bS/"f)HdT+(bS/bH)TdH.
Since equation (1) is an exact
differential, then [bS/6(1oVH)]T-16M/o5T]H. Consequently, since uoV is a constant,
MoV[bM/ITJH =[bS/bf-]T. Substituting this expression and the equality (for a reversible
change in T) [1S/TJ]H-=CH/T into the expression for dS, one obtains
dS=(CH/T)dT+,oV[(bM/T].HdH. By setting this expression for dS equal to zero (for

an adiabatic process) and rearranging, one obtains the basic equation for the incremental
change in temperature accompanying an incremental reversible adiabatic application of
the magnetic field:
dT=-(T/CH)poV(bM/'T)HdH

where CH is the heat capacity of the material at constant field H.

(2)

The total

magnetocaloric effect upon the a.pplication of a field H is the integral of (2):

,&T= f dT= f -(T/CH),oV(0M/MT)HdH

(3)

In general (5M/'T)H is a function of both H and T. Note from either (2) or (3) that
the magnetocaloric effect is proportional to H, T, and the temperature dependence of the

magnetization at constant field and is inversely proportional to the heat capacity at
constant H. In order to search for materials with larger effects, these are the material
properties which must be adjusted.

MagnetocaloricEffect in a Paramagnet
In a paramagnetic material, the elemental magnetic moments, ;L, act independently
against the randomizing effect of temperature and the aligning effect of an external
magnetic field. In the absence of a niagnctic field Lhe iiiagiedc spins are oriented at
random as shown in figure Ia. The magnetization of such an assembly of magnetic spins,
M, is the vectorial sum of all the elemental spins: M= Eiai (here, the underlining denotes
a vector quantity). For a paramnagnet with no applied field M=O. Upon the application
of a magnetic field, the magnetization becomes non-zero as some of the moments align
along the direction of the field. In this case (considering the common situation where
I M I is in the same direction as I HI so that the vector designations are dropped) M =XH,
where X is the magnetic susceptibility. The temperature dependence of the magnetization
of such a material may be expressed as follows 7:
M= Np[coth(a)-(1/a)]

(4)

where N is the number of eiemental magnetic moments in the material and a=,UH/kBT
(with kB being the Boltzmann constant). For small values of "a" (a! 1.2) the expression
enclosed in square brackets, called the Langevin Function, in equation (4) can be
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the (a) magnetic spins in a paramagnetic material and (b) the
temperature dependence of its magnetization at constant applied field.
approximated 8 by a/3. Consequently,
M=NM2 Hi3kBT

(5)

which is shown in figure lb. The fact that the term i appears as a square in this
expression (also called the "Curie Law") is important to the analysis which follows. One
factor of u in equation (5) comes from the Np, term for the maximum magnetic moment
of the system and the 5econd factor of p comes from the pH/kET spin alignment term.
Taking the derivative [bM/bT]H. of this expression and substituting into equation (2), the
incremental magnetocaloric effect for a paramagnet (with small "a") is as follows:
dTpara (1/CH)poV [N(02)/(3kB)] {H/T}dH.

(6)

Note that this is small at high temperatures and diverges toward infinity as T-.0 K. If the
elemental magnetic moments are not all from magnetic spin (S), but also possess some
orbital (L) contribution, then L -g2 j(J + I);3 2 . g is the gyromagnetic splitting factor
(normally ,.2), J=L+S, and AB is the Bohr magneton constant. In terms of the total
magnetic moment quantum number, J, equation (6) becomes
dTpar = (oV/CH)[N{g 2J(J + l)pB 2 }/(3kB)](H/T)dH

(7)

MagnetocaloricEffect in a Ferromagnet
In a ferromagnet the elemental magnetic moments strongly interact with each other
to the extent that below the Curie Point, TC, they line up in the same direction within
large regions called domains, even in the absence of an external magnetic field (see figure
2a). Application of H causes domains whose moments are oriented in the direction of H
to grow at the expense of those not oriented along H. In this ferromagnetic state the
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Fig. 2. Schematic for a ferromagnetic material of the (a) magnetic spins showing
a boundary (dashed) between domains and (b) the temperature dependence of its
magnetization at constant H.
magnetization is not a linear function of H and shows a hysteresis when H is cycled. In
this low temperature region, M in a constant applied field is relatively constant as shown
in figure 2b. Consequently, for T< <TC, dTferro,0. At temperatures above Tc the

magnetic moments weakly interact; in this temperature region, M is linear to H and can
be described by the well known Curie-Weiss relation:
M = (NA2H)/[3kB(T-TC)]

(8)

The value of Tc depends upon the strength of the interaction between magnetic moments
and is consequently also useful as an indicator of this interaction. Note that this
approximation breaks down at Tc because 1/(T-Tc) diverges at T=Tc. Differentiating
equation (8) with respect to temperature and substituting into equation (2) one obtains the
following for the incremental magnetocaloric effect for a ferromagnet above Tc:
dTferO=(1 /CH)soV[N(M2 )!(3kB)]{HT/(T-TC) 2}dH

(9)

Consequently, the magnetocaloric effect peaks around the Curie point. Note by
comparing equations (6) and (9) that at high temperatures (T> Tc) the only difference
between the magnetocaloric effects for a paramagnet and a ferromagnet are the terms in
curly brackets. Since {T/(T-Tc) 2} is much larger than {l/T}, at high temperatures the
magnetocaloric effect for a ferromagnet is much larger than that for a paramagnet.
MagnetocaloricEffect in a SuperparamagneticNanocomposite
In a nanocomposite possessing superparamagnetic behavior the magnetic species are
in the form of nanometer-sized clusters of atoms finely dispersed in either a non-magnetic
or weakly magnetic matrix. Each magnetic cluster is a single ferromagnetic domain
wherein all the magnetic moments of the atoms of the magnetic species are aligned.
However, the magnetic interaction between clusters is weak so that each cluster acts
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the (a) magnetic spins in a superparamagnet with the
magnetic clusters indicated by dashed circles and (b) the temperature dependence
of M for a superparamagnetic nanocomposite (solid line). Also shown for
reference in (b) is the M vs T curve (dashed) for a paramagnet possessing only 1/3
the magnetic moment of the superparamagnet.

independently. Figure 3a shows a schematic of the magnetic spins in such a system. The
magnetization of a system of independently acting cluster moments is analogous to that
already described in equation (5) for a paramagnet. The only difference is that instead
of the number of elemental moments, N, the number of cluster moments, n, must be
used. Also, instead of the elemental moment, j,, an effective moment for the cluster,
Acluster=(N/n)M, must be used in equation (5). Accordingly, the following expression for
the magnetization of a superparamagnetic nanocomposite is obtained:
M=n[(Nin)u] 2 H/[3kB(T)]

(10)

.

This temperature dependence at constant H is shown on figure 3b, along with that for a

paramagnet. Differentiating equation (10) with respect to temperature and substituting
it into equation (2) as before, one obtains the following expression for the incremental
magnetocaloric effect in a superparamagnetic nanocomposite:
dTao = (1 /CH)MoV[(n(N/A-I)2 )(G2 )/(3k,)]1[H/(T)]dH

.

(11)

The only difference between this expression and that for a paramagnet in equation (6) is
the term enclosed in square brackets. However, since "n" is much smaller than N, the
term n( N/n) 2 =N 2 /n in equation (11) is much larger than the term N which appears in
Consequently, for AH/kBT small enough such that the low field
equation (6).
approximation of equation (5) holds,
dTIMo > > dTpam

(12)

Thus, considering the case for higher temperatures and reasonable fields the
nanocomposite can give an enhanced temperature change. Note that this effect means that
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a superparamagnetic nanocomposite can potentially provide the same magnetocaloric
effect for a given field application as presently provided by conventional paramagnets,
but at higher temperatures. Alternatively, these new materials may provide the same
effect at lower temperatures, but with much smaller magnetic field applications.
As in the case of a paramagnetic material, dT. 0 increases as T--0 K and decreases
at high temperatures. Consequently, it woulk appear that for the superparamagnetic
nanocomposites there is an upper temperature limit for use in magnetic refrigeration
cycles. Nanocomposites, however, may also be prepared in such a way as to provide for
interactions between the cluster moments. In such a case the magnetization may be
described as in the case for a ferromagnet above Tc. Using equation (8) and making the
same substitutions for N and u as performed above in the case of non-interacting clusters,
one obtains the following expression:
M =n[(N/n)•,] 2H/[3kB(T-TI)]

(13)

where analogous to TC for isolated interacting moments, T1 is an interaction temperature
which depends on (and therefore is indicative of) the strength of the interaction between
cluster moments. Below T, long range interaction will exist between the clusters and M
would be relatively constant with temperature (for constant H). Differentiating equation
(13) with respect to T and substituting into equation (2) would result in an incremental
magnetocaloric effect as follows:
dTu ,r=(1

/CH)AOV[(n(N/n) 2 )(0, 2 )/(3kB)](HT/(T-TI) 2 )dH

.

(14)

Comparison of equations (9) and (14) shows that for equivalent interaction temperatures,
TC-TI, the only differences are the expressions enclosed in square brackets. Since "n"
is smaller than N, the magnitude of equation (14) can be much larger than equation (9).
Consequently, at temperatures and fields such that the approximation of equation (8)
holds, the following hierarchy of magnetocaloric effects can be concluded:
dTWno, > > dTn8o
1

> > dTferro > > dT Pa

.

(15)

Thus, in this region of operation, enhanced magnetocaloric effects are potentially
obtainable in the case of superparamagnetic nanocomposites. For high temperature use,
nanocomposites prepared to possess interactions between clusters would potentially
possess the largest magrnetocaloric effects. The interaction temperature, T1 , varies with
the size and separation of the ferromagnetically-aligned clusters, and these
. 9-11 parameters
.
may be chosen by the composition and processing of the nanocomposite
As an example of the magnitudes of enhancement possible Table I has been provided
showing the values of the terms in the above equations which are important for
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Table I. Magnetocaloric enhancements in superparamagnetic nanocomposites
f
0.8

N'

(N'/n)

n(N'/n) 2 - f(N'/n)N

H/T Limit

=N'enhancement

0.8N

=atoms/cluster
10

8N

(Tesla/K1
0.2

100

8ON

0.02

1000

8OON

0.002

0.5

0.5N

10
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1000

5N
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50ON

0.2
0.02
0.002

0.1

0.1N

10

N

0.2

100

ION

0.02

1000

lON

0.002

comparison. In this table allowance has also been made for a dilution in the
magnetocaloric effect due to a dilution in the amount of magnetic species in the material
caused by the presence of a mediating non-magnetic species. Dilution effects are
accounted for by defining a new value for the number of magnetic spins in the system,
N' =fN, where f is a fraction expressing the dilution. The enhancement in the expected
magnetocaloric effect by creating a superparamagnetic nanocc:: site from the bulk
material is determined by comparing the values in the third coluu,.. to N. The limiting
value of H/T for which the full enhancement applies is shown in the last column.
The enhancements shown in Table I have been determined for superparamagnetic
nanocomposites under the low field assumption (,JH/kBT: 1.2). Consequently, the
predicted enhancements will be limited by the point at which this assumption breaks
down. For large cluster sizes, very low fields may be used to obtain the maximum dT
effect. As an example, an assembly of 10 nm diameter Fe-atom clusters (e.g. each
containing -1000 atoms) will still be in the low-field regime at 30 K with the application
of only 200 Gauss. In this case a 500-fold en' ancement in the magnetocaloric effect is
predicted from Table 1, assuming a 50% dilution in magnetic species when forming the
nanocomposite.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to examine the above predictions for the enhanced magnetocaloric effect in
superparamagnetic nanocomposites, an adiabatic calorimeter for making such
measurements was constructed and a schematic is shown in figure 4. The sample was
supported at the end of a teflon rod attached to the bottom flange of a 1.2 m long thinwalled stainless steel tube. Surrounding the sample was a 3.2 mm thick walled stainless
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the adiabatic calorimeter used to measure the magnetocaloric
effect in this study.

steel can joined to the bottom flange of the tube using a replaceable indium o-ring vacuum
seal. The can and bottom flange served as the temperature reservoir to which the sample
was thermally connected via the thin thermocouple wires. These wires (each -100 gm
diameter) were thermally equilibrated at the bottom flange of the tube and stretched for
-30 cm before attaching to the center of the specimen in order to minimize the thermal
link between the heat reservoir and sample. In order to fit inside a 5 Tesla
superconducting magnet in our laboratory the diameter of the stainless steel can was -3.2
cm. The sample, -6.5 mm diameter by 20 mm long and weighing -1 g, consisted of a
powder compact (held together with a couple drops of very thinned down and dried low
temperature adhesive and thermal conductor G.E. #7013 varnish12) surrounding a Type
T (Cu-constantan) thermocouple. The inside of the can was evacuated to a pressure of
10-7 Torr before cooling and the sample surroundings were cooled by passing cooled lie
gas past the stainless steel can. By adjusting the flow rate of the helium gas and also its
temperature (by means of a small heater around its supply tube) the temperature of the
specimen chamber could be adjusted between 10 K and room temperature. The
measurement of the magnetocaloric effect was accomplished by monitoring the
temperature of the sample as a function of time before and after withdrawing the sample
from the center of the superconducting magnet coils and also after reinserting the sample
back into the magnetic field. The data were automatically measured and saved on a
computer disk. Elimination of eddy current heating effects was performed by averaging
the temperature discontinuities measured on extraction and reinsertion into the field.
Since the samples were non-conducting, however, eddy current heating effects were found
to be insignificant. The largest sources of error were the induced voltage transients in
the thermocouple during sample motion and the temperature calibration change of the
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Fig. 5. Temperature vs. time data for a Cu-constantan thermocouple (TC) as a 5
Tesla (i.e. 50,000 Gauss) magnetic field was first removed and then applied to the
TC.
thermocouple due to the magnetic field. The latter error results in too low a temperature
measurement when in the presence of the magnetic field. Figure 5 clearly shows this
calibration error effect at -42 K. The data shown in this figure are for the measuring
thermocouple located in the sample holder, but without any sample around it. Note that
as the sample holder-thermocouple assembly was withdrawn from the 5 Tesla field there
was a steady state temperature jjM and vice versa by about the same amount when the
assembly was reinserted into the magnetic field. The magnitude of this effect (which is
temperature dependent) varies with the thermocouple and with the sample-thermocouple
configuration, and consequently it has not yet been calibrated nor added to the data shown
herein measured for the ample. Note that since this temperature error is in a direction
opposite that of the magnetocaloric effect, it effectively reduces the actual temperature
change of the sample upon removal from the field. Consequently, temperature changes
reported in this paper are only lower limits for the true magnetocaloric effects. Efforts
are presently underway to correct this error by a combination of changing thermometers
and calibration in the presence of high magnetic fields.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a test of the calorimeter figure 6 shows magnetocaloric measurements performed
using a 5 g (0.005 moles) sample of gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga,5O 2 or GGG) at
-30 K. The large initial temperature deviations accompanying the field changes are
artifacts due to induced voltages (V) in the wire loop comprising the thermocouple as
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Fig. 6. Temperature vs. time data for gadolinium gallium garnet as a 5 Tesla
magnetic field was first removed and then applied to the sample.
magnetic flux (4,) through the loop changed quickly according to Faraday's Law V=d4/dt. These are transient voltages and decay with a time constant r-2 sec. The
measured effect (-2.5 degrees at 30 K) upon the application of a 5 Tesla magnetic field
is consistent with that previously measured for this material13 , showing both the
sensitivity of the calorimeter for the measurement of small samples and that the
calorimeter was operating properly.
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zero field.
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The nanocomposite chosen for testing our predicted magnetocaloric effect
enhancement was one prepared earlier in our laboratory for a completely different
purpose: magnetic information storage. It is a bulk sample (prepareable in kilogram
quantities, if required) prepared by adding the appropriate amount of an aqueous solution
of ferric nitrate to a 50% solution (by volume) of tetraethoxysilane and ethanol, with a
few drops of aqueous HF added as a catalyst. During gelling (-12 hours) and subsequent
air drying into a hard brittle solid the iron formed in nanometer-sized regions
homogeneously dispersed in the silica gel matrix 9 . Subsequent heat treatment (378°C for
20 hrs) in an atmosphere of hydrogen gas converted the material to a superparamagnet
at room temperature (shown by the non-linear field dependence of the magnetization in
figure 7a for this material). At temperatures less than 30 K, the H2-treated material
becomes a magnetic spin glass 9 ' 0 which can be seen from the temperature at which the
two magnetization curves for this sample shown in figure 7b converge. This is not a
ferromagnetic transition; however, it is around this temperature that the maximum
magnetocaloric effect might be expected to occur in this material.
Magnetic
nanocomposite materials prepared by this method are particularly attractive in
refrigeration cycles wherein a gas is used as a heat transfer medium since the gel structure
contains an interconnected network of micron- and submicron-sized pores through which
the gas may pass and make intimate contact with the nanometer-sized refrigerant. The
pore size may also be adjusted by the processing.
Magnetocaloric measurements near 70 K for the H2-treated 11 %Fe + Silica Gel
nanocomposite are shown in figure 8. The data in figure 8 show that a significant effect
is obtainable in a superparamagnetic nanocomposite. This effect is much larger than that
70,
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Fig. 8. Temperature vs. time data for a superparamagnetic H2-treated
1 %Fe+silica gel nanocomposite as a 5 Tesla magnetic field was first removed
and then applied to the sample.
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expected for a similar paramagnetic material at the same temperature and field. Its
magnitude is slightly greater than that expected for a superparamagnetic material of the
same composition under optimized conditions, indicating that there must be some
interaction between the clusters in this material. This interacduii is also suggested by the
magnetization data in figure 7b. Since the magnetocaloric effect is roughly proportional
to the relative amount of magnetic species in the material, loading the nanocomposite to
40 % Fe might be expected to give some increase in the magnetocaloric effect. Further
measurements are in progress to determine the temperature dependence of AT for this
material and to examine the effects of increased loadings.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have presented a basis for expecting enhanced magnetocaloric effects
in superparamagnetic nanocomposites under certain conditions of operation. Secondly,
we have experimentally tested one such material. This nanocomposite material may be
prepared in the large quantities required once optimal materials have been developed. By
adjustment of the processing of such materials, the temperature at which their
magnetocaloric effect is maximum may also be chosen over wide ranges, even
approaching room temperature. The question of over what range of temperatures and
fields these materials might have usefulness is still being explored. Their greatest
potential appears to lie in the high temperature, low field area where operation over a
broad temperature range is needed.
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ABSTRACT
Research on the use of a number of gadolinium-based ferro- and ferrimagnetic
intermetallic compounds for magnetic refrigeration has been carried out. To calculate
the magnetic entropy change ASM, the molecular field theory for single and double
sublattice magnetics is used.
The applicability of this approach is verified by experiment. It is shown that ferrimagnetic compounds may have a considerable value for &SM over wide temperature
ranges.

INTRODUCTION
Investigations of physical properties of rare-earth intermetallic compounds have
revealed the ability of this class of materials to be used for magnetic refrigeration
over a wide temperature range. Until recently the attention of researchers has been
principally centered on two compounds such as RA1 2 and RNi 2 . An investigation of
RA1 2 as well as of compounds based upon it has been made. 1 ,2 The structure and
magnetic properties of these compounds have been studied. 3 The present paper
discusses possible applications of a number of fenro- and ferrimagnctic compounds on
the basis of some rare-earth elements for the purposes of magnetic refrigeration. The
compounds of Gd with Ni attract attention, from the point of view of refrigeration, as
farst having a large magnetic moment per formula unit. The increase of the Curie point 0 for
Gd-rich compounds is due to the Gd ions being close to one another. The structural
stability can be affected by the localization of the Fermi level with respect to the upper part of 3d band. The ferromagnetic compound GdNi has an orthorhombic structure of CrB. The value of the effective magnetic moment Mtr is close to the value for
the Gd+ 3 ion. The Curie point 8 is in the range of 71 to 73 K. 4 Nickel has been
reliably established to be nonmagnetic.
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In the compound GdNi 2 where there seems to be no momentum suppression by
the crystalline field the value of yo is also close to gjJ. It has a cubic structure like
that of MgCu 2 . The ordering is of ferromagnetic character and Ni is nonmagnetic.
The Curie point 6 ranges from 75 to 90 K. 4 A literature survey of the properties of
the GdNi5 indicates that Ni is nonmagnetic in this compound since its 3d band is fill-

ed with Gd conduction electrons. The low temperature value of e = 28 K is accounted for by Gd-Gd interactions. The value of the perr for GdNi 5 is in agreement
with the theoretical value for the moments of free Gd ions. The magnetic moment of
Ni in the compounds GdNi 3 , Gd.,Ni 7 and Gd 2Ni1 7 is extremely small and its ex-

istence does not seem to have been precisely proven so far.4 If Ni has a moment in
these compounds, the ordering must be of ferrimagnetic character. It is possible that
the compounds of RNi 3 have noncollinear spin structure.
THEORETICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENT

To calculate the magnetic entropy change the present investigation made use of
the molecular field theory approximattion. To calculate the magnetization, the following expression is normally used.
I(T) = I(O)Bj(x),
where Bj(x) is Brillouin function. If the compound has two sublattices the magnetization can be wiitten as:
I(T) = IR(T) - I3d(T),

where IR and I3d are magnetizations of rare-earth and 3d sublattices, respectively. The
magnetization of compounds GdNi, GdNi 2 , GdNi 3 and GdNi 5 was investigated by
experiment.
A comparison of the results of magnetization measurements both for ferro- and
ferrimagpetic compounds of Gd has shown that these compounds are fairly well
described within the framework of the molecular field approximation. This fact
enables us to use this theory for calculating magnetic entropy change ASM in these
compounds. The calculated values of &SM as a function of field at the Curie point 6
of a number of ferromagnets are shown in Fig. 1. It is evident that the most promising compound is GdNi (experimental Curie point 9 = 73 K). The calculations of
refrigerant capacity ASMATcyc were carried out assuming that a Brayton type magnetic
cycle at B = 6 T was realized in the device. As is evident from our results, the
refrigerant capacity of these compounds can reach large values (44.5 J/mol for GdNi).
These intermetallic compounds are suitable for magnetic refrigeration. More thorough
studies are necessary, however, similar to those made for GdNi by Zimm et al. 5
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The ferrimagnetic compounds of heavy rare-earth metals with 3d metals are also
extremely promising. The rare-earth atom in them conserves its moment, and ordering temperatures vary over extremely wide ranges. We have also investigated the
possibility of using other compounds of Gd. Estimates for the ferromagnetic compound GdGa, for instance, which has a Curie temperature 6 "' 200 K, indicate that
at the field B = 6 T in the vicinity of 8 the entropy change may reach "-., 1.6 J/mol K.
Also of considerable interest are amorphous alloys of Gd, which have compositions near GdNi 2 and Gd 1 Nil.- since they possess a large magnetic moment per formula unit.
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SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM DEWAR SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS

Paul Forney
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304

ABSTRACT
The Delta 180 mission was flown for SDIO (Space Defense Initiative Office) on
September 5, 1986. The Delta 181 mission was flown for SDIO on February 8,
1988. Both of these missions included in their payloads inf,-red radiometers built at
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. The cryogenic system chosen for use was
a supercritical helium dewar that included a solid nitrogen guard tank. The purpose of
this dewar was to cool the optics of the radiometer below 60 K and the focal planes
to approximately 15 K.
This paper describes the design philosophy and trade-off studies that lead to the
final design. The construction details that are considered necessary to understanding
the system, and also novel details, are discussed. The test program for the dewar as a
subsystem is described, as well as the sytem level radiometer testing. Final acceptance and environmental testing is also described. Unique handling requirements
associated with the launch facilities created interesting problems whose solutions are
shown.

INTRODUCTION
The missions that were flown required operation as soon as possible after launch
and continuous operation throughout the mission. In the case of Delta 180, the mission was three hours long; the Delta 181 mission required a lifetime of twelve hours.
Because of these relatively short lifetimes, a cryogenic system was chosen that would
not interfere with launch operations, would operate as soon as orbit was achieved,
and would not disrupt spacecraft attitude characteristics.
Our choice was to use hlium and nitrogen, which could be filled as liquids
while the vehicle was on its launch pad. To prevent sloshing or movement of the liquids, we decided to allow the helium tank to pressurize so that a supercritical state
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was achieved with the helium and to subcool the nitrogen, keeping it frozen
throughout the mission. During the Delta 180 mission, cryogen venting was allowed
to occur at the instrument. However, the Delta 181 mission was to have a vent
management system which collected both cryogen vents and exhausted them through
the center of mass of the spacecraft. The size of the cryogen tanks was designed to
provide a margin equal to the mission lifetime.
The dewar designs of the Delta 180 and Delta 181 instruments were identical
except for size. Therefore all below discussions will refer only to the Delta 181
design.

DESIGN
DESIGN FEATURES
The cryogen system which had both a supereritical helium dewar and a solid
nitrogen dewar provides cooling for both the infrared focal planes and the optical
system. Figure 1 shows the sensor layout. The focal planes run at about 16 K. The
optics run at the temperature of the solid nitrogen, which varied during the mission.
Surrounding the helium dewar is a guard tank of nitrogen. The helium dewar exhaust line is coiled around and welded to this guard tank. The initial fill with liquid
nitrogen cools the guard tank to 80 K and starts precool of the helium dewar. When
the helium dewar is being filled with helium, the exhaust helium gas further subcools
the nitrogen to 30 K, thus solidifying it. When the helium dewar is full, it is allowed
to pressurize by closing the atmospheric exhaust and valving in a 48 psia absolute
pressure relief valve. It normally takes 6 to 9 hours to reach this pressure. This is
designed to match the built-in launch hold time. The design cryogen lifetime is 24
hours after launch.
When the fill procedure is complete, the helium dewar is at about 5 K and the
nitrogen tank is about 30 K. When launched, the helium dewar is at about 8 K and
the nitrogen dewar at about 50 K. The heat capacity of the helium boiloff vapor is
used to cool the nitrogen tank and hence the optics, which are hard mounted to it.
The solid nitrogen tank together with multilayer insulation wrapped around it
minimize the heat leak into the helium dewar.
As the mission starts and the instrument is turned on, a focal plane heater is
controlled to hold the focal plane temperature at its optimum operating temperature,
16 K. As the mission progresses, the helium dewar gradually warms to 12 K while
the nitrogen tank warms to the triple point of nitrogen which is 63.2 K.
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The following data are presented for reference:
A) Dewar Capacity:
Helium: 9 L @ 48 psia in a 9.5 L tank
Nitrogen: 6 1. @ 1 psia in a 6.05 L tank
B) Total Weight of cryogens: 12.7 lbs.
C) Lifetime:
Hold Time = 9 hours
Operation = 24 hours
D) Flow Rates:
Helium:
= 2 to 2.7 sL/m with no power
= 4.7 sL/m with full power
(sL/m = standard liter!minute)
Nitrogen remains solid throughout mission.
VALVING ARRANGEMENT
As can be seen in Fig. 2, there are four ports into the dewar. Each is protected
by a relief valve. The operation of the valves is as follows: during nitrogen fill, shut
the absolute relief vent out by closing the fill valve. Then, fill with nitrogen, cap and
open this fill valve. It should be noted that if the helium dewar is not precooled, its
initial flow of helium will cause its warm gases to heat the nitrogen system.
The helium fill is started at low pressures with the two 70 and 80 psia relief
valves protecting against plugged lines. If a launch delay necessitates a ref'dl, the
helium vent valve is used to relieve the pressure that has built up.
HEAT DISSIPATION
The completed design allowed for parasitic heat loads of 5.89 watts on the
nitrogen system due to the fiberglass supports, multilayer insulation, electronics and
radiation. These effects also contributed 0.06 watts to the helium system.
The dissipative factors were due to the filter wheel which contributed 1.0 watts
to the nitrogen system and the focal plane heater contributed 0.1 watts to the helium
system. Also the helium system had an additional heating of 0.1 watts due to the
focal plane itself.
In summary, the nitrogen system had a total of 6.89 watts of heat load while the
helium system had 0.26 watts.
TEST RESULTS
HEAT RATE
Several laboratory tests established the parameters of the system. These tests
were conducted with the flight system operating as it would in actual flight. A flow
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meter was attached to each cryogen exhaust. Flow rates, dewar temperatures, and
times were recorded as the test progressed. The dewar was weighed before and after
each test, but the mass flow rates were used to calculate the mass history.
Figure 3 shows in one graph the history of mass flow rate, mass, heat rate and
temperature. This figure shows that after venting (10 hours after fill, or about 1 hour
after intended launch), the temperature remains lower than 8 K for 29 hours, thus exceeding the 24 hour design lifetime.
Nitrogen temperatures clitrnA to the 63.2 K triple point in 15 hours after flUl.
However at launch (nine hours after fill), the temperature has reached 55 K.
LIFE TIME IN TEST
The mass history and event timeline are given in the table below.
Mass History (In LBS)
Time
L-9(0)
L (9)
L+1(10)
L+4(13)
L+12(21)
L+21(33)
L-+-38(47)
L+46(55)

Event
Final Fill
Launch
Helium Vent Starts
Nitrogen Vent Starts
End of Mission
Design Life
Nitrogen Depletion
Helium Depletion

Helium
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.35
1.89
1.15
0.40
0.00

Nitrogen
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
7.97
4.61
0.00
0.00

Total
12.71
12.71
12.71
12.56
9.86
5.76
0.40
0.00

SPACE QUALIFICATIONS
The dewar, along with the entire instrument, was subjected to qualifying tests in
order to insure proper operation in space. These tests consisted of vibration and thermal/vacuum testing at the instrument level and acoustic testing at the spacecraft level.
The vibration test consisted of a sine sweep in the thrust axis only, followed by
a random vibration test in all axes. The levels were:
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Sine Vibration: Frequency from 15 to 21 Hz, Level 3.5 g,
Sweep Rate 3 seconds per Hz
Random Vibration:
Radial Axis
Frequency (Hz)
10-40
40-100
100-160
160-200
200-550
550-2000
2000

Level
0.001 g2/Hz
+ 12 dB/octave
0.04 g2/Hz
+ 16 dB/octave
0.13 g2/Hz
- 5 dB/octave
0.015 g2 /Hz

Thrust and
Tangential Axes
Frequency (Hz)
Level
10-40
0.001 g2/Hz
40-100
+ 10 dB/octave
0.016 g2/Hz
90
90-400
+3 dB/octave
400-700
0.07 g2/Hz
700-2000
-7 dB/octave
2000

Overall g rms - 10.6 60 sec duration

Overall g rms

0.006 g2 /Hz

7.9 60 sec dljration/axis

The thermal vacuum test consisted of running the mission timeline (12 hours
duration) three times: at 60, 20 and 0 C.
The acoustic test levels were:
Octave Band, Center Frequency (Hz)
31.5
63
125
250

Maximum Flight Level (dB)
128
131
137
140

500

144

1000
2000
4000

137
134
130

8000

127

Overall SPL = 147 dB Duration 60 seconds
MISSION RESULTS
To allow performance of a safe, reliable fill procedure to be used on the launch
pad, the system described in Figs. 4 and 5 was constructed and operated.
For operations on the pad with the vehicle's shroud in place, a special manifold
was built. This manifold is shown in Fig. 6. The shroud had an access port cover installed that upon removal allowed the manifold to be installed. Therefore, valving
and f'll operations could be accomplished with all activities being handled outside the
shroud envelope.
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The instrument was filled (top off) 9 hours prior to launch. The last housekeeping reading obtained some I I hours after launch showed that the focal plane
temperatures had not changed during the mission and that the nitrogen temperature
started at 56.5 K and rose to 60.8 K during the mission. Note that this last
temperature indicates that the nitrogen is still subcooled below its triple point of 63.2 K.
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A CONTINUOUSLY-OPERATING DILUTION REFRIGERATOR
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

Pat R. Roach
Technology Development Branch
Space Projects Division
RVW Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035

Ben Helvensteijn
Sterling Federal Systems
Palo Alto, California 94303

ABSTRACT
A preliminary design has been developed for a continuously-operating
dilution refrigerator suitable for use in zero gravity. The design uses a condenser
at 0.4 K to liquefy the He-3 gas distilled from the He-3-He-4 mixture at 0.7 K. The
condensed He-3 returns to the mixing chamber where it again mixes with He-4,
producing cooling at 0.1 K. The important development is the method of cooling
the condenser at 0.4 K. In order to eliminate moving parts, the condenser will be
cooled by two He-3 pots operating alternately. While one He-3 pot is pumped to
0.4 K by a charcoal pump at 2.0 K, the other He-3 pot is being refilled at 2.0 K
from gas being desorbed from its charcoal pump heated to 30 K. Heat switches
are used to couple the condenser to whichever He-3 pot is cold.
Confinement of the liquids to their chambers will be accomplished in all
cases by surface tension forces arising in sintered sponges of metal or ceramic.
Confirmation of the gravity-independence of this method of confinement is
currently being tested on a single-cycle dilution refrigerator.

INTRODUCTION
Infrared and X-ray detectors for deep-space astronomy can benefit greatly
from having detectors cooled to 0.1 K or below. At lower temperatures the heat
capacity of bolometers is smaller and the thermal conduction to their
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surroundings is less so that they have a greater sensitivity to incident radiation.
Also, thermal Johnson noise is less at lower temperatures. In the laboratory the
most commonly used technique for reaching temperatures of 0.1 K or less is the
He-3-He-4 dilution refrigerator.
DILUTIO1, REFRIGERATOR TECHNIQUE
Basically, a dilution refrigerator is a system that passes the rare isotope He-3
into and through a stationary portion of liquid He-4, producing cooling at the
phase boundary where the two isotopes mix. This is shown in fig. 1. The cooling
process can be thought of as 'evaporative' cooling: the He-3 'evaporates' into the
background of He-4. The popularity of the technique comes from the fact that it
can be operated in a continuous mode. By returning the He-3 that has been
pumped off back to the mixing chamber, a continuously-operating refrigerator
can be created that is invaluable for very-long-term experiments or experiments
where very large amounts of heat must be removed.
COMPACT DILUTION REFRIGERATOR
We have been working on a new form12 of dilution refrigerator which is
very attractive for space applications. Its design uses gas-adsorption onto
charcoal at low temperatures to provide He pumping. This leads to a
self-contained refrigerator with no external gas handling system, shown in fig. 2.
This particular vers'on is a single-cycle refrigerator; the system must be
recycled when the mixing chamber runs out of He-3. In order to start up a
To He-3 pump
Mixing Chamber
(0.5-0.003 K)

Still (0.6 K)

Phase Boundary
where cooling occurs

Because of Its higher
vapor pressure, He-3
can be selectively pumped
off from the He-4 (distilled).

Item to be cooled
He-3 moves through
stationary He-4

Fig. 1. Basic elements of a dilution refrigerator.
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Liquid He-4
(4.2K)

Charcoal pumps

He-4 pot(1.SK)

(for Initial"

condensation)
S~cooling)

He-3 pot (0.3 K)
(for startup

Still (0.6K)
Mixing Chamber
(001-.3K

He-4 with a
little He-3

Pure He-3

Vacuum c
Device to
be cooled
Fig. 2. Compact single-cycle dilution refrigerator.

single-cycle refrigerator it is necessary to provide a He-4 pot for condensing the
operating mixture of He-3 and He-4. In addition, it is necessary to have a
separate He-3 pot attached to the mixing chamber to provide precooling to 0.3 K
so that the dilution process can be efficiently started. Once the mixture in the
mixing chamber is at 0.3 K, the He-4 pot and the He-3 pot have done their jobs
and will not be needed again until the system has finished the cooling cycle and
it is time to start another complete cycle. At 0.3 K the dilution process can be
started by allowing the mixture pump to pump on the dilute He-3 in the still.
This will draw He-3 out of the mixing chamber, across the phase boundary,
cooling the mixing chamber and any device attached to it. Temperatures as low
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as 0.015 K have been achieved with such a system. Depending on the heat load
and the operating temperature, this cooling can last 10-20 hours for the system
under consideration.
All pumping and recycling operations are controlled by heaters; there are
no moving parts in the refrigerator. During operation none of the helium leaves
the low-temperature region. These factors lead to very reliable performance and
make possible the complete automation of all aspects of its operation so that no
operator attention is required.
CONTINUOUS REFRIGERATOR
We have developed a design for a continuously-operating refrigerator that
maintains the advantages 3' 4 of the single-cycle design above. Figure 3 shows the
layout of the refrigerator as it might be implemented to operate in zero gravity
for a satellite application. It takes advantage of the likely availability of a 2.0 K

still
(0.7lK

He-3 Pots

Still
Heater

Condenser.
/
(0.,4 K)

•

Conducting
Heat Switches
I

//•7

• .•,..'iI

Charcoal

".""•".-•--" .Pumps

Slnter
Junctions/
Mixing Chamber
••
(0. 1 K)
/Insulating

Heat Shield
(0.7 K)

/Heat
2.0 K Heat

Switches

Sink

Fig. 3. Layout of continuous dilution refrigerator.
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Pump
Heaters

heat sink to which all heat from the refrigerator is rejected. This allows the
elimination of the 1.5 K He-4 pot for condensing He-3; 2.0 K is low enough for
this. The main difference in this design is the presence of the 0.4 K condenser.
Here the gaseous He-3 which is boiled out of the still is liquified and returned to
the mixing chamber, making the operation of the refrigerator continuous.
PUSH-PULL HE-3 POTS
The most difficult part of this design is the need to keep the condenser at 0.4
K by means of charcoal pumps without introducing mechanical valves or other
moving parts which would compromise the reliability of the system. Here this is
accomplished by the use of two charcoal-pumped He-3 pots and numerous heat
switches. At any given time one of the He-3 pots is at 0.4 K. Its associated
charcoal pump is cooled to 2.0 K by a heat switch so that the liquid in the pot is
pumped by the charcoal. This cold pot is connected to the condenser by a heat
switch in its conducting state.
The other He-3 pot is isolated from the condenser while it is being recycled.
This warm He-3 pot is coupled by a heat switch to the 2.0 K heat sink while He-3
is condensed into it from its associated charcoal pump. This pump is isolated
from the 2.0 K heat sink and heated to 30 K to desorb its load of He-3 and
condense it into the warm pot. When the warm pot is full of He-3 it will be
decoupled from the 2.0 K heat sink and pumped to 0.4 K in anticipation of taking
over from the cold He-3 pot when it runs out of He-3. In this way the two pots
alternate between cooling and refilling without interrupting the steady cooling of
the condenser.
HEAT SWITCHES
The heat switches used to couple the He-3 pots to the condenser are of a
design intended to have a very large on/off ratio. The "on" conduction needs to
be large in order to minimize the temperature drop between the cold He-3 pot
and the condenser, and the "off' conduction needs to be small in order to
minimize the heat leak from the warm He-3 pot. Figure 4 shows details of the
switch. The two ends of the heat switch will be thermally isolated from each
other by a tube of thin-wall stainless steel. Inside this housing will be six
closely-spaced concentric cylinders. Three of these cylinders will be attached to
each end cap in such a way that they interleave with (but don't touch) the set of
cylinders from the other cap. In this way a relatively large surface area for heat
transfer can be obtained in a compact volume. The narrow gaps between
cylinders will be filled with He or pumped empty by a tiny charcoal pump
located remotely from the switch.
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S.• Helium Line
Stainless
Housing

_

_
______

_

....

Interleaved
concentric

_______"_cylinders

Fig. 4. Cross section of heat switch.
LOW-TEMPERATURE STAGE
Figure 5 shows some details of the way the He-3 in the He-3/He-4 mixture
is continuously circulated through the low-temperature chambers. In order to
keep the liquid phases in their proper chambers in the absence of gravity, all

Still
(0.7 K)

Condenser
(0.4 K

Thermal links
to He-3 pots

Mixing Chamber
(0.10 K)

Thermal link
device to

He-3to

be cooled
Electrical
heat,

Heat-exchange
links

Heat Shield
(0.7 K)

Fig. 5. Details of He-3 circulation in continuous refrigerator.
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parts of the system that contain liquid, including the He-3 pots, have a matrix of
sintered metal or ceramic with fine pores to contain the liquid 4 . Capillary forces
in the pores will keep the liquid phases from moving outside of the regions
where they are needed.
Heat Shield
The low-temperature stage is surrounded by a thermal shield attached to the
still so that its temperature is -0.7 K. This shield intercepts thermal radiation
from the environment at 2.0 K and higher in order to minimize the heat load on
the mixing chamber. An extra heat load on the still is of little consequence since
it will simply replace a little of the electrical heat normally applied to the still in
order to drive the circulation of He-3.
Connecting Lines
The lines connecting the still and condenser to the mixing chamber must be
filled with porous matrix in order to provide a continuous path of capillary
forces. If the connecting lines had no porous matrix, the unbalanced capillary
forces in the chambers would draw the liquid out of the connecting lines and
leave them empty. In order that there not be an excessive heat leak into the
mixing chamber from the warmer chambers, it is necessary that the porous
matrix in the connecting lines be a low-conductivity material such as stainless
steel or ceramic.
In order to facilitate construction, these lines consist of straight sections of
sintered material clamped together at their intersections in order to form an
uninterrupted path of pores for the He flow. This sinter must also be clamped to
the sinter in the various chambers for the same reason. The clamping will be
done by set screws applied from the outside of the chambers; the set screws will
then be sealed by an indium-gasketed cover plate. The points where sinter is
clamped will have flat surfaces machined into the sinter to give adequate surface
area of contact. This will probably have to be done by electric discharge
machining in the case of soft metallic materials in order not to smear the surface
of the sinter and close up the pores.
Another feature that is required for a continuous refrigerator is a heat
exchanger so that cold liquid leaving the mixing chamber can be used to precool
the warm li quid returning to the mixing chamber. In the present design this
takes the form of thermal links between pairs of sinter junction blocks in the
connecting lires. Ak these points the sinter is clamped against the block,
providing good thermal contact between the liquid in the pores and the block.
Mixing Chamber
The phase boundary between the concentrated and dilute He-3 phases is
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difficult to control with capillary forces because the interfacial tension between
phases is very low 5 "8 . For this reason, the mixing chamber must have a shell of
very fine sinter in it to prevent the concentrated He-3 from passing directly into
the still. In addition, the rest of the mixing chamber volume must be filled with
coarse sinter to receive the concentrated He-3 returning from the condenser.
OPERATION
A continuous dilution refrigerator doesn't need the extra He-3 pot on the
mixing chamber that the single cycle type does. This is because the system can
be slowly precooled by circulating the mixture through the 0.4 K condenser until
all the chambers are cold enough for the dilution cycle to start. The liquid that
condenses at 0.4 K will be drawn by capillary forces toward the warmer parts of
the system where it will evaporate and pass thiough the rest of the system and
tl-e stiUl until it condenses again at 0.4 K.
Once all the helium is condensed into the refrigerator from its gas reservoir
(not shown) and all the chambers have been cooled to 0.4 K, the dilution cycle
can be started by applying heat to the still to raise its temperature to 0.7 K. The
flow of gas from the still to the condenser is controlled by their relative
temperatures. If the dilute mixture in the still is 1% He-3 at 0.7 K then the vapor
above it will be nearly pure He-3 at a pressure of -2 Pa. This will be in
equilibrium with the liquid in the condenser since the vapor pressure of pure
He-3 at 0.4 K is also -2 Pa. By increasing or decreasing the still temperature the
equilibrium can be unbalanced by the amount necessary to cause the flow
desired.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
Tests have been carried out on the single-cycle form of the refrigerator to
establish the influence of sinter on the performance of the refrigerator. Porous
sintered copper powder has been added to the He-3 pot, the still and the mixing
chamber. The test results show that the fine porous sinter has little effect on the
operation of the refrigerator. Performance was essentially the same before and
after the sinter was added. The results show that the refrigerator can cool to 0.1
K and remain at this temperature for more than 5 hours with a heat load on the
mixing chamber of 3 gW. This is well within the range of expectations for the
system.
A further test currently being set up is the addition of porous sinter to the
connecting line between the still and the mixing chamber. Calculations 3 show
that this connecting line is the part of the system that is most sensitive to the
restrictive effects of the fine pores. The installation of this sinter requires major
modifications to the refrigerator. A design of the still and mixing chamber and
the connecting line between them very much like that shown in fig. 5 has been
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completed and tested to 0.1 K and we are about to add sinter to the connecting
line to study its effect there.
Once we have confirmed that sinter in the connecting line does not seriously
affect the performance of the refrigerator, we will fill the other chambers with
sinter and begin to study the extent to which the refrigerator can operate with
adverse gravitational heads. This will involve operating with the still above and
then below the mixing chamber and then with both chambers upside down. If a
substantial degree of gravitational independence is established by these tests,
then considerable confidence is gained that the system will operate in zero
gravity.
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HEAT DRIVEN CRYOCOOLER FOR SATELLITE BUS USE*
Robert M Lerner
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
INTRODUCTION
We all know the problems of providing cryocoolers for satellite packages: mechanical
and vibrational uncertainties, low coefficient of performance (COP), lack of inexpensive
commercial laboratory prototypes, and substantial weight. It might seem presumptuous,
then, to suppose a satellite bus cooling system to provide tens of watts of cooling at 75 to
90 K via the circulation of a suitable chilled brine. Yet that is precisely what we shall be
considering here.
A satellite "bus" is that part of the satellite which supplies mechanical support, prime
power, orbital orientation and station keeping, thermal environment, and command and
status telemetry. Bus design differs from individual package design in two crucial ways.
First, it is literally done first, often long before the configuration of individual packages has
been determined. It is the bus architect who allocates weight and power budgets to
individual users and resolves the conflicts arising from individual user demands. Secondly,
only the bus designer has access to the system utilities, in particular the prime power source
and its associated waste heat. Here, we propose to make use of that waste heat to run a nonmechanical cryocooler at the level of roughly 50 W of 75 K refrigeration for every 200 W of
electrical prime power deliverable to package users, for a weight penalty of roughly 1 lb/W.
Figure 1 is a cartoon of a communication satellite with a bus and communications
package. What we are adding is a circulating chilled "brine" cooling system with refrigerator
in the bus and heat loads in the package. In order to use the heat that would otherwise be
directly radiated by the solar paddles, these will be eliminated and replaced by a solar
concentrator. This sort of change is possible only at the bus design level. It cannot be
accomplished in individual packages.
In what follows, we consider the working fluids available for circulating cold brine;
mention some heat-dri,,en refrigeration cycles and their possible performance; and select the
sorption refrigerator as an example of one that might be used. Finally, we indicate how a
sorption cooler system might be incorporated into an actual satellite layout with back-of-theenvelope weight and power budgets.

*This work was supported by the US Navy and, under the auspices of the Consortium for
Superconducting Electronics with partial support by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (Contract MDA 972-90-C-0021).
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Fig. 1. Bus-payload interface with bus cooling.
BRINES

The first requirement of a chilled brine system is to have a chillable brine. As a last
resort, one could use a gas such as hydrogen or neon as a circulating coolant. One would
then have to face the problem of a pump to circulate it. The problem of building long-lived
devices to pump gases has been the bane of the cryo-cooler art. They all tend to have the life
of automobile engines, not the ten years of continuous duty required for general satellite use.
For ease of containment, high volumetric heat capacity, and ease of ground testing,
liquid brine is preferable. Ideally, this fluid should remain a modest-viscosity liquid from
room temperature to below the operating temperature of the cryo-cooler. Any moving
circulation pump parts can be designed to float at neutral buoyancy in such a liquid, and so
reproduce O-g operation in ground life tests.
Figure 2 gives the liquid ranges of a number of pure substances. Critical points are
also shown, as asterisks. None have a range from low to room temperature. Ordinaiy gases
such as those found in the atmosphere (A, N2 , 02, CO, C0 2 ), hydrogen, and neon have

very short liquid ranges, and their critical temperatures are nearby on a log scale. The long
ranges belong to hydrocarbons like propane and cz-butylene, and to exotic materials like NF 3
and F20, fluorine analogs of ammonia and water, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Melting, boiling, and critical points of various compounds.
None of the materials shown spans the range from 75" to 300 K. One does run from
under 90" to 270". However, when substances are miscible in the liquid state but not in the
solid state, they will often exhibit a eutectic freezing point well below that of either
component. Is this possible with the fluorine exotics or with hydrocarbons? The evidence
in the case of hydrocarbons is both tantalizing and scanty.
Would you believe distilled gasoline? In 1917 Professor Jaroslav Forminek took
some Galicianl gasoline and ran it through a fractionation column. 2 The fraction which
condensed at 24* to 40 C remained liquid down to 70 K. The fraction which came off the
still at 40' to 60 C remained liquid to 75 K. Professor FormAnek complains in his text that

he experimented because there was little published data. While he gives the specific gravity
of the distillates (0.6324 and 0.6593, respectively), he does not provide a chemical analysis
of these fractions.
I have tried, without success, to uncover more complete and modem information.
Here is a homework problem for someone, What was Formanek's Galician gasoline, and
how can we reproduce the remarkable liquid range that he reported?
THERMODYNAMIC LIMITATIONS

A typical cryocooler available today might produce up to a watt of 75 K cooling for
30 W of electrical input. Obviously, such performance cannot be scaled up to tens of watts
of cryo-cooling without consuming morc than the entire available electrical power of a
typical 200 to 300 W satellite. This level of electrical power is the result of converting 15%
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to 20% of the energy in 1 to I 1/2 square meters of sunlight into solar-cell electricity,
discarding the waste heat directly to space. It can also result from converting 5% to 7% of
3
the 1000 "C hot shoe heat of a 4.8 kW radio-isotope thermal source with a thermopile,
discarding the waste heat to space at about 600 K.
The question arises, is there enough waste heat from such sources to drive a ten to

fifty W 75 K refrigerator?
In refrigeration, the engineering measure of performance is the COP, the ratio of Q, the
heat removed at the refrigerator temperature, to E, the total energy supplied. See Fig. 3a.
Conservation of energy gives the total heat out as Q + E. The associated entropies are zero
for a mechanical or electrical E, (Q + E)/TB for the output heat, and Q/TA for the input heat.
Since total entropy can only increase, there is a 2nd Law performance limitation, call it the
"Camot COP":
COP < [TB/TA -11-1

(1)

If the ratio of warm to cold temperatures is not much greater than unity (as in air

conditioning practice), this number can be large. If the temperature ratio is substantial, then
the Carnot COP is less than unity. For a cooler operating between 75 K and 300 K, the
Camot COP is one-third. A real refrigerator won't be that good. The best one sees in
practice is about 30% of Carnot; typical cryocoolers are 15% of Carnot, or worse.

HEATPUMP

E

- EQatTe
HEAT

MECHANICAL
AND ELECTRICAL

HEAT 0 AT TA
FIGURE 3A. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

ATL T1

HEAT PUMP

a AT TA
FIGURE 3B. THERMALLY OPERATED

Fig. 3. Carnct heat pumps.
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,.L +O at T

In Figure 3a, the input energy was assumed to be mechanical or electrical. The
associated entropy was zero. Now, suppose that the energy is supplied as heat L at

temperature TL. The output energy is still L + Q, but the input entropy is increased by LITL.
This lowers the maximum COP by the Carnot efficiency of a heat engine working between
TL and TB.
COP < [1- TB / TLO *[TR / TA- 1]-1

(2)

It is reasonable to suppose a satellite design in wich waste heat can be collected from
the satellite prime power source at about 600 K, for discard to space at 300 K. For such a
case, the thermally driven COP ceiling would be half that available from a zero-entropy
energy source.
Of course, there will be a practical efficiency penalty over and above the constraint of
Eq. (2). However, one ought to take the penalty of practical inefficiency only once,
especially with a refrigeration cycle that has no compressors. The overall practical efficiency
of a thermally operated sorption refrigerator can be as high as 60% of theoretical;
nevertheless, we shall use 30% of theoretical in the estimates below.

HEAT DRIVEN REFRIGERATION

Heat-driven refrigeration is a significant component of real-world practice. Here are
three examples.

" The S•drl._cly..

is used in gas-flame operated refrigerators and freezers. It is also
used in the apartment-size mini-refrigerator even though the heater in this case is

electric.
" The Steam-Driven Jet Pump can replace any mechanical compressor or vacuum
pump and thus eliminate the need for short-lived packings, bearings, and cylinders.
"* The .. lpion.Cool can function over as wide a temperature range as there are
suitable sorbants for th, working vapor.
The Servel Cycle uses ammonia as the refrigerant and relies on gravity for circulation
of gases (hot gases rise). It is not appropriate for use in space.
An example of the industrial use of steam jet pumps in an evaporative cooler for chilled
water is shown in Fig. 4, much simplified from the 1960 ASHRAE 4 Handbook. The steam
jets are at the top of the figure, where they compress water vapor into a water-cooled
condenser. Note that there are in addition some feed water and circulation pumps. The
power consumed by these is incidental. You would not build a satellite system this way; but
if you did, moving parts can be designed to float at neutral buoyancy in the liquid being
pumped. This would allow life test of moving parts at 0G on the ground.

L
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Fig. 4. Steam jet-pumped evaporation refrigerator.
Another .-.ature of this diagram is use of droplets for a return stream. This is a simple
but elegant form 3f counterflow heat exchange between the vapor phase of a substance
moving in one direction and the liquid phase moving in the other. A similar droplet-to-gas
scheme is used in the Servel Cycle.
Figure 5 shows the principles of a sorption cooler system. There is a cold zone in
which the chilled brine is cooled, a warm zone (from which heat is discarded), and a hot
zone in which the working fluid G is separated (by conventional boil-off) from the warmtemperature sorbant B.
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Fig. 5. Sorption cooler system.
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Here's how it works. Heat which is absorbed at the low temperature boils off working
fluid G. The vapor passes (at constant pressure) into the warm zone where it is re-absorbed
with the release of heal
The working fluid G is orL.. again boiled off in the hot chamber. This chamber has a
much higher partial pressure of G than do the other two. The figure shows a feedwater
pump between them, and metering nozzles where higher pressure liquid reenters lower
pressure zones. The pump is convenient, not necessary. As in the Servel Cycle, the
pressure can be equalized by use of an inert fill gas in the warm and cold chambers.
Finally the working fluid must be recombined with the original host A, at a temperature
in which the heat of re-combination can be discarded. In the figure, this is done by bringing
some of the depleted cold fluid up to the warm zone, through a liquid-to-liquid heat
exchanger.
The same process is shown (not to scale) as a thermodynamic cycle on the T-S plane in
Fig. 6. This diagram emphasizes the fact that to maintain the same pressure of G over both
low and warm temperature sorbants, the sorption entropy change must be roughly the same
in each case. Since heat of transition at constant temperature is TAS, this automatically
produces a ratio of heat discarded (along path 3 in the figure) to heat refrigerated
(along path 1) in the ratio of TB to TA.
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CONSTANT PRESSURE
DESORB WORKING FLUID
FROM A

S

Fig. 6. Sorption cycle.
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While we speak of the heat source "driving" the cooling, and an efficiency equivalent
to that of running a thermo-mechanical engine, such terminology implies the wrong order of
events. In sorption cooling cycles, heat is discarded (along path 3) before the driving energy
is supplied (at path 5)! This fact nevertheless provides a means by which the refrigerator can
continue to operate while a sun-powered satellite is in earth shadow. One needs only to
supply sufficient refrigerant (and sorbant) to last for the time the earth blocks the sun. 5 The
refrigerant can be re-processed (over paths 4-5-6A in the figure) after the sun returns.

SATELLiTE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
The question now arises, could we put all of this into a satellite? Figure 7 is an artist's
concept of a satellite mechanically laid out to incorporate heat driven refrigeration. The
actual refrigeration unit is not shown.

DEPLOYABLE_
UMBRELLA
REFLECTOR

K'..-

COOL CAN FOR
ELECTRONICS

OIFFUSER LENS
HOT CAN WITH GaAs CELLSI"
K HEAT
ON INSIDE PERIPHERY
200"-300 . K HEAT
RADIATOR

ANTENNAS

Fig. 7. Combined prime power and cooler satellite envelope.
The usual solar cell piddles have been replaced by GaAs cells arranged around the
inside of a hot can, runrung at roughly 600 K. Sunlight is collected by an unfurlable
umbrella mirror structure . a 15:1 concentration ratio. In another context, the writer has run
weight per electrical wan numbers for such structures. The weight comes out about the
bame as, perhaps a little lighter than, convertional solar paddles.
Surrounding the hot can is the cylindric heat emitting surface. For getting rid of the
neat from I sq.rr. of sunlight, one needs at 300 K about 3 sq.m. in this radiator, so as to
make it roughly I meter aiameter by 1 meter high. If tile satellite is in low eirh orbit, then
for the same average electrical power and heat discard capacity the umbrella and the heat
discard surface will be twice as largc as for a high altitude orbit, on account of earth shadow
half the tinm.
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At the bus design level, all facets of satellite system engineering interact. I should
remark that this drawing is naive about relative geometry of sun and earth. It would have
been better if the antenna dish had been turned through 90".
Figure 8 shows the bare boncs of the placement of sorption refrigeratox components
between the cans and the shield. The hot, warm, and cold zone fluid contahiers are shown
as toroidal tanks of the kind once used to hold ammonia or hydrazine for cold-gas-jet station
keeping. Such tankage need not resist extreme pressure; it can be light weight. The figure
omits the station-keeping tank, which is now usually spherical.
HOT

TOROIDAL
TANKS

•mm•.•_•._COLD
CAN

Fig. 8. Tankage layout.
One cannot produce precise weight and power budgets for these roughly drawn
configurations. Nevertheless, they rely on combinations of fairly standard components, so
that one can make some acceptable "back-of-the-envelope" estimates.
One can assume, for example, roughly I squa:, meter of solar collector producing
1350 W of solar input to the can of GaAs celkq. Modem GaAs cells, optimized for use in
concentrators, can produce 20% conversion eii ziency even while operating at 300 'C or
600 K. Thus the bt,, his availal le to it 270 W of electrical prime power and 1080 W of
.arnot efficiency, with heat discard at 300 K, according to Eq. (2) a
600 K waste he:,
",eat-driven refrigern could produce 180 v'atts of cooling at 75 K!
Q = [300/600- 1]/[300/75 - 1] (1080)= 180

(3)

The practical efficiency w'11 be less; let us assume 30% of theoretical. The result is
54 W of refrigeration to go along with 270 W of electrical power. Not all of this can be
delivered to the customers. In particular, the raw ele/trical pow,:r must be conditioned in
various ways, and some power is used by the bus itself. Similarl), some of the refrigeration
will be lost to bus piping. Nevertheless, the prospect is that roughly 50 W of 75" circulating
brine retngeration and roughly 2(X) W of electrical power wih be, available to package users.
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For a satellite with radio-isotope thermal generation, the amount of refrigeration
available per electrical watt is substantially greater, on account of the substantially lower
efficiency of thermoelectric conversion. Here, the prospect is for 150 W of refrigeration
accompanying 200 W of electrical power. Almost the entire package complement of such a
satellite could operate at 75 K, including logic and communications transmitters.
Back-of-the-envelope weights estimated from concentrator studies and from knowti
mechanical components are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Weight estimates for 75 K cooler.
SOLAR CELL POWER SYSTEM: Slight Decrease from Conventional
Paddle Arrangement.
TANKS. VALVES. HEAT PIPES: 10 lbs apiece for each of 3
subsystems.

BEAT RADIATOR:HEAT: 3 sqm of 10 mil 2nd surface quartz
glass mirror (4 lbs) plus structural
support. Total about 10 lbs.
REFRIGERANT: Assuming desorption heat at
200 J/gr, 2 lbs/hr circulation
required for 55 W of cooling.

THERMAL STORAGE

Not (onsidered here.

OVERALL WEIGHT PENALTY: Roughly 1 lb/W.
There are any number of engineering details that have been glossed over in preparing
this table. For example, the weight of the chilled brine distribution piping has not been
considered; it would be assessed against the package users, not against the bus. (Such are
the privileges of bus architecture!) Nevertheless, it seems clear that the weight penalty is
1lb/W class, not 3 lb/W or 1/3 lb/W.
CLOSURE
What is being proposed is comparable to hearing and cooling a huilding by central air
conditioning, rather than to cocl it with open windows or inaividual air conditioners. The
result is a revolutionary change in architecture, not an evolutionary one. While components
of a much scaled-down version of the postulated I:eat driven refrigeration might be tested in
space as packages, there is little prospect of testing a full-scale system in space except as part
of a satellite designed to use it.
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In the past, this writer has pooh-poohed the possibility of using cryogenics for
generation of r.f. and laser power on board satellites. Too much power, he argued, was
required to pump the left-over heat uphill to where it can be conveniently discarded from
reasonable radiators. He was wrong. He had not considered using waste heat from the
prime power source to drive the cooler.
The cryogenic satellite is an idea whose time may have come.

FOOTNOTES
1.

Galicia is part of present-day Poland.

2.

J. Form,/nek, J. Knop, and J. Korber, "Beitrlge zur Untersuchung von Benzinen und
Benzolen," Chemiker Zeirung, vol. 41, nr 11 (1917) p. 731-733.

3.

The Voyager satellites were powered by such sources, as well as Lincoln Experimental
Satellites LES-8 and LES-9.

4.

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers.

5.

The maximum eclipse time interval is forty to forty-five minutes. It is nearly
independent of the orbital altitude for circular orbits. In the higher orbits, the earth
shadow merely occurs less often.
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ATTRIBUTES AND GENERIC REQUIREMENTS FOR
CRYOCOOLER APPLICATION ON MICROSATS
John Lester Miller
Martin Marietta Space Systems
P.O. Box 179
Denver, Colorado 80201

ABSTRACT
Large interest is developing within the Department of Defense, NASA and the
commercial sector for use of extremely small satellites. Several of these
"Microsats" require cryogenic cooling for infrared sensors. A Microsat poses
unique considerations and requirements on a cryocooler not normally
considered for tactical applications. Key attributes of closed cycle cryocoolers
are discussed from a user's perspective. Emphasis is on concerns and goals
for space use and microsat basing such as: surviving launch, power
consumption, power conditioning vacuum operation and cryocooler vibration.
Historical lightsat data is used to develop an estimate of the added satellite
mass as a function of cryocooler power and mass.

INTRODUCTION
Large worldwide interest is developing for employing a constellation of small
satellites to accomplish the system requirements of large satellites or to replace
a large satellite with a small one with reduced requirements. This is because
small satellites are less expensive, provide for quick launches and increase
overall operational flexibility.
As the name "Microsat" implies, they are small satellites or light lightsats. ESA
applied the term to any spacecraft of less than 50 Kg. 1 The advantage to such a
small satellite is that they can be launched inexpensively and quickly on
Pegasus, Taurus, Scout or grouped with other payloads on STS, Titan or
Ariane. The basic characteristics of a microsat include:
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"*Low mass (< 100 Kg)
"*Low orbital average power (<200 W)
"*Rapidly designed and built (usually < 1 year)
"*Rapid Launch processing (usually less than a month)
• Low cost (usually less than a million dollars)
Typical examples include: Brem-sat, Amsat-Na, Iridium, Eyesat, Brilliant
Pebbles, HAIR, LAOSS, TechStar.
Microsats have a variety of missions, a recent survey by Wirin & Solomonov 2
indicate that 43% of future non - military Microsat programs will be dedicated to
physics and astronomy and 8% to earth observation. If one assumes half of
these will contain electo-optical payloads, and half of these E-O payloads will
call for cryocoolers, then - 13% of new microsat programs will require
cryocoolers. Aside from sensor uses, cryocoolers may be required to cool high
Tc superconducting materials or electronics.

GENERIC PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Cryocooler performance is obviously mission sensitive, and unique to the
sensor being cooled. However, by definition microsats cannot support large
sensors, large cryocoolers or extremely low temperatures. Some upper bounds
on performance can be estimated, given the current state of the art.
Table 1 lists some expected requirements. Static heat load probably will be one
watt or less because of small sensor size and the necessity of limiting
cryocooler size. Temperature control is likely to be tighter than typical FLIR
applications beý,ajse margins on a microsat are less, and sensor calibration
and testing is likely to be over a smaller FPA temperature range. The MTTF of
the cryocooler will be the lifetime driver of the Microsat. Microsat applications
will vary with the maximum time the cryocooler continuously operates from a
few hours to its total life.

Cooling:

Table 1 Generic Performance Requirements
1 Watt or Less @
60 - 80 K for PT:Si
60 - 200 K for HgCdTe
100 - 200 K for PbS
60 - 120 K for InSb
60 - 150 K for Quantum Wells

Temperature Control:

+/- 1 K

MTTF:

1000 Hours Min, 10,0000 Desirable
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LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT
The first requirement a microsat based cryocooler must satisfy is to survive
launch. The launch environment depends on the launch vehicle, microsat
structure, and launch profile.
However, some generalizations can be made and are summarized in Table 2.
For microsat applications, the cryocooler will service a payload that is inactive
during launch. Thus, The cryocooler will need to survive these environments,
but not function in them.
Table 2 Representative Launch Environment
Acceleration
10 - 20 g

Shook
Thermal
Vibration
Pressure Drop

500 q for <=1 millisecond during booster staging

-50° to +500C
0.5 g2 /hz from 50 to 1000 Hz
Sea Level to Vacuum

DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES AND CHARACTERISTICS
A spacecraft is an island, it must generate all its power, then radiate all heat
away, the power bus must be regulated and all vibration damped to sufficient
levels. Many of the following characteristics are largely determined by space
operation, but their importance is determined by the small nature of the satellite
bus.
EFFICIENCY
Electrical power must be wisely used and disposed of on a small m;tellite
platform, so efficiency is more important on a microsat because it can't afford a
large Electrical Power aystem (EPS) -and thermal control systems. Current
cryocoolers of 40 W/W at 80 K are about the lowest efficiency that can be
reasonably accommodated. Moreover, it is highly desirable for the efficiency
not to degrade throughout the life of the cryocooler.
Figure #1 shows the satellite systems affected by supplying electrical power to a
Cryocoolqr. For every watt that must be suppled the bt.tteries and electrical
conditioning circuits arid solar panels must grow. This larger EPS causes
increased Microsat Mass. Also, the Larger Solar panels cause increase in the
orbital drag for Low Earth Orbiting satellites. This increase in drag means that
more fuel is required (an increase in mass).
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Increased Mass, Cost and Schedule
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Figure # 1 Cryocooler's Impact On other Microsat Systems

Carrying more fuel to compensate for the added drag, causes the structural
mass to increase. Every watt supplied to the compres3or must be rejected to a
radiator and radiated away. This larger Thermal Control system also adds
mass to the microsat. The mass impact on a microsat EPS for an additional watt
is nearly 100 grams; however, the entire spacecraft may increase twice that.
The result is that if efficiency degrades, the satellite may no longer be a
microsat.
ELECTRICAL POWER CONDITIONING
Because the microsat is self-contained, it is desirable for the cryocooler to have
clean power characteristics. Generally, all emissions (including magnetic) must
be shielded. DC motors and operation is preferred tc reduce ripple and EPS
size.
Reflected ripple back onto the bus must be kept low, even at the expense of
adding filters to the cryocooler. The EPS of the Microsat is likely to supplying
delicate instruments with power. Therefore, reflected ripple of more than a few
tens of millivolts cannot be tolerated without adding massive chokes and filters
to the EPS bus. The ripple includes on/off transients.
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Ground loops in a small spacecraft cannot be tolerated. The cryocooler should
be compatible with a single point ground concept. All grounded items must be
tied together to form a single ground plane. This becomes subtle with wiring
terminations. All power wires should be braided and separate positive and
negative wires brought out to the input power connector. A minimum dc
resistance of a mega-ohm is desirable between primary power return, signal
return, command return and case.
Fuses, for protection, will be required if the Microsat mission is not entirely
dependant on the cryocooler or if there is a redundant cryocooler.
VACUUM OPERATION
Operation in a vacuum poses special considerations on a cryocooler that are
iionexistent in aircraft basing.
First, is heat rejection. The only technique available to ;eject heat is through
conduction to the microsat outer surface (or radiator). The compressor and
electronics must be able to function without convection. The larger the
temperature range that the compressor case can accommodate, the simpler
and lighter the microsat thermal design will be. It would be desirable for the
compressor to function from .-200C, when turned on, to +60 0 C after some long
period of operation. Narrow case temperature ranges of +20 to +400C can be
met with an increase in microsat thermal control system complexity
Outgassing is another concern. All surfaces must be clean. No volatile
materials can be used in construction or be completely sealed within the unit.
The exterior must be free from oils, human oils, solvents, dust and all
outgassing agents. Special consideration must be given to all lubricants,
rubbers and plastics. This includes the insulation on wires. Standard wire
insulation traps air inside which may burst through ripping a hole in the
insulation or contaminate some surface. Additionally, the inks and materials for
wire insulation tend to outgas in vacuum conditions.
VIBRATION
Because the cryocooler is likely to be the dominant noise source, low vibration
is critical for microsat application. Moteover, microsats do not have massive
active damperning systems and the compressor can be a large fraction of the
entire satellite mass. Although the Microsat may be equipped with reaction
wheels, these are rarely large enough to actively dampen out the compressor.
One can assume that the only dampening will be passive mounting washers
such as silicon. This implies that heat conduction will be through a flexible heat
strap tied to the compressor.
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Since microsats are usually small and stiff, so the higher frequency components
are the most troublesome. There should be no strong vibraticnal modes above
50 hz.
Gas purity must be such that long term operation (hundreds of hours) does not
cause the deposition of impurities on a cold surface that would increase
vibration intensity more than -.10%.
Since microsats are often built on short schedules, It is critical for the integrator
to have detailed knowledge of the vibration power spectral density early in the
design phase. Cryocooler manufacturers should be equipped with detail
vibration specifications during the proposal phase. This will allow the
manufacturer to complete dynamic modeling.
PHYSICAL ENVELOPE
A microsat being a small lightweight spacecraft packaging constraints are
usually great on a microsat dictating that the cryocooler must also be of small
size and low mass.
The satellite integrator must know the cryocooler's center of gravity, axis
orientation, moment of inertia and unbalanced angular moments. There may
also be a requirement to measure axis orientation after the unit is placed into
the microsat to assure that the vibration is generated in the proper orientation.
It is unlikely that a microsat could accommodate a volume of more than 1/10 of a
cubic meter a mass more than three kilograms. One kilogram or less would be
desirable. The cryocooler manufacturer should explore with the satellite
manufacturer the options of using composites, beryllium or titanium to decrease
the cryocooler mass. The mass savings could be well wortn the cost.

ESTIMATING MICROSAT IMPACTS
A cryocooler will probably be the dominant source of failures, heat, power
consumption and vibration on the microsat. Therefore, the impact of
incorporating one on a microsat is great from the satellite integrator perspective.
The mass impact of a cryocooler on a microsat can be estimated by considering
the marginal additions needed as detailed by equation 1.
(1)

Additional Spacecraft Mass= Structural Mass Fraction X ((Addition to
Power System Mass) + (Impact to Thermal Control Mass) + (Cryocooler
Support and Vibration Isolation) + (Cryocooler Mass)]

29(1

This can be estimated by using historical lightsat data to be:
(2)
Where:

SMA -=

1.2[0.1 (Pr) + 0.035(Pr) + 0.2(Mc) + (Mcc)]

SMA = Additional Mass to Spacecraft in Kilograms
Pr = Electrical Power required by Cryocooler in watts
Mc= Mass of the Compressor in kilograms
Mcc = Mass of the Cryocooler in kilograms

Typica! spacecraft structure to mass ratios are from 1.15 to 1.3. Microsats tend
to use composites and high stiffness to weight materials; indicating -1.2 is the
more reasonable figure.
The marginal increase in the power system is - 100 grams per watt. The
thermal control system is - 35 grams per Watt. Brackets and supports tend to
have a mass of 10 - 25% of what they are supporting. The compressor will
require a high degree of isolation so the larger term was chosen. By combining
terms and assuming the compressor contains most of the mass, equation 2 can
be simplified to equation #3.
(3)

SMA -

0.1 6 (Pr) + 1.4(Mcc)

Figure 2 plots the additional satellite dry weight (including the cryocooler mass)
required for cryocoolers of various mass and orbital average power
requirements. Tc understand the impact, recall that the total satellite mass is
considered less than 100 kilograms. Clearly a large portion of a microsat mass
can be considered supporting its cryocooler.
Microsat basing requires that the cryocooler be of a small, efficient variety.
Assuming one with a mass on the order of 1 Kg and needing 20 w orbital
average (ie: provide 0.5 w continuous cooling at 40 w/w), one can estimate the
impact on a microsat to support this cryocooler. The 20 watts will require -3.2
Kg of extra satellite systems and the 1 Kg mass will add -1.4 Kg. Thus, a figure
of merit can be derived for small efficient state of the art cryocoolers on
microsats of:
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(4)
Where:

FOM

= 3 .2 (Pr)

+ 1.4(Mcc)

FOM = A Figure of Merit to Minimize (units meaningless)
Pr = Power required

This shows that for current SOA Cryocoolers with a 1 Kg mass and 40 W/W that
efficiency is approximately twice as important as mass for microsat applications.
Equations 1,2,3 and 4 do not consider the effects of atmospheric drag.
Atmospheric drag in low earth orbit is related to the solar panel size which is
determined by the orbital average power of which the cryocooler is a major
component. The effects of drag is not easily put into analytic form. The amount
of fuel needed to compensate for increased drag is a function of the
aerodynamic coefficient, orbit lifetime, fuel ISP, microsat mass, altitude and
solar array configuration.
Clearly adding a cryocooler increases the fuel requirement due to increased
mass and increased drag resulting from larger solar panels. Thus, the added
mass to support a cryocooler is greater than the equations indicate. Exception
being if a cryocooler can be accommodated with body-mounted solar cells only
or if lifetime is allowed to decrease.
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CONCLUSION
Cryocoolers will play a significant role in the design and use of microsats.
However, improvements are needed over standard tactical coolers in the
characteristics of Power Conditioning, Cleanliness, Vibration, Vacuum
Operation and Efficiency. Additionally, for specific microsat use, improvements
in Mass, Size and Efficiency are needed over current space Cryocooler
developments.
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ABSTRACT
The Vuilleumier cryocooler has the potential advantages of long-life operation and
low mechanical vibration. We have designed, fabricated and tested two Vuilleumier
cryocoolers.The first machine was manufactured to study the possibility of cold generation,
which is influenced by many operating parameters. The machine had a cooling capacity of
1.6 watts at 80 K under the input power of 150 watts, charge pressure of 3 MPa and cycle
speed of 4 s-1. It has been operated in an atmospheric environment for over 4,800 hours
and has maintained good cooling performance from the beginning to 3,900 hours.Tne
second one was designed for demonstrating the practical use in a vacuum environment. The
machine had the same structure as the first one except for the diameter of the cold displacer.
The heat generated by the machine was trasferred from the crankcase and the base plate to a
passive radiator by a single-phase flow loop. It was found that the machine had a cooling
performance of 40 K at no heat load and a cooling capacity of 1.4 watts at 80 K in the
vacuum environment.
INTRODUCTION
There are drawbacks in the use of passive radiators for the cooling of IR sensors
used for earth observation satellites. Although passive radiators which cool sensors by
radiating heat to deep space, have been used for small-size sensors, the heat generation
from sensors and heat leakage from Dewars have recently become greater than the cooling
capacity of passive radiators. The JERS (Japanese earth resources satellite)-l project was
started in 1984 and is presently on-going.') JERS-1 is the largest satellite in Japan and
weighs 1,400 kg. The launch of the satellite using the H-I launch vehicle is ,.cheduled for
1992. The Stirling cryocooler was adopted for SWIR (short-wave infrared radiometer)
sensor cooling, and its specifications were a cooling capacity of I watt at 80 K and a
lifetime of 2,000 hours at the beginning the JERS-1 project. The Stirling cryocooler was
selected because as a space cryocooler, is the most efficient of all cryocoolers, although
limitations on the useful operating lifetime of this machine arose due to wear of seals.
For realizing the long lifetime operation of an active cooler over 3,000 hours, we
started the development of a small-size Vuilleumier cryocooler, and have designed,
fabricated and tested two such cryocoolers.The first machine was manufactured for tests to
study the feature of cold generation, which is influenced by many operating parameters;
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temperature, charge pressure and cycle speed. Cryocooler performance is usually dependent
on size. In general, small-size cryocoolers like this machine have total losses due to low
mass flow and low thermal conduction and only give a small amount of cold generation.
These losses exert influence on the cooling performance. which is usually estimated by a
series of performance mapping tests in terms of the net cooling capacity, due to the
difficulty of modelling losses accurately. Calculation of the thermodynamic cycle on the
23
machine design is based on the Schmidt theory. ) )
The second machine was designed for demonstrating the operation in the vacuum
environment. As maintaining a cold head temperature lower than 50 K is, however, a
difficult problem, this machine was slightly modified from the design of the cold displacer
of the first one. The heat which the machine generated could be significantly transferred
from both a crankcase and a base plate to the passive radiator by using a single-phase flow
loop. This new approach which we adopted has been successful.
DESCRIPTION OF VUILLEUMIER CRYOCOOLER
The first machine has a cooling capacity of 1.5 watts at 80 K under the input power
of 150 W. charge pressure of 2.5 MPa and cycle speed of 4 s-1. This cycle speed is
somewhat lower than that of conventional coolers. Although this machine is designed to
operate at as high a temperature as possible, the metallurgical limit of a hot cylinder made of
SUS 316 determines the temperature. Helium gas is selected as the working gas. Figure 1
shows the external view and cutaway sketch of the machine. The nominal dimensions of
this machine are 280 mm high, 300 mm wide and 150 mm deep. The weight of the
complete machine is 6 kg. In figure l(b), aluminum alloy is used for the crankcase, which
is the heaviest component, to realize a lighter system and to obtain stable thermal
characteristics at the intermediate stage. A heat exchanger for cooling the helium gas is built
into the crankcase with a flowing water coolant. A heater coil is wrapped around the hot
cylinder hcad. A cooling water tube is brazed around the bottom of the hot cylinder for heat
rejection from the cylinder wall. The thermal insulator material of the hot cylinder is calcium
silicate. The cold cylinder effectively prevents thermal conduction from the intermediate
temperature portion. A hot displacer is fabricated from machinable ceramics in a hot
regenerator. A cold displacer is fabricated from phenolic resin in a cold regenerator. As the
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Fig. I External view and cutaway sketch of Vuilleumier cryocooler.
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material of the hot and cold regenerators, a matrix made of stainless steel screen is used. A
crank-mechanism is used to shuttle the hot displacer and the cold displacer, while a 90"
phase angle is maintained between the relative positions of the displacers. The great feature
of the Vuilleumier cryocooler is that little work is required to operate the displacers and to
overcome the pressure drop of the working fluid and the mechanical friction problem of
seals and bearings. The displacers are driven by a small, clean stepping motor, which can
be used in a vacuum environment. Composite materials are used for seals and riders. Kapseals of 15 % glass-loaded PTFE ensure that helium gas flows through the hot and cold
regenerators, and rod seals prevent leakage between the working volume and crankcase
volume. The driving forces on both the hot and cold displacers act in the direction of
movement, and the side load and friction load are extremely low. A rider ring is mounted on
the lower part of the hot displacer to prevent the displacer from touching the hot cyclinder. A
high-vacuum grease is used as a lubricant of ball bearings located in the crankcase to
eliminate helium gas contamination.
COOLING PERFORMANCE AND LIFE TEST PERFORMANCE
EXPERIMENTAl. CONDITION AND TEST INSTALLATION
The schematic diagram of the test installation for the first machine is shown in figure
2. It is composed of the Vuilleumier cryocooler. the heater controller, the motor controller,
the circulator, and the measuring instrument. The coolant is supplied separately to the heat
exchanger and the hot cylinder. The high temperature (hot wall temperature) is measured by
a thermocouple (nickel-chromium vs nickel-aluminum) brazed on the hot cylinder head. The
cold temperature is measured using a calibrated thermocouple (Au-.07 % Fe vs nickelchromium) fixed on the cold head. The alternating pressure in the working volume is
measured using a pressure transducer at the heat exchanger.

Rotery pump

pump

stafru

mo

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of Vuilleumier cryocooler with its control and power system.
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The cooling performance is determined not only at the design point, but also at the
off-design points. The charge pressure, hot wall temperature and cycle speed are major
operating parameters. The cooler is operated and tested 8 hours/day. At first, the hot
cylinder head is heated to 923 K for 15 minutes and kept at that temperature for 2 hours for
data acquisition. The temperature is next dropped to 903 K, where it is maintained for 1.5
hours. It is then reduced to 873 K. After the test, the temperature of the hot cylinder is
controlled to decrease to room temperature in 1 hour. As for the cooling performance test,
the heat load is applied by a thin film electric heater, which is placed on the cold head. After
that, the cold head temperature is monitored with no heat load at a hot wall temperature of
923 K. The cold production is measured on the cold head. After the performance mapping
test, the durability test of the machine was carried out to investigate both mechanical
breakdowns and degradation of the cooling performance with time.
PERFORMANCE MAPPING TEST
The performance of the Vuilleumier cryocooler is obtained by varying the hot wall
temperature and intermediate temperature. The former temperature easy controls the stability
of the small-size cryocooler. Figure 3 shows the effect of the cold head temperature on the
heat load with change of the hot wall temperature. The results show that the cooling
capacity was 1.6 watts at 80 K, and the cold head temperature was 57 K with no heat load
under the condition of a hot wall temperature of 923 K. A typical cooldown time was 42
minutes down to the temperature of 80 K and 70 minutes to 57 K. The test results obtained
are in good agreement with the calculations. The cooling capacity at 80 K increased with the
cycle speed and the charge pressure. Maximum cooling capacity at 80 K was 2.2 watts with
the cycle speed of 5.33 s-1 and charge pressure of 3 MPa.
Performance mapping at 80 K is shown in figure 4. The cooling capacity increases
with the hot wall temperature and cycle speed. A maximum cooling capacity of 2 W is
obtained with the hot wall temperature of 923 K and the cycle speed of 5.33 s-1.
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CRYOCOOLER PERFORMANCE
The effect of cycle speed (N) and charge pressure (Po) is investigated for the
cooling performance under the condition of the hot wall temperature of Th--923 K. Figure
5 shows the heater input power versus cold head temperature with the fixed values of
P0 N. The cooling capacity at 80 K was from I watt at Po'N=8 MPa-s- 1 to 2 watts at
P0 N=13 MPas-1, while the heater input power at the hot cylinder head was varied from
135 W to 160 W. It is found that two parameter sets of charge pressure Po=2.5 MPa and
cycle speed N=3.33 s-l, and Po=2 MPa and N=4 s-1 are selectable in order to obtain I W
cooling at 80 K.
Figure 6 shows the figure of merit (FOM) as a function of cooling capacity at 80 K.
The results of FOM evaluation showed that this machine had demonstrated a better cooler
performance than that of another similar machine which operates on the same principle.
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LIFE TEST
To evaluate the performance of the machine, the life test of over 4,800 hours was
planned. Figure 7 shows the operating mode of the life test. During the first 2.500-hour test
period, the machine was operated under much the same operating conditions as those of the
performance mapping test (phase 1). After that time, the machine was subject to a cyclic
test, whose test period was 243 hours (phase 2). The critical parameters of the machine,
heater input power, cooling performance at no heat load, and cooling capacity at 80 K, were
measured two times per day in order to detect the performance changes with the operating
time.
The curves in figure 8 are plotted from measurements of the cooling capacity at 80
K under the operating conditions of a charge prersure of P0=2.5 MPa and 3 MPa, hot wall
temperature of Th--923, 903 and 873 K, and cycle speed of N-4 s-I. During the 2,500
hours of operation, data indicated that the cooling capacity at 80 K decreased over a long
period of time. The decrease rate during 2,500-hour operation was 50 mW/2,500 hours
under the charge pressure of 3 MPa and 130 mW/2,500 hours under the charge pressure of
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2.5 MPa. The effect of the fixed value of PoN was investigated for the cooling
performance before 2.500 hours. It is found that the degradation of the cooling performance
at high charge pressure is slight for the accumulated operation time of 2,500 hours.
After 2,50C operating hours, a 243-hour continuous operation test was resumed.
Before each test period, the machine was taken off the calibration of the monitoring
instrumentation and the charge pressure was checked. The experimental results which were
obtained in the way described are shown in figure 9. The cooling capacity at 80 K was
degraded slightly with time through 3,900 operating hours. At that point, the machine had
the cooling capacity of 1.6 watts at 80 K under the condition of a hot wall temperature of
Th=923 K, and the cold head temperature with no heat load rose to 50 K, compared with the
initial test results. Comparing the cooling capacity at 80 K (Qc) and the cold head
temperature with no heat load (Tc) curves in figure 9, Qc became degraded as Tc rose with
the operating time. The cooling performance of the machine markedly changed when Tc
was above 64 K.
CRYOCOOLER PERFORMANCE TEST IN VACUUM ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION AND TEST INSTALLATION
The schematic diagram of the vacuum test using the second machine is shown in
figure 10. The nominal dimensions of the vacuum chamber are an inner diameter of 1,500
mm and a length of 2,500 mm. A liquid nitrogen thermal shield is installed on the right side
of the vacuum chamber shown in this figure. The liquid nitrogen flows from a storage tank
through a transfer line to the thermal shield. When the liquid nitrogen has been supplied, the
pressure in the vacuum chamber can be maintained at the mrnge of a high vacuum of 10-5
Pa.
The second machine was fabricated and had the same design features against the
first one except that the heat rejection device was added. The device was a single-phase
flow loop and small passive radiator set installed inside the vacuum chamber. The water,
which was selected as the coolant, was pumped to the machine, and the flow rate was
controlled by a bypass valve. A heater attached to the passive radiator permits control of the
temperature for heat radiation.
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The requirements of the heat rejection loop are a radiating capability higher than 150
watts with the coolant temperature between 273 K and 303 K and a nominal flow rate of
1.2 1Umin. We calculated a heat path of the heat rejection loop by a simple thermal model.
The radiator of 900 mm in diameter has a heat rejection capability of more than 150 watts at
a radiation temperature of 273 K based on the calculated results.
The heat leaks from the fluid pipeline between the machine and the passive radiator
are negligible because the difference of the water temperature from the surrounding
temperature (inner wall temperature of L.e vacuum chamber) is small and the fluid pipeline
is covered with a multilayer insulator.
COOLING PERFORMANCE TEST
The test results in an atmospheric environment are shown in figure 11. In this
figure, (D)indicates the data obtained by the second machine and (Z indicates the data
obtained by the first one. The second machine has the capability of cold generation of 35 K
without the heat load at the cycle speed of above 9 s-1.
Figure 12 shows the time history of the vacuum system and the cooldown
characteristics of the machine. The time spent was about 1 hour for the thermal shield (cold
panel for radiation) cooling to 115 K. When the thermal shield temperature becomes 115 K,
an electric heater power is supplied to heat the hot cylinder head. The hot cylinder head
temperature (hot wall temperature) was maintained constant at 923 K all the time. The cold
head temperature reached 41 K after 2 hours from the start. The typical cooldown time was
estimated to be 30 minutes down to the temperature of 80 K and 50 minutes to 40 K.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of the cold head temperature on the heat load when the
cycle speed is changed. The results show that cooling capacity was 1.4 watts at 80 K, and
the cold head temperature was 40 K at no heat load under the condition of cycle speed at 10
s- 1. Also, it has the cooling capacity of more than 600 mW at 60 K. The curves in this
figure are plotted from measurements of the cooling capacity at 90 K and the cold head
temperature at no heat load on the cycle speed. When the machine was operated at the cycle
speed of above 9 s- 1, the cold head temperature was saturated at 40 K. The second machine
was operated for over 120 hours iL,the vacuum environment.
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Fig. 13 Effect of cycle speed on cooling performance with no heat load
and cooling capacity at 80 K.
CONCLUSIONS
Two small-size Vuilleumier cryocoolers were designed, fabricated and successfully
tested. The first machine could obtain -4.2 watts of maximum cold production at 80 K.
Performance mapping at 80 K was carried out as functions of the hot wall temperature and
cycle speed with the charge pressure of 2.5 MNa and 3 MPa. It had the cooling capacity of
1.6 watts for over 3,700 hours total under the conditions of the charge pressure of 3 MPa
and cycle speed of 4 s-1. It is found that the machine had better cooler performance from the
evaluations of the figure of merit and specific weight. When the second machine was
operated in a vacuum environment, it had the capability of cold generation of 40 K and the
cooling capacity of 600 mW at 60 K.
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ABSTRACT
The Vuilleumier cryocooler has the potential advantages of loaig-life operation and
low mechanical vibration. We have designed, fabricated and tested two Vuilleumier
cryocoolers.The first machine was manufactured to study tUe possibility of cold generation,
which is influenced by many operating parameters. The machine had a cooling capacity of
1.6 watts at 80 K under the input power of 150 watts, charge pressure of 3 MPa ý.id cycle
speed of 4 s-1. It has been operated in an atmospheric environment for over 4,800 hours
and has maintained good cooling performance from the beginning to 3,900 hours.The
second one was designed for demonstrating the practical use in a vacuum environment. The
machine had the same structure as the first one except for the diameter of the cold displacer.
The heat generated by the machine was trasferred from the crankcase and the base plate to a
passive radiator by a single-phase flow loop. It was found that the machine had a cooling
performance of 40 K at no heat load and a cooling capacity of 1.4 watts at 80 K in the
vacuum environment.
INTRODUCTION
There are drawbacks in the use of passive radiators for the cooling of IR sensor
used for earth observation satellites. Although passive radiators which cool sensors by
radiating heat to deep space, have been used for small-size sensors, the heat generation
from sensors and heat leakage from Dewars have recently become greater than the cooling
capacity of passive radiators. The JERS (Japanese earth -esources satellite)-1 project was
started in 1984 and is presently on-going.') JERS-1 is the largest satellite in Japan and
weighs 1,400 kg. The launch of the satellite u: :ng the H- 1 launch vehicle is scheduled for
1992. The Stirling cryocooler was adopted for SWIR (short-wave infrared radiometer)
sensor cooling, and its specifications were a cooling capacity of I watt at 80 K and a
lifetime of 2,000 hours at the beginning the JERS-I project. The Stirling cryocooler was
selected because as a space cryocooler, is the most efficient of all cryocoolers, although
limitations on the useful operating lifetime of this machine arose due to wear of seals.
For realizing the long lifetime operation of an active cooler over 3,000 hours, we
started the development of a small-size Vuilleumier cryocooler, and have designed,
fabricated and tested two such cryocoolers.The first machine was manufactured for tests to
study the feature of cold generation, which is influenced by many operating parameters:
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temperature, charge pressure and cycle speed. Cryocooler performance is usually dependent
on size. In general, small-size cryocoolers like this machine have total losses due to low
mass flow and low thermal conduction and only give a small amount of cold generation.
These losses exert influence on the cooling performance, which is usually estimated by a
series of performance mapping te.-ts in terms of the net cooling capacity, due to the
difficulty of modelling losses accurately. Calculation of the thermoidynamic cycle on the
2 3
machine design is based on the Schmidt theory. ), )
The second machine was designed for demonstrating the operation in the vacuum
environment. As maintaining a cold head temperature lower than 50 K is, however, a
difficult problem, this machine was slightly modified from the design ot the cold displacer
of the first one. The heat which the machine generated could be significantly transferred
from both a crankcase and a base plate to the passive radiator by using a single-phase flow
loop. T-is new approach which we adopt has been successful.
DESCRIPTION OF VUILLEUMIER CRYOCOOLER
Thc i-trst machine has a cooling capacity of 1.5 watts at 80 K under the input power
of 150 W, charge pressure of 2.5 MPa and cycle speed of 4 s-1. This cycle speed is
somewhat lower than that of conventional coolers. Although this machine is designed to
operate at as high a temperature as possible, ne metallurgical limit of a hot cylinder made of
SUS 316 determines the temperature. Helium gas is selected as the working gas. Figure 1
shows the external view end cutaway sketch of the machine. The nominal dimensions of
this machine are 280 mm high, 300 mm wide and 150 mm deep. The weight of the
complete machine is 6 kg. In figure 1(b), aluminum alloy is used for the crankcase, which
is the heaviest component, to realize a lighter system and to obtain stable thermal
characteristics at the intermediate stage. A heat exchanger for cooling the helium gas is built
into the crankcase with a flowing water coolant. A heater coil is wrapped around the hot
cylinder head. A cooling water tube is brazed around the bottom of the hot cylinder for heat
rejection from the cylinder wall. The thermal insulator material of the hot cylinder is calcium
silicate. The cold cylinder effectively prevents thermal conduction from the intermediate
temperature portion. A hot displacer is fabricated from machinable ceramics in a hot
regenerator. A cold displacer is fabricated from phenolic resin in a cold regenerator. As :)e
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Fig. 1 External view and cutaway sketch of Vuilleumier cry'ocooler.
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material of the hoý and cold regenerators, a matrix made of stainless steel screen is used A
crank-mechanism is used to shuttle the hot displacer and the cold displacer, while a 90'
phase angle is maintained between the relative positions of the displacers. The great featuie
of the Vuilleumier cryocooler is that little work is required to operate the displacers and to
overcome the pressure drop of the working fluid and the mechanical friction problem of
seals and bearings. The displacers are driven by a small, clean stepping motor, which can
be used in a va'cuum environment. Composite materials are used for seals and riders. Kapseals of 15 % glass-loaded PTFE ensure that helium gas flows through the hot and cold
regenerators, and rod seals prevent leakage between the working volume and crankcase
volume. The driving forces on both the hot and cold displacers act in the direction of
movement, and the side load and friction load are extremely low. A rider ring is mounted on
the lower part of the hot displacer to prevent the hot cylinder from touching each other. A
high-vacuum grease is used as a lubricant of ball bearings located in the crankcase to
eLiminate helium gas contamination.
COOLING PERFORMANCE AND LIFE TEST PERFORMANCE
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION AND TEST INSTALL.TION

The schematic diagram of the test installation for the first machine is shown in figure
2. It is composed of the Vuilleumier cryocooler, the heater controller, the motor c~ontroUer,
the circulator, and the measuring instrument. The coolant is supplied separately to the heat

exchanger and the hot cylinder. The high temperature (hot wall temperature) is measured bv
a thermocouple (nickel-chromium vs nickel-aluminum) brazed on the hot cylinder head. The
cold tempc.rature is measured using a calibrated thermocouple (Au-.07 % Fe vs nickelchromium) fixed on the cold head. The alternating pressure in the working volume is

measured using a pressure transducer at the heat exciianger.

Heeler

Rotary pump

DiO~fluto

C

HefteraTo

meatr

~u"'p

Fig.2 Schematic ,dliagram of Vuilleumier cryocooler wiah, its control and power system
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The cooling performance is determined not only at the design point, but also at the
off-design points. The charge pressure, hot wall temperatture and cycle speed are major
operating parameters. The cooler is operated and tested 8 hours/day. At first, the hot
cylinder head is heated to 923 K for 15 minutes and kept at that temperature for 2 hours for
data acquisition. The temperature is next dropped to .903 K, where it is maintained for 1.5
hours. It is then reduced to 873 K. After the test, the temperature of the hot cylinder is
controlled to decrease to room temperature in 1 hour. As for the cooling performance test,
the heat load is applied by a thin film electric heater, which is placed on the cold head; an,:
that, the cold head temperature is monitored with no heat load at a hot wall temperature of
923 K. The cold production is measured on the cold head. After the performance mapping
test, the durability test of the machine was carried out to investigate both mechanical
breakdowns and degradation of the cooling performance with time.
PERFORMANCE MAPPING TEST
The performance of the Vuilleumier cryocooler is obtained by varying the hot wall
temperature and ;ntermediate temperature. The former temperature easy controls the stability
of the small-size cryocooler. Figure 3 shows the effect of the cold head temperature on the
heat load with change of the hot wall temperature. The results show that the cooling
capacity was 1.6 watts at 80 K, and the cold head temperature was 57 K with no heat load
under the condition of a hot wall temperature of 923 K. A typical cooldown time was 42
minutes down to the temperature of 80 K and 70 minutes to 57 K. The test results obtained
are in good agreement with the calculations. The cooling capacity at 80 K increased with the
cycle speed and the charge pressure. Maximum cooling capaicity at 80 K was 2.2 watts with
the cycle speed of 5.33 s-1 and charge pressure of 3 MPa.
Performance mapping at 80 K is shown in figure 4. The cooling capacity increases
with the hot wall temperature and cycle speed. A maximum cooling capacity of 2 W is
obtained with the hot wall temperature of 923 K and the cycle speed of 5.33 s"1 .
8
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Fig.3 Comparison of experimental results with calculated results.
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CRYOCOOLER PERFORMANCE
The effect of cycle speed (N) and charge pressure (Po) is investigated for the
cooling performance under the condition of the hot wall temperature of Th=923 K. Figure
5 shows the heater input power versus cold head temperature with the fixed values of
PoN. The cooling capacity at 80 K was from 1 watt at Po'N=8 MPa-s-1 to 2 watts at
Po-N=13 MPas-1, while the heater input power at the hot cylinder head was varied from
135 W to 160 W. It is found that two parameter sets of charge pressure Po=2.5 MPa and
cycle speed N=3.33 s-, and PO=2 MPa and N-4 s-1 are selectable in order to obtain 1 W
cooling at 80 K.
Figure 6 shows the figure of merit (FOM) as a function of cooling capacity at 80 K.
The results of FOM evaluation showed that this machine had demonstrated a better cooler
performance than that of another similar machine which operates on the same principle.
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LIFE TEST
To evaluate the performance of the machine, the life test of over 4,800 hours was
planned. Figure 7 shows the operating mode of the life test. During the first 2,500-hour test
period, the machine was operated under much the same operating conditions as those of the
performance mapping test (phase 1). After that time, the machine was subject to a cyclic
test, whose test period was 243 hours (phase 2). The critical parameters of the machine,
heater input power, cooling performance at no heat load and cooling capacity at 80 K, were
measured two times per day in order to detect the performance changes with the operating
time.
The curves in figure 8 are plotted from measurements of the cooling capacity at 80
K under the operating conditions of a charge pressure of PO=2.5 MPa and 3 MPa, hot wall
temperature of Th--923, 903 and 873 K, and cycle speed of N--4 s-1, During the 2,500
hours of operation, data indicated that the cooling capacity at 80 K decreased over a long
period of time. The decrease rate during 2,500-hour operation was 50 mW/2,500 hours
under the charge pressure of 3 MPa and 130 mWt2,500 hours under the charge pressure of
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2.5 MPa. The effect of the fixed value of P0"N was investigated for the cooling

performance before 2,509 hours. It is found that the degradation of the cooling performance
at high charge pressure is slight for the accumulated operation time of 2,500 hours.
After 2,500 operating hours, a 243-hour continuous operation test was resumed.
Before each test period, the machine was taken off the calibration of the monitoring
instrumentation and the charge pressure was checked. The experimental results which were
obtained in the way described are shown in figure 9. The cooling capacity at 80 K was
degraded slightly with time through 3,900 operating hours. At that point, the machine had
the cooling capacity of 1.6 watts at 80 K under the condition of a hot wall temperature of
Th--923 K, and the cold head temperature with no heat load rose to 5 K, compared with the
initial test results. Comparing the cooling capacity at 80 K (Qc) and the cold head
temperature with no heat load (Tc) curves in figure 9, Qc became degraded as Tc rose with
the operating time. The cooling performance of the machine markedly changed when Tc
was above 64 K.
CRYOCOOLER PERFORMANCE TEST IN VACUUM ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION AND TEST INSTALLATION
The schematic diagram of the vacuum test using the second machine is shown in
figure 10. The nominal dimensions of the vacuum chamber arc an inner diameter of 1.500
mm and a length of 2,500 mm. A liquid nitrogen thermal shield is installed on the right side
of the vacuum chamber shown in this figure. The liquid nitrogen flows from a storage tank
through a transfer line to the thermal shield. When the liquid nitrogen has been supplied, the
5
pressure in the vacuum chamber can be maintained at the range of a high vacuum of 10Pa.
The second machine was fabricated and had the same design features against the
first one except that the heat rejection device was added. The device was a single-phase
flow loop and small passive radiator set installed inside the vacuum chamber. The water,
which was selected as the coolant, was pumped to the machine, and the flow rate was
controlled by a bypass valve. A heater attached to the passive radiator permits control of the
temperature for heat radiation.
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The requirements of the heat rejection loop are a radiating capability higher than 150
watts with the coolant temperature between 273 K and 303 K and a nominal flow rate of
1.2 1rmin. We calculated a heat path of the heat rejection loop by a simple thermal model.
The radiator of 900 mm in diameter has a heat rejection capability of more than 150 watts at
a radiation temperature of 273 K based on the calculated results.
The heat leaks from the fluid pipeline between the machine and the passive radiator
are negligible because the difference of the water temperature from the surrounding
temperature (inner wall temperature of the vacuum chamber) is small and the fluid pipeline
is covered with a multilayer insulator.
COOLING PERFORMANCE TEST
The test results in an atmospheric environment are shown in figure 11. In this
figure, (1) indicates the data obtained by the second machine and () indicates the data
obtained by the first one. The second machine has the capability of cold generation of 35 K
without the heat load at the cycle speed of above 9 s- .
Figure 12 shows the time history of the vacuum system and the cooldown
characteristics of the machine. The time spent was about 1 hour for the thermal shield (cold
panel for radiation) cooling to 115 K. When the thermal shield temperature becomes 115 K,
an electric heater power is supplied to heat the hot cylinder head. The hot cylinder head
temperature (hot wall temperature) was maintained constant at 923 K all the time. The cold
head temperature reached 41 K after 2 hours from the start. The typical cooldown time was
estimated to be 30 minutes down to the temperature of 80 K and 50 minutes to 40 K.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of the cold head temperature on the heat load when the
cycle speed is changed. The results show that cooling capacity was 1.4 watts at 80 K, and
the cold head temperature was 40 K at no heat load under the condition of cycle speed at 10
s-1. Also, it has the cooling capacity of more than 600 mW at 60 K. The curves in this
figure are plotted from measurements of the cooling capacity at 80 K and the cold head
temperature at no heat load on the cycle speed. When the machine was operated at the cycle
speed of above 9 s-1, the cold head temperature was saturated at 40 K. The second machine
was operated for over 120 hours in the vacuum environment.
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Fig. 13 Effect of cycle speed on cooling performance with no heat load
and cooling capacity at 80 K.
CONCLUSIONS
Two small-size Vuilleumier cryocoolers were designed, fabricated and successfully
tested. The first machine could obtain ?.2 watts of maximum cold production at 80 K.
Performance mapping at 80 K was cai i, .1out as functions of the hot wall temperature and
cycle speed with the charge pressure of 2.5 MPa and 3 MPa. It had the cooling capacity of
1.6 watts for over 3,700 hours total under the conditions of the charge pressure of 3 MPa
and cycle speed of 4 s-l. It is found that the machine had better cooler performance from the
evaluations of the figure of merit and specific weight. When the second machine was
operated in a vacuum environment, it had the capability of cold generation of 40 K and the
cooling capacity of 600 mW at 60 K.
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ABSTRACT
A simple Josephson sampler circuit, designed by Tektronix, has been fabricated using a
Niobium IC process, and the performance has been characterized in liquid helium. We
have begun testing of the same circuit in a conductively cooled environment.
Differences in the measured sampling gate performance at low frequency between the
two testing methods were characterized and addressed, so that performance in liqu.d
helium, &c-traditional testing environment, can be reliably reproduced in the conductive
cooling environment.
In this paper we present the testing methods employed, the hardware configuration, the
performance variables examined anri the results obtained to date. Further work will
involve extending the testing to higher frequencies and the use of different refrigeration
equipment.
INTRODUCTION
Superconductive microelectronic devices have the capability to operate at the terahertz
(1012 Hz) level with nanowatt power dissipation per device, and although LSI level
circuits have been demonstrated, relatively little effort has been devoted to the system
issues associated with this high performance technology. In this case system issues
means cryosystems, signal I/O, supporting semiconductor electronics and design of the
superconductive IC for conductive cooling. At present the technology base does not
exist to enable application of the proven performance of superconductive microelectronics
in any practical way. Towards this end we have begun to evaluate the system issues that
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must be addressed before niobium based superconducting microelectronic devices can be
operated in a conductively cooled environment while in the presence of a closed cycle
cryocooler operating at approximately 4.5 K.
Tektronix' superconducting systems effort is focused on the integration of
superconducting circuits with cryogenic systems. One of the circuits we have fabricated
with the niobium based, all refractory, integrated circuit process developed as part of our
continuing joint project with the University of California at Berkeley' is a Josephson
sampler circuit. This circuit uses a single Josephson junction for the sampling gate2'3.
Other elements in this circuit include single Josephson junction triggers, variable delay
lines, resistors, inductors and pulse generators. The design combines on one chip a test
circuit and a sampler, which allows high frequency testing without having to bring high
frequency, low noise signals into the cryostat. The sampler circuit has been tested at
frequencies up to 70 GHz with a high frequency probe in liquid helium4 .
For this study we compared the low frequency performance and the noise signal of an
isolated sampler junction cooled by immersion in liquid helium and by conductive
cooling on a cold finger attached to the end of a helium transfer line. For the conductive
cooling characterization, the chip was placed in close proximity to an operating GiffordMcMahon cryocooler.
TEST EQUIPMENT AND TESTING SETUP
The test apparatus consists of three main elements: a sixteen channel liquid helium probe,
a vacuum test chamber for performing conductive cooling characterization studies, and
a set of test electronics that includes a signal generator, oscilloscope, amplifiers and a
signal converter. Figures 1 and 2 show block diagrams of the equipment arrangements.
The liquid helium probe used in this work is capable of testing superconducting
integrated circuits at frequencies up to 35 MHz. The chip is varnished onto a sixteen pin
chip carrier with GE 7031 varnish and the leads are spot welded in place. This chip
carrier is plugged into the end of the probe, with its back pressed against a ceramic thick
film heater element. A copper cap is screwed onto theMwnd of the probe over the chip
carrier to protect the chip.
The test chamber for conductive cooling measurements is a 30 cm by 30 cm by 60 cm
aluminum vacuum chamber designed along the lines of a chamber described by Woody5 .
Two sides and one end consist of O-ring sealed plates that can be removed to gain access
to the interior of the chamber. A C1I Model 350 cryocooler is mounted in the bottom
end of the chamber, with the cold head located in the middle of the work space. An Air
Products Model LT-3-1 10 Heli-Tran helium transfer line is mounted through the top, and
an extension to the Heli-Tran cold finger places the test circuit to within 3 cm of the
cryocooler cold finger. Other penetrations to the chamber include a pumpout port,
vacuum gauge ports, a sixteen channel coax feedthrough, and a 26 pin hermetic
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feedthrough for sensor leads. There are also heater and sensor feedthroughs in the HeliTran. Additioral hardware includes a copper radiation shield mounted on the Heli-Tran
that encloses the cold finger, a copper foil radiation shield mounted on the first stage of
the cryocooler that also acts as a cryogenic adsorber surface, and a cylindrical mu-metal
shield that extends the full height of the chamber and encloses both the cold finger and
cryocooler coldhead. The entire chamber is mounted on a cart, with the compressor unit
underneath the chamber. The vacuum gauge controller, Heli-Tran control unit,
temperature controller, and thermometer display unit are also mounted on the cart.
The temperature sensors used in this study are all silicon diode sensors from Lakeshore
Cryotronics. A Lakeshore Model DRC 91C temperature controller, along with a
Lakeshore Model 208 thermometer, were used for the sensor readouts. The primary
sensor used in the work reported heie read 4.16 K in liquid helium at atmospheric
pressure. The cold finger can attain a stable temperature of 3.4 K with a vacuum pump
attached to the transfer line tip flow outlet. Stable, continuous operation at 4.2 K has
been maintained for over seven hours. The chamber maintains a vacuum of 5 x 10-6 Torr
during operation at 4.2 K.
Testing of a Josephson junction sampling gate for comparison of immersion and
conduction cooling of the gate junction involved measuring, for two different chips, the
gap voltage V., the critical current Ik,the subgap current I,,, the normal resistance RN,
and the voltage and current noise. The two chips have identical circuits but are from
different wafers. For testing with immersion cooling, the chip carrier is placed on the
liquid helium probe and immersed in liquid helium at 2 psi, corresponding to a
temperature of 4.35 K. The center conductors of the 16 coaxial lines of the probe are
connected to the pins on the chip carrier, the coax shields are terminated and float at the
chip carrier. The coaxial lines run through a long tube to a set of coaxial feedthroughs
at room temperature, where the coax shields are grounded.
In the conductively cooled arrangement the chip carrier is pressed against the copper cold
finger attached to the cold stage of the Heli-Tran helium transfer system described
earlier. The temperature of the cold finger is adjusted by controlling the flow of liquid
helium against the copper cold stage and by adjusting the pumping rate on the exhaust
flow. The temperature was measured with a silicon diode as shown in Figure 1, and was
set to 4.17 K + .05 K for these experiments. We chose T = 4.17 K, rather than 4.35 K,
the temperature for immersion cooling, to obtain more stable operation of the Heli-Tran.
This temperature difference produces at most a 2% difference in V5 . Electrical
connections to the chip carrier pins, the temperature sensor and the heater are made of
phosphor-bronze wire; this wire is wound around the cold finger and cold stage of the
Heli-Tran up to the room temperature portion of the Heli-Tran. At this point the circuit
signal lines are connected to the center conductors of coaxial cables; the coax shield-,
are terminated and joined together here, but are not grounded. The other end of the coax
cables connects to electrically isolated coax feedthroughs in the vacuum chamber. The
shield and center conductor for the coax are silver plated copper.
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Electrical measurements of the Josephson junction sampling gate were made using the
setup shown in Figure 2. A 100 Hz sine or triangle wave is split into ;i differential
signal to excite the junction. The junction I-V curve and/or the voltage vs time trace is
viewed on the oscilloscope. The current axis for the I-V curve is provided by sending
the bias current through a 1 kM + 0.1% resistor and measuring the voltage across it. Flux
trapped in the circuit is removed by quickly heating the chip, in the absence of bias
current, to the normal state. In the liquid helium probe the heater is directly behind the
chip carrier, while for the conductively cooled setup the heater is clamped to the copper
cold finger -1.5 cm from the chip carrier, as shown in Figure 1.
In measuring the circuit parameters for the comparisons, the critical current I, is the
maximum current at zero voltage. The subgap current I,• is the current at 2 mV, and
the normal resistance is the resistance at 3 mV. The voltage gap V8 is measured at the
midpoint in the gap. In addition to measuring V, from the I-V curve, V8 is also
measured from the V vs t trace by averaging 100 traces and using cursors to measure the
distance between points on the displayed waveform. We see no difference in the
measured parameters for a sine or triangle wave drive signal. Noise measurements are
made by expanding the voltage or current scales to the maximum possible and viewing
the noise seen in I, or V.. Long time exposure photos of these traces are helpful in
evaluating the noise in the time domain. We also observed the noise caused by operating
the cryopump attached to the vacuum chamber.
RESULTS
Figures 3a and 3b show the junction I-V curve of chip #1 with immersion and
conductive cooling, respectively. In the junction 1-V curves, the current at zero voltage
shows the supercurrent of the Josephson junction. As the current is increased above the
critical current k, the voltage switches to the gap voltage V., and the current continucs
to increase at essentially constant voltage until the junction enters the normal state.
Hysteresis is seen as the current is decreased. The I-V curve of chip #2 is shown in
Figures 4a and 4b for immersion and conductive cooling, respectively. The differences
in k and the shape of the I-V curves for chip #! and chip #2 are due to different
materials processing of the two different wafers the chips were taken from. Figures 5a
and 5b show voltage vs time for chip #1, and illustrate the switchirng from zero voltageý
to V, of the sampling gate as the current is increased above the critical current. Also
shown in Figures 5a and 5b is the triangle wave bias urrent.
The results of the immersion vs conduction cooling of a Josephson sampling gate are
summarized in Table 1. The repeatability of the measurements in the liquid helium
dewar from day to day was + 0.02 mA for I, and + 0.006 mV for V.. The repeatability
of measurements with conductive cooling was ± 0.03 mA for I, and + 0.01 mV for V1 .
Some of the addidioral uncertainty in the conduction results is due to small temperature
fluctuations and the ,icziio8 ' nf the temperature sensor. We can see that the results for
immersion and con It,,
t.ooling are close but do not agree within our ability to make
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1 mV/div
Figure 3 (a). I-V curve of chip #1 cooled by immersion in liquid helium.

2 mA/div

1 mV/div
Figure 3 (b).

I-V curve of chip #1 cooled by conduction on a helium transfer line cold
finger at 4.2 K.

"€'V)"

1 mA/div

1 mV/div
Figure 4 (a). I-V curve of chip #2 cooled by immersion in liquid helium.

1 mA/div

1 mV/div
Figure 4 (b). I-V curve of chip #2 cooled by conduction nr, a helium transfer line cold
finger at 4.2 K.
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2 mV/div

5 V/div

2 ms/div
Figure 5 (a).

Voltage vs time for chip #1 cooled by immersion in liquid helium. The
voltage switches from zero to V9, then enters the normal state as the
current increases. The voltage decreases hysteretically as the current
decreases.

2mV/div

5 V/div

2 ms/div
Figure 5 (b).

Voltage vs time for chip #1 cooled by conduction on a helium transfer
line cold finger at 4.2 K.
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Table 1. Measurements of sampling gate parameters for immersion and conduction
cooling. The errors listed for I and V. are the reproducibility of the measurement. ICRN
is a quantity often used to characterize junctions. AIA. is the fractional noise observed
in the critical current.

COMPARISON
CHIP #1

V1

(mV)

CHIP #2

immersion

conduction

immersion

conduction

2.575 +.006

2.55 ±.01

2.575 +.006

2.54 +.01

I,

(mA)

3.86 +.02

3.85 ±.03

1.95 +.02

1.84 +.03

I,,

(mA)

1.20

1.24

1.46

1.46

RN

(f9)

0.428

0.429

0.800

0.806

IR; (mV)

1.659

1.650

1.56

1.483

AVl

0.01

0.01

0.005

0.05

the measurements. I• and V. are consistently lower in the conductively cooled
environment, although we expected them to be slightly higher due to the lower
temperature used in the conductive cooling experiment. Since our temperature sensor

is not in direct contact with the chip carrier in the conductively cooled environment, we
investigated the possibility that the temperature there might actually be higher than in
the immersion cooling setup. We made a set of 1,vs T measurements, and found that
the temperature difference required to produce the difference in L observed for chip #2
is 0.2 K, which implies that the temperature sensor, located approximately 1.5 cm from
the circuit, would have to be reading low by 0.2 K, an unlikely circumstance. It is also
possible that residual static magnetic fields could produce the observed differences. A
magnetic field of 1 x 10s T, or 0.2 flux quantum, could produce the observed difference
in k; this field is smaller than the earth's field by a factor of five, and stray magnetic
fields are therefore a likely cause for the differences in I4.
The noise AIJI, reported in the table represents the noise seen in a typical, single
measurement. In the conductively cooled environment the noise in the current is
typically greater than that seen with the chip immersed in liquid helium. This may be
due to electromagnetic shielding provided by the dewar since we found it necessary to
include a mu-metal shield in the vacuum chamber of the conduction cooling setup. Until
the mu-metal shield was installed, trapped flux prevented us from making meaningful
measurements. Also, whereas the probe used in the helium dewar has coaxial cables
from the sample to the head, this is not the case in the vacuum chamber. In the
chamber, the coaxial lines are terminated just short of the Heli-Tran, with low thermal
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conductivity phosphor-bronze wire wrapped around the cold finger and connected to the
chip carrier via miniature metal sockets. Although this setup is not ideal, it was chosen
for this first generation equipment to provide an easy solution to the heat sinking
problem. However, the exposed sections of unshielded cable certainly contribute to some
of the differences in electrical noise we see between the two environments. We also
measured the voltage noise seen in both environments. The noise in V. with immersion
cooling was 100 gV, yet with conduction cooling the noise in V3 was less than 10 gV.
The larger noise value was due to unexplained low frequency oscillations in the voltage
gap. It is not yet known why this was seen in immer:ion cooling but not in conductive
cooling. To examine the noise caused by operating the Gifford-McMahon cyrocooler we
measured the noise in Ikwith the cryocooler on and off. We observed no changes in the
circuit parameters or noise signature when the cryocooler was operating.
To properly operate the Tektronix sampling circuit, it is clear to us that we need to
reduce the noise observed in both envirxnments. For example, with a sampling rate of
500 MHz and a resolution of 5 psec, a 100 pA change in I, results in a 5 psec timing
error for our sampling circuit; this timing error is too large for proper operation.
However, it is only necessary to reduce the low frequency noise, since noise in the
critical cu;ient that occurs at frequencies above 10 M.iz will be averaged out of the
result.
CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully operated a Josephson sampling gate in a c .na
,aifivl
cooled
environment with results nearly identical to those obtained with immcrsiou cooling. The
small but consistent difference in critical current observed between ti.e two testing
methods is most likely due to stray magnetic fields. The source of the observed
differences in V, has not yet been determined. We have also observed differences in the
electrical noise in the measurements, which is most likely due to differences in the
degree of signal line shielding between the two probes. Finally, we found that the
proximity of an operating Gifford-McMahon refrigerator and associated helium
compressor had no measurable effect on the electrical noise or circuit performance in our
apparatus. These results may ., dependent on the low drive frequency used in this
investigation and higher frequency operation, our next step in testing, will delineate
sensitivities not seen in this work.
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EFFECT OF TUBE TEMPERATURE PROFILE ON
THERMAL ACOUSTIC
OSCILLATIONS IN LIQUID HYDROGEN SYSTEMS

Y. F. Gu and K. D. Timmerhaus
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309

ABSTRACT
Thermal acoustic oscillations have often been an annoying problem in cryogenic
systems since large amounts of heat can be transferred into these systems due to
such oscillations, particularly in liquid helium and liquid hydrogen systems. Recent
interest in the use of slush hydrogen for the NASP (National Aerospace Plane) has
again rekindled interest in these oscillations, particularly for hydrogen systems. Unfortunately, most past investigations have not inciuded liquid hydrogen systems.
In earlier studies by the authors, a step temperature profile has been assumed
to simplify the oscillation stability calculations made for liquid hydrogen systems.
However, as noted in those studies, the temperature profile along the oscillating tube
does have an effect on the oscillation stability. It has been found that thc unstable
region for thermal acoustic oscillations in a tube can be reduced considerably if the
temperature profile in such a tube approaches a linear temperature distribution. With
the development of a suitable computational method, these stability curves have now
been defined and the results are disclosed in this presentation.
INTRODUCTION
Thermal acoustic oscillations (TAOs) have often been observed in tubes penetrating cryogenic systems. Such tubes are generally used for vent or fill lines, relief
lines, pressure taps, etc. and are always open at the cold end and closed at the warm
end' 3 . Considerable heat can be pumped into cryogenic systems due to such oscillations. This oscillatory heat leak has been estimated to be as much as ten to
a thousand times greater than the normal conductive heat leak into the system 3 '4 .
Further, these pressure oscillations in a tube make accurate measurement of system
pressure essentially impossible.
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During the process of thermal acoustic oscillations, heat is added at the high
temperature sink and rejected at the low temperature sink. This process is similar to
a thermodynamic cycle heat engine which produces work by the proper utilhzation of
the pressure oscillations and is designated as a thermal acoustic engine. However, this
process has received more attention in the refrigeration area since an inverse the:r,,di
acoustic oscillation cycle can be constructed to serve as a refrigeration cycle. This
type of thermal acoustic refrigerator has been investigated by Hofler et al.
A step temperature profile along the oscillating tube has been assumed by previous
investigators to simphfy the calculations 6- 0 . However, the temperature profile along
the tube does not follow such a mathematically ideahzed step function, although
Bannister 4 noted that the actual temperature profile in a helium system was very
steep along the length of the tube. Several different temperature profiles along the
tube have been investigated in this study by analyzing the effect of these temperature
gradients on the stability of thermal acoustic oscillations in liquid hydrogen systems.

THEORY
Thermal acoustic oscillations in a gas filled tube can generally be described by
the hydrodynamic equations governing the motion of a fluid in tube, namely, the
equations of continuity, motion, energy and state. For the thermally induced acoustic
oscillations in a gas filled tube, the amplitude of the oscillation pressure is usually
much smaller than the mean pressure and the nonlinear characteristics of oscillation
can be neglected. Therefore, the stability characteristics of the oscillation system can
be obtained by perturbing these general equations. To obtain a theoretical solution
for the thermal acoustic oscillations in a tube filled with helium gas subjected to a
large temperature gradient, Rott 6 ', made the following assumptions: (1) negligible
radial pressure variation in the oscillating tube, i.e., 0p1iOr = 0; (2) negligible radial
variation in the mean temperature T., and thus, constant viscosity of the gas; (3)
minor axial heat conduction; (4) time variation of the acoustic variable expressed
as eswt; (5) negligible body force; (6) newtonian fluid; and (7) tube radius r0 much
smaller than the tube length L. The resulting equation which relates to the acoustic
pressure Pi is then

"
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~ I~f~ 4.d
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Here, J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind with order of zero and
one, respectively. For convenience, a new parameter Y is defined as
(4)

Y"= rov

As noted above, the time variable of the acoustic variable can be expressed as
iw, where the oscillation frequency w generally is a complex variable. The real part
represents the harmonic motion of the gas, while the imaginary part represents the
exponential amplification of the oscillation. Therefore, the thermal acoustic oscillations will be damped if the imaginary part of the frequency w is greater than zero, and
be unstable if it is negative. The boundary separating the stable from the unstable
region is located where the imaginary part of the frequency is zero.
If we define

(1 (1

G = [17+(y - 1)f'1exp
and

k

f
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-(11-f-)f

kaV

(6)

Eq.(1) can be reformulated into the following first order differential equations:
dp 1 /dx = (k 2 /G)4(
d''/dx = -Gp(
The boundary conditions for a half-open tube are given by
pj(0) = 0 (at the open mnd);
dpi(L)idz = 0 (at the closed end)
TEMPERATURE PROFILE
The temperature profile along the tube is assumed as
TieW

-i

T2 e-•
(8)

T(x) =
4

where
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X

(9)

With the conditions of
T, = T(x,);

Th = T(zh)

(10)

we have

(1()

T" = To(I-E
T2

Th(i -~ Eh Ec2- 2Eh
To(l

(12)Eh

-~

where
E= e"•(z);

Eh = eyCzh)

(13)

Different temperature profiles along the tube can be obtained by changing the
value of z, and xh. A number of these temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 1,
where curve .4 represents the assumed step temperature profile, curves B, C. D and
E are obtained by choosing values of (zr, xh) equal to (-0.5, 1.5), (0, 1), (0.2, 0.8) and

(0.4,0.6), respectively, and curve F represents the linear temperature profile along the
tube.
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Figure 1. Different temperature profiles along the oscillating tube investigated in this
study.
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NUMERICAL METHOD
A shooting method has been used to solve Eq.(1) for a two-point boundary
condition". The boundary conditions for thermal acoustic oscillations in the halfopen tube with a continuous temperature profile are established at both ends of the
tube. The method used requires that dp 1 (O)idx be equal to any nonzero real value in
order to obtain a non-trivial solution of Eq.(1) due to the chaltcteristics of standing
wave oscillations in the tube. However, the associated oscillation amplitude in the
tube is unobtainable by this numerical solution. With the shooting method and by
selecting the value of dpl(O) dx being equal to unity at x = 0, the two-point boundary
problem can be converted into the following initial condition problem:

P1(0)= 0

(14)

dp,(0),dx = 1

{

(15)

()G/k
= 0

1

These linear differential equations can be integrated step by step once the values
of G and k are known. For a given temperature ratio a (defined as T(L)/T(O)),
a trial and error method was employed to determine the values of the oscillation
frequency and the tube radius. Generally, values of Y' along with the oscillation
frequency are assumed and then adjusted until the difference between the calculated
value of dpi (L)/dx and the given boundary condition (equal to zero) is less than some
designated error limit.
Asymptotic expressions for f and f" have to be used in this evaluation when the
values of Y are large since the Bessel functions involved increase much more rapidly
than values of Y and may cause an overflow in the calculation. The value of f for
large values of Y can then be calculated from
2

77

471

1

7=

(16)

0
The value of f" can be determined in a manner similar to that used in evaluating
f by replacing the ,7o in Eq.(16) with r7ON/o--'. The function G can be obtained by
integrating Eq.(5). However, this integration can be simplified if a power relationship
(v - TV'3) relating the viscosity of the fluid and its temperature is assumed. That
is,
10

G ~~~

~)-1x

-+23

p10(z)

cJ

f -f(1- P,)(If-

The Runge-Kutta method can be used to integrate this equation.
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It is apparent that the values of f and G are different for each step in the numerical
calculations. Thus, numerically integrating Eq.(17) to obtain the entire curve will
require a large amount of computing time. However, if we recognize that f and G
are functions of 770 only, these values can be precalculated for a series of r*o. It should
also be emphasized that if an integration parameter of 1/77o instead of 770 is used.
the numerical calculation of function G becomes more stable. Thus, values of f and
G can be obtained by interpolation over a small interval of iii0o. This numerical
approach has proven to be very useful in reducing the computational time required
for obtaining the desired stability curves.
STABILTIY RESULTS
Numerical calculations have recently been completed for the triple-point parahydrogen system, (i.e., the temperature at the cold end of the oscillating tube is assumed
to be 13.8 K). The oscillating tube was assumed to be one meter in length while •,
the ratio of the tube length in the warm section of the tube to the tube length in the
cold section of the tube, was assumed to be unity. With the aid of NBS published
hydrogen properties, the constant .3 for parahydrogen was determined to be 0.75114.
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Figure 2. Stability curves for the triple-point parahydrogen systems with
L = Im. (Temperature profiles correspond to those shown in fig. 1.)
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STABILITY CURVES
Stability curves for thermal acoustic oscillations are best described by plotting a,
the ratio of the temperature at the warm end of the tube to the temperature at the
cold end of the tube, vs. the parameter YK as evaluated from Eq.(4) at a temperature
of T.. These results are shown in Fig. 2. The curves indicate that each stability curve
exhibits a unique poil't where the required temperature ratio for initiating thermal
acoustic oscillations in the half-open tube attains a minimum. This minimum point
is bounded by both a left branch and a right branch. The region contained within
these curves is designated as the unstable region where thermal acoustic oscillations
are predicted to occur. The lowest temperature ratio for initiating such oscillations
in the triple-point parahydrogen system appears to be about 5 (i.e., the warm end
temperature of the tube must exceed 70 K if oscillations are to occur) when a step
temperature profile along the tube is assumed.
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Figure 3. Stability curves as a function of I'h for the triple-point parahydrogen systems
with
I and L = 1m. (Temperature profiles correspond to those shown in Fig. 1.)
The stability characteristics can also be expressed in terms of parameter Y' at
the warm end of the tube as shown in Fig. 3. Simrilar conclusions can be obtained
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from these curves. However, note that the value of I5, i . ,uch smaller than the
corresponding value of 1'. One plausible explanation for this significant difference
could be that the thickness of the boundary layer in the warm section of the tube
is much greater than that in the cold section of the tube due to tie large change
in the viscosity of the oscillating boundary layer. Parameter Y, from its definition,
represents the ratio of the tube radius to the thickness of the boundary laver since
the quantity \,'vw is proportional to the thickness of the oscillating boundary layer.
Therefore, when the value of 1' is small, the viscous resistance is predominant When
the viscous resistance becomes large enoulgh, such oscillations may be damped. This is
in agreement with the left branch of the stability curves. However. for large values of
1', the inertial forces required to move the fluid in the tube will be increased since the
tube radius is much larger than the thickness of the boundary layer. This reasoning
provides evidence for the existence of the right-hand branches of these stability curves.
It is evident that the effect of the temperature profile along the length of the oscillating tube on the oscillation stability characteristics is significant and complicated.
First, the minimum temperature required for initiating thermal acoustic oscillations
increases with a decrease in the slope of the temperature profile. particularly, when
the temperature profile appruaches a linear distribution (curve F). Second, a steeper
temperature gradient for the right-hand branch of these stability curves results in
a lower temperature ratio requirement for initiating such oscillations. This occurs
because a less steep temperature profile results in a greater reduction in the driving
force. However, the effect of temperature gradient on the inertial force is insignificant
since the mass of the oscillating fluid is still related to the mean temperature along
the tube and the latter is essentially unaffected by the temperature gradient. Finally,
the effect of the temperature profile on the left branch of these stability curves is
complicated because the viscosity is related to the temperature by a power law. This
causes the left branches of curves B, C and D to cross curve .4, the curve representing
a step temperature profile.
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
The oscillation frequency characteristics for thermal acoustic oscillations in triplepoint liquid parahydrogen are shown in Fig. A These results indicate that a less steep
temperature profile along the tube results in a higher oscillation frequency. This is
attributed to the mean velocity of sound which, in turn, is affected by changes in
the temperature profile. Further, it can be observe., that the oscillation frequency
corresponding to the left branch of the stability curve is less than the freqaency corresponding to that of the right branch, and this frequency difference for the same
temperature ratio decreases with a decrease in the slope of the temperature gradi-
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ent. This indicates that the propagation of the acoustic wave in the boundary laver
decreases due to the viscous attenuation.
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Figure 4. Oscillation frequency characteristics for thermal acoustic oscillations in
triple-point parahydrogen systems with = 1I and L = Im. (Temperature profiles
correspond to those shown in Fig. 1.)
CRITICAL RADIUS
The critical radii of tubes for initiating or damping thermal acoustic oscillations
are shown in Fig. 5. These curves show the existence of two branches sirmlar to those
noted for previous stability curves. This indicates that thermal acoustic oscillations
in a tube can be damped if the tube radius selected is located in the stable region
as shown in Fig. 5. However, if the temperature at the warm end of the tube is
maintained at 300 K, as in most storage situations, resuh,,Lg in a temptrature ratio
of about 22, damping of th,- thermal acoustic oscillations by increasing the tube radius
may only be accomplished if the tube is well insulated when the len:th ratio ý is equal
tc unity. Particular attention needs to be given to the ,eft-hand branches of the curves
shown in Fig. 5 since a temperature profile like curve B or C may result in i smaller
critical tube radius requirement for damping thermal acoustic oscillations. It should
be noted that thermal acoustic oscillation. can also be damped by changing the tube
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length ratio or utilizing other proven damping techniques2- 1 .
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F:gure 5. Critical radii associated with the thermal accustic oscillations in triple-point
parahydrogen systems with • = 1 and L = im. (Temperature profiles correspond to
those shown in Fig. 1.)
CONCLUSIONS
The effect of temperature profiles on both thermal acoustic oscillations and stability characteristics have been evaluated for triple-point parahydrogen systems. Conclusions drawn from these studies are:
1 The effect of different temperature profiles on the right-hand branch of the
stability curve and on the minimum temperature ratio required for initiating
thermal acoustic oscillations is the same, i.e., a decrease in the slope of the
temperature profile along the oscillating tube makes it easier to damp these
oscillations.
2. The effect of different temperature profiles in the tube on the left-hand branch of
the stability curve is quite complicated. However. the unstable region for such
oscillations is greatly reduced if the temperature profile approaches a linear
distribution.
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3. For the same temperature ratio, a less steel, temperature profile along the tube
results in higher oscillation frequencies.
4. A range of tube radii has been established in which thermal acoustic oscillations
are predicted to occui in triple-point liquid parahydrogen systems.
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SIMULATION OF A NEAR-ISOTHERMAL EXPANDER

M.G. Norris, J.L. Smith, Jr., and J.A. Crunkleton
Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT
A simulation method has been developed to predict the performance and loss
distribution in reciprocating cryocooler expanders. The simulation includes heat
transfer to internal surfaces, inflow pressure drop losses, inflow mixing losses, outflow pressure drop losses, outflow mixing losses, crevice flow losses, parasitic heat
conduction and shuttle losses. The differential equations for mass and energy are
formulated and integrated numerically. Performance is obtained from appropriate
integrals over a piston motion cycle. Loss distribution is evaluated by the integration of the rate of entropy generation for each loss mechanism over the cycle.
The simulation was applied to optimize the design of a near-isothermal expander
providing approximately 650 watts of cooling at 77 K.
INTRODUCTION
A computer simulation model of reciprocating expanders was developed to optimize the design of a near-isothermal expander and better understand its expansion
process. The simulation models both the expansion process of the gas and the heat
transfer interaction with the expander surfaces. The heat transfer modeling is based
on work by Lee and Kornhauser on heat transfer in reciprocating volumes. 1 2 Since
heat interactions between the gas and the cylinder are important in all reriprocating
devices, this simulation is generally useful.
This paper will present the equations and assumptions that form the basis of
the simulation and the results of applying it to the design optimization of a nearisothennal expander. The governing equations of the simulation come from the
mass and energy conservation equations applied to a control volume around the
expander's working volume, along with momentum conservation equations app)ied
to the valves and the ideal gas law. Entropy generation equations result from
applying the second law to various control volumes in the expander control volume.
The major assumption is perfect mixing in the expansion space. Other assumptions
will be described in the body of the paper along with the inputs and solution
algorithm.
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The design of a liquid-nitrogen-temperature expander was optimized through
parametric analysis using this simulation. The resulting design of the expander will
be presented.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The set of differential equations that form the core of the simulation model were
derived from applying the equations of energy conservation, mass conservation, mass
flow rate through a valve, and heat transfer rate to the control volume shown in
Figure 1. The expander control volume is the swept volume plus the dead volume
not including the piston/cylinder crevice volume.
ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions are critical to any modeling of a physical process. The validity of these assumptions varies with the process and equipment being modeled. The
piston/cylinder crevice volume is included as an adiabatic fixed volume that is in
pressure equilibrium with the working volume. This results in a zero enthalpy flow
etween the expander and the crevice over one cycle. The mass-averaged density
is used to calculate the mass in the crevice volume. Two important assumptions
are that the gas in the working volume is perfectly mixed and the expander surface temperatures are constant over one cycle. Except for very low temperatures
the thermal capacitance of the cylinder and piston are sufficient to have negligible
temperature swings during a cycle. The flow through the valves is assumed to be
incompressible. This assumption for valve flow is good over the majority of the
cycle. Only during the intake and exhaust valve opening, which last less than 0.02
seconds, does the gas behave as a compressible fluid. Ignoring this loss has a small
effect on the results of the simulation.
ENERGY AND MASS BALANCE EQUATIONS
The energy equation applied to the control volume in Figure 1 is
E'=(McT)'=Q'- PV'(t)+ M' pT1 - Ma'c.T-

AMc. T*,

(1)

where T* is T for flow into the crevice and is TCo for flow out of the crevice. A list
of symbols appears at the end of this paper.
The mass con3ervation equation applied to the control volume is

M' = M1 - M5 - A'*-

(2)

Assuming the pressure equilibrium between the crevice and the working volume, all ideal gas and that 1VC is constant, then

Mc

'(TVc)

I M' (Tc ))+
(TCR V(0)

MVc
T

V(t(V(t) T'-

Tc"I?3 (t)
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T V'(t)).

(3)
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Fig. 1. Expander control volumes
The mass flow rates for an incompressible fluid across the inlet and exhaust

valves are

S= Az(t)[2p(P~I-P)

I

1/2

and Mb = Ao(t) 2p(P-

o)]

(4)

The valve flow area is a defined functioi. of time that effectively opens and closes
the valve in the set of differential equation.
The rate of heat transfer into the gas (Q') is defined as

Q1= Nuk (Ac (T,- T) + A,P(TP- T))

(5)

where the subscripts, C and P refer to the cylinder and the piston. The Nusselt
number during expansion and recompression is calculated from Lee's equation. 1
The Nusselt number is approximately 12 for near-isothermal expanders which are
characterized by an average Peclet number of order 10 or less. The Peclet number
is defined as
=e

w(Dh )

2

4 a

During intake and exhaust an appropriate Nusselt number needs to be chosen based
on the geometry of the expander surfaces.
The inlet temperature, (TI), is the mass-averaged exhaust temperature (Tx)
plus the heat exchanger temperature difference (ATHE). The temperature of the
piston crown (Tp) is determined by an energy balance on the piston crown.
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ENTROPY GENERATION EQUATIONS
Specific loss mechanisms can be quantified in the expansion process by subdividing the expander control volume into several pieces as shown in Figure 2.
These loss mechanisms can be grouped into mixing losses and heat transfer losses.
The mixing losses are associated with the intake process (Control Volume C), the
exhaust process (Control Volume D) and gas flow into and out of the crevice volumes
(Control Volumes A and B). The heat transfer losses are associated with the heat
transfer to the helium in the working volume (Control Volumes E and F) and the
conduction and shuttle heat leaks (Control Volumes G and H). The control volumes
A,B,C,D,E,and F are infinitesimally thin to evaluate the change in the entropy due
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Fig. 2. Sub-divided control volumes in expar der
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to mass and energy crossing the boundaries of the expander. Control Volume I
contains the working volume gas, which is at a uniform but unsteady temperature
(T) and pressure (P).

HEAT TRANSFER LOSSES
The generated entropy associated with heat transfer from the piston crown and
cylinder head is evaluated in the control volumes E and F. One side of each control
volume is at the constant crown or head temperature and the other is the time
varying working volume temperature. On average, Q' is equal to Q' C + QL and
Q', is equal to Qqp. The rate of entropy generation due to heat transfer from the
crown and the head to the gas is

dt - Q' C + Q'L

,1
Sheat trs

dt

= 7

T

Q;

(6

(6)

INTAKE AND EXHAUST MIXING LOSSES
The intake and exhaust mixing losses are evaluated in the control volumes (C
and D) at the exit of the intake valve and the entrance of the exhaust valve. The
generated entropy is the change in the entropy of the gas from entering to exiting
the control volume minus the entropy input associated with heat transfer. For
example, during the intake process, gas enters the control volume C at T1 and exits
at the time varying expander temperature T. The gas experiences a heat interaction
with the working volume to reach T. In addition to the temperature difference, a
pressure difference exists across the control volumes. The equation for the average
entropy generation rate due to mixing losses during intake is

St

I

In(
ngJTcp

T

R
R In(')dt.

(7)

The equation describing the entropy generation for the exhaust control volume
(D) is similar to that for the intake control volume except for the net heat transfer
term. The cyclic integral of the heat transfer term ( 6 QD = J#(T - Tx)dt) is zero,
because Tx is the mass-averaged value of the working volume temperature during
the exhaust process. The average entropy generation rate due to mixing losses
during exhaust is
-

J

In

(-

- R In
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M(9 dt.

(8)

CREVICE MIXING LOSSES
The mixing losses are evaluated separately for flow into and out of the crevice
volume. The control volumes, A and B, are at the entrance to the crevice volume.
For flow into the crevice, gas enters the control volume at the time varying work
volume temperature, T, and exits at the constant crevice temperature Too. Flow
out of the crevice enters control volume B at Tco and exits at T. The change in
entropy is due only to the temperature change, as the pressures in the crevice and
working volumes are assumed equal in this analysis.
Although control volumes A and B are treated as completely separate, they
occupy the same space. The differential mass terms for flow into the crevice, dMC 1 ,
and flow out of the crevice, dhlco, are either positive or zero, so only one of the
control volumes is considered at a time. Gas flows into the control volume during
the blow-in portion of the intake and during recompression. The gas flows out of
the crevice volume during expansion and the blow-down portion of the exhaust.
The entropy generation due to flow into the crevice is evaluated in control
volume A.
dSA = Cp (ln(

-)

(Tco -

MT))
c.

(9)

Since Tco is the mass-averaged temperature of the gas that flows into the
crevice during one cycle, the cyclic integral of dSA is zero.
The energy and entropy equations are similar for flow into the working volume
from the crevice volume except that TCo is not equal to the average of T during
the flow out of the crevice.
dSB = c

(In(

(T -co))SMco.

To)

(10)

Integrating equation 10 over one cycle and dividing by the cycle period (r)
gives the average rate of entropy generation for the crevice mixing losses.

Scr•vicj,
=
j

Q

""(InQ.

dt

(11)

HEAT LEAK LOSSES
This analysis of the expander calculated a conduction heat leak down the piston, a separate heat leak down the cylinder walls that included the shuttle heat
leak. 3 These heat leaks were considered to enter the expander at ambient temperature. The piston heat leak enters the working volume at the piston crown temperature, Tp, while the cylinder leak enters at the cylinder head temperature, Tc. The
piston control volume, G, contains the entire piston. The generated entropy is the
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difference between the entropy that enters at TA and that which leaves at Tp and
Tc. The cylinder control volume, H, contains the cylinder walls beginning at the
warm flange and ending where the cylinder walls join cylinder head. The equation
for generated entropy in G and H due to heat leaks is
Sa,

ak

Sheaf leak

:

Q'JP(TA - TP)
TA TP

_

Q'HC ,(TA - TC)
TA

TC

(12)

It can be shown that the sum of these equations equals the generated entropy
equation for the complete expander. An entropy balance of I, which is zero over
one cycle, can be added to the above equations to cancel the integral values and
thus show algebraically that they sum to equal the expander equation which is in
terms of average flows.
INPUTS
To reduce the number of inputs, the simulation was non-dimensionalized. The
thermal inputs are the pressure ratio (PI/PO), the non-dimensional temperature
difference in the pre-cooling heat exchanger (ATHr/Tc), the ambient temperature
(TA/Tc), and the specific heat ratio of the working gas. The non-dimensional speed
of the piston is defined asr* = (r a)/B 2 . The valve timing is the cross-sectional flow
area divided by the valve maximum flow area (A,(t)/AIM and Ao(t)/AoMNI). Figure
3 plots a typical valve timing for the valves and the typical sinusoidal variation of the
volume. (V(t)/B 3 ). The various expander dimensions such as the stroke length, fin
height, piston/cylinder crevice gap size, piston length, etc, are non-dimensionalized
by the cylinder bore.
SOLUTION ALGORITHM
The Simnon simulation software integrates the set of differential equations derived from the governing equations over one piston cycle for each iteration. The
exhaust temperature, the crevice outflow temperature, the initial pressure, temperature and mass are updated each iteration. The algorithm iterates on the piston crown temperature, searching for the temperature that will satisfy the pistonenergy-balance. Convergence is reached when the energy change of the piston crown
during one cycle is less than 1% of the piston heat leak per cycle.
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B.2

9.4

0.6

0.8

Fig. 3. Simulation valve timing input
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NEAR-ISOTHERMAL EXPANDER
The computer simulation was used to optimize the design of an experimental
near-isothermal expander. The expander is the subject of an experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of the expander for a cryocooler operating at liquid-nitrogen
temperature. The simulation will also provide a better understanding of the expansion process in this new isothermal de,.ice, where the heat transfer from the gas to
the expander is large.
Figure 4 presents an assemb'y drawing of the expander including a nitrogen
recondenser that supplies the loba 1, actuated valves that control the flow and a
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Fig. 4. Expander assembly drawing
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hydraulic servo-actuator to control the motion of the expander. Tapered conical
fins, machined from brass, provide the necessary surface area and conductivity to
the load to assure good isothermal performance. The nitrogen in the recondenser
is reboiled to maintain the liquid at a constant level. The piston is sealed at tie
warm erid. The experiment is scaled to produce approximately 650 watts of cooling
at 77 K.
The expanider is the critical component of a proposed new cryocooler configuration (Figure 5). The proposed cyrocooler consists of an axnbient-temperature,
high-pressure-ratio compressor, a counter-flow heat exchanger, surge volumes and
the near-isothermal expander. The working gas is helium which retains ideal gas
properties down below the liquid-nitrogen operating temperature.
This new cooler promises efficiency, reliability and manufacturability. The highpressure ratio requires a small gas flow rate which allows a small heat exchanger
employing reasonable temperature differences for heat transfer. The near-isothermal
expansion avoids large temperature differences between the expanding gas and the
load. The near-isothermal expander requires low speed and a short stroke. This
allows a long-life mechanism with low surface velocities. Contacting gas seals may be
designed with adequate life. However, the slow speed and small hydraulic diameter
of the isothermal expander requires a larger diameter expander. The extended
surfaces on the piston crown and cylinder head serve to reduce the size of the
expander.
OPTIMIZATION OF EXPANDER DIMENSIONS
Many of the dimensions and operating conditions of the expander such as
the pressure levels and the minimum stroke distance were fixed by the available
equipment or the limits of machining. Reasonable values were selected for other
inputs, such as ATHE as they were unknown. A Nusselt number of 8 is assumed
for the intake and exhaust processes as they resemble flow between parallel plates.
Several of the expander's dimensions were optimized including fin size, blowdown pressure, recompression pressure, speed and and stroke length, by a series of
parametric computer simulations that varied the operating conditions and critical
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Fig. 5. Cryocooler Configuration
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expander dimensions. The resulting design dimensions and operating parameters
are
Bore = 19.1cm,
PistoaLength = 27.9 cm,
PR= 8.25atm,

Fin Angle = 5°,

Fin Height = 25.4cm,

AIM= AOM -1.3cm
PB = 3.3atm,

2

Stroke =2.4 cm,

PI = 16.5atm,

r =0.,49s.

Po =1.65atm,

The bore and the displaced volume rate of the expander are limited by the servoactuator. The stroke length and cycle period, which determine the volume rate, were
selected to maximize the cooling capacity of the expander. The range of considered
stroke and period had little effect on the efficiency. The valve timing was selected
so that the recompression pressure _PR and the blow -down pressure PB maximized
cooling capacity at reasonable efficiencies.
The effect of the fin angles, from 2.5* to 100, on the performance of the expander is plotted in Figure 6. The expander efficiency is the predicted cooling over
the maximum cooling if the gas had been isothermally and reversibly expanded
without heat leaks. The Cooling/Cycle is the predicted cooling normalized by
PM B 3 where PA! is the mean pressure. The Sgen/Cycle is entropy generation per
cycle normalized by PAM B 3 /Tc.
A smaller fin angle results in more surface area and thus a more isothermal
expander. The expander efficiency decreases and the capacity increases at higher
fin angles. The S'eattrans increases quickly with the fin angle and soon don-inates
the other losses which also increase with the fin angle. A 50 fin angle was chosen
because it is a good trade-off between cooling rate and efficiency. At angles smaller
than 5Y, the capacity drops off and the efficiency increases only slightly. A 3* fin
angle also seems to be about the smallest angle that could be reasonably machined.
The computer simulation predicts that this experimental expander will achieve
good efficiency and good capacity. The predicted parameters for the expander are:
Expander Isothermal Efficiency: 60%
Expander Cooling Rate: 640 watts.
The distribution of generated entropy in the experimental expander is predicted to
be 45% due to heat transfer to the helium gas, 27% due to exhaust, 20% due to
intake, 6% due to heat leaks and 2% due to crevice flows.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A computer simulation of valved reciprocating expanders has been developed
models the flow, expansion and heat transfer processes. The simulation includes entropy generation equations that quantify the various loss mechanisms in
an expanlder. The design of a near-isothermal expander was optimized through
parametric studies using the computer simulation model.
tlhdt

This simulation is a first step in applying Lee's and Kornhauser's work on heat
transfer in reciprocating volumes to all valved reciprocating devices. The next step
is modifying the model to accommodate high Peclet number devices, where heat
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Fig. 6. Performance vs. Fin Angle
transfer is both a function of AT and dT/dt. The entropy
generation equations will
be unchanged.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
The prime (') indicates a derivative with respect to time
that may vary with time. The 6 refers to a differential amount
of the valve.
B
E'
M'
Nu
P
Q'
T
V(t)

Bore of cylinder
Rate of change of energy in the expander
Rate of change of mass in the expander
Nusselt number
Expander pressure
Total Heat transfer rate to the expander
Expander ga. temperature
Expander volume as an input function of time

Subscripted Variables
AC
Ai(t)
Ao(t)
AlmI

Cylinder head and exposed walls area
Inlet valve cross-sectional area, input function of time
Outlet valve cross-sectional area, input function of time

AoAI

Maximum outlet valve cross-sectional area
Piston head area
Flow resitriction coefficient
Specific heat at constant pressau'e
Specific heat at constant volume
Hydraulic diameter = 4 V(t)/(Ac + Ap)
Height of the fins
Heat transfer coefficient
Thermal conductivity of the gas
Piston length
Stroke length
rate of change of the piston/cylinder crevice mass

Ap
Cd

cP
c,
Dh

H
h
kg
Lp
Ls
CM

Maximum inlet valve cross-sectional area
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vJVJCI

AfMo
M1
hI
PB

PI

Po
PR

Q'C
Q'1 p

Q'L,
TA

Tc
Tc0
TCR
ATHE

T1
Tp
Tx
Vc

ntd Le

iua
1145

0W 11
iLOLUW Pis5i,01CYL1ILUer CreViCe

Rate of mass flow out of the piston/cylinder crevice
rate
Inlet
flow rate
massflow
valvemass
Outletvalve

Blow-down pressure
Expander inlet pressure
Expander low pressure
Recompression pressure
Heat leak rate to the expander through cylinder walls
Heat leak rate to the expander through piston walis
Heat transfer rate from the load to the expander
Ambient temperature
Cylinder head temperature
Mass averaged temperature of the gas that flows into
the piston/cylinder crevice volume
Temperature of the piston/cylinder crevice gas
Temperature difference across the heat exchanger
Expander inlet temperature
Piston crown temperature
Mass averaged temperature of the exhaust
Piston/cylinder crevice volume

Greek Symbols
a
p
r
8

Thermal diffusivity
Density
Expander cycle period
Slope of the fins
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ABSTRACT
A 2K He II gap heat switch has been developed as a component of a 2-10K ADR. The heat
switch consists of He II channels inserted into axial holes in the paramagnetic pill (GGG)
maintaining a small gap with the GGG. To make the thermal contact between the GGG and
the 2K He II channels the gap is filled with helium gas condensing at 2K. The flow of
helium in and out of the gap is accomplished with an activated carbon adsorption pump. A
prototype heat switch, with a gap size of 0.009cm, has been tested. The on conductance to
off conductance ratio for the prototype is on the order of 5000. In the on mode and with a
14.3mW of power on the heat switch the temperature gradient across the switch is 35mK.
In the off mode an 8K temperature gradient across the switch corresponds to a 0.25mW
heat leak. It is concluded that this heat switch design meets the conductance requirements of
the ADR.

INTRODUCTION
An adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR) is currently under development at NASAAmes Research Center to operate between 2K and 10K and is to provide 0.1W of cooling
at 2K. 1 The ADR is intended to be used in cooling of the Large Deployable Reflector
(LDR). The LDR is a space-borne array of reflectors for space infrared astronomy in the
next century. The principle behind an ADR is the magnetic ordering of a paramagnetic
material at low temperatures and/or high magnetic fields. The magnetic ordering of the
paramagnet which occurs when magnetized isothermally causes a drop in its entropy.
During this process heat is exchanged with and rejected to a 10K heat sink. The reverse
process, isothermal demagnetization at 2K, results in an increase in the entropy of the
material. The heat required to increase the entropy is supplied by the load (e.g., the LDR).
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The magnetic material selected for operating in the 2-10K temperature range is Gadolinium
Gallium Garnet (GGG). During the magnetic cycling of the GGG pill it is necessary to
make and break the thermal link from the GGG to the 2K load and the 10K heat sink.
Contact to the cold end is made by means of a He II heat switch. At the hot end, a helium
gas heat switch is employed. The efficiency of the refrigeration cycle is greatly affected by
the peiformances of the heat switches. The on and off conductances and the switching
times o* ýhe heat switches, in large, determine the efficiency of the refrigeration cycle.
The present paper focuses on the 2K He II heat switch. First, a description of the design of
the heat switch is given. Next, the problems faced in implementing this design in the actual
refrigerator is discussed. Finally, some of the test results performed on a 2K heat switch
prototype are presented.
2K He II HEAT SWITCH
A unique heat switch concept has been developed for the 2K heat switch. The design
incorporates a He II gap heat switch taking advantage of the high thermal conductivity of
He II.The switch operates such that it conducts heat, from the load to the GGG, when the
gap is filled with He II and insulates when it is under vacuum. Because of the high heat
transfer rate from the load to the GGG (0.1W) the more conventional helium gas gap heat
switch concept is not practical. This method would require a very large heat transfer surface
area due to the low thcrmal conductivity of helium gas at 2K.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the He II heat switch.
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The He II heat switch is made internal to the GGG pill (Fig. 1). In order to limit
temperature differences in the GGG this arrangement is vital since the 2K thermal
conductivity of GGG is quite low. The thermal conductivity of GGG decreases from
200W/m-K at 10K to only 3W/m-K at 2K. 2 By distributing the heat switch throughout the
pill, the thermal conduction path is shortened and the temperature differences in the GGG
are reduced approximately by a factor of three. Seven blind holes, 0.23cm in diameter, will
be drilled through the GGG pill in a hexagonal pattern. The depth of the holes will be
11cm. A thin-wall stainless steel tube, pluged at one end, will be placed inside each hole.
The tubes will contain He II at 2K throughout the ADR cycle and will provide the major
thermal link between the 2K heat source and the GGG pill. A He 11 gap heat switch
surrounds each stainless steel tube with the gap width being 0.003cm.
The two stage thermal contact, consisting of He fl tubes and gaps, between the load and the
GGG pill is a necessary compromise between thermal conduction in the on mode and the
latent heat. In order to keep the temperature drop in the He II tubes low, the total cross
section of the He II column in the GGG pill needs to exceed 0.15cm 2 . The thermal
conduction taking place over a distance of 20cm brings the liquid helium volume up to
3cm 3 . If all this liquid would be condensed, the latent heat load on the GGG pill would
correspond to more than half of the available cooling. This is greatly reduced by dividing
the thermal conduction path into permanent He II tubes and the heat switches, i.e., He II
gaps.
In order to minimize the heat leak from the GGG to the He II filled stainless steel tubes in
the off mode, the tubes will be made to protrude over 5cm out of the holes in the GGG. A
5 cm-long thin-wall SS support tube having an internal diameter of 0.23cm will be placed
over each of the He II tubes, bonded to the GGG at one end and welded to the He II tube at
the other end. This tube will be the main conduction path between the GGG pill and the He
II tube in the off mode. The increased thermal conduction path between the tubes and the
GGG reduces the heat leak to the He II tubes, substantially. The estimated heat leak from
the GGG when at 10K, to the 2K He II tubes is on the order of 2mW.
Before the 2K refrigeration takes place, the He II gap heat switch is thermally shorted
condensing helium gas into the gap. After the refrigeration step, the thermal contact is
broken by removal of the liquid in the gap. Both the supply and removal of the helium is
accomplished by means of an activated carbon pump (ACP). When cooled down the ACP
adsorbs helium; when heated it desorbs the gas.
A He II gap heat switch concept has been recently tested. 3 In the tests the ACP is cooled
down by means of a thin copper wire connected to an external cold reservoir. The
cooldown rate is low because of the small size of the copper wire resulting in a long
switching off time. The wire is kept thin to limit the heat leak to the external reservoir in the
on mode in which the ACP is heated. The rate of warm up is largely determined by the
ACP heater power. The on switching time, in these tests, has been under one minute.
In the model proposed here, the copper connection to the external 10K reservoir is replaced
by a helium gas heat switch. To this purpose, a small carbon pump (CP) is placed in the
vacuum space surrounding the ACP and is allowed to adsorb a small quantity of helium.
When the CP is hot, it desorbes the helium gas which thermally shorts the ACP to the cold
reservoir. The ACP is thermally isolated by vacuum when the CP is cold. The on/off
thermal conduction ratio of the helium gas switch guarantees rapid switching of ffte ACP
between adsorption and desorption.
The 2K heat switch including its ACP is contructed as a closed system containing the
required amount of helium at room temperature. The system is charged with helium gas at
300K. The ACP consists of a cylindrical reservoir with the activated carbon glued to its
inner surface. The volume of the reservoir is significantly larger than that needed to enclose
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the activated carbon in order to reduce the initial fill pressure. To optimize the pump
parameters according to the gap size a computer program has been generated which can be
used to find the activated carbon mass, the reservoir volume and the energy required to
liberate the gas when the 2K heat switch is turned on. The program is employed to optimize
the pump size by varying different parameters such as the initial gas pressure and/or the
activated carbon temperature during desorption. The adsorption temperature of the pump is
assumed to be 10K, i.e., the cryocooler temperature. The model is based on a helium mass
balance for the helium contained in the reservoir, the ACP and the gap.
The He II filled stainless steel tubes are connected to a helium gas reservoir. Once the GGG
pill becomes cold the gas condenses into the tubes. The gas reservoir is added so that the
initial pressure at room temperature at which the tubes are filled, need not be very high. For
an initial helium gas pressure of l0atm the volume of the gas reservoir has to be about
500cm 3 . The gas in the reservoir is first cooled down to 10K by the cryocooler and is then
cooled to 2K and condensed in the tubes requiring about 50J of cooling by the GGG pill.
The total temperature drop in the different parts of the 2K heat switch is estimated to be
27mK. This is the temperature drop between the 2K heat load and the GGG surface at the
He IIgap. The different contributions to this temperature drop are listed below:
- The temperature drop over the He II filled tube: 4mK.
- The temperature drop due to Kapitza resistance between He II and the inside wall of the
SS tube: 7mK.
- The temperature drop in the 0.25mm-thick-wall SS tube: 6mK.
- The temperature drop due to Kapitza resistance between lie II and the outer wall of the SS
tube: 5inK.
- The temperature drop due to Kapitza resistance between He U and the GGG: 5mK.
In the above calculations a Kapitza conductance of 4W/m 2 -K has been assumed between

the He II and the solid materials.
HEAT SWITCH IMPLEMENTATION
In incorporating the He II heat switch, described above, into the ADR some technical
problems are encountered. The foremost problem is in making the hermetic seals between
the stainless steel support tubes and the GGG. Two possible approaches to this problem
have been conceived. The first approach involves bonding the SS tubes to the GGG by
means of an epoxy. This approach has proven to be nontrivial, since SS contracts more
than GGG when cooled down to 2K. To overcome this problem a titanium insert could be
epoxied to the GGG pill and then welded to the stainless steel tube. Titanium has the
closest thermal contraction of any metal to that of the G0G. Welding titanium to stianless
steel poses another problem. Laser welds between thin-wall stainless steel and titanium
tubes have been performed and shown to be very brittle. A possible remedy to this problem
would be to use a buffer material such as vanadium between the SS and the titanium. Laser
welding of titanium-vanadium-SS joints are currently being performed to test such a
possibility.
The other approach to sealing the SS support tubes to the GGG would be in metalizing the
GGG and welding the SS tubes to the metailized GGG. As a first test of this technique a
sample GGG piece was sputtered with gold. The bond between the deposited gold and the
GGG was very weak, rendering gold unsuitable for this purpose. Titanium or nickel are
_38

two other possible candidates for metallizing the 000 which will be tested. An alternative
to direct sputtering of a metalic layer onto the GGG would be to deposit a layer of a
material such safire onto GGG and sputter a metalic layer over the4 layer of safire.
Depositing GGG with safire has been performed successfully in the past.
Another problem in assembling the heat switch is centering the SS tubes when inserted into
the holes in the GGG. This can be accomplished by placing some small-diameter glass
beads inside the gap to prevent the SS tubes from direct contact with the GGG. This
technique has been used in building a prototype 2K heat switch.
A different problem has to do with acquiring the optimum activated carbon material for the
ACP, since the switching times of the heat switsh are directly related to the adsorption
quality of the carbon. There is very little data in the literature on the adsorption of helium by
the activated carbons available commercially. Thus, an effort has been undertaken to test
the helium adsorption of various activated carbons, presently available. 5
HEAT SWITCH PROTOTYPE
To test the on and off conductances of the heat switch design described above, a prototype
of such a system has been built and recently tested. A schematic of this prototype heat
switch is shown in Fig. 2. The prototype is comprised of an 11.25cm long brass cylinder
(load), representing the GGG, with a 10.6cm-deep blind hole drilled through its center.
The hole is 0.23cm in diameter. A 0.21cm-OD SS tube (He H rube) pluged at one end, is
inserted into the hole. The gap between the outer surface of the tube and the inner surface
of the hole is maintained by placing a small number of glass beads aiong the length of the
tube. The thermal link between the He II tube and the brass load is made by a 0.23cm-ID
SS tube (support tube) which is 5cm long. The support tube is soldered to the brass load at
one end and to the He II tube at the other end.
An activated carbon pump (ACP) is connected to the He 11 gap via a SS capillary tube. The
activated carbon used in the ACP is courtesy of Barnebey-Cheney (type PE). Because the
adsorption characteristics of this carbon is not known its amount required for the testing of
the heat switch prototype was estimated based on the available data on other activated
carbons. 6 Based on this, the volume of the ACP is made to be 14cm 3 and the mass of the
activated carbon glued to its inner surface is 1g. The ACP is initially filled with gaseous
hclium to 5atrn pressure at room temperature. A thermal link between the ACP and the bath
was made by a copper rod to conduct the heat of desorption.
Three 56-Ohm Allen-Bradley carbon resistance thermometers were glued at different
locations along the heat switch. The first thermometer is placed on the brass load near its
joint with the SS support tube. The second one is placed on the SS support tube below the
pressure port, i.e., where the capillary fill tube is connected to the gap. The third
thermometer is located where the He II tube and the SS support tube are soldered together.
A similar thermometer is also mounted on the ACP for monitoring its temperature.
Manganin-wire-heaters are wound around the brass load and the ACP to control their
temperatures. The heat switch assembly is placed inside a vacuum can. The He R tube is
open to the He HIbath through a hole in the top flange of the vacuum can. This allows the
inner tube to be filled with He II and remain at the bath temperature during the tests.
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He 11 bath
Solder joint
link
SS tube

Thermometer

Heater

Pm

S~Heater

Brass Load
He gap

Vacuum
can

Fig. 2. Schematic of the He U heat switch prototype
TEST RESULTS
The heat switch prototype is tested both in the off and the on modes. To obtain the off
conductance it is first tested without any helium gas present in the switch at 2K. The off
conductance is obtained for different load heater powers while its temperature is monitored.
The heater power on the load is increased until the load thermometer is just above 10K.
This provides a measure of the heat leak rate form the IOK-GGG to the He LI tubes in the
off mode. The off conductance measured in this test is quite close to the conduction of thf.
stainless steel tube in this temperature range. This is an hidication that there is no significant
thermal contact between the load and the He n1 tube, except through the SS support tube.
Next, the switch is charged to 5 atm and tested for its on conductance at 2K. The switch
conductance in the on mode, at a given load power, is obtained after the ACP is turned on
by being heated. For a given load power the temperature of the load decreases as the
temperature of the ACP is increased due to more helium gas being condensed in the gap. At
a certain ACP temperature and for a set load power a sharp drop is observed in the
temperature of the load. As an example, when 14.3 mW is applied to the load, its
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temperature decreases from 2.16K to 2.05K when the ACP temperature is about 24K. At
this time the load thermometer and the middle thermometer on the heat switch indicate the
same temperature value. This is an indication that the switch is full. Further increase in the
temperature of the ACP raises the load temperature due to thermal conduction through the
helium gas in the capillary tube.
The on and off conductances of the heat switch are plotted in Fig. 3. The on to off
conductance ratio at the same load power (0.25mW) is nearly 5000. In the on mode when
there is 14.3mW on the load the temperature difference across the heat switch is about
35inK. This load power represents the heat flow rate through a single heat switch as
required by the ADR. The temperature difference obtained from this test is close to the
calculated temperature drop of 27mK.
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Fig. 3. Temperature drop across the heat switch vs. power input.
The protoype heat switch has not been optimized for its on and off switching times. Its on

switching time is less than a minute. The off time, however, is on the order of several
minutes. This is mostly due to the long capillary tube connecting the pump to the gap. This
time can be reduced by increasing the pumping conductance of this tube.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the tests performed on the He IUheat switch prototype indicate the feasibility
of incorporating this design into the 2-10K ADR. The on and off conductances of such a
heat switch are close to their predicted values. Further work is required to make the
switching times of the heat switch fast enough for the ADR.
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ABSTRACT
Modem electronics combines the arts of photolithography with silicon
chemical technology and advanced automatic manufacturing techniques to the
large scale, low cost production of increasingly sophisticated and miniaturized
integrated circuits. Using the same technology a new field, called microdynamics,
has developed. Microdynamics, the science, technology and design of moving
micromechanical devices uses silicon as the principal material of fabrication for a
broad range of inexpensive batch-fabricated devices primarily associated withmicro-processors.
Contemporaneously the science of low temperature electronics is
developing, carrying with it the demand for miniaturized cryogenic cooling systems
of modest cost, high reliability with low power, low weight and small size
requirements.
This paper explores the potential application of microdynamic technology
to the field of micro or nanno cryocoolers and speculates on some possible
developments and applications.
INTRODUCTION
In the 1950's the arts of photolithography and silicon chemical technology
were combined to develop integrated circuit technology. This combination was
unusually productive and resulted in circuits of ever-increasing complexity
revolutionising the whole basis of electronic systems. Combination with advanced
automatic manufacturing techniques has resulted in high volume, low cost
production.
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Silicon has emerged as an unusually versatile material being increasingly
employed in a variety of new commercial products not only for its well established
electronic properties but also because of its advantageous mechanical properties.
Peterson' published the classic paper on silicon as a mechanical material
reviewing the mechanical characteristics and micromechanical processing
techniques as well as applications both electronic and non-electronic.
MICRODYNAMICS
The technology derived from integrated chip processes when applied to the
science and design of moving micromechanical devices and mechanisms has come
to be known as 'microdynamics'. Muller 2 recently reviewed this field describing
how polycrystalline silicon and silicon nitride can be applied as mechanical
materials. Microstructures in these materials are freed from the substrate by
etching a sacrificial layer of silicon dioxide. This technique has allowed the
development of electrostatically driven resonant bridges, rotating and sliding
structures, gears, springs and micromotors.
Some concept of the scale of microdynamic structures may be gained by
reference to Figure 1, after Muller2, comparing an electrostatically driven
micromotor (having a rotor diameter of 0.1 num) with the blonde human hair lying
in the forefront of the picture.
COLD ELECTRONICS
Contemporaneously with the above developments the science and
technology of low-temperature electronics both semiconductor and superconductor
including combinations of the two has proceeded apace. Kirschman 3 has provided
an excellent overview of this new field. The first international conference on low
temperature electronics was held recently (Edelsack et at').
Refrigeration to 80 K or below is required for all low temperature
electronic systems. The cooling capacity required ranges from kilowatts of cooling
at 80 K (recondensing the nitrogen vapour boiling from liquid nitrogen cooled
supercomputers) to microwaits of cooling for the miniature silicon chips of simple
systems. It is with this latter requirement that this paper is primarily concerned.
MINIATURE CRYOCOOLERS
Miniature cryocoolers have been the subject of intense research and
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development effort over the past forty years. This has been directed primarily to
provide cooling at 80 K for the infrared systems used in missile guidance a. I
night vision equipment, initially an exclusively military requirement and, now, to
an increasing extent, a variety of civil applications.
The three systems which have passed into general use following intense,
competitive research are:
a)

a dewar flask filled with liquid nitrogen which evaporates. This system is
extremely reliable and quiet with a relatively low cost, is light in weight,
with a small volume. Its 'life' between refills with liquid nitrogen is limited
(a few hours) but often this is sufficient for many of the applications.

b)

a Linde-Hampson cryocooler wherein compressed gas is expanded through
an isenthalpic Joule-Thomson nozzle following precooling in a recuperative
heat exchanger. In the open cycle version the gas is derived from high
pressure storage of very clean gas in storage bottles. 'Closed cycle' versions
are also made with multiple stage compressors to supply the high pressure
gas for expansion.

c)

mechanical rryocoolers operating on a closed regenerative Stirling cycle
with compression and expansion of the working fluid at different
temperature levels.

Many versions of the above three systems are in series production for primarily
military but also civil applications. Walker 5 has recently reviewed the present
status of development in the two latter types of cryocooler. The Stirling systems
sometimes called miniature electric ciyocoolers are generally understood to be
some variation of the 1 to 0.2 watt (at 80 K) integral and split refrigerator built to
a US Army, Air Force or Navy specification. Four models of these 'common'
cryocoolers are in production at the rate of thousands a month.
More recently a new generation of smaller lower capacity cryocoolers have
been developed, typified by the Inframetrics cooler 6 . These consume 3 to 5 watts
of power and produce 5 to 15 milliwatts of refrigeration at 80 K. The low input
power requirements have two significant advantages. They provide the possibility
of hand-held, battery powered, infrared equipment operating for eight hours or so
before the batteries need to be replaced. Further the low power input simplifies
the cooling problem. The cooler can simply be thermally coupled to the
equipment frame at the heat dissipated by natural convective cooling from the
frame.
These newer coolers are simply scaled down versions, about a third the size
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and weight and about a tenth the power input of the common coolers that have
been in production for well over a decade. Further reductions in size, weight and
power are anticipated to as little as 1 watt of po;;er input6.
Perhaps these future superminiaturised cryocoolers represent the lower
limits of size and power input fea. 'Nle by conventional, albeit advanced
manufacturing methods. Yet even these small machines would appear as 'heavy
engineering' to watchmakers. Wristwatches are a high volume, low cost item of
very high reliability, and are incredibly compact with low power input. It is likely
that very advantageous designs for superminiaturised cryocoolers could be
developed by application of watchmaking technology.
Alternative concepts for high volume, low cost throw-away cryocoolers have
been examined. These include the 'radio-tube' multiple-expansion Stirling
cryocooler shown in Figure 2 with a superconducting or other cold electronic chip
mounted at the tIp of the third expansion stage. This incorporated a linear
electric drive and was intended for 'plugging-in' to ambient temperature circuits.
The development of high temperature superconducting electronics requiring
refrigeration to onl) 80 K or so allowed for substantial simplification of the unit
to a single stage of expansion. However no solution was evident to the problem
of magnetic interference from the linear driver and so thi.• project has been set
aside.
Alternative concepts have been examined "or superminiaturised cryocoolers
with a diaphragm compressor activated hydraulicaity as shown in Figure 3. This
effectively eliminates the problem of electro-magnetic emissions for the
electrically driven hydraulic pump can be located remote from the site of the
electronic unit. A similar pneumatic drive system is possible and, moreover,
multiple expansion units can be energised from a single large pump or compressor
drive unit. This piovides relatively simple distributed cryogenic 'spot' cooling to a
virtually unlimited number of sites, for example the 30 or so cryogenic sensors
anticipated on the Earth Observation Satellite.
The resurgence of development effort and arhievement with the orificepulse tube7 provides the opportunity to simplify the design and dispense with the
reciprocating displacer shown in Figure 3.
The superrniniaturised pulse tube regenerative cryocooler with a diaphragm
compressor appears to be among the most promising of the future machines. It
lends itself readily to large scale low cost production and appears suitable for use
in a wide range of refrigeration capicin,. It can be made in single stage or
multiple stages of expansion.
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MICROCOOLERS
Theie is no well established widely accepted nomenclature to distinguish
between miniature, superminiature, and microminiature cryocoolers. Here we
shall reserve the term microminiature to systems so small as to be beyond the
p-ictical limitation of feasible manufacture. The ultimate reduction in size may
q, alify the unit to be called a nanno cryocooler in line with the terminology
adopted by some of the microdynamics fraternity.
Since micro and nanno cryocoolers would be used most likely with
electronic chips it is at least worthwhile to examine how the technologies of
silicon processing developed for electronic systems might be adapted to mass
produced, low cost, reliable cryocoolers.
The pioneer of this field is of course William Little, Professor of Physics at
Stanford University and founder of MMR Inc. (MicroMiniature Refrigerators) of
Mountain View California. Little 8 recognised the value of microcryocoolers over
a decade ago and also the technical infeasibility of scaling down the existing
Joule-Thomson cryocoolers. He developed a novel planar photolithographic
method of fabrication using established silicon processing techniques. In this
endeavour he was brilliantly successful, both technically and commercially.
Several thousand 'Little' cryocoolers are now presently in use world wide.
The potential inherent in these developments was dramatically enharced
by the discovery that expansion of certain gas mixtures can improve the
effectiveness of Joule-Thomson refrigerators many times compared with pure
gases. The ti • ures can be expanded at very substantially reduced pressures thus
relieving both Lhe high pressure compressor problem and the clogging of heat
exchangers and expansion nozzles by condensed contaminant.
Little has also pioneered the development of integrated cryogenic
electronic packages, for example, a miniature hybrid system containing a
microminiature refrigerator combined with a superconducting device for use on an
ambient temperature circuit board.
It is likely that microminiature refrigerators of the Little genre will continue
to find increasing and diverse applications in the future.
ALTERNATIVE MICROCRYOCOOLERS
Other forms of mechanicatl cryocoolers may be possible that are different
to the Little microcoolers discussed above. It is thought likely these alternatives
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will include machines of the Stirling variety. This view arises simply because
history shows that, after 40 years of competitive development and evaluation, of
miniature cryocoolers for military infrared systems Stirling cryocoolers of one
form or another emerged as the preferred choice. Stirling cryocoolers have no
valves and are smaller, cheaper, faster and more efficient than the competitive
Gifford-McMahon, Vuilleumnier, Claude, Linde-Hampson and Brayton systems. It
is likely this trend will continue into the micro and nanno cryocooler range.
It is also thought possible that many of the same techniques and processes
described by Peterson' and Muller 2 could be adapted for Stirling cryocooler
production.
Consider for example the device shown in Figure 4, reproduced from
and described by him as a linear vibrating plate with interleaved comb
structures for electrostatic drive and sense. The beams holding the structure to
the substrate are 50 gm in length'.
Muller 2

Comparing this with present miniature Stirling cryocoolers, say the Oxford
cryocooler 9 it is easy to see some conmmon elements. For example the interleaved
electrostatic comb structures correspond to the electro-magnetic drive motors of
the Stirling machine. Similarly the folded beams supporting the moveable plate
correspond to the flexure supports or suspension springs found in the Oxford
cooler and the many variations this machine has spawned. The use of flexure
supports (or folded beams) combines the possibility for small but relatively
unrestrained motion in the horizontal axial direction with rigid support in the
transverse (radial) direction. This exactly fulfils the requirements of the
interleaved electrostatic comb structures or the close tolerance, no rubbing seals
found in contemporary cryocoolers.
In his classic paper Peterson' discusses a variety of micromechanical
processing techniques for the production of thin silicon or metallic membranes
with circumferential support (diaphragms) using dopant dependent chemical
etching, and electrochemical etching, thin film deposition, metal plating and
epi, Jal growth.
It requires little imagination for the combination of these thin diaphragms
and appropriate compression chambers with the interleaved comb structures and
flexure type sulport described above to achieve the compressor part of a Stirling
system.
Other alternatives include the possibility of driving the diaphragm using a
modified loudspeaker coil as in the thermoacoustic engines now in development'.
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Petersen also discusses:
'.... single crystal silicon with a dense network of very fine holes or channels
from much less than 1 Am to several micrometers in diameterpreferentially
orientated in the direction of current flow. The thickness of the layer can be
anywhere from micrometers up to many mils. Porous silicon, as it is called,
has a number of interestingproperties. Its average density decreases with
increasingapplied current density to as low as 10 percent of normal silicon.
Since it is so porous gases readily diffuse into the structure....'

To a student of Stirling machines this reads remarkably like a description
of the regenerative matrix necessary to Stirling cryocooler operation.
The pulse tube cryocooler is essentially a Stirling cryocooler with one of
the two reciprocating elements (the displacer or expansion piston) removed. It is
not known at this time whether or not the pulse tube cryocooler can be scaled
down to microminiature size but there appears to be no intrinsic or fundamental
physical limit to the scaling process.
CONCLUSIONS
It appears all the necessary ingredients, processes and techniques for the
realisation of microminiature Stirling type cryocoolers is at hand. Future
developments in this exciting technology are eagerly awaited.
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